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To my grandchildren
. May the world of their children be

managed in the interests of justice and peace.
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PREFACE

This book is an effort to clarify thinkingaon how the world commu-
can,:best-cope with; global problems of mountingNomplexity

and' seriousness. Such. an examination seems rimely in view of the
meager progress cONkard this end since World War II. No way has
been found to assure. international peace and security, the dominant
issue of ear-fy postvzar years. Meanwhile, grave problems of an

'economic, social, and liumanitarian nature continue to exist.
The world community's management, of serious global problems

isso inadequate that survival of millions of people, if not of civiliza-
tion, is uncertain. -Everr if nuclear holocaust, ecological disaster, and
agricultural deficiencies are avoided; aspi,ratiOns for greater human
dignity and a suitable quality of life are thwarted by poOr manage-

.ment.
ram motivated by a strong personal..conviction that the world

community can and must do a better management job, even within
the existing nation-.state international political system. I believe,
too, that more effective management within today's framework is
the only way- to progress toward the political and economic orders
necessary to assure peace

,
and'security, enhance justice and.human

sights, and improve quality of life. We need to'foster a management
climate more conducive to..the creation of 'political andeconomic
institutions endowed with essential extranational ancfsupranational
authority.

These convicri6ns arise Vm more than thirty years of concern
about foreign .affairs, particularly international cooperation and
world organization. During these years, I have been active in several
organizations focusing attention upon these subjects. For more than
twenty years, I have been personally involved in the problems of
developing countries through the activities of Stanley Consultants. I
have observed the functioning of the United Nations and'the manner
in which - nations use and abuse it..



x PREFACE

Twenty years ago, .having a basic confidence in the decency
brotherhood of mankiid, Mrs. Stanley and I established The Stanley
Foundation, a private operating foundation, as a vehicle to. contrib-
ute to the search for secure peace. with. freedom.- Or interest in
world organization developed from a mounting conviction that the
UnitedfNations' was insufficient to the task. Ours then college-age
son was a further persuading influence.

As president of The Stanley FouiOation, I have organized and
chaired some 50 international, contetences. and seminars, seeking
'ways to strengthen US foreign policy, improve the United Nations, .

and manage global problt.. These gatherings 'have been
supplemented by' discussions and correspondence wsirhdiplomats,
statesmen, . political leaders, 'scholars, academicians, and busi-
nessmen from. Many nations. Ai a Eonsequence, I believe that

'option- states can, ifa.' they will, vastly increase the effeCtiveness of
their cooperation and,berter man-age critical world issues.

As an engineer,,;; executive, I have great respect for the impor-
tance and effectiv ...N. of sound" management procedures. The world -,
community neee'to. make greater use of basic rhanagei.nent princi.-
pies; suitably adapted to the politics of national and-international
decision-making.

My nongovernmental perspective centers upon the lack of innova-
tive leadership by, the United States. Our overall.posCure falls short --;
of near-terai and longer range needs; we have not faced the realities
of a changing and more interdependent world.

The proposals presented in this book are focused upon approaches,
procedures; and mechanisms to manage global problems more effec-
tively. They emphasize the interrelationships of the critical issues
and the importance of dealing comprehensively with:them. They are"_''
more procedural than substantive; they are not simple solutions. My
comments are 'directed to generalists' concerned with overall ap-
proaches, people who are Opinion-shapers and decision-makers.

My. appreciation and thanks are extended to those who have
helped in the preparation and re w of this boOk. I especially_ men-
tion rriy two sods, David and Richard; together with Jack.M. Smith,
John R. Redick, and Roger L. Londe, who reviewed an ear4y draft of,
the manuscript and Willard ,Boyd who reviewed' the chapter on
human rights. Joni Axel and Claudine Harms have given great as-
sistance, in drafting and editing. Joan Walling and Margaret Fuller
typed the many pages several times., MY wife Betty has contributed
ideas, suggested mddifications, and tolerated the many hours I have
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sp in writing .spent <.!

ting the, book. I am grateful for the encouragement4-
the faculty in world order studies at The University of Iowa.

*a'
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C. Maxwell Stanley -

Muscatine, rowa-.'.
August 15, 1979
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1 CHANGE.

Like the legendary horseman, the world community seems at once to- Dissonance anaride off in all directions. . Confusion
Is it possible for a world community of over four billion people

represented by more than 150 sovereign nations. varying in size,
power, population, wealth, ideology, culture, and interest to man-
age critical world problems? How can we get together? How can we
rise 'above narrow, short-term concerns to deal with far-reaching
global. issues? These are the paramount questions world scholars
must study and national leaders and global statesmen miist face.
Awareness of global problems and of the need to deal with them is
.widespread, although opinions regarding their relative seriousness
vary. No consensus exists, however, on how a hoard of bickering,
suspicious, and selfish nations can overcome real and perceived dif-
fetencei in order to cooperate.

Problems andchaos are chronicled daily and analyzedcontinually
bcorrimentators and columnists. News presents war, suffering,
injustice, stalemate, and frustrationnor peace, comfort; justice,
progress, or confidence. Occasional hopeful international events or
agreements are too often, preludes to serbicks and controversies.

'Despite some exaggeration, the media accounts do mirror correctly
the dissonance and Confiision, and the lack of ,consensus among
nation-stares, not only on world community priorities but-also on
actions to advance them.

Indeed we have failed to comprehend and manage the staggering
pace and scope of global change in recent decades. Remarkable
technological development, immense industrial expansion, and un-
precedented political chafige have created wholly new and unex-
pected world conditions. The capacity of traditional pdlitical and
economic systems to resolve today's complex and controversial prob-
lems has been outpaced. Governments are floundering irr efforts tozrespond.

4
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4 TODAY'S PREDICAMENTS.

The world is suspended between a battered, centuries:-old politi-
calsysteiln, Which nations prefer to use, and a fledgling hew world
order more responsive .to,the demands of peace, justice, and human
dignity. The.interhational politiCal system that has served nations
for centuries is unable to deal with the problems of the post7World
War II era.

The same state_ of.flux 'applies to the world economy. Archaic,
overloaded systems are unable to meet the demandS of a more inter -
dependent world whose crowded inhabctantsseek'a high i quality of
life. While the slow transition to new political and ec nomic orders
is apparent to most scholars, Many statesmen, and some politicians,.
the parameters are indistinct and the pace of emergence is uncertain.

Nation state centered political and economic systems do not fully
describe to Vs structure. Natio'n-states are still the leading actors
on the wort sf e. but the_cast of characters and the setting .are
becoming' more tr national. Many regional, multinational, and

.
international organizatiohsprivate as Well as goVernmentalhave
been established. Nel:.ertheless, world discord and disorder are aptly

it
symbolized .by the United Nations as it attempts to manage political

. ;and economic problems. r

In United Nations circles, global problems are often divided into
two categories: political.(meaning peace and security issues) and
economic (embracingmbst other issues). This classification is'overly
simplistic .and illogicalall international problems are funclamen-
tallV political; resolution-depends,upon actions of national govern-..
merits using politicalprocesses. One school of thought suggests fo'ur
value-orienred categories: (1) minimization of large -scale collective
violence; .(2) maximization of social and economic well-being; (3)
realization of fundamental human.rights and conditions' of political
justice; and (4) maintenance and, rehabilitation of ecological qual-:
icy.' Other groupings have been suggested by other writers, schol-
ars. and observers. . . ...'

_ .

Any grouping is somewhat arbitrary, .but for this discussion, six
critical issues. have been selected. .

All are urgent priorities on the world community's agenda. They
are complicated and interrelated; none can be individually resolved.

PEACE AND SECCR!TY Developing adequate systems to assure ..
peaceful ettlement of interr6tional difference's and to protect the

I. RichardPFalk: A Study of Future Worlds (New York: Free ;Press, 1975),
pp. 11-30. : . ,;!,o .

The Issues
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;security of nations against overt or covert intervention, thus re - °'
moving the need for threat and use of armed force

ECONOMIC ORDER Improving the .various systems and .

mechanisms comprising the world economic order to better
handle expanding_ trade, commerce, and development

DEVELOPMENT Achieving an acceptable pattern and .a tolerable
pace of economic and social development for the less developed
two-thirds of the worlds population

RESOURCE/POPCILATION BALANCE Managing the finite resources
of the earth and stabilizing popUlation growth to achieve. and

sustain a .quality:. of life compatible with human dignity

BIOSPHERE Protecting and managing the biosphere to 'avoid
hazardous deterioration and enhance environthentalsandresource
contributions to .quality of life

HUMAN. RIGHTS EXtending elemental human 'rights to all .people.
and developing.better systems to protect such 'rights

Even the. most superficial examination of Accomplfshment in each
area, the true test of effective management, reveals serious defi'cien-
cies. Leaders of nations and tileir nationals have-neither individually
nor collectively responded adroitly to technological and political
change during the last .five decades, especially since World War:IL.

Technology has_ compressed the wbrld. Transmission of
infections human disease, tefrrorism, or economic inflation --has
accelerated. Indeed, local 'crises immediately become global 'con-
cerns: Nations are more interdependent; human desires and aspira-.
tions are equalizing_ In a physical sense, chan-ge:has made the world
one; no- nation is isolated.

Technology has also had a direct, mostly negative, impact upon
the maintenance of international peace and security. While nuclear
ban'ib.s and other sophisticated weapons have made the magnitude of

desritrition intolerable, the rapid_ emergence of new nations
and the widespread influence of military establishments have vastly
increased the opportunities for arrped conflict.

The world's economic order is bogged down. Economic interde-
lendence and litter technology have expanded trade, but the exist-
ng systems have not kept pace. Highly critical of unjust 'sys?ems
'ashioned for developed countries, developing nationsare frustrated..

The issue of economic and social development has been intensified

1g)

The Impact
of Change~
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by the collapse of Western colonialism after World War II. As
newly independent countries have sought economic independence
and rapid development; industrial nations have responded bilaterally
and multilaterally to the call for external financial and technical
assistance.

Resource /population balancea new issue on the planetis
clearly the result of recent technological and political change. On
the one hand, improved public health and medical care programs
have ignited exponential population growth in developing nations.
On the other, rising expeCtations of more peOple in both developed
and developing nations create mounting demands on the earth's
finite resources.

Advanced _technology, industrial .pollution, and ever enlarging
resource demands burden the environment. Expanding populations
an rising'expectatiOns add to this burden. Protection and enhance-
ment of the.biosphere become increasingly important. .

Human rights progress has, been stymied in many nations. Over-
grown military influence, outright totalitarian and military regimes,
and unstable national governments (many the'result of economic
forces) all tend to hinder human rights progress.

In the political area, world community efforts to manage the six
critical issues are also hampered by ctianges. I will note six key
factors. The PROLIFERATION CCF. NATION-STATES has placed many_
more actors on the world stage; UN membership is now'151.versus;.`
51-Charter signers, and the diveriity of experience and objectives.
complicates problem-solving. (This proliferation, however, is .the
result of desirable and long overdue political change.)

CONFRONTATIONS between major sectors of the world community
are a second significant handicap. One such confrontation is long--
standing but-moderating; the other is more recent and as yet
dictable. The-East-West confrontation that crystallized after World
War II has long hindered multilateral management efforts, partku-
larly in the area of peace and security. The.ITorth-South or rich-poor
confrontation, now in its infancy, has the potential to expand; it
already interferes with interna,tional cooperation.

SHIFTS IN NATIONAL POWER are a third disturbing factor. Great
Britain and 'France, although victorious, were,seriopsly weakened
after World War II; the.cbllapse of colonialism further sapped their
strength. Germany and Japan, mighty militiry powers of the de-
feated Axis, lost all semblance of power. The United States and the'
Soviet Union emerged as the'.most powerful nations. This bipolarity

13



.CHANGE 7

is still the major world political influence, but its dominance is
-waning with the emergence of.other power centers. The People's
Republic of China is a potential superpower, despite its disclaimer
to such a role. Japan has regained influential position even without
military strength. The European Economic Community has military
and economic power surpassed only by that of the Soviet Union and
the United Stares. Such nations as Argentina, Brazil, India, In-
'donesia, and Nigeria are gaining influence.. Third World- na-
tions, when they cooperate, exert increasing political and moral
power. The oil-rich, members of the Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries wield significant economic power.

NATIONALISM has been intensified,' particularly in newly inde-
pendent countries which subscribe easily to the nationalistic-pos-
tures, prejudices, and practices of older nations. Carried iG---tx-
tremes, nationalism obstructs progress toward long-rerm interests
and international cooperation.

It is paradoxiCal that another area of political changethe.grow-
ing sense of INTERI5rPEUDENCE and emergence of interna-
tional institutionsruns cornter to nationalistic trends: Embryonic.
growth of global awareness is a positive political change beginning
to influence the conduct of nations.

CHANGING ATTITUDES toward previously accepted establish-
ments influence national decision-making. This positivi
change finds activists in many countries challenging established

-policies and prOtesting against current-systems. In the international
arena, small nations band together to challenge the powerful.

_Thus the impacts of technological and political change upon
international affairs cannot be overemphasized.

Concepts of political science and international relations ingrained
in the minds of today's national leaders 20 to 30 years ago are often
archaic relics of the past. Governmental policies conceived a genera-
tion or a decade ago are often inadequate or totally obsolete. -

Nevertheless, it is well to remember that change is not unique to
recent decades; it is the very soul of history. for millennia human
beings have encountered new conditions arising from natural
phenorrfena or human events. Change has always demanded adjust-
ment, and.the price for failure to respond has often been high: .death
or.subjugation for individuals, tribes, or nations. The rewards for
seizing opportunities afforded by change have been equally great:
profit, -power, territory, improved quality of life, and expanded
human rights.

1.4

Meeting the
Challenge of
Change
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The changi g conditio confronting us today differ significantly,
however, fro those jb he past. They differ in magnitude, scope,
and complexity, are of a new order. Moreover, they are extraor-
dinarily interrelated, and responses to them have multiple conse-
quences.

am.
Failure to manage the changes of the last few decades is vastly

more hazardous. The final repercussion of unrestrained international
conflict and -nuclear holocaust could be the. destruction of civiliza-
tion..The end result of environmental neglect could be an irretrieva-
ble upset in the delicate thermal and chemical balances of the bio-
sphere. Failure to balance resources and populations-could greatly
deteriorate quality of life.

Another difference is the uruncy of response required. So
mediate are the probable consequences of failure that time !Decor-hes a
primary factor. Slow, evolutionary response to problems over gener-
ations or centuriesthe traditional human and political patternis
untenable. Certain critical thresholds of no return may be passed.

Finally, the nature of change is so different that accumulated
historical experience is of only marginal help as a guideline for the
future; even extrapolations and projections of physical and economic
data are of questionable value. Unfortunately, rational decision-
makingis not customarily an inviting process to the eneralpublic
or to politicians who are particularly reluctant to move Much beyond
the safe limits of the known.

It takes wisdo'm, courage, and strength to recognize the inevita-
bility of change, to adjust to it, and to grasp opportunities. A keen
sense of timing and a willingness to innovate are needed.

Few national leaders .today openly admit the magnitude, conse-
quences, and urgency of current problems. Fewer still appear ready
to do much about them. Obviously, a gap exists between perform-
ance and what is necessary to manage critical world issues. Until this
gap is 'closed or significantly narrowed, efforts are destined to fall
short of desired objectives.

In this book I address the challenge of achieving international
attitudes and mechanisms capable of managing present and future
global change in the context of greater interdependence. Facing this
challenge will not be easy. y. There is no assurance of success; but
failure by default is unacceptable.



2 MANAGEMENT

How should the world-community attack the management of its
critical world issues? Even a casual examination of progress in coping,
with global problems demonstrates the urgent imperative of dif-
feient anarriore effective approaches. Inthe near-term, world leaders
must find ways to aid and abet the cooperation of nation- states to
manage international crises and solve global problemsa role that
cannot be overemphasized. Today's stakes are high: avoiding de-
bilitating war and assuring quality of lifeand perhaps survival.
The longer range, but equally important, task is fostering emerging
world political and economic systems tailored for tomorrow.

Before examining the' nature of different and more effectiap:
proaches to the management of global problems, it is to
examine one widely held view now ,hampering international cOopera-
don: the pessimistic belief, that world problems -are irreparable.
Doomsday prophets foresee early disaster. Some' assert that war is
inevit4ble, peace impossible; that the superpowervare on a collision
course to nuclear holocaust; that ideological differences are so sharp
that genuine cooperation is norattainable. Some anticipate disaster
ranging from total famine to an environmental catastrophe. Many
contend that nationalism is too intense and ingrained to be overcome.

. Pursuit of short-term national interests is seen as a certain path to
deepening North-South conflict and ensuing disaster. P simists see
no hope. Others, while not adhering to d. sda predictio , con-
tend the point of no return has been crosse best, man *nd is
destined to continue in a'cleeply divided, fe di g-world.

It is not difficult to marshal evidence t. port these g my
outlooks. But rejection of a doomsday attitu an essenti I pre-
requisite to proving it wrong. Fortunately, Cher reasons
to reject much of the counsel of pessimists while i nsifying efforts
to manage critical world issues.

Throughout recorded history, the human race has demo traced a

16



10 TODAY'S PREDICAMENTS

surprising will and ability- to progress. As civilization has developed,
mankind has recovered from widespread disaster, surmounted seri-
ous obstacles, and overcome threats. People have macZthe adjust-
ments from the caves to the cities, from agricultural ro industrial
societies. The quality of life has ceased being marginal. Empires
such as Babylonia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome have risen and pros-
pered only to decline and sometimes disappear. As fortunes and
powers have waxed and waned, man's progress has been fOi-ward, tf
at times undulating, toward'a better quality of life and greater

° human rights. Although technological and economic advances have
brought comparatiye affluence to only a sizable minority of the
world's population, they hold the promise of improving the lot of

\all. Nationa. 1 independence nears universality. Over the centuries
institutions have evolved from tribes through city-states and feudal
systems to today's 'nation - states and* even to fragile regional and
global international associations.

While the dangers of the past may seem less serious than today's,
civilization's capability to deal with problems. now exceeds that of
the past. Wider education, more. enlightened public opinion, ad-
vanced technology, and an arsenal of problem-solving and manage-
ment tools are distributed widely; no nation or group of nations
monopolizes them: Today's global' chaos and_ peril. result from the
failure of the world community to rise above narrow nationalism and
marshal adequate will and leadership. The latent capability to effec-
tively manage critical world issues exists; the challenge is to use. it.
That is what this book is about.

The most impelling reason for rejecting the counsel of pessimists
is the inherent .self-defeating nature of loss of hope. While realism -

about world problems and their resolution is essential, determina-
tion and cautious optimism are basic to ariy'sustained rehabilitative
effort.

But cautious optimism is not complacency. One school of
thought, quite the opposite of pessimism, contends that current
mechanisms and approaches are adequate; only time and patience are
needed. Such advocates pin their hopes upon the evolutionary
process. They believe traditional diplomatic processes and existing
international organizations will adequately meet global threats and
challenges. Some contend that .the seriousness of today's critical

-oissues is overrated and the,need for urgent resolution is questionable.
Optimism of this nature is hazardous and quite unwarranted by any

The Path of
Optimism
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demonstrated ability of the world community to deal with global
problems. The record speaks for itself; different and more effective
mechanisms and institutions are needed.

Many. co rses are enthusiastically advanced as keys to progress or
as panaceas Unfortunately, there is no simplistic approach.. Some
suggestions , however, have merit and irishe long run will con-
tribute.to global understanding. For example, dedicated followers of
certain religions would rely upon broad acceptance and application
of religious beliefs so change the world. They advance brotherhood
as the best road to peace. PacifistS, contending That war is not
justified under any circumstances, would shunall things military.

Another hope is building "community" among nations, commu-
nity being interpreted to mean that nations will inherently seek
common objectives because .sufficienr uniformity of interest exists.
Proposed steps to achieve thisconelition are man.y: Some believe
there must be. similar economic systems throughout the world_
Others would settle for greater understanding, better communica-
tions; and more common experiences. _One school of thought cOnsid-
erslanguage the primary barrier and advocates a universal language:
Another segment contends there must be comparable educational
levels; others feel only illiteracy need, be overcome. Still others call
for-greater equalization of economic 6pportunity,, and a few insist
there must be equality of living standards and social status. At the
extreme, some insist that only similarity of national political struc-
tures and a common ideology will achieve peace, security, and coop-
eration. r

All who seek to improve relations and understandings arnong
peoples and nations should be urged on. Those who work to enlarge
cancern for other human beings throUgh the advocacy and practice of
religious principles deserve encouragement. Those who challenge
the necessity, the morality, and' the credibility of war as a viable

.means of 'resolving international disputes should be apPlauded. All
such efforts help to mold world opinion_ toward a more just and .
humkne approach to global problem- solving- Likewise, efforts to
build community should be encouraged and aided. Progress toward
greater understanding, better communications, and common objet=
rives would undoubtedly-improve the political cliniate and stimulate
international cooperation. But -these processes are exceedingly sltiw
due to great diversity of nationarinterestsreligions, and cultures.
Unfortunately, the pressing critical world issues will Art wait. They.
must be managed now.

1
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Rule of Law Rule of law on a global basis is one proposal for dealing with
global problems, particularly peace and security. Supporters of this
proposal belie that only world law will overcome anarchy, main-
tain justice, safeguard disarmament, peacefully -settle disputes, and
effectively manage global problems. World law would require su-'
pranational institutions with authority to enact, interpret, and en-.
force law within predeteimined functional areas.' This calls for some
form of world federation or world government.

Few objective scholars of world affairs doubt the ultimate need for
government and law on the global level. For centuries states have
sought to develop guidelines for the conduct of international affairs;
laws governing conduct were promulgated as long ago as 2000 B.C.
by Sumerians. Over the years certain principlesoften termed in-,
ternational lawhave crystallized., Particularly pertaining to marine
shipping and commerce. More recently, the League of Nations and
the United Nations have standardized, by resolution and treaty,
some norms or guidelines for national conduct in international of

Since 1899 the Inteinational Court of Justice (ICJ), sitting at
the _Peace Palace in The Hague, has offered judicial resolution of
,controversies between national governments voluntarily accepting
its jurisdiction..

Although- these developments have been beneficial and generally
favored, the world does not have a rule of law. The "laws" estab-

-lished by I,JN resolution are neither compulsory nor enforceable, and
most. UN'conventions have escape clauses. Not only are nations not
compelled to submit controversies to the World Court, but by-
passing the Connally Reservation, whiCh denied the ICJ the right to
judge any case involving the UniteclOtates unless this nation volunl=
tarily agreed, tikUnited States Congress set a pattern for noncom-
pulsory, jurisdiction,. No means except adamant world opinion exist
to enforCe the few decisions. rendered by the World Court. The

L Supeanational institutions imply sovereign parliamentary bodies,
with worldWide representation, empowered to legislate and set policies
pertaining to predetermined functions on a global or regional level. Appro-
priate parallel organizations to administer, interpret, and enforce law+ are
also implied.' Ln the prbcess of establishing supranational institutions,
nation-states would delegate certain'sovereign. rights arLd thus forgo con-
trol or veto over the institutions' decisions and actions. Nation-states
would influence.supranational institutions' actions only through the .

rives of their representatives in the parliamentary body.
2. The terms :*treaty" and ''convention" are used interchangeably.
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United Nations and its family of organizations must be recognized
for irhat' they are voluntary associations of nacioArscates. The
United Nations is not a, world government; is is but a tool of
nation - states, without independent authority.

Undoubtedly, some form of world law, and the supranational
institutions required by ic, are the" inevitable but highly conciover-
sial next steps in jhe progress of civilization. We have progressed
from tribes to city-states, from feudal dominions to nation- states.
Government by lavi.ac the world level is next. Hence world organi-
zations having authority greater than the United, Nations are vital
long-range objectives.

`Unfortunately, today's international political climate and world
opinion are not favorable to early establishing supranational
institutions with adequate authority. Nevertheless, the activities of
organizations such as the World Federalists, Members of Congress
for Peace Through Law, the American Bar Association's Committee
on World Peace Through Law, che, Commission to Study the Or-
gailizacion. of Peace, the Institute for World Order; and others aimed
at advancing the concepts of world law and supranational organiza-
tion providing limited governmental authority on a world level
should be applauded.

Pragmatically, if the world community is to learn to live with
itself, the near -term management of critical world issues is an im-
mediate undertaking to be approached in the present climate, using
the existing political order and institutions. The nation-state system
with all its inadequacies,. the United Nations with all its contradic-
tions, and the hodgepodge of Other international organizations, re-
gional and worldwide, are the franiework For the immediate task.
Greater coordination and control must be established over the mani-
fold and interrelated activities of existing international organiza-
tions. TAe potential capabilities of this system and its institutions
mugc be fully utilized; present institutions must be strengthened;
and new organizations rtnisrbe created to deal with 'matters beyond
the competence or capability of existing ones. Some new organiza-
tions, established by treaty, will likely be given extranational or
transnational authority to manage delegated functions better.3 A
few may even gain limited supranational authority.

3. Extranational or transnational institutions differ Froth 4upranational
institutions in that they are established to perform specified hiricrhans,.

I. within predetermined policy limits prescribed by the treaty creating them.
Thus institutions granted extranational or transnational authority manage
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- 14 TODAY'S PREDICAMENTS

. The What should be the response to the dual challenge of dealing with
Manegemint urgent current problems while assuring progress toward a governed

Process ;,-world with political and economic institutions adequate for growing
;;" interdependence? HOw can nations get the most out of the .United

....NatiOns and international cooperation? How can they lay the foun..
'clarions for stronger transnational and-/supranational institutions?
'Obviously, greater determination must be demonstrated; stronger
leadership mast be exerted. Such will, determination, and leader-.

'ship .must be directed to developing and applying sound manage-
ment.processes.

What is management? It is the organization, Implementation,
direction, and control of activities to achieve desired objectives.
Although not a cure-all, management is a' prerequisite to solving
problems, HistOrically, management has been little more than the
art of getting things done. But in today's complex global commu-
nity of myriad organizations and institutions, management processes
have evolved into a modern science involving systems for dealing
with peoplezand ideas, and mechanisms for solving problems and
achieving o6jectives. In capsule form, the management process con-
sists of several sequential, but interrelated, phases:

IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS What is the issue? A case at point: The
issue of resource/population balance is not yet broadly recognized,
.a..4 a global problem. Hence it receives little attention.

DEFINING OBJECTIVES What is the desirable, agreed upon longer
range goal? Example: There is no agreement upon the type of
security system needed as an alternate to thee nation-state system.
Without a long-range objective,olittle progress is likely.

ESTABLISHING A PLAN What programs of action will achieve
near-term and longei range objectives? Illustration: No plan
exists for the control and limitation of conventional armaments.
Transfers of such weapons:incre

MARSH4LING RESOURCES How are the human and monetary re-,
sources required to execute a plan to be provided? ExaMple: Funds

-
and administer programs but lack the authority or parliarn.enrary capacity
to establish or alter basal policies. Extranational or transnational organiza-
tions. hpwever. have a degree of independence superior to that of the
United Nations, as now constituted. The United Nations and organiza-
tions like it are but vehicles for international cooperation; decision-making
power remains with nation-states.
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available for develop-tient are insufficient to accomplish a plan
such as the UN Third Development Decade.

DELEGATING AUTHORITY Row is responsibility assigned for
executing established plans? Example: The UN Environment
Programme lacks authority to fully cope with global environmen-
tal deterioration..

CONTROLLING PROGRESS How are programs, performance, and
budgets to be monitored and controlled to assure desired results?
Example: ECOSOC, as currently constituted, is unable to
monitor and control the widespread, multilateral aid programs of
UN agencies.

These management elements have wide acceptance in much of the
world in business and industry -and to a lesser extent in local, state,
and national governments..Bui the embryonic world institutions lag
far behind in the application of management techniques.

Appropriate management .processes need' to be selected and
adapre'd to the nature.of international decision-making and cooperd-
tipn within the United Nations and regional 'orgapizations. In the
remainder of the book; I discuss the application of management
methods to global problems.'

The next several chapters examine in some-depth the six critical
world issues. In each-te. the problem is defined and related to &her
critical world issues, and current progress in managing the issue is
outlined. Usiag such material as a foundation, near-turn programs
are suggeste.a"to manage.rhe problem and aid progress toward pro-
posed longer range objectives. Finally, the posture of die United
States is briefly stated.

I hope to provide 'sufficient understanding of each problem area
an its likely solutiOn to -permit consideration of the procedures,
mechanisms, and institutions required. Obviously, it is quite im-

.\possible in one book to discuss all substantive matters related to the
solution of each of the critical world' issues. The limited discussion of
substantive matters will not satisfy specialists i'n any problem area;
some may well challenge sdggestions of likely solutions. But my.
intent is to emphasize the need and the path to progress in Managing
the issues, not to provide detailed solutions. .
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3 PEACE AND SECURITY: THE SECURITY SYSTEM

The quest for peace has challenged mankind throughout all recorded_
history.

International peace is more than the temporary absen of war. To
endure, peace ,must be secure. To be acceptable, peace it use allow
freedom, justice, 'and progres. An acceprablesecurity system will
have to provide methods to s'ettle-c/dntroyers ;peacefully, 'secure
nations against external threats, discourage, the use of 'armed force,
and intervention, and deal with the occasional would -be aggressor.
Nations muse be persuaded to relinquish the capability w use and
threaten u,se armed force; national military fotces should. not
exceed these reasonably required (or internal security. However; thi,s1,
will remain a utopia `dream until the world Community -fashions
effective mechani5ms as alternative's .to unilateral.iction of nations.
Meaningful disarmament must be accomplis hed in concert..

./

History clearly; reveals that nations, acting either individually or Background.
througlialfiances, have been unable to maintain peace and security.
After Napoleon:s defeat; the 1815 Congress of Vienna proposed
international peacekeeping machinery, including. an international-
army and positive guarantees. A century latet; at the dose of World'
War I, peacemakers in Versailles'again recognized the necessity of a

.world organization to enforce peace; The ill-fated League of Nations
-' was a -feeble effort to shift the responsibilityi from .nation's to an

international organization. , .

Despite the demise, of the League, steps to assure world Security
were again'taken during*the last years of World:War-II. The United
Natiohs was designed with the primary respolasibility for peace and
security vested in the -Security, ,Couiici/. Significant contributions
have been made, but the United Nations has not maintained peace
and security during the last 30 years. Although the world has been
spared the-holocaust of a nuclear World War III, the threat of force
is constant and its use is frequent. s
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In the 30 years following World War II, 119 international or civil
Wars were fought; the territory of 6q countries and the armed forces
of 81 nations were involved. Fatalities in these wars mounted to tens
of millions, not far from the totals killed in World War II. In
aggregatey a World War III has been fought wirhout a:.single decla-
ration of war.' .

.Nuclear and conventional arms races continue unabated.
Localized war kills, destroys, and retards progress; today's sophisti-
cared conventional weaponry possesses destructive capability far
more massive than that of World War II. Nuclear war has the
capacity to detroy.cities and nations and endanger human survival.

Even though nuclear war has been avoided, our perceptions of the
harmftilleffects of insecuiityand our tenuous hold on peace are being
dulled. The strident beat of today'i,military- preparations drowns out
reasoned pleas for greater international cooperation. Dissent, fear,
hatred, and suspicion are generated. Attention is diverted from se-
rious economic and social issues that cry for solution; the climate for
resolving the other critical world issues remains unhealthy. Em-
phasis on military power encourages tension; it impedes cooperation
to achieve nonmilitary approaches. fast commitments to military
activities (36 million active military. personnel, 30 million
military-related civilians, and S400 billion in 1978) absorb human,
financial, and physical resources otherwise available for improving

-quality of life." Many military activities detrimentally affect the
environment. Preparation for war encroaches on human rights; war
itself runs roughshod over them.

04ectives: Despite a near universal yearning for peace and a flood of rhetoric
Toward a from national leaders, common understanding is lacking on how to

World implement' the noble words of the Charter of the United Nations:
vithout War

. . to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war
. . to- maintain international peace, and security . . to take

effective collective measures for elle prevention and removal of
threats to peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or
other breaches of peace, and to bring about by peaceful means

1. Stockholm International Peace I.esearch Institute, Armaments and
Disarmament in the Nuclear Age, Stockholm, Sweden., 1976, pp. 174 and
175.

2. Ruth Leger Sivard, World Military and Social Expenditures (Leesburg,
Virginia: WMSE Publications, 1978), hereafter cited as Sivard.
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. . . settlement of international disputes or situations which
might lead to a breach Of peace: {Preamble and Article 1)

Theie quoted ideals are basic to the selection of global objectives
regarding peace and security."13ut greater specificity is needed. Pro-
posed objectives must respond to the substantial technological,
political, and economic change that has occurred since the UN
Charter was drafted. Goals must look beyond current tensions, frus-
trations, and obstacles in orderto lend encouragement and hope, but.
they must also provide realistic guidance to near-term efforts. Corn-
patibility with basic human desires for peace; security, freedom,
justice, and a higher quality of-life is a fundamental requirement.

A world without war between nation-states, however distant its
achievement may seem, is the only objective fully meeting these
requirements. It makes sense because war is no longer-an acceptable_
ultimate tool of foreign policy.. War has been made. obsolete;
technology and economics have done what logic and morality have
failed to accomplish. It is bioadIrrecognize.cflthat. modern weaponry
has raised the costs-of war beyond limits whiqi,most national leaders
will tolerate. Ministers of war speak only'Or-'defensive postures;
nuclear arsenals are called deterrents to war. Th6-insolerable costs of
war preparation-human as well as monetary--beComeincreasingly
burdensome as nations examine their priorities in the context of
economic stagnation and inflation. War has outlived its usefulness.

Achievement of the- primi.r objective of a world without war
depends upon simultaneous progress in threeare-as:

PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT Assure peaceful resolution of cIntrover:
sies arising among nations and their nationals. .

CONFLICT- MANAGEMENT Deter imminent aggression and deal
effectively with breaches of peace., \reflecting the common concerns

.of:the world community, even at t e expense bf encroachment on
national sovereignty.
.
DISARMAMENT Limit and reduce natio al armaments.

These three supporting objectives together provide an alternative
security system for a world without war. The first and second are
discussed later in this chapter; the third is examined in the following
chapter. But let us first examine assumptions regarding peace and
war.

This proposal to seek a world without war will draw a "yes, but"
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Vulnerable
Assumptions

gsponse from many opinion-shapers and. most decision-makers.
Yes, we all want a world without war; we are dedicated to peace.
Yes, this is the very goal we are workinifor, the purpose of our
buildup of arms. But, realistically, isn't a world withoUt ivarfor the
distant future? How. can we do anything about it now? We want it,
but-adversaries aren't wiling. They only understand force; so we
must stay strong and await a better climate. How often we hear this
rationale advanced to justify a reluctance to come to grips with the
issue of peace and security.

The difference between a vague aspiration of peace and security
and a workineikjectiVe of a world without war is most significant.
If the goal 'world without war were taken seriously, attention
would be focused upon creating the required mechanisms and proce-
dures. Action would replace tIle.present attitude of wait and hope.

The proposed objectives are viral, urgent, and realiStic. They
boldly project action well beyond 'tliat deemed pcissible by today's

"conventionacwisdom. They are realistic because they call for what is
needed in. today's world of change, rather than what timid political
leaders consider practicable. They are urgent because time is of the
essence. They a,re practical because they provide guidelines for near-
term action.

The objective of a world without war challenges -several deeply
entrenched assumptions regarding peace,and security, the first being
that war is inevitable--Lthat htimans; individually and collectively,
are inherently belligerent. The contentions of innate human bellig-
erency, as maintained by Konrad Lorenz3 and others, have a wide
following. But this theory is challenged by the extensive research
and analysis.of Erich Fromm4 and others. Wars have occurred over
the centuries because feudal rulers or national leaders have elected
armed conflict to resolve controversies or to accomplish desired pur-
poses. Wars between nations will continue as normal events only so
long as the world community fails to provide and require the use of
other suitable mechanisms to resolve controversy and deter aggres-
sion. -

A second vulnerable historic assumption is that secure peace can-
not be achieved until genuine community, as variously defined ear-

3. Konrad Lorenz, On ess ion (New York: Harcourt Brace ,
Jovanovich, 1966).

4. Erich Fromm, The Anatomy of\Human Destructiveness (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973).
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her, is created. Certainly prompt and adequate attention to global
economic, social, and human rights problems deserves high priority;
most of this book deals with such matters. But whatever validity the
waiting-for-community concept may have, the urgency and serious-
ness of current hazards and threats make it untenable.1The common
interest requires that a world without war be sought vigorously.

A third obsolete assumptiOn is that nation-states can coopera-
tively manage peace and security with little or no restriction upon
the exercise of national sovereignty. Centuries .of history, and par-
ticularly the three decades of experience since World. War H, clearly
demonstrate nations' inability to maintain peace and security. Bur-
geoning arsenals, power balances; alliances, and diplomacyall
exercises of national sovereigntyhave failed repeatedly. The
United Nations, carefully structured to avoid encroachment on na-
tional sovereignty, has been less than successful in its efforts to
maintain peace. Any serious effort to achieve a world without war
requires some reasonable limits upon -national right of action and
some reasonable transfer of authority to global organizations. The
institutions charged in the future 'with making judicial settlements,
preventing breaches of peace, managing conflict, and administering
disarmament need to act independently in. the common interest of
humankind. They require sufficient authority in clearly defined areas
to.prevent a small minority of nations to block progress. This is the
sine qua non to managing peace and security.

Are the historic causes of...war continuing as'the world grows more.
interdependent? Are these causes susceptible_rnmanagement by the
world community in the common interests of peace and security?
Wars, have been precipitated between nations by the desires of na-
tional rulers. Religious, racial, and cultural controversies have
stimulated numerous conflicts. International wads have been
launched to divert attention from domestic troubles, to 'avenge real
or' alleged affronts to national honor, to redress prior aggressions,
and to wrest independence from colonial masters. The hit 'goes on
and on.

Wars are man-made. Whatever the controversies, hatreds, fears;
and differences among nations, wars occur because national leaders
start them or permit them .to escalate from border skirmishes or'
other incidents. They persist because conflicts are nor resolved peace-
fully. -

A simple pattern for the start of war is a disagreement over some

12S
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matter. Diplomatic efforts break dowd; third-party efforts to
mediate or conciliate may be cried without favorable results; hard
positions are taken, tempers rise, and injudicious threats are made;
armies are mobilized and border skirmishes occur. Finally, one side
or the other uses full-scale armed force and the war is on. The 1948,
1967, and 1973 wars in the Middle East; the 1949 and 1966
conflicts berween India and Pakistan;' the 1962 combat between
India and China; and the 1977 conflict between Ethiopia. and
Somalia all fit this pattern. Whatever the underlying cause of the
dispute, it is overshadowed by the decision ofone or both parries to

-", resort to armed force.
A second potential source of international war is a civil war that

enlarges beyond national borders or attracts intervention by other
nations. The outlook for protest and discontent is' real in many
countries, and factions are apt to cake up arms. Once involved in a
civil war, opponents seek arms and ocher help from the outside,
raising the possibility that ocher nations may intervene,directly.
This was a factor in Vietnam, when the United States intervened to
support the South, and the Soviet Union and China aided the North.
Angola's civil conflict attracted troops from Cuba and South Africa,
as well as supplies and equipment directly from the Soviet Union
and indirectly via African countries from the United States.

The third potential source of war is a premeditated, unilateral
decision by a nation to use military force to wrest certain advantages
from others. The goal may be territory, resources, power, prestige,
or merely the satisfaction of a whim or a desire of the rulers or
decision-makers. This practice daces back to primitive days when
adjoining tribes independently reached out for hunting grounds,
campsites, or pastures. In modern times, when bluff, diplomacy,
and maneuver failed, Adolph Hitler launched a blitzkrieg. Lacer
Japan thrust into Manchuria, bombed Pearl Harbor, and stormed
over Southeast Asia. And in 1950, North Korea invaded South
Korea.

Fear of this type of aggression motivates the East-Wcst, the
Sino- Soviet, the Arab-Israel, the India-Pakistan, and other lesser
armed confrontations around the world. It is at the root of the arms
race between the Soviet Union. and the United States.

Peaceful Settlement

A major source of war would be eliminated if nations could re-
solve their quarrels by peaceful means. The world community has
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understood this need and has endeavored to fashion suitable
mechanisms, mainly under the aegis of the United Nations.

What is now called the World Cburt was integrated into the
United Nations by the Statute of the International Court of Justice
as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations. . The ICJ is
composed of 15 eminent justices from diverse geographical, cul-
tural, and ideological backgrounds. Only nation-states may bring
cases to it or may be parties in cases before it. The jurisdiction of the
court is limited ro referred cases and those matters specifically desig-
nated in the UN Charter or in treaties. The court applies interna-
tional treaties establishing rules recognized by the ratifying states,
international custom, general principles of law reco&ized by
civilized nations, and judicial decisions and teachings df highly
qualified publicists of various nations. (This guidance frorn the UN
Charter reveals the primitive state of international law.) The ICJ
lacks compulsory jurisdiction; all parries to a case must agree to its
submission to the court. The court also renders Advisory opinions
upon the request of UN organs or agencies.

The caseload of the World Court is pathetically low, some.forty
cases in the last 25 years. Less than half of the UN members have
accepted the jurisdiction of the ICJ, many of those with reservations
such as the US Connally Reservation.

The Charter of the ,United Nations creates a second system to deal
with disputes between nations, particularly those likely to endanger
peace. Chapter VI, "Pacific Settlement of Disputes," authorizes the
Security Cduncil to "investigate any dispute, or any situation which
might lead to international friction. . . ." The Security Council
may recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment
and encourage parties to refer legal disputes to the ICJ. The Secu-
rity Council may call upon nations to use negotiation, inquiry, medi-
ation, conciliation, arbitration, resort to regional arrangements, or
other peaceful means to settle their disputes. But its recommenda-
tions are nonenforceable.

Security Council involvement in pacific settlement of disputes has
generally occurred after the rift has reached such a dangerous point
that positions have hardened and settlement is difficult, if not im-
possible. Nevertheless, Security. Council intervention, even at a late
stage, has been fruitful in many instances. Within the last 30 years,
more than 100 UN third -parry interventions have been authorized,
about 60 percent by the Security Council and 40 percent by the
General Assembly. About half of those initiated by the Security
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Council have dealt with disputes or conflicts between two or- more-
countries. Thirteen have been peacekeeping Operations related to
cease-fires following armed conflict. Others have facilitated peaceful
settlement. Such successful intelventions include the avoidance of
border conflicts in the Balkans in 1947, resolution of disputes be-
tween Cambodia and. Thailand in 1958 and again in 1968, and
disposition of Guinea's complaint of armed aggression by Portugal
in 1971.
-,Regional organizations offer a third vehicle facilitating resolution

o'f disputes between .nations, albeit one marked more by potential
than by accomplishment. For example, charters of the Organization
of American States, European Economic Community, and the Or-
gLizition of African Unity each contain procedures facilitating

_pacific settlement of disputes and breaches of peace.
Finally, individual nations, offering their good offices, can help

disputants settle controversies. Obviously, the nation offering such.
help must be acceptable to both disputants, and the disputants
themselves must be ready to negotiate. An example is the goOd
offices role played in 1975 by Algeria aiding Iran and Iraq to resolve
a long-standing, festering border dispute.

Thus mechanisms are available to promote the peaceful settlement
of disputes between nations. But they have the common handicap
that each involves some form of third-party intervention, an action
seldom welcomed by sovereign nations. There being no compulsion,
and some lack of confidence, nations are hesitant to turn to world
organizations to settle controversies. How may we strengthen, im-
prove, and augmenr the existing mechanisms and make certain that
they are used? What plans should be pursued?

The ICJ provides a start to a judicial system for the world. But
major improvernents are needed to make the now fledgling system
adequate for an interdependent and warless world.

Codification of international law is a first priority and should be
accelerated to the fullest practicable extent. The International Law
Commission, under the aegis of the Sixth"Comibittee of the General
Assembly, is making notable progress in this direction. As noted,,
international law is in a primitive stage and, until recently, natio-ns
have been reluctant to recognize any need to restrain their
sovereignty. Some success hai been achieved, including conventions
ratified by.many nations (for instance, the nuclear test ban treaty and
various human rights conventions), resolutions of the General As-
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sembly adopted by near-unanimous votes, decision's of theICJ, and
broadly accepted practices. Ratification of existing conventions and
adoption of others pertinent to international relations can be
pressed. Intensive UN sponsored research, with ICJ consultation,
could reveal areas of broad agreement.

Another priority is to make compulsory the jurisdiction of the ICJ
over attain kinds of disputes, for example,- those listed in Article
36. They include "(a) the interpretation of a treaty; (b) any question
of international law; (c) the existence of any fact which, if estab-
lished, would constitute a breach of an international obligation; and
(d) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of
an international obligation."

Another step is to assure the availability of the court for other
kinds of cases, including those involving parties other than nations.
The court also needs the authority to deal with a case presented by
only one parry to a dispute. Expanded ICJ capability will be invalu-
able as complex investment, economic, environmental, resource,
and human rights controversies require adjudication. Amendments
to the ICJ Statute are required to make such jurisdictional changes;
the procedure is similar to amending the UN Charter. Pending such
amendments, all nations should be encouraged to submit their legal
disputes to the court and accept without, reservation its jurisdiction
in the Article 36 categories. NatiOna.1 reservations to ICJ jurisdic-
tion; including the Connally. Reservation of the. United States,
should be repealed. .

The need to expand and decentralize the world judicial system to
make judicial settlement more available is becoming increasingly
evident. Creation of regional courts with right of appeal to the ICJ
would accomplish decentralization. Bur, if the needs of an interde-
pendent world are to be well served, judicial processes will also be
needed to resolve international disputes among citizens and corpora-
tions- without involving. their nations. A series of tribunals udder the
surveillance of the ICJ could be established to settle disputes not
susceptible to decision on legal principles. Access to regional or
other courts subsidiary to the ICJ could encourage adjudication of
legal-disputes. Prior to amending the ICJ Statute to make these
changes, the ICJ itself can initiate decentralization. Its statute al-
lows the court to dixide into chambers and sit outside The Hague.

Other ways to improve the effectiveness and 'statute of the ICJ as a
mechanism to resolve disputes include (1) further revision ofrules of
procedure to simplify and shorten trials. and reduce costs (the ICJ,
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amended rules of September 1972 were a good start); (2) greater use
of advisory opinions of the court upon request of UN organs and
agencies (perhaps too upon request of member states); (3) greater
assurance that the members of the court are free from national inter-
ference; (4) use of the ICJ to resolve dispures arising from existing
treaties that do not provide adequate settlement methods; (5) grant-.
ing in future treaties compulsory ICJ jurisdiction to decide treaty

. disputes; and (6) establishing a United Nations legal aid fund avail-
able.,to:oor countries lacking in legal and monetary resources.

Tbe.cruxof the matter, however, is the will of nations ro use the
ICJ instead of conventional diplomacy and. threat of force. Strong
leadership, including advocacy and exemplary use of the by the
United States and other major powers, would speak louder than
words.

Chapter VI :Pacific settlement as authoriied in Chapter VI of the UN Charter
Sertiment is available as a supplement to'the judicial system. The Security

Council now has authority in the area of pacific settleinent; it also
has considerable experience in the use of Chapter VI' procedures.

More effective use of this method depends in, large part upon
Security Councirtlertriess, initiative, and persistence. During cold
war years, the East-West confrontation often harnpered'Security.
Council action; the troublesome Vietnam War was never dealt with
by theSeclirity Council; action in other conflicts was sometimes too
late. Now with the waning of the cold war and with a larger mem--
bership, the Security CounCil.can better perform its intended role.
Several procedural and organizational changes_ would enhance its
ability and willingness to do so.

The chances of successful pacific settlement would be greaterwere
Security Council involvement to begin before conflicts intensify:
Disputants- themselves have the responsibility to bring de eloping
controversies td the attention of the Security, Council; any other
member state may do so. The Secretary-General should be strongly
encouraged to make greater use of Article 9 of the Charter, which _-

permits him to bring to theattention of the Security Council any
matter which, in his opinion, threatens maintenance of peace and
security..The development of an inforrnatiall network_utilizing UN
staff members around the world and other sources would improve .

the Secretary-General's ability to perform' this function.
Informal meetings of the Security Council, 'perhaps as a commir-

tee of the whole, to discuss developing disputes would facilitate
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more timely action. Appointed observers, fact- finding groups, and
ad hoc committees all could aid this process.

Proceeding under. Article 33, the Security Council could more
persistently challenge the parties to disputes their duty
under-the Charter to seek peaceful solutions. The Security Council
needs- to search constantly for independent initiatives in conflict
settlement. Rigidity in procedure is unwise, as no two situations are
alike. The good offices of the Secretary-General, mediators, task
forces, and panels of experts are available whenever appropriate.

It is important, too, that the Security Council, perhaps in infor-
mal committee of the whole, .follow through to final settlement of
disputes; temporary avoidance or termination of armed conflict does
not necessarily signal peaceful resolution of the controversy.

International convention could strengthen the capacity of the Se-
curity Council to achieve pacific settlement. Procedures and
guidelines for mediation, conciliation, and other settlement methods
under Article 33 would be helpful. To act on behalf of the Security
Council, the

and
needs increased availability of skilled

anmediators d other specialists, both within and outside the Sec-
retariat.

In addition, the. Security Council need not hesitate to use means
of peaceful settlement available outside the United Nations, includ-
ing regional organizations and the good offices of individual nations:
Often these means may facilitate settlement, .Whereas formal
presentation of the -dispute to the Security Council may harden
national' positions.

The Chapter VI potential for pacific settlement has not been fully
utilized. This is, in large measure, because of the unwillingness of
the Security Council, particularly the peimanent members, to act in
the common interest. Fortunately, an improved climate of coopera-
tion has been evident recently thanks to détente between the Soviet
Union and the Unites States, cessation of-US war. involvement in
Indochina, and effective leadership of several nonpermanene meth-
hers of the Council. .-

Conflict MinageMent

Because model behavior by over 150 nations is not likely, even
with improved mechanisms for peaceful settlement, the conflicts
that occur must be managed in the common interests of.all.

Drafters of the Charter of the United Nations cried in 1945 to
provide mechanisms and authorities to manage conflict, but they did
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not anticipate the nuclear bomb, the encLof Western colonialism, or
the bitter East-West confrontation. The UN Charter lodges the
tesponsibility for maintenance of peace and security with the Secu-
rity Council on the presumption that its five permanent members
China, France, the-Soviet Union, the United States, and the United
Kingdomremain united. The Big Five, having won World War
II, are to deal with any nations that threaten war or aggression. The
powers of the Security Council are prescribed in Chapter VI and in
Chapter VII, "Action with Respect to Threats to the PeaceBreaches
of the Peace, and Acts of Aggression:-

The responsibilities and the-authorities of the Security Council
under Chapter VII include. (1) determining the existence of any
threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or active aggression, and
making recommendations on what measures shall be taken; (2) call-
ing upon the parties concerned to comply with'any provisional
measures deemed necessary or desirable; (3) deciding upon measures
not involving the use of aimed forces (economic and diplomatic
sanctions) and calling upon UN members to apply such measures;
and (4) taking action with air, sea, or land forces.

Under the terms of the Charter, members of the United Nations
commit themselves to contribute to the maintenance of international
peace and security by making available to the SecUrity Council, on
its call, armecrforces and other assistance in accordance with special
agreements. Members further agree to hold immediately 'available
national air force contingents for combined international enforce-
ment action.

A Military Staff Committee (Article 47) was established to advise
and assist the Security Council on all questions relating to military
requirements, the employment and command of forces placed at its
disposal, and the regulation of armaments and possible disarma-
ment...

.The, United Nations has employed the collective security method
envisaged in Chapter VII only oncewhen North Korea invaded
South Korea in 1950. United -Nations forces, composed largely of
US troops, but with contingents from other nations, successfully
resisted the invasion. The action was cloaked with UN authority by
the famed Uniting for.Peace Resolution passed by the General As-
sembly at the time: of a Soviet walkout.

Since then, when preventive measures fail and combat starts, UN.
observers, mediators, and missions are withdrawn. UN efforts dur-
ing conflicts are limited to resolutions and behind-the-scenes ac-
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tivities encouraging a cease-fire. The peacekeeping-_role, not pe-
cifically covered in the Charter, is often referred to as a Chapter VIA
function: a thin blue line of UN forces, consisting of contingents
from various member states exclusive of the superpowers, is inter-
posed between the combatants with their consent. More symbolic
than powerful, UN peacekeepirt forces separate the combatants and
allow .them to proceed with peacemaking, if they are willing. Such
UN emergency_forces have been used on several occasions: UNEF.
(i956) to separate Egyptian and Israeli forces; ONUC (1960) to
stabilize the former Belgian. Congo (now Zaire); UNFICYP (1964)
to separate Turkish and Greek Cypriots in Cyprus; the current
UNEF (1973) in the Sinai Deka.; the UNDOF (1974) on the Golan
Heights; and the UNIFIL (1978) in Lebanon.

While UN peacekeeping actions have, on balance, served a tem-
porarily useful purpose, UN efforts following cease-fires have been
notably unsuccessful. Throughout the life of UNEF (1956-1967),
the Arab-Israeli controversy remained unsettled; and Egypt's request
for withdrawal of UNEF forces in 1967 paved the way for the.
Six-Day War. Despite UN mediation efforts and resolutions by the
Security Council, no solution followed and hostilities were renewed
in October 1973. The outcome of present UN peacekeeping in the
Golan Heights and Lebanon remains uncertain. The UN forces
in Cyprus kept the Greek and Turkish populations separated
from 1964 until 1974 but neither UN lior _other peacemaking
efforts resolved the basic controversy or Prevented the Turkish
invasion of 1974. The controversial. UN action in the Congo was
perhaps the most successful of all; a civil war was ended and stability
restored to the newly independent. nation.

The lack of success of UN peacemaking action results in part from
inadequacy of mechanisms and authority and.in part from a tendency
to forget.a situation once active combat as ceased. Two areas re-
quire attention: prevention and restoration.

The opportunities for preventive action available under the cut: Preventive
rent UN Charter are limited. Even though the basis for action by the Measures
Security Council is implied in Chapter VII, collective security as
practiced in the Korean War is not the likely pattern to be followed.
How then can the will of the whole be exerted upon would-be
transgressors?

Focusing the heat of world opinion upon would-be combatants is
one alternative. The Security Council may do so under the authority
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of Chapter VII.. Concurrent economic and diplomatic sanctions by
most nations could have significant impact. To cry 'out this ap-
proach, the Security Council has to be alert to potential aggression
and to move in time to prevent it.

In short, nation-states must delegate to the United Nations, or
ocher organizations, the authority to quarantine disputant nations
and to cake ocher steps compelling peaceful resolution of disputes.
Possibilities are a UN peace force interposed between quarreling
nations; UN Observers on land, sea, or air, observation satellites to
monitor declared economic sanctions or communications embargoes;
and judicial action against all parties .involved in a dispute. Thus
volatile situations might be cooled. (-

Before the United Nations or an alternate organization can exer-
cise authority in any .of these ways, carefully structured safeguards
and appropriate mechanisms and procedures are, required. Peace
forcespermanent, multinationally balanced, and directly recruited
by the United Nationsmust be established, equipped, and
stationed around the world, giving the globe the equivalent of a
domestic police force.

Nations must become convinced of the need to strengthen the
hand of the world organization so t at it may act in the common
interest. Thg can occur through revi ion of the UN Charter or by a
ereaty creating a new organization. P eferably, if the United Nations
is strengthened to perform the suggested role, the Security
Councilperhaps with some modification of the veto and restruc-
turing of its .membershipcall be given responsibility for decisions
and surveillance over a peace force managed by ihe" Secretary-Gen-
eral. The United Nations needs the right .to intervene along national
borders and at strategic communication centers. An assured source
of revenue will be necessary. Traditional concepts of national
sovereignty and superiority must_ give way.

The achievement of such goals will cake time and effort.
Nevertheless, realism demands constant striving and the relating of
interim steps to the longer range view. Substantial progress in the
reduction of national armaments,' discussed in the next chapter, is a
parallel need...

Restorative Breaches of the peace and aggression are likely to be -fairly fre-
Measures quern in the near-term and occasional in the longer range despite the

best- efforts co prevent them. Hence, peacekeeping and peacemak-
ing, the current UN mechanisms to restore peace, deserve continu-
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ing, airention and improvement. The following six proposals were
discussed ac an international conference in 1973.5 They expand upon
the preceding suggestions.

AUTHORIZATION OF ACTION The Security Council thould have
the primary right and responsibility to authorize -peacekeeping
actions. The General Assembly should retain the power to act
under the Uni or. Peace resolution if the Security Council is
unable to ac . In m 'mations, peacekeeping can now be done
only with the conserdof the parties to the dispute and the perma-
nent members of the Security Council.

OPERATIONS The Secretary-General should have operatignal re-
sponsibility for peacekeeping after authorization by, and under
principles established by; the Security Council.. He should be an
operations officer rather than a commander-in-chief. The Security
Council may wish to establish a special committee to oversee the
Secretary- General's execution of peacekeeping, but the committee
should not become involved in operations. A :more balanced and
representative composition of the Sec'retariat staff should be
sought.

.
..

.

FORCES AND SUPPORT Recognizing the ad hoc nature of most
citpea eepiag operations, forces and logistic support must be ar-

nged in advance to the maximum possible extent. Earmarked
d thoroughly trained national units should be immediately
dy when needed. A headquarters staff and other specialized

United Nations units should exist andbe available at all times.
Agreements reached:under Article 43 of the Charter should also
provide for supplying' forces for peacekeeping: Peacekeeping

,forces should come from nations not involved in the conflict,
including chose with differing political and social systems. Model
agreements on designating, training, and furnishing foices for ',.
peacekeeping_ should be. drafted promptly.

.:-----

WrIzHD,RACC/AL.,0FLFORCES In all future 2eatekeeriing, it must be
macWckar,-,that afiee,a.:rtariala has conseikeil -ta- a peac;keeping
operation ,Ph its territory, the UN forces will not be withdrawn
without the approval of the Security Council, even if demanded

5. Eighth Conference on the United Nations ofthe Next Decade, spon-
sored by The Stanley Foundaiion,Moscacine, Iowa, June 1973.
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by one or 15oth parties. Withdrawals like that in the Middle East
in 1967 must not be repeated.

MEDIATION the Security Council authorizes
peacekeeping, it should simultaneously appoint a mediator or

-'-take ocher appropriate action toward peaceful settlement of the
dispute. Peacekeeping is not a substitute for peacemaking and
both should be used to resolve conflicts. The Security Council
should insist upon continuing negotiations by the parties and
should regularly review the situation.

FUNDING A United. Nations special fund for peacekeeping should
be established. This could allow' the advance accumulation of
voluntary contributions so thit funds would be available for
peacekeeping whenever needed. This fund should- not.be.the sole
source of money. Peacekeeping should be financed primarily
through the general budget and from independent sources of.
revenue.

How Far
to Go

The capacity, of the United Nations to restore peace,can be en-
hanced in several other ways. First, by reaching agreement upon the
guidelines for peacekeeping now deadlocked.by US-USSR confronta-
tion in the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations of the
General Assembly (Committee of 33) Second,, by.reactivating the
dormant Military Staff Committee to advise the Security Council
and consult with member states regarding their making available
forces specially trained for-peacekeeping operations. Third, by mak-
ing advance arrangements with various UN members for use of
basesfacilities', and logistic support.

Looking ahead to strengthened UN capability for both preventive
and restorative measures, it seems obvious, that a permanent' UN
peace force is needed. The headquarters staff and other specialized
UN unitscommunications, transport, and supplycotild be
created and maintained at the present time in cadre form without
Charter change. This ivould be a significant beginning toward the
establishment of a permanent UN "peace force.

In the longer range, creation of an adequate security system de-
pends upon specific delegation of both authority and responsibility
.to the organs of the United Nations or to a substitute organization.
Action for peaceful settlement and conflict resolution must be
neither dependent upon voluntary cooperation nor subject to veto by
any nation.
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Civil war isan.especially difficult problem. Ultimately,'the world
community will need to do more-than quarantine.civil war..-It will
need authority and capability 'to effect a cease-fire, maintain peace,
and assure peaceful self-deterthination. To obtain agreement on any

'significant UN role in civil wars, it may be necessary to limit UN
intervention to situations involving requests for UN help from exist-

.

ing national governments. But the United Nations dare not merely
prop up an existing government. Guidelines for UN civil war inter-.
-vention require some kind of free election before UN forces are with-
drawn. United Nations authority to deal with overt and covert
intervention into domestic controversies, including movement of
weapons and'mercenaries across national boundaries; is certain to be
resisted by many nations as being itself interference. in domestic
affairs. Care is needed lest UN action thwart legitimate self-.
determination. Allice-like force should be.Used only as a last resort.

The problem; of world community influence and authority over
the major powers - remains.. Currently, this influence is limited to

. public opinion and. persuasion, and- the situation will not change
Soon,. No UN peace. force is likely to have enough ;strength to
restrain a powerfully armed country, nor" should it have this capac-
ity.. The creation of such a powerful UN force would encourage,
rather than reduce, current-emphasis or-I.Military strength. The great

.powers are not ready. to relinquish their veto power in the Security
Council. 'While chey will retain: overwhelming power in the foresee-
able .future, it is increasingly desirable and in their self-interesi to
use power responsibly. The preSsUres of growing interdependence,

:ec= onomic factors, and world opinion tend to foster,greater willing-
ness to use the ICJ and other means to settle controversies. As
:tension lessens and progress is made toward arms reduction and
disarmament, this willingness increases. .

The ultimate 'objective, however, remains a rule of law prohibit-
ing both war and the possession of military forces' beyond those
reasonably needed for internal, security. This .rule of law requires
delegation of supranatiOnal authority to a world institution, either a
restructured United Nations or a new organization. Until this rule
'cif:law, enforceable upon individuals as well as nations, becomes a
reality, .che management of international peace and security will
remain troublesome and confused.

Where does the United States stand with. respect to the proposed 'United States
overall objective of a world without war? How are we.49ntriburink Poitute
to the management: of international peace and security?
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,4; Ambivalent is perhaps the best one-word description of the US
posture; a dichotomy exists between our rhetoric and practice.
World. .peace under a rule of law has long been enunciated by U.S.
le.lers as a fundamental aspiration of our foreign policy. Interven-
tion, covert as well as overt, has been decried as an unhealthy and
hazardous invasion of the internal affairs of nation-states: We
stronglyadvocated a world organization and played a key role in the
drafting. of the Charter of the United Nkions. On paper we.have a
sound record supporting world community effort to maintain peace
and security.

Our actions, unfortunately, add up to a less impressive record.
We have made nd. use of the International Court of Justice. Neither
our example nor our Connally Reservation have encouraged other
nations to use the court to resolve disputes.

We have supported all UN peacekeeping operations and floated a
$100 million bond issue to fund UN debt arising from the Congo
venture in the early 1960s. But our disastrous. involvement in Indo-
china and revelations of CIA dirty tricks in many countries create the
impression that we do not, hesitate to intervene in the affairs of other
nations. Nor does our recent pattern of personal diplomacy
avoiding the United Nationsstrengthen the role of the United
Nations in making and keeping the peace.

Our emphasis on military power, our obvious dedication to power
balance, and our'strong support of national sovereignty do not pro-
vide leadership toward:. the objective of a world without war. We
have adamantly opposed proposals to revise the Charter or to develop
ways whereby the United Nations is trusted with the power it needs
to maintain international peace and security. In summary, our fail,.
ure to practice what we preach has weakened the role of the world
community in this important field.
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Peaceful settlement of disputes and effective Management of conflict
will do much to bring closer the goal of a world without war; the
third supporting objective is disarmament.

Disarmament alone will not guarantee peace; war can be waged
with any level of weapons: primitive, conventional, br nuclear. Re-

., duction of national armaments and armed forces to a reasonable level
for internal security, however4 lessens the ability and the temptation
to threaten or to use force externally to achieve national interests.

Disarmament progress is partially a by-product of a more
adequate security system. .The reverse applies too: disarmament
progress can contribute to a climate more conducive to the develop-
ment of an adequate security system.

Since World War II, efforts to control, limit, and reduce national
armaments have produced very limiteci results: never have so many
nations been so heavily armed with such destructive weapons. Dis-
armament has been approached multilaterally under the aegis of the

, United Nations, regionally in Latin America and Europe, and bilat-
erally by the. United States and The Soviet Union. What has been
accomplished?

.

The United Nations responsibility for disarmament is established
7by the Charter.

The Security Council shall be responsible for formulating, with
the assistance of the Military Staff Committee . . . plans . . .

for the establishment of a system-for the regulation of armaments.
(Article 26).

. There shall be established a Militaiy Staff Committee to advise
and assist the Se rity Council on all questions relative to . . .

the regulation of armamentWaoi:l.possible disarmament. (Article
47)

The General Assemblylmay cOnsider the general. ptinciples of
cooperation in the mainte`er4nce,,of international peace and secu-. -
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rity, including the principles governing disarmament and the
regulation of armaments, and may make recommendations with
regard to sarh pxinciples to the Members or to the Security Council
or to both. [Article i 13

While the Security Council, thwarted by the US-USSR confronta-
; tion, has scarcely discuised disarmament, neither has the dormant

Military Staff Committee, but the General Assembly has repeatedly
debated and adopted disarmament resolutions. The long inactive,
but recently reactivated, United Nations Disarmament Commission
created by the, General Assembly and consisting of all member states
also adopted resolutions urging action.. As neither the General As-
sembly _nor the Disarthament Commission has been an appropriate
body for arms negotiations, encouragement has been given to the
Geneva Disarmament talks--Conference of the Committee on Dis-
armament (CCD)comprised initially of 18, and later 31, nations.
Since 1962, the principal- forUin* for multilateral negotiations has

-been the CCDreplaced in 1979 by the._Committee on Disarma-
ment. Several treaties limiting extension Of arms have, been perfected
and recomrhended to the General Assembly.

Treaties adopted by the General Assembly include the Antarctica
Tieaty {1M.5; the Treity- Banning Nuclear Weapon TeSts in the
Atmosphere-, in Outer Space, and Under Water (1963); the Treaty
on Principles GOverning- the Activities of States in the Exploration
and Use Of Outer Space (1967); The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons (1968); the Seabe'd Arms Control TreitY (1971);
the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Produc-
tion, and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxic
Weapons 'and on Their Destruction (1972); and the Convention
on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of En-
vironmental Modification Techniques'.(1976). These seven treaties
are now in force. The CCD worked for several years on a treaty deal-,
ing with chemical weapons, but agreement has been blocked by the
United States.

The May-June 1978 Special Session on Disarmament of the UN
General Assembly (SSOD) sought to strengthen the determination
of member states to deal with ciisqrnamenr and to improve UN
machinery for this purpose. The session involved six weeks' worisliy
the UN member states, following five meetings. of a preparatory
committee dating back to March 1977. The end product of SSOD
was its Final Document containing sections entitled Declaration,
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Programme of Action, and Machinery.. This Final Document, un-
pilecedented in the disarmament history.of the United Nations, to-
getherwith the formal statements and information discussions, may
have created a turning point in UN efforts and capability to make
disarmament progress. Various of the SSOD proposals are discussed
later in this chapter.

4STor all disarmament efforts have occurred on a global basis. The
nations of Latin America, acting multilaterally, perfecred the 1969
Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America
(treaty of Tlatelolco) and established as a control mechanism the
Organization for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons Latin
America (OPANAL). For more than five years, 18-nations.have been
negotiating in Vienna to develop a treaty on Mutual Force Reduc-
tion (MFR) between NATO and Warsaw Pact nations. The outcome

of MFR negotiations remains uncertain, but recent progress appears
to have narrowed the differences between the two sides.

While efforts to date have not yet" reduced armaments, the several
treaties have prevented extension of nuclear armaments to Antarc-
tica, outer space, the seas, and Latin Americaall areas of limited
strategic interest to the superpowers. Other treaties have forced
nuclear testing underground, advanced the concept of nonprolifera-
tion of nuclear weapons,'and outlawed baCteriological and environ-
mental weapons.

Since the early 1960s, the United States and the Soviet Union
have sparred with each other over disarmament matters, maneuver-
ing for propaganda advantage. Independently, but with eyes on each
other, they have adopted important arms control measures increas-
ing the stability of 'mutual nuclear deterrence and lessening the
chance of inadvertent nuclear attack. Examples include submarine-
based missiles, -hardened missile launchers, early warning systems,
and the hot-line between Moscow and Washington.

Finally, in November 1967, the superpowers began serious
Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT). These negotiations culmi-
nated in the 1972 SALT 1 Treaty setting limits on numbers of
nuclear equipped intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)well
above then current. levelsand limiting each nation to two antibal-
listic missile (ABM) installations. Subsequently, the 1974 Vladivos-
tok agreement tentatively set new, but higher, ceilings on ICBMs
and othcr delivery systems and new limits upon missiles equipped
with multiple independent reentry vehicles (MIRYs). Agreement
was also reached to limit ABM installations to one each. Before
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Weapons
Unlimited

SALT I expired in October 1977, the United States and the Soviet
Union began negotiating SALT II, a process started by the. Ford
administration but delayed ddring the 1976 presidential campaign.

The Carter administration resumed negotiations and. proposed
significant reductions and stricter limits concerning strategic nuclear
delivery systems which the Soviet Union promptly rejected. Sub-
sequently, SALT H was negotiated and signed by Brezhnev and
Carter and is before the US. Senate fOrratificatiOn as this book goes
to press.

In 1976. President Ford and Pfemier Brezhnev signed a bilateral
treaty setting a ceiling of 150 kilotons the force of 150,000 tons of
TNTfor single nuclear devices exploded underground. But the
treaty allows a total yield from an explosion involving. more than one
device of up to 1,500 kilotons. Advance notification is required and
on-site inspection is permitted for explosionS exceeding 150 kilo-
tons.

Like the multilateral arms limitation .efforts, bilateral_negoria-_.
tions between the Soviet Union and the United States have not
produced arms reduction. So far, they have only established higher
ceilings on delivery syStems for strategic nuclear warheads.

Meanwhile, the arms race continues: $107 billion in 1960; $138 .
billion in 1965; $201 billion in 1970; $356 billion in 1976; and
undoubtedly over $400 billion now (all in current dollars): World
military expenditures in constant dollars (1975) have increased from
$242 billion in 1965 to $331 billion in 1976; developing nations'
military expenditures in constant dollars have increased by a factor of
2.67 to 1.00, from $27 billion to $72 billion in this period)

Recently the Soviet Union and the United States 'have -com-
pounded the strategic arms race by adding qualitative improvements
to weapons and delivery systems. Both sides are busily expanding
delivery systems to the Vladivostok ceilings, increasing their hold-
ings of MIRVs, perfecting improved guidance systems and other
apparatus. Research, including underground nuclear tests, con-
tihues unabated. Each government voices fear that the other may
score a breakthrough or acquire first 'strike capability: Both propose
and introduce new iveapons systemscruise missiles, neutron
bombs, B1 and Backfire bombers, larger missile launching sub-
marines, and mobile land-based ICBMsostensibly for securiry but
possibly to bargain from .a position of strength. Such actions are

1. 'Sivarci, 1978, p. 20.
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ortipatible with currenr overkill levels, with the basic concept,of
mutual nuclear deterrence, and-with the expressed determination of
both countries rio avoid nuclear war.

Well-intended efforts to' control the proliferation of nuclear
weapons have been only marginally successful, though the Tlatelolco
treaty is likely to come into full force at an early date. Longtime.
holdouts Brazil'and Chile 'have ratified the agreement, and. Argen-
tina has indicated its intent to ratify. . .

The Nuclear Non- Proliferation Treaty (NPT) adopted in 1968, in
force since 1970, -and reviewed in 1975 reflected the superpowers'
idea of restraining nuclear weapon proliferation. While formalizing
a desirable.concept and stimulating the International Atomic.Energy
,Agency to important advances in safeguard technology, the treaty
has not achieved fully its objectives. Indiaexploded a nuclear devide
and joined the nuclear dub in 1974; Israel is believed to have a few
nuclear weapons. Others are expected to join soon. Despite en-
dorsement in 19_68 by the UN General Assembly -(95--yes-,--4-no, and .

2r abstaining), the NPT was never popular, particularly with the
targets of its restrictionsthe potential nuclear weapon states. The
tree), has been ratified by 104 nations. But the nonratifying nations
include nuclear weapon states China, France, and probably Israel;.
India, the latest nation with nuclear capability; and" such potential
nuclear weapon states as Argentina, Brazil, Egypt_Inclonesia, Paki-
stan, South Africa, Spain, and Turkey.

Limitation and reduction of conventional weapo'ns has been al- Conventional
most completely ignored as arms controllers have concentrated upon Weapons
nuclear weapons and strategic delivery systems. Yet all armed
conflicts since 1945 have been fought with conventional weapons
and some 80 or 85 percent of the world's annual military expendi-
tures support conventionally armed forces. In recent years, the in-
ternational traffic in armaments through'sales, gifts, and military
assistance has been substantial; $8.0 billion in 1967; $8.3 billion in
1971; and S12.8 billion in 1976 (all in constant 1975 dollars).`
New military equipment:Weapons. and ammunition are manufac-
tured and expOrted from many countries. But of $88.3 billion exL
ported from 1961 through 1975, over 94 percent seas supplied by
nine majOr exporters, ranked in order of sales: the United States, the
Soviet Union, France, rhe United Kingdom, China, West Ger-

2. US, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World Military E.xpen-
diturra and Arms Transfers 1967-1976, pub. no. 98.
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many, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Canada.3 A limited market for
used military equipment is supplied by various nations and brokers.

Except for the Mutual Force Reduction (MFR) negotiations, no
official 'action looking to:limitation or reduction -Of conventional
armed forces is currently under way. Major and lesser powers alike,
with few exceptions, modernize and enlarge their conventional-ar-
maments for prestige as well as security reasons. 'As cease-fire>
agreements stop hostilities, combatants rearm; witness the flow of
arms into the Middle East, India, and Pakistan. following recent
wars. Armed confrontations continue in such hot spots as the Sino-
Soviet border, the 38th Parallel in Korea, the India-Pakistan border,
and the Golan Heights, Lebanon, and elsewhere. Suggestions
to control the arms traffic or reduce, stockpiles of conventional
weapons are brushed off with the argument that control of nuclear. -
weapons must come first.

- - The- The'limitation and reduction of national armaments must, be. . . ...

Disaymamen t examined against this discouraging background. Disarmament's
Objeaive urgency is emphasized by the following quotations from SSOD's

Final Document:

Mankind today is confronted with ad unprecedented threat of
self-extinction arising from the. massive and competitive accumu-
lation of the most destructive weapons ever produced. Existing
arsenals of nuclear weapons alone are more than sufficient tod-
stroy all life on earth.

Mankind is confronted with a choice: We must halt the arms
race and proceed to disarmament or face annihilation.

Is substantial arms reduction, as distinguished from arms control
ancrever higher nuclear ceilings, achievable or is-it merely a pipe
dream? Will nations, particularly the-key nuclear states, see the
light and actin common self-interest?

While answers to these questions are obscure, a guarded affirma-
tive seems logical, given the growing interdependence of the world.
The need to reduce armaments is generally accepted, economic
pressures are growing,. and few nations feel more -secure despite
enlarged military capabilities. But, there is no assurance that logic
will prevail or that the strong influence of emotional nationalism and
strident militarism upon national decision-making will be broken.

Determined action must be substituted for lofty rhetoric if disar-
..)

_ .

3. Sivard, 1977, p. 9.
r.
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mament progress is to be made. The vital prerequisites to action are
(a clear and bold statement of long-range disarmainent objectives;
(2) effective disarmament machinery; (3) specific near-term arms
reduction programs achievable in the current world climate; and (4)
determination of nations, particularly the overarmed, io make dis-
armament progress. All are needed if the world community is to free
itself from the burdens and hazards of a war-prone world.

General and cornplete.tlisarmament (GCD), under effective inter-
national control; is proposed as the longer range objective, even

-though its attainment may seem far removed. The usual case for
GCD is a:simple one; if the implements of war are removed, nations
will be unable to wage war. Unfortunately., sachA,stereotyped con-
ception is too simple to withstand scrutiny-. DisYritament alone will
not assure peace: an adequate world security system,- as already
discussed, is also necessary Co make disarmament safe.

GCD, however, offers several advantages. If certain types of ar-
maments are prohibited, the detection of any indicates violation. On
the other hand, if nations are permitted to maintain certain arma-
ments at arbitrary levels, it becomes more difficult to assure com-
pliance. Thus GCD would simplify verification and inspection prob-
lems. GCD would yield maximum savings; tremendous expendi-
rures of men, money,' and materials now going into armament
programs would end. Finally, and most fundamentally, national
offensive armaments would be unnecessary if the responsibility for
national security were lodged with an effectivewbrld organization.
Pie in the sky? By no means. Difficult? Certainly, but what other
objective offers any real hope for long-term peace and security?

GCD is not a-new idea. Both the Soviet Union and the United
States proposed GCD to the United Nations in the early 960s. Just
prior to the'US proposal, John L. McCloy of the United States and
Valerian Alexandrovitch "Zorin of the USSR. reached certain
agFements related to disarmament principles.{ The late President
John F/kennedy presented, the US proposal to the General Assem-
bly on September .25, 1961. A month later:-a- conference of US
citizens from a wide spectrum of opinion and belief carefully
scrutinized. this proposal and found it a credible-beginning warrant-
ing further development and serious,negotiarion.5 These proposals,

4. Joint Statement of Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiations,
approved by the 16th UN General Assembly.

5. Third Strategy for Peace Conference, sponsored by The Stanley
Foundation, Muscatine, Iowa, October 1961.
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Taking the
First Steps

never seriously examined by the United Nations, became casualties
of the cold war. Undoubtedry, both were intended more as cold war
polemics than 8 serious documents. Nevertheless, the Soviet and
US proposals had much in common and were credible starting points
for serious consideration of GCD.

The Final Documenr;:'of SSOD clearly reconfirms and restates
GCD as the world's ultimate disarmament objective. Its Declaration
and Programme of Action include numerous references to GCD.
One of:tlae concluding sections (126) reads:

In adopting this Final Report, the States-Members of the
,United Nations solemnly reaffirm their determination RD work for
general and complete disarmament and to make further collective
efforts aimed at strengthening peace and international security.

Regrettably, the SSOD document is vague, about how GCD is to
be accomplished. Before GCD stops being a 'mere rhetorital aspira-
tion and becoines a working objective, there is need to affirm certain
principles.These include (1) establishing criteria regarding.permis-
sible levels of nonnuclear arms for internal national security; (2)
creating a suitable world organization, perhaps an International Dis-
armament Organization affiliated with the United Nations, to ad-
miniter GCD treaties; (3) re,ducing both conventional and nuclear
armaments and armed forces on a staged basis over a period of years;
(4)- balancing scheduled arms reductions to assure that .no nation's
security is jet). pardized; (5) applying arms reductions universally or at
least to those nations of appre. ciable military strength; and (6) estab-
lishing reliable verification procedures to monitor agreed reductions
of armed foices and destruction of weapons. Were the United Na-...
tions to strengthen its SSOD statement by developing such con-
CeRts, flesh would be put upon the GCD framework.

Serious attention to GCD, however, depends upon a vastly im-
.

proved political climate.' Hence the importance of initiating and
continuing disarmament activities aimed at lesser goals. The.follow-
ing near-term prOg'tams are suggested as areas of emphasis; each is
itself beneficial and' each would help to lessen. tensions and improve
the international climate: ,( 1) establishing effective UN machinery to
deal with disarmament matters; (2) halting and reversing the nuclear
arms race between the superpowers;.(3) limiting the proliferation of
nuclear weapons; (4) developing procedures to limit and reduce

conventional weapons and armed forces; and (5) 'stimulating re-
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search, study, and discussion of the many technical, economic, and
political facets of disarmament.

Appropriate organization and procedures are fundamental to the
management of any program once overall objectives are established.
This need has been frequently disregarded in international affairs as
nation-states engage in running debate to score points with world
opinion-makers or the public back home. Such disregard of basic
management techniques, characteristic of disarmament matters
since the origin of the United Nations, is partly responsible for
today's minimal progress. ,The lack ofladequate mechanisms has
been a continuing handicap to disarmament efforts.

Recognizing that the United .Nations under its Charter has a
central role and primary responsibility regarding disarmament,
SSOD urged a more active role, calling upon the United Nations to
"facilitate' and encourage all disarmament measuresunilateral,
bilateral, regional and multilateraland {to) be kept duly informed

of ill r efforts o utside_its_aegis-without-pre-jlidic-e
to the progress of negotiations."

No particular machinery is required for independent disarmament
initiative & by any nation. (The salutary potential.of unilateral action
is discussed later.) International machinery, however, can aid vitally
important bilateral negotiations, like those between the United
States and. the Soviet Union. Such negotiations usually have resulted
in a draft convention submitted to the Conference of-the Committee
on Disarmament for review and modification ancicihen to the UN
General Assembly for final action. While multilateral negotiations
regarding nuclear-weapon-free zones or zones of peace are likely to
take place in existing or ad hoc regional organizations; they may be
encouraged by the United Nations, and resulting treaties may be
referred to the General Asseinbly.

Perhaps SSOD's major contribution will prove to be the decisions
incorporated in the "Machinery" section of its Final Document.

SSOD reaffirmed that the General Assembly will remain the main
UN deliberative organ for disarmament matters. Its annual agenda
will now include an rem dealing-with review of the implementation
of SSOD recommendations and decisions; and it will continue to
monitor disarmament progress and to review and act upon proposed
international disarmament conventions.

TwO changes adopted by SSOD are likely to strengthen the Gen-
eral Assimbly's capacity to perform these functions. The .First

5.0
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Committee of the General Assembly is henceforth to deal only with
questions of disarmament and "related international security ques-
tioni." This will allow more adequate time for the numerous disar-
mament resolutions that'are presented at each General Assembly.
The ither important action is agreement to convene a Second Special
Session on Disarmament on a date to be set by the General Assem-
bly, presumably within the next three or four years. Such a session,
or alternatively a World Disarmament Conference as .proposed. by
the S9Viet Unigp and others, could again focus world attention upon
disarmament. Occurring at regular intervals, these sessions could
prod nations to greater progress; stimulate educational; research,
and.political activities; contribute to a better understanding of com-
plex issues; and reinforce universal disarmament responsibility.
The General Assembly subsequently scheduled a second SSOD for
1982.

SSOD also improved elisarmament machinery by resurrecting the
dormant UN Disarmament Commission. This commission will
serve as a deliberodTOTTSei.rhole, subsidiary to the General
Assembly. It will consider and recommend to the General Assembly
various disarmament issdes and monitor and follow up SSOD deci-
sions and recommendations. In taking this action, delegates .to
SSOD recognized the time restraints of the General Assembly and its
First Committee: regular sessions are not conducive to relaxed con-
sideration of disarmament matters. The Disarmament Commission
met in 1979 and, presulnably, annually thereafter and will report
each year to the General Assembly. Its initial focus- is upon the eler
ments of a Comprehensive Disarmament Programme. It will furic-
tion on disarmament matters somewhat as ECOSOC functions on
economic and social matters.

Modification of the world community's smaller disarmament
negotiating body, ccp,, was another SSOD initiative. A smaller
body is necessary to deal with complex disarmament details and to
negotiate treaties for adoption by the UN General Assembly and
ratification. by member states. CCD has been a useful mechanism,
but has been 'criticized for the permanent US-USSR cochairman-.
ship and insufficient liaison with the United Nations. While France
and China both abstained from CCD participation, Frarice an
nounced during SSOD that it would participate in a restructured..
successor to CCD.

During the SSOD discussions, agreement was 'reached to create a
new Committee on Disarmament (CD) by January 1, 1979, to.

-5
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.replace.CCD.. The membership of this new committee inchides all
nuclear weapon states,. all members of CCD that desire to partici-
pate, and a few othermember states chosen in consultation with the
president-of the 33;c1 General Assembly. The intent is to involve
nations most interested in disarmament matters with due regard
for regional and political balances. The chairmanship of the CD is

.,to rotate among all members on a monthly basis; it is believed that
this change will encourage the participation of France and China.

Liaison with the UN General Assembly is to be strengthened in
several ways: (I) the secretary of the CD will be appointed by the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and will act. as his personal
representative; (2) the CD will report to the General Assernbly at
least annually and provide documentation of its "activities to all
members of the United Nations on a regular basis; and (3) arrange-
ments wiil be- made or interested noncommittee member states to'
subinit proposals and to express views io the committee regarding
their parriculai disarmament concerns.

The existing Centre' for Disarmament of the UN Secretariat is a
fourth disarmament management mechanism. SSOD recognized
that the Centre for Disarmament needs strengthening and that its
research and information functions need broadening. The center is
directed to examine the disarmament information and potential as-
sistance olall institutions and programs within the United Nations

,system. The 'center is also encouraged to increase its contacts with a

nongovernmental organizations and research institutions in view of
the valuable role they play.in disarmament.

Finally,. SSOD requested the Secretary-General to appoint an ad-
visory board of knowledgeable and qualified eminent persons with
equitable geographical representation. This board is to 'advise the
Secretary-General on various, aspects of disarmament and arms lim-
itation studies.

The machinery established by SSOD substantially strengthens the
Capability of 'the United. Nations to be involved .in multilateral
disarmament matters. As these mechanisms begin jto function, pro-
ceduiei can -be improved in a 'number of ways, including (1)
eliminating duplication of general debate in the First Committee
and the General Assern-bly;.(2) preparing for the General AsseMb4r
one'omriibus resolution each year reaffirming past years' resolutions;
(3) 'utilizing semipermanent appointees and staff for the First Corn-

.'mirtee and the Disarmament Commission; (4) making greater use of
subcommitteei for in,depth consideration of complex disarmament
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matters; (5) placing the Centre for Disarmament under the supervi-
sion of a deputy . secretary-general; and (6) making greater use of.
nongovernmental . organizations, research institutions, and_ inde-
pendent experts.

.If properly used, disarmament machinery creased by SSOD has
the capacity ro provide much mote effective management of mul-
tilateral disarmament efforts: The conduct of essential bilateral
negotiations between the United Stares and the Soviet Union can be
eased, and unilateral and:regional arms reduction measures can be

-stimulated. But nations must use the machinery.

-Nuclear While it is too Late to put the nuclear genie back in the bottle, the,
Limitatio'n!., real turning Po' int ro break rhe political logjam and improve the

climate for serious consideration of arms reduction must be checking... .

and ,reversing the nuclear arms race.
The-responsibility to initiate, nuclear restraints rests upon the two

nuclear giants.. only .they can break the self- imposed chains shack-
ling them ro the powerful momentum of a competitivebuild-up
starred long ago. The world community may prod and encourage;
but the United Scares and the Soviet Union must rake the crucial
first steps and then provide leadership.

Charring a course to halt and reverse the nuclear arms race would
not prave exceedingly difficult were the nuclear powers derermined
to. do so. The Soviet Union and the United' Stares have both ex-
pressed the intent that once SALT 11 (with i loWer limitations on
delivery vehicles) is negotiated, SALT III wi14 iddress nuclear reduc-:
tions.

To stop expansion of the nuclear arms race, rarger objectives, need
to include ( 1). cessation of production and additional deployment.of
nuclear weaPons.and their means of delivery; (2) cessation'of pro'clut7.
rion of nuclear 'materials for weapons purposes; (3) cessation of quair,'
itative im'Provernent and.developthenr.of nuclear weapons; (4) cessii--
don of nuclear weapons testing by moratorium and/or a Comprehen-s.':
sive, Nuclear Test Ban :Treaty; and (5) cessation of development of 1
anti- satellite or ciOierdevides capable of threatening verificationsys-
tems.

Reversal of the arms race means reduction and, ultimately, elimi-
nationof nuclear weapons. This calls for a comprehensively phased
program' with agreed schedule's-.for progressive and balanced reduc
tion of stockpiles of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery.
Reduction involves destruction or conversion of nuclear weapons and

53
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'delive stems. Such a comprehensively phased reduction program
ould recital- ured verification.:
The challeng is to negotiate balanCed -agreements that imple -.

ment ;cessation a reduction without jeopardizing national seect-
rity. While the pro ms need to start with the United States and the
Soviet other i uclear weapon powers must be brought into
the protesi at an app .priate time; nuclear disarmament must be-
come universal.

Joint action to curtail he nuclear arms race is a logical outgrowth
of d" enter The docume is formalizing détente reveal its meaning:
realilation that the two superpowers have no alternative to peaceful
coexistence,. Both nations know that a nueleAr exchange is too devas-
tating to risk.- Their lqige nuclear arsenals .and numerous delivery
sySteffis have but a single security function: deterring each other
from doing what they both know ,each dare not do. Such is the Alice
in Wonderland illogic of mutual nuclear deterrence in .a time of
nuclear stalemate. The two nations, whether they like it or not and
despite diverse 'ideologies and goals; are compelled to-prevent
mutual confrontations from escalating into war. -

Why then, are the two countries so reluctant to act boldly, contain
the nuclear threat, and end their senseless competition for greater
overkill?. Relations between the Soviet Union and the United States
are colored by more than a half century of distrust and fear, arising-
basically from conflicting ideologies but heightened by. postWorld-
War II events, (Soviet- American relations are further examined in a
later chapter') Beyond this primary element, several secondary fac- :

_tors handicap progress despite common commitment to controlling.
'nuclear weapons and avoiding nuclear ..war.

One factor is the 'sheer momentum of each nation's system for
developing, manufacturing, and managing its strategic armed forces..

Amply funded and warmly-encouraged for three decades, the nuclear
.aims movement is now an extensive and intricate organism with a
life force of its own-.embracing scientists, manufacrurers, armed
force, managers, workers, and decision-makers. Vested interests are
great among those involved, civilian as well a..c The inertia
-of4e massive complex, plus both deliberate and inadvertent resisz
ratite by its managers, handicaps the political leadesis of both coun-
tries in their stated efforts to achieve ntclear disarmament.

Another major handicap is the dominating influence of the mili-
tary establfshment on disarmament matters. Most military officers
have both a personal career conflict of interest and a philosophic
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..approach to security that impede objective consideration of disar-
mament. The militarily trained mind, with few exceptions, assumes
the worst possible sex of circumstances,. adds a few co*rigencies,
and cautiously plans to deal with the problem. This may be the
properraosture to prepare for war, but is is a poor approach to arrh's
'reduction. Dominant military influence stifles' objective considera-
tion of Isar meat proposals and overshadows important political,
econOmi nd humanitarian factors. .

Legitimate and imagined concerns regarding verification consti-
tute sti another handicap. Each side, fearful lest the other fail to
carry out. treaty commitments, 'relies upon its own sarellice,and
seismographic verification systems. The Soviet Union has generally
opposed on-site inspection, a likely essential to verification ofcon-
version or destruction of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles.
Neither side has looked with favor upon an international verification
systerri such as that recently proposed by France. Both fear their
satellite verification systems could be threatened by anri-satellite
weapons or systems. (Fortunately, discussions have begun between.
the United States and the Soviet Union regarding anti- satellite
weapons; they may lead to an ,agreement to ban these weapons,

Operhaps as an exrensikin to the Outer Space Treaty.)
One important measure to strengthen the will .of the two super-

powers is to broaden the range of views among disarmament advisors
and decision-makers.. Generalists of vision,- judgment, independ-
ence, and broad outlook are needed; technical experts, disassociated
from the military establishment, could be involved in decisions
regarding weapons, verification processes, and risks. Disarmament
matters are much too vital to allow veto power to remain with overly.
cautious generals.

A second measure is incense study of all aspects of disarmament
and its relationship to an adequate security system. Certain,--once-
valid assumptions regarding mutual nuclear deterrencestill the
"peace o terror" that Winston Churchill labeled itneed to be
tested. r

e
e we preparing for situations that no long4exist, a corn -

mon mistake of generals? Does mutual nuclear deverrence continue
0 to make the superpowers more secure? if deterrence.is_needed, what'

level of overkill. is warranted? What impact do current levels of
superpower ruiclear armament have upon China's decisions.regard-
ing its nuclear capability?. Will improved nuclear weapon quality
add more security than weapon reduction and nonproliferation?

'Vs
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How good are nuclear guarantees? Such quesrions focus on the heart
o the nuclear arms race.

A third measure is to expand bilateral negotiations. and discus-
sions. SALT talks, supplemented by ongoing diplomatic exchanges,
are the principal bilateral negotiation mechanisms. Periodic Corn--
mirree on Disarmament meetings, are an additional forum.. While
expanded use of these mechanisms is desirable, ocher vehicles are
needed to encourage informal discussion well in advance of onsid-
erarion of specific treaty drafts. Scientists could ger gerher to
examine verification technology; political scientists d politicians
to explote disarmament in the context of adequate curity. SALT
could broaden its agenda to include examinari of general and.'
complete disarmament, starting with the 1961 troposals by the
United States and the Soviet Union.

Nongovernmental organizations (NG0s) and research institutes
should be encouraged to play a greater role in promoting unofficial
discussions. The Pugwash conferences have enabled scientists from
both countries to gain a better understanding of many nuclear mar-_

ters. Joint US-USSR and...United Nations Association policy. studies,
Dartmouth conferences, some Stanley Foundation meetings, and
other NGO activities generate discussion on a wide range of peace
and security concerns. At the 24th Pugwash, Conference on Science
and World Affairs in 1975, representatives of 31 nations urged a .

wikld meeting on disarmament and expanded research' on the.
hazards of nuclear power. programs...

The immediate test of however, ;centers upOn SALT II and
SALT III. Ceilings, even higher than desirable, are better than
.nothing. But SALT negotiations will do little to-advance disarma-

:, mem until they also set a schedule for staged reduction of nuclear
armaments. f

The objectives of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Novrolifera-,i.-
..semain valid. More nuclear buttons within reach of more hands add 'rim

to the hazard and destabilize the present nuclear balance of terror.
More sources of plutonium without proper safeguards increase the
probability of nuclear theft. More nuclear installations of whatever
type multiply the potential for accidents. Efforts to limit these

:hazards should not be-abandoned because the NPT has failed to'
accomplish fully its intended purpose.

....,TheN:PT will continue in its present`form at least until the next
&view conference sOeduled for 1980. Additional ratification by<
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nonnuclear weapon states should be actively encouraged. This effort
would be. significantly: enhanced if the Soviet Union and the United
States would deal positively with their commitments under Articles
IV and VI of the treaty.

The nuclear giants, with the participation of the nonnuclear na-
tions, shouTd.'plan and execute a workable international program
assuring ava. of peaceful "nuclear technology to nonnuclears.
Participation by the benefiCiaries of the plan is essential to allay
suspicion that the nticlear power's have no intention of living up to
the commitments of, Article IV.

Compliance with Article VI is a different matter; only the Soviet
. Union and the United States are involved, Bilateral agreement and

implementation of measures to limit and reduce nuclear arsenals, to.
curtail new weapon introduction_ and otherwise to halt and reverse
the nuclear race would demonstrate good faith- Superpower vertical.
"deproliferacion- would then match the horizontal nonproliferation
demanded of would-be nuclear weapon states by' the NPT.

A Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTB), prohibiting all
tests of nuclear explosives, would help limit proliferation and is
generally considered an important disarmament priority. The treaty,
once adopted by the UNGeneral Assembly and upon ratification by
the required number of nationsincluding tht United States and
the Soviet Unionshould be made operative even if ocher present
nuclear weapon states are not prepared to ratify. The CTB could
have been adopted long ago if the United States and the .Soviet
Union had not squabbled over verification and on-site inspection.
Advances in seismographic and space satellite observation technol-
ogy have simplified verification procedui=es. The May 1976 bilateral
agreement incorporated a provision for on-site inspection of explo-
Sions. exceeding 150 kilotons..

Even if parties to the treaty act in good faith to increase its
credibility, there is no guarantee that the NPT will achieve its

-.purpose. Hence.other measures are needed:to cope with prolifera-
-tion. One possibility is to subject all nuclear, installations to agreed
safeguards, to reduce the danger of theft or diversion of fissionable
materials. Spent fuel from nuclear poWer reactors contains
plutonium which. if separated, may be used for explosives or as a
fuel for the breederriypereactor now being developed. Safeguarding
the removal, iransMrtation, and storage of spent fuel and separation
of the plutonium 'it Contains are crucial' to preventing diversion.
ContraiiEptutonium will becoine more difficult if breeder reactors
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for.electrical power generation are introduced commercially. These
reactors require plutonium for start-up; once the power plants are in
operation, the additional plutonium they breed will vastly increase
the total supply that must be safeguarded.

The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFGk), now
in progress, brings together representatives of over 50 nations to
study technical aspects of use, processing, and management of nu-'
clear fuels. Its forthcoming report is expected to establish a founda-
tion for furure progress on nonproliferation in the 1980s.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has pioneered
the development of safeguards, in response to requirements of the
NPT. Supplier nations that design and construct nuclear
facilittiesthe United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain,
Franci, West Germany, and Canadacould cooperate by insisting
that recipient states agree to appropriate IAEA safeguards. Supplier
nations have sufficient leverage at the time.of contract to require

`.:Icon-tractual commitment by purchasers.
Nuclear-weapon-free zones offer another approach. Areas without

serious 'confrontations between nations and containing no nuclear
weapon states offer the greatest opportunity: Sub-Saharan Africa,
Scandinavia, Central Europe, the Middle East, the Mediterranean,
the South Pacific, Southeast Asia, and South Asia. The Tlarelolco
treaty and its Organization for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
in Latin Amerita hive pioneered this approach.

Co location of, key nuclear process facilities is another potentially
useful method to deter plutonium theft or diversion..Were uranium
enrichment, plutonium separation,_ fuel fabrication, waste treat-
ment, and disposal facilities located together, perhaps with multina-
tional ownership on a regional basis, surveillance and accountability
would be simplified. Co location of key facilities could have great
appeal in 'nuclear-weapon-free zones,.

It would be a tragic error for the world community to give up on
nonproliferation efforts. The NPT established a sound standard.
Limiting proliferation is a vital link-in disarmament progress.

The scoreboard for efforts to limit conventional weapons and Conventional
armed forces is nearly blankno successes, a few failures, and really Weapons
no broad effort since World War II. The single exception is the
current slow-moving Mutual. Force Reduction negotiations: The
proper questions are how and where to start on the gigantic task of
bringing the conventional arms race under control and setting the

5
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stage for ultimate reduction to levels reasonably required for internal
security.

The problems related to conventional armaments and forces. are
quite different front those of nuclear weapons. Tradition and emo-
tion are on the side of conventional armaments. Nation-states have

. long maintained conventional forces armed with the weapons of the
day, ranging from bows, arrows,. Spears, and catapults to machine
guns, tanks,. missiles, and jet fighters, and have used them

theoffensive as well as defensive purposes. Long taken for granted, the
increasing sophistication and destructiveness of conventional
weapons do not generate the awesome fear of the atom bomb. Con-
ventional force limitation touches every nation rather than the kw
involved with nuclear weapons. These differences contribute to the
lack of concern about conventional disarmament. Reduction of con-
ventional armaments is needed, according to many nonnuclear
states, but only when the nuclear arms race is brought .under-Con-
trol.

Nevertheless, conventional disarmament is overdue for serious
attention. Conventional arms and forces absorb between 80 percent
and 85 percent of global military expenditures. In 1976 the military
expenditures of the developing nations aggregated $81 billion (cur-
rent dollars).6 This is a significant amount compared to the external
nonmilitary aid they received (see chapter 7).

While conventional weapons disarmament warrants high priority.
for economic and security reasons, there is another persuasive reason:
the extreme difficulty of separating nuclear disarmament from con-
ventional. Neither can be adequately dealt with alone. Progress
would be more likely if all nations were involved in disarmament
and the whole range of weaponry were tackled together.Ca,n anyone
imagine the Disarmament Commission successfully presstifir*:the
nuclear powers without calling upon other nations to deal with
conventional disarmament?

Until future agreement bn permissible levels of iaational arma-...
ments is reached, what progress can be sought? Because most con-
ventional arms, and particularly the more sophisticated, are im-
ported, control of transfers from supplier to recipient nations is a key
opportunity: As measured in 1975 constant dollars, the value of
world arms trade rose from $8 billion in 1967 to $ 12.8-billion in
1976. Transfers in 1976 into the Near East were $4.2 billion,. to

6. Sivard, 1978, p. 20.
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East Asia $1.1 billion. Imports by. developing countries rose from
$5.4 billion in 1967 to a peak of $11.7 billion in 1973, declining to,
about $9.4 billion in 191.67-

Do such t rs promote peace and security or do they fuel the
fires of futu) ed conflict? No one can. answer with certainty
abqiit any specific-area. Arms transfers may temporarily balance
forces among enemies and delay armed conflict, but long-term secu-
rity is seldom enhanced. The presence of tools of war stimulates
Competition to acquire more to keep ahead of perceived enemies. It
also increases the to seek military solutions to controver-
sies. The sad fact is tliat over the years-most arms races have ended in

.
44

Arms transfers -could be controlied by any of three alternatives.
First, supplier nations could agree to ban or limit arms transfers of
certain types or to certain' areas. This was done .by France, the
United Kingdom,: ancithe United States in the Middle Easr from
1950 to 1956, until an irmideil between Egypt and Czechoslovakia
upset the arrangement. Soviet efforts in the late .1950s -and US
proposals since 1967 to embargo arms to the Middle East proved
unsuccessful. 'But no supplier can be effeCtive.ilone..Were the nine
nations exporting over 95 percent of arms transfers in agreement
formally or tacitly, arms Traffic could ID& quickly curtailed.

Agreement, by, recipient' nations, a second path rto check arms
transfers, would seem practical only on a regional basis. Such
agreements-'would. be most likely in areas free of bitter ongoing..
controversy, and with comparatively low lyiels'of armaments and
milk* spending: Latin America, Sub-Sahiran Africa, and SoUth-
east Asia have heen suggested as potential areas-L-especially would
this be logical in Latin America where a nuclear-vieapen-free 'zone
has already been created. The 1974 Declaration of Ayacucho by
eight. Latin. American ..Eountries is a hopeful move of.this type. In
Southeast Asia this approach would be consistent with the expressed
intent of the five-nation Association of Southeast .Asian Nations
(ASEAN to neutralize their area: Agreeinents to limit ,arrns imports
would most likely ban certain types of sophisticated offensive
weapons but might also place limits on aggregare imports.

Thirdly, convenrional.,wea'pon transfers could be controlled by a
worldwide treaty prohibiting specific rypes of weapons and establish-

7. US Arms Ctarrol Agency, World Military Expenditures 1967-1976,
p. 11.5 .
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ing limits on aggregate transfers to any nation-state, according to a
suitable formula relating-factors such 'as-population; area, and length
of borders. Negotiation of such a treaty would depend, in part, upon
creation of. an adequate verification system. Verification, however,.
would not be an insurmountable problem because the .number of
supplier nations is small and each has the ability monitor and
control shipments. . . .

Reporting arm's transfers to the United Nations wouldbe a useful
first step to shed light upon the magnitude of the' problem.' Thisbas

--

been 'propOsed by Malta (1965' Denmark (196§), t.ricl the: United
Stares (1969, pertaining to the Middle Eagt only). The UN Centre- .:
for Disarmament or a Security Council. subsidiary body established
under Article 29 could receive these reports by arms Suppliers,
monitor the arms trade, and publish an annual summary.:

Neither supplier nor recipient,nations have yet demanstrate.d'rhe
desire to limit arms _transfers,' contending that restrictions would
handicap achievement of national objectives...While recIpierns,are
concerned with security and prestige, suppiters]bave ai variety of`
concerns. Militarily they may want to help friends, Or lilies or. to
balance forces in some volatile area. Economically they want income,
improved balance of payrnents, or reduced weapon casts for their
own -forces throUgh greater production volume..

In addition, regional agreements Such as .MFR could.* used to
limit the level of deployed, if not Standing,. conventional forces. In
zones of peace, as proposed in the Indian Ocean, arms build-up could .
be prevented. Certain 'types of more Sophisticated weapons could be
banned and limits' placed upon annual military expenditures as re-
lated to gross national product.

Continued development of treaties by the CD' is desirable.. The
pending treaty banning cheMiCal weapons, tbelpain topic of discus-.
sion at the 1973 CCD session, deserves early:, adoption and tatifica- . -

tion. The same applies to modification and ratification of the treaty
concerning meteorological warfare, hardly conventional but nonnu-
clear. Continued study and research would likely indicate otherbene- .

ficial treaties.
/ Attitudes coward conventional disarmament should be closely
watched. The world community as a whole will not be seriously
involved in disarmament matters until it comes to grips with con=

-ventional armaments. Castigation of the nuclear weapon states by* ;

'nonnuclears is apprOpriate but every nation needs to attend; at:the
same time to the limitation' and reduction of conventionaliarma-

z;
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menrs. Disarmament dare not be lefr.to the nuclear weapon powers
. alone.

To achieve disarmainent,-ihe world must break new.'",,ground and Dismin.iinent
move far beyond: conventional wisdom and experienee:If*Or

..,. bold, Research
and innovative measures must be adopted.Time will :not: permit
cautious waiting periods between steps to rest their efficacy. 'Na.,
tiOnal an8 international decision-inakers need the help of extensive
research to chart the way: aid opinion-shapers, and generate public

. support.
"; Current research devoted to disarmament and an adequate secLi-
rity system is minuscule, particularly as compared to military and
weapons research.. At The Stanley Foundation's first Strategy for
Peace Conference in .1960,-it was reported that the United Stares,

. then spending .S40-billion annually on its Military establishment,
had 1.essthan twenty people devoting failqinie to arms .control and
diSarmament research. That cOnference, by recommending' creation
Of a US;research unit, ,helped -stimulate the subsequent establish -.

'. ment of the Arms Control.and Disarmament-Agency (ACDA)."- This
agency, stvplementec1by'a.few people in the Pentagon and ai other
deSks..in the State Department, constitutes the US disarmament
research ,staff.' AMA's paltry 1979 budget, of $16.5 million is
totally overshadowed by the U_ S ,Department of Defense fiscal

;:1979 budget of $12.5 billion for research, development, test, and
evaluation.' The UnitedStates situation is not dissimilar from that
of .other governments. Few have. adequate ongoing disarmament
research: most 'have none. And the UN Centre for Disarmament
currently has only 34 staff mernbeis,,1

An j adequare agenda. fot4the research needed would be very
lengttly. It would include development of a Comprehensive disar-
inarint plan for achieving GCD, together with scudye nuclear
!limitation, nonproliferation, and conventional weapons. Important
investigations should deal with peacefUl settlement and conflict .

management, the interrelationship of an adequate security system
and disarmament, and the-economic aspects of disarmament.

Who should undertake this research? Everyone. It is a global
responsibility.: Specifically, four cheaters for.'rsearch activity are
suggested.

The first is,the United Nations: Centre for Disarmament

8. US; Office of Marla gemen and Budget, Budget of the US Govern
. 1978/79, p. 329.
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needs to. be *given broader- resporisibilities for coordinating and dis-
seminating research undertaken by others; itshould undertake Jim-
ited research specifiCally' lelated to matters under coaideratiOn by.
the Disarmament Commission and the Committee on Disarmament.
The United Nations University, with its Planing and Coordinating
Center in Tokyo, mightbe.encouraged to stimulate. Multidisciplin-
ary research in. dr areas of conflict management and disarrn4,rnent,
in addition-to itsthree first-stage priorities: world hunger,:human
and social develOpment, and the use and management of -natural'
resources.'

A second highly desirable institution would be an independent
global bisar mament 'ReSearch Center staffed by outstanding scien-
tists; statesmen, and researchers and financed by adequate funds
from governmental and private sources. This instituiion.would need.

. .

to be sufficiently.,.prestigious thatits recommendatio#S swO141d be
respected and that it could ten-fain-free frOm the politicafinfluetice of
any nation or -groppf:.nations. Utilizing international experts;. task
forces,' and pane0.,addressing.: specific research topics, such an in-
stitutioncould 46 much to develop the concepts and ideas needed to
advance .roWard.a-World Without: war.-

Third, every nation*, 'eSpetially if it is a member of theCommittee.
on Disarmament, .needs its own research organization, however
small it may be. Such units should repoir directly to the priMe
minister (or equivalent) to avoid subordination to either foreign
ministers or Minister's-of defense.

The last, but .no means least, feebtritnendation is for, increased
research by'nongovernmental organilat.ions '(NGOs), including re-:
search institutes. Currently, NGOS in the aggregate maybe doing

:More research and prOmoting more discussion of disarrnament than
'are governments. -.Nevertheless, subsiantial enlargement of NGO
activities is desirable. Because NGOS are financed by private funds
and by.cOptracts with governmental units, they have anindependent.
viewpoint that iOiseful and an outreach to opinion-shiters chat is
essential.

Paralleling theoretical and practical research, there is need for.
expanded communication, discusSion, and debate within and be-
tweed nation-states involving opinion-shapers as well as decision
makers. -

Obstacles With rare exceptions, national leaders are sincere wheo,they
for peace, decry ware and dekribe their military establis hi:1114k as

...; .
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dfensive. Why ;then is the world community so reluctant to take
the necessary steps to manage the critical world-issue of peace and
security? From among the many obstacles, three are selected for
comment: one peculiar to peateand security and the others common
to the management of all critical .world issues.

Tradition is the '.mighty: barrier: to. innovative progress toward
ma.nagement 'of the peace and security are
deeply locked into the security conceprt of the centuries-old nation-
state international political system. Military power: is perceived as
the only force that will be.respected; alliance-ridden power balances
preserve the status quo; military threats are normal support to di-.
plomacy; and, as a last resort,. war isan acceptable device to setae
international controversies. Leaders are imbued with the belief that
responsibility for lecurity has always and Must always rest upon the
military power of nation;.states. -

Thesecond obstacle, which applies to all critical issues, is the
myth that sovereignty rests, with the nation-state rather than- the

-peopl, a concept prevalent in the minds of most national leaders
and their constituents. This myth is 'intensified by today's strong
worlide spirit of nationalism and by the numerous ideological,
racial; and economic confrontations that continue to generate fear,"
hatred, and suspicion. The* is a great reluctance todelegate even

`Minor And, controlled 'authority to any regional. or world organiza=
tion:.ThiS attitude leads to continued reliance upon national power

,.for security.
.

Lack of dynamic and progressive leadership is the third handicapF.

ro managing peace and security, as well as the other critical world
issues. Strong, effective, and innovative leadership is essential if the
hurdles of tradition and sovereignty are to be Overcome, It is needed
to cope with the vested-intereststhe military-industrial complexes
with their labor and governmental associates.

e'R terrably, the posture of the United States toward disarma- United States
"Ament -Must be rated as strongly negative. We maintain the world's PaMire :

'':triost-powerful military force andare constantly adding more sophis-
ticated weapons, conventional as well as nuclear.:Our nuClear. arsenal
possesses overkill far.,beyond any reasonable need. Our presidents

.repeatedly declare that we will be second to none, Oiir secretaries of
defense call for constantly: expanding. Pentagon budgets and press
arms upon Japan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and other nations.We are the

'tworld's major exporter of conventional arms. Our failure, along with
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the Soviet Union, to comply meningfully with the arms reduction
commitment of Article' VI of the NPT has underinined that docu-
ment. Suspicion remain's that, despite our ill-fated involvement in
Vietnam and the beginning.of detente with the Soviet Union, we
expect one day to be called upon to defeat a communisiant. Such
impressions overshadow our efforts ro negotiate bilateral nuclear

4. ceilings with the Soviet Union and to continue our support of
treaties developed by the CD.

Despite our rhetorical aspirations 'to a world without war under a
rule of law, we-have nor provided strong leadership toward either
disarmament or the development of the adequate security system
that must accompany it.

a .



5 WORLD ECONOMIC ORDER:BACKGROUND

Smoldering questions about the fairness and adequacy of the worilds
economic order were inflamed by the oil crisis during the -1973
Arab - Israeli War. The 13 nations of the Organization of Pirdleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) including the non-Arab states of In-!
'donesia, Iran, .Nigeria, and Venezuela--cballenged. the economic
dominance of the industrialized world .with a "fourfold increase in
pe'troleum prices and accelerated expropriation .of foreign-owned oil
facilities within their borders. Arab members of OPEC challenged
the political dominance of the great powers with'an embargo and
injected oil diplomacy and oiftnoney into the volatile Middle East
conflict. .

The impact of OPEC action echoed and reechoed. around rhe
world. Political and economic Conditions cliknged: domestic
economies of oif importing nations 'were' strained, traditional bala
.ances of payments :upset, and national monetary systerns disturbed:::
Ne* markets now flourish as _OPEC -nations expand deirelopMenr:
plans, arm theniseIrs:and friehas; invest, in -develoted-coiiniries.;
and dispense foreig economic, aid.

Boothe itiost lasri impact of thet.1973 embargo may pro to be
grearer emphasis upo reform of-the world economic order. OP.EC's
successful challenge to raditional economic and'polirical establish-
Tents encouraged cleve ing nations CO demand change. Their
mounting discontenz, and frustration were dramatically focused upon
the inclutrialized develOped world. These forces will be felt long
after the 'world community has adjusted to higher fuel prices and
diminishing icetroleurn supplies.

Attention was focused on the economic. order ,none roo soon;
alarming symptoms of distre&S and systems overload,have been evi-
dent to developed, as,,Well as developing, nations for some time.
Although national ciariencies ,have been devalued, gold standards
abandoned, and exchange rates altered and floated, monetary prob-
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lems continue. Negotiations'on duties and tariffs end in frustration.
Controversies arise over the operation of multinational corporations.
Programs for economic and social develOpinent falter. Developing
nations have long contended that the world economic order was
tilted against them.' Thus despite the ensuing discomfort, the de.:
veloparig world has brought the world economic order to the fore:..
front as a timely and serious issue.

Relationships Progress in managing economic issues is closely tied to peace and
security. The lack of economic 'progress causes political unrest: al-
though most recent coups have been rapid and reasonably bloodless,
civil war always looms as a possibility, inviting. intervention and
threatening to spill over national borders. Angola and Lebanon pro-
vide recent examples. Fear of instability encourages national leaders
to maintain high levels of armaments andlincrease s the temptation
to use tlitrn,. whereat:- tblerable economic progress lessens integnal

..pres5ures and allows gOvernments.to be more attentive to 'external
relations.

Likewise, the quality of life is largely determined by economic
and social factors affecting living standards, human relations, and
human rights. Economic, social, and human problems intrude con-
stantly upon all peoples and all nations. Little progress toward indi-
vidual liberty occurs in countries- .plagued with stagnant economies
or the resulting unrestand instability.

The recent.clarnor for a new world economic order has dramatized
the close connection among the workings of World economic sys.-
tems, the well-being of more advanced economies, and deVelopment
in pOorei nations. Although develOpMent has been considered a.
global problem for several decades, it has been viewed erroneous' ly as
an isolated matter-charitable assistance from rich to poofnations or,:
handouts.to win friends. Resources and population are obViously key
factors, even though the linkage between them is not: xidely ac-

.

ceptecr. While present concerns about the biosphere focus largely
upon quality of life, the serious longer range impact .upon, the re-.
source productivity of the biosphere has beenUnderrated as a critical.'

4)Toblem in world efonoinicS.-
.;i.rorld .ecoriomic :order,' development, resource/population

'':.."-laii0;.4.ind:bioSphere are intricately related. Although it is difficult
to cliiClisi;04:a.S: separate' issues; . it is necessary to do so to avoid
uiter'onfUSCOn'4,f.'"
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The Sixth SpeCial Session of the General Assembly.(April 1974), Action at
convened originally to study she problems of raw materials and the United
development,'''became a forum for vigorous confrontation between Nations
developing and developed nations, with the United States as special
target. Developing nations 'atteilhpted to document the parameters
of the new economic order they demandecE.:A Declaration on the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order arid'a Pro-
gramme of Action on the Establishment of a New International
'Economic .Order were drafted. These documents, adopted by con-

- sensus but with- m4ior. reservations by the United States and other
'incldstrial nations, outlined extravagant irations well beyond_ihe
near -term financial. and managerial capabilities of the .wbrld coin-

. The volatile 29th General *Assembly, ('1974). adapted a Charter of
. 'EcOhorni.c Rights andDuties of States. ThepurpoSe of.the charter,

'proposed by former President' Luis Echeyerria of
.promote the :establishment of a new international ordet,i,ba,ea-dti-.1..'

I. :equity, sovereign equality,. interdependdice,comman interest, and .

cooperation ainong all states irrespective4rheireconomicand socials,
systems . . ." While this purpose is both noble and .desirable; the
chartercontained a number ofprovisions unacceptable to induStrial.
nationir Nevertheless, the developing nations, haYing the votes;
adopted it (120 yes, 6 no, and 10 abstentions). SignificantlY, the
nays and the abstentions included the United Scares and most of the
induStrial nations looked to for financial, teclinologiCal, and other

:development . aid. (Belgium, Denmark, West :Gerinany, L14xern-
bourg, the United Kingdom, and the United States voted .no;:AUs-.
trio., Canada, France, Ireland; Israel, Italy, Japan,-theNetherlaiids,
Norway, and Spain abstained.)

Theconfrontation continued:. discussionS on oil prices by OPEC
..and the Organization for EcOnornic:GOoperation and Development
(OECD) failed when the oil producers insisted upon inclUding.other
commodity- pricing the deliberations. ThiS. 27-nation North-
South dialogiie; offiCially called the Conference on Incubational
Economic Cooperation (CIEC), resumed in late 1976. The industri-
alized nations finally agreed to disCuis two agenda itemsdebt relief
and the linking of oil prices to the cost of industrial goods imported
by the OPEC countries=but did not come to any agreement. The
proceedings of governing bodies'*iCh.as the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural 'Orignization (UNESCO) and the

68
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Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) Were politIcize. -:"by discus
sions of the new economic order. As the September:4975 Seventh:
Special Session of the General Assembly neared, the stage was set to
turn the stated agenda, Development and Internirional Economic
Cooperation, into bitter controversy.

Unexpectedly, the scene changed quickly asfortner USSecrecary
of State Henry KisSinger presented sensible proposals to deal with
many of the economic problems affecting the developing nations.
The atmosphere cooled; serious discussion replaced polemic diatribe.
The moderates:of the Third Worlit:Were heard above the extremists.
Resolution 3362,(S-VII), Development and International Economic
Cooperation, reflecting many of Kissinger 's prOposals, was adopted
by consensus with but limited reservations on the part of the United
States. This"finalSe:ienth Special Session resolution changed nothing
in the world's economic order, but 'it did highlight the need for
equity and reconciliation. No problems were solved, but a sounder
basis was established for ;constructive dialogue, and cooperative ap-
proaches to economic reform.

The Seventh.Special.Session of the General Assembly established
an ad hoc committee on the Restructuring of the EConornic and

=Social SectOr of the UN System. The dialogue between developed
nations and those developing nations with moderate positions con-
tinues despite interruptions such as the 1975 Arab-backed resolu-
tion equating Zionism with racism and the-flaMboyant and-Vitriolic
interventions of former US Permanent representative Daniel Patrick
Moynahan. Subsequently, .rhe.Nairobi meeting Of the United:Na-
tions Conference u Trade and Developinent in May 1976 conaticed
the dialogue, concentrating upon programs to stabilize commodity
Prices and promote debt relief for developing countries.

Si kce then, there has been a greater. willingness to negotiate.sub-
_sranr1:,e matters and avoid nonproductive confrontations. Some
progreSs has been, made toward a common,fund to finance buffer
stocks of commodities produced by developing nations. Some4ion
has been taken* to .cancel debis of, those poorest countries f'ac-ing
crushing balance -of: payment prOblems. Both the North and the
South have undoubtedly gained.' a better understanding of each
other's problems and postures. No major breakthroughs have oc-
curred; however, -nor eVen, modest reform of the present syst&fis:

There is hope, though.,-Ithat.cOnditions are right for long overdue
examination and reform-:. The developing world demands a new
order. Th6 United States and certain developed 'nations appear ready
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to deal Withteforms. But the postures of certain socialist states
remain uncertain. Operating largely outside theeconomic otder of
the free world, these states have minimal involvement with its sys-
reins and mediocre records as dispensers of technical and economic
aid. Siding with the developing nations in criticism of long -time
ideological enemies has cost socialist stateilifile. But, with or with-
out:their cooperation, serious negotiations, toward reform can pro-
ceed.

The General Assembly has taken steps aimed at stimulating nego-
tiations. A Cony;gittee of the Whole (COW) has been established
to carry an the North-South dialogue earlier undertaken by CIEC;
thus permitting'all nations to participate: A speciaLiession of the
General Assembly has been scheduled for 1980 to deal wAro-
posals for a Third Decade of Development. A.preparatory committee
has been established to draft an International Development Strategy
(IDS) for adoption at the special session.

What is the existing economic order? There is no clear-cut and- Existing Order
accepted concept. Broadly: the World economic order enibraces the
many systems, institutions,...and practices related to international
trade, commerce, finance., transportation, and communicatfeki: Its
scope is 'broad, its elements numerous, its relationships 'intricate,
and. its control fragmented and tenuous.

The beginnings of the world economic order long predate today's
nation-states. The Egyptians carried on a flougshing barter trade
with Crete, Phoenicia, Palestine, and Syria soon after 2000 B.c.
Today's economic.systeins evolved gradually in the followi_ng mil-.
lenniums. Merchants .and traders searching fOr; profits .fashioned
trade practices. Monarchs, :city- states, arid, later, nation- states en-
couraged trade, levied tariffs to gain 'wealth:;-g,ranted mdnopolistic
privileges to trading companies, and prombted exploration in search'
of new markets and dominions. Currencies and exchange mediums
were created, allowing trade to move beyond the barter stage.-Ex-
change mediums encouraged speculation in gold and silver and
stimulated growth of transnational banking and credit. As free en-
terprise flourished and national wealth grew, nations became con-
cerned about trade balances and about precious resources within
their borders. Tariffs were juggled to reduce itriOrts, and rnanufac-.
.turers were encouraged and subsidized to increase exports.

Until'orld War II, the world economic order;operated, largely.. W
within the private sector. The role of most national governments was

70
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limited to establishing. and collecting tariffs, stimulating. exports;
and establishing import policies. Only socialist governments were
more directly involved in international commerce. No global entity '
had,a significant part in the world economic order until after World

- War II.
Meeting at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, in 1944, the

United Nations Monetary and Fiscal :Conference representatives .

from 44 nations changed this pattern and charted. modifications of
the economic order to make it more adequate for, an' ticipated postwar
conditions. The conference established the international Monetary
Fund .(IWIF)and the-International Bank for fteconstructonand
velopment (World Bank) and prepared the 'way for the 1948 General
Agreement on tariffs and Trade (GATT). Complexity Pre* as the
United NatiOns .took over or created a number of international and
regi6hal Orgailizations. Meanwhile, nations in several regions estab-

. economic organiations independent of the United Nations..
'The rosier of transnational elements of theieconornic order Continues-
to increase:. , .

Private:sector elerneT s'''.inclUde 'myriads: of businesses, and
viduals of even nationality; involved' in. Al 1; cIpts-:of ve n ures ac ross
national bound4ries: expaiTing,irOpeiti. 13%-i-letiiding, 'borrowing,
manufacturing,. communica4
ing, and grantin'ili.'.Ptil314:17sector elements7include the par134:-
ments,nirces , departments; and quasi-public units of nations as
tht,Ni*47,4-iationatincinetary,syStems..and authOr and administer

;"..:,naticinarcx&iekregarding international economic affairs. In
sociiilgs,...goiterriiiienial4inits rather than 'private elements
oonduc sc. idternarional business. In addition rO. the IMF; the

2.,AT_T,.worldwide international elements include-a B:- ank
. :Internation4 Finance 'COtporation.(IFC), International De-

velopment XisoCiation (IDA), and United Nations Conference op
Trade and Development (UNCTAD).

Regional international eleinents of an official nature include the
European Economic Community (EEC); kconomic, Commission for
Africa (ECA); Economic Commission for Europe (ECE); Economic
Commission for Latin America (ECL/Y); ,Economic Commission for
Western:Asia (ECWA); Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (ESCAP); regional development batiks in Asia, Af-
rica, and Latin America; and other permanent aid ad hoc groups,
concerned with trade:and economic matters: In addition to gov-

-;.
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ernmental organizations, many ad hoc and permanent private sect
groups, with members friSm several countries, are involved in the
economic order.

The amorphous nature of the world economic order compounds
the proolems of reform and improvement. Instead of a compact
whole, it is comprised of several c*nplex systems: (1) monetary(2)
trade, (3) transnational enterprise, I) multilateral aid, (5)-bilateral
aid, and (6) development banking. The first three systems are,the
historic sectors of the world economic order. The monetary system
provides the credit and exchange facilities needed to operate the
world economy. The trade system services both developed and de-
veloping nations and has important impacts on their economies. The
transnational enterprise system transfers capital, technology, and
management for business enterprises across national boundaries,
even as it benefits the home nations of the enterprises.

The last three systems, which relate directly to economic and
social development, are of recent origin. The multilateral and bilat-
eral aid systems extend technical assistance and -economic aid to the
governments of developing countries or to their subdivisions. The
bilateral aid andlitvelopment banking systems transfer capital to.
them.

_White the systems are closely. intertwined, each presents a- dif.
ferent set of-problems with its own institutions, constituencies, and
managers: Each system must-be reformed .and managed accordingly,
but with due regard for interlinkages; n.o single set of solutions is
possible. Management is complicated further by the diversity of
riationaLeconomies ranging from complete state ownership to nearly
free enterprise, from centralized 'planning to near 15.issez4aire.

Additionally, a vast network of transportation and communica-
tion links the- various systems throughout the'World. Despite its
importance, I will not discuss this system,' since itsmanagement is
less directly related to that of the ethical world issues.

.
. The basic segments of the present sifal economic order were The Problem -

fashioned for a colonial world. Althougr-Asystems- to extend as-
sisrance to developing countries have been added, the order remains
strongly .oriented to the needs of the developed nations. Feeling
shortchanged by today's systen'is, the developing nations register
three basic concerns. Change to accelerate economic and social de-
velopment is first, and foremost--:they need and want more help;

.second,greacerautonomy.in managing their own economic affairs,

,tr)4
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because they fear economic imperialism; third, greater participation,
-'in the decision-making and management Of the world economic
order. These concerns are as--Much political "as economic.

The developed world also criticizes the performance of present
systems. Dissatisfaction with the monetary system is, widespread.
Mulelnational corporations are under fire at home as well as abroad.
The supply of investment capital and credit is insuffic-ient for the
needs of the world economy. Trade restrictions and procedures
satisfy no country.. Multilateral aid is cumbersome'and inefficient..

Although the need for reform is generally' recognized as argent
and justified, no consensus exists on how to change the present
systems. Without agreement on specific objectives, proposals for
coordinated change focus largely upon the near-term; objective con-
sideration of the future is muddled. Resolving conflicting interests,'
overcoming traditional patterns, developing clear-cut proposals, and
making positive decisions'will be an exceedingly difficult, complex,
and sluggiSh process. Reform of the world economic order is likely
to be more evolutionary than revolutionary; the array of actors and
the absence of adequate institutional structures to .manage The
process-hinder rapid progress.

'Toward Four objectives are proposed for world - , community_ efforts to re-
Economic forrrrxhe World economic order. The first is agreemert,t.uporiprinci-.

Order pies. As the developing nationsytorrectly contend, economic order is-
.more ,than Merely the systems,'proCedures, and practices employed
by the private, public, and...international sectors.' .T-bese may be the

*ones and the muscles, but thelZcon*inicprinciplesapplie to man-
aging them are the all-important heart, pumping life blood through
the whole.

Creating and maintaining a global climate more conducive to
comptinnise and progress is the second proposed objective. More
than goodwill .and encouragement are needed; Cooperation and
negotiation, with mechanisms to assure ongoing constructive
dialogue, must replace confrontation and diatribe. Nations already
developed have to be persuaded that greater involveme in de-,
velopment. is in their 'interest; developing nations, that achie able
goals will attract more support than grandiose ones; and both, o the '
advantageS of simultaneously stealing with a package of inter,ests.
some more important to developing, nations, others to develope
and some to every nation.

The third objective is ongoing researcliinto the numerous aspects

r 3
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and interfaces of the systems singly and together. I offer no apology
for frequent refeivdce to research In connection with the manage
'meat of the critical world issues. Decision-makers need every. help
that intensive and futuristic research can provide.

The fourth, and ultithate, objective is the ',reform and' reStructur-
ing of the six sysierni of the current world.,econornic order.. Whgther
changes a' re termed a new orderas developing nations demancior
modifications of che'presenc one is 'immaterial; the needed changes
are the Barrie in either case,,'" -

Seuerat'Pecepts seem appropriate to structure an economic order Guiding
chat..fairly, efficiently, and effectively serves the needs of increas- Precepts for
tngly interdependent world .community. Econ?nnic

.Rffirm:.RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS Fundamental principles stated in The stnict,ire,
:Chatter of ihelJnited Nations or properly. inferred from it should.,

be fully respected. These include the right of every-natiOn
choose its economic system, to engage in international trade and -

ocher forms of economic exchange, .and to enjOy freedom from
. outside interference in its economic affairs.

".. NATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY Each nation-state is' primarily- re-
;spons'ible for its own development and-, therefbre, can be expected
co.-establish desired objectives and to implement programs; to
aChieVe, them.

COOPERATION Both developed and developing.natidn-stares h4ve
an enlarging responsibility to cooperate and avoid actions harmful,
to the eConomies.of other nations - .4

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS The world community' has a re-
sponsibility to establish and maintain institutional' frameworks to
better manage the world economic order and assure a climate

. conducive to tolerable economic and social development progress.

ECONOMIC GROWTH -The magnitude of the world economy needs
to be enlarged to accommodate developing nations; the more

affluent nations are certain to resist. tedistributionoEtheir wealth.
A POsiiive sum rather than-a2zero 'sum pprOa47.1i4,deSirable: the

_bigger- the-- pie-, the'mote,tordistribute

DECISION-MAKING Adequate 'participation by all groups of na-
tions in the decision- making and management of the world
economic order is a prerequisite to cooper-ation.
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JUSTICE Last, but most important,,fairness ands,justice are fun-
damental pririCiplesigoverning economic ....reforrri. No nation
should be ciei3iiivecr a the opportunity to Make economic

"progress.

How can community reach agreement upon such prin-
ciples and express ithern in a suitable governing doctrine? The Char-.
ter of Economic Rights'ind Duties of States was Such. an 4rrepi*.
Although most of its general principles were acceptable,..1(ngtions,.
mostly industrialized., did not vote for it, primarily becaiik of the
charter's detailed interpretation of principles. Debate revealed wide.
differences in economic philosophies. Developing nations sought to
place guilt. and responsibility for; their plight upon former colonial
rnastes:'an&a.iliked economic imperialists. The Soviet sup-.
ported t14.developing nations' -4,1-lazic upon-Western EuropeHAct the
United StiteS but avoided ac ante of responsibility to aid client..

.Obviously, further debate;=fiegotiation, and compromise are re-.
quired to develop governing economic principles. While debate on
doctrine is bound to cOntinue.within the UN General Assembly, its
standingcommittees, UNCTAD, smaller working groups, and ad
hoc task forces are.a more likely to facilitate negotiation and com-

, promise. As a ptactical.,matter, this processMight beSt be focused
upon' amendments to challenged interpretive provisions in the
present Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of .

The processuf persuading nations that implementingsuch a doc- .
trine is in their own elf-interest' "will be tedious:and time-.
consuming. But even as debate rages about economic principles,
much can be accomplished. Nations may fine it easier to reform and
strengthen systems than to formalize economic doctrine; reform may
facilitate agreement on doctrine.

Climate A world climate conducive to economic development and-more.
equitable and effective systems cannot be legiSlated by the General

::.,Assembly; Developed nations will not be forced to transfer capital,
technology, and management.

The desired climate is more likely, nevertheless, to evolve
through action than oratory. For example, the multilateral aid sys-
tem warrants high priority as a channel for direct transfer of de-
velopment assistance, particularly technology and management.
Moreover. its lack of reform.is often cited ...as a reason for meager
funding of multilateral, bilateral, and development-banking sys-
tems. The United Nations, however, can restructure the system:

,
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because the developing nations havestrong majorities in the General
Assembly, in ECOSOC,.and on the governing boards of agencies,
they haVe the power to put the "system in order and favorably
influence the develepment climate. It is important, on the other.
hand; that the developed nations also be, intimately involved in
reform, for they are the major sources of aid financing..

Reform of the other world economic sysrems would improve the
climate by favorably affecting the financial strength of both de-
veloped and developing nations and enlarging the capability to
transfer capital, technology, and management. These systems, how-
ever, are less responsive to direct UN action; reform efforts call for
the use of other forums and mechanisms.

Despite the importance of action, the critical prerequisite for a
climate more conducive to development progress is the constant use
of open channels of communication between developing and de-
veloped nations. Neither the developing nations, with overwhelm-
ing voting power. in the General Assembly, nor the developed
world, .with financial and technological strength, can design or
dominate reform, but either can block it. As the participants in a

.1974 conference summarized:
In endeavoring to harmonize rheir views, member nations must

recognize that there is a constellation of issues of varied impor-
tance to different members. Harmonization will be achieved when
it is recognized that few, if any, of these issue's can be 'resolved
independently of the others. Cooperation, coupled with conscien-
tious efforts towards mutual understanding and accommodation
between nations, is essential.'

A vast research pr' ram on the economic order is required. It Research .
needs to be innovative and comprehensive, but practical, with
adequate inpUt from all sectors of the world community. Investiga-
tions must be based on accurate data, partially provided by the UN
Secretariat data system proposed in chapter 7. Programs need not
duplicate the substantial research -now under way regarding agricul-
ture, industry, .health, and education. Attention should be focused
upon the economic, political, and social aspects -of the world
economy and development.

The agenda for a thorough, flexible research program would be

9

1.. Decision - Making Processes of the United Nations, report of the Ninth Coil-
eef nce on the United Nations of the Next Decade, The Stanley Founda-
ri n, Muscatine, Iowa, June 1974.

. ,
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lengthy. The impact -Of.global changes upon the world economy
needs to be better underStood. The development proces's itself is not

.- adequately understood. 'Intensive study 'could result in ways to im-
prove each of the six '.complex systems comprising the world
economic order -k.-Attention to the interrelated impacts of -resources,
population, ermikoninent,. and disarmament- upon the world

. .. .
economy and development would be worthwhile, as would analysis
of the Ilene es to developed nations from more rapid
economic Progress-Uri the developing world. A study of the benefits
of greater SoCialist state participation in the world economic order
would also be useful. Other topics would suggest themselves.

Whei should undertake this research? The answer, as with disarm-
ament research, is everyone; it is a world responsibility. More spe-
cifically,

..

cifically, three. locales are suggested ..2. .. .

The. first is a Center for Economic and Development Research.
Like the Disarmament Research Center suggested-earlier, it should
be established outside the United Nations. This`would achieve bet-
ter coo ination of the trade.,' transnational enterprise, monetary,-
and de opment banking systeMs which are, not fully within the.

6
managerial framework or competeke,of the United Nations:

Responsibility for coordinatiOri.Auld rest with the recently ap-
eoirrted director general for development and int nationalcoopera-
-tion. This individual might direct Secretariat devc o merit activities
and the Secretariat unit supporting ECOSOC's expanding planning
and policy formation; he could. provide coordination with research
units of natjonal governments and the private sector, including
NGOs. -The center woCila-also.work closely with the United Nationsf::.
tniversity in Tokyo. 1-

The center should be governed by a board of eminent persons and
.staffed with competent research personnel, from. all parts of the
world:Its staffneed not be large- in size,. but high in _quality. its.
primary function*should be formulation of desired research programs ,

and stimulation'and coordination of research. Financing for the
center could be sought partially from the United Nations, partially
from natiovtates, but to the fullest extent practicable frOm private
sources. Success 'of the center. will depend on its being as free as
poS§ible from political and ideological special:interests.

Secondly, every nation needs its own research organization-, how-
ever small it may, be, to advise its leaders. Such units would best
;report directly to the highest levels of government decision-makers.

Third, research by NGOs and other private sector organizations
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could be further stimulated. The private sector not only has a stake
in the future?1: but is more likely than government to emphasize

,. innoyative and. futuristically oriented apptoaches and-outreach to
7'. opkiii9A4*rs. .

.,...).,... .
Lastly, the results of economic investigations must biashared

among nations to stimulate opinion - shapers and decision-makers to,
pay greater attention to the needs -6f the world economic order..,,

. $...,

z
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WORLD ECONOMIC ORDER: REFORM

The .basic and historic :elements of the world economic order, the
monetary, trade; and transnational enterprise systems, are in need of
restructuring. They are doininated by the private: andnational'sec-

. tors. International institutions,:"Creared in most Ca.stis. since WOrld
War H, have rowing importance but lack the authority. tri manage
the *idespread elements comprising these hree 'systems,

Monetary Stem

Whatever the shape of the futuie world economic order; ..a sound
.

-;...;iu}d manageable nionerary system' is essential;; including not only
currencies but also the MechanismSand institutions controlling or
influencing exchange rates; reserve,as-sets, credit, and liquidity. .

Today's fragmentedrinnetary system is characterized by continu-
ing crises. Euro currericyL--and nciWkpil rtitineiycompete with the

. rising and falling valiies of. national'Farrenclet..Although che debt.
service payments. of most developing number of More de7;.:
veloped,countries ,are beCOMing oppregiive,' the demand for more
credit continues. Private banking institutions are reaching their
limits. Moriiy,pc&ver'js shifting as a handful of oil-rich nations.
challenge the long-estafifiskied dominance of the industrialized coun-
tries. Reform of the arCliaic.4,Srem is tirgerit.

. .
. .

Objective!'
Toward a

Single
Currency

Creating 'a global single - currency monetary Ysystem would serve
the long-term interests of all nations: it would eliminate problems of
convertibility, provide acommon basis for eserve 'assets, and,greatly
reduce the impact:J;VRational economic iables. Entities with
global roles similar, td:7those of national ba and .other agencies
now funcrioning could manage .the eisansion f reserves-and liquid -. .

iry. But to develop the specifics of an adequa system, extensive
study and negotiation will need to compromiser wide differenCes
of.national interests and attitudes.

The stability of a single-cUrien0 system would generate confi-

37;,;' ...
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dence, and its simplicity wourd stimulate trade anddevelopment.!
Ref6rm of the World's monetary system, hoWever, is desrined to
prove more difficult than the reforrn..ofttrer sv
economic order. because. it dial-190es the sin reign ri

of tiarto use monetary policies to irranage doin econom -,incri-6
emPloymenr,..anddampen inflation. These rights areeice
with little regard to their impact upon the/world' econo

Current efforts of Western EUropeans to establish. a Europeai
onerary System (EMS) emphasize the need- for pr gress. toward a

sI leLcurrency monetary system. Their frusrra ons in doing 'so,
ev n on a regional,ba'sis, indicate the difficulties f creating a global

rency.

Pending the creation of a truly global *mbiietary system, the world
-community has no alternative but r. struggtrWith the existing non
system. .

Today's world monetary system is far from systematic. Dissatis-
faction is widespread. For example, inflation and otherdomestic ills
are too readily transmitted among nations, and speculative floW of
funds from one currency to another is encouraged. As a result,Ythe
haiards of international trade anterransnational investment are in-
creased. Maintaining optimum- reserves, credit, .and liquidity to
support an expanding world economy without undUe inflation is
difficult.

Rresernly,, world financial operations involve numerous nariona
currencies, and nation-states. manage domestic currencies through
their national,-banks or other designated agencies. The convertibility
of any doinestic curreneNherefore, depends grea' tly apOn national
economic and'political decisions. Governments decide ,wherheroi-
not ro balance their budgets, control imports within the iimirs'of.,
exports, or run printing presses to enlarge money supply. The
number of national currencies has more than doubled since World
War 1,1 (some 130 versus about 60). SeAatism prevails; for exam-

inembers of the British CoMmonwealth and former British
colonies ha've substituted their own currencies for the once powerful
pound sterling. Upon achieving independence, nearly every coun
try. however srriall, promptly exercises its soyeteignry to establish a
national cutency. A few year ago in Nairobi, Kampala, and Dar es.4. -

Salaam, I personally observed the confusion that occurred When the
East African currency, once used by Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania;

replaced by three new coins' of the realm, a backward ktep
indeed.

The
Non System

.
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Because eveey economic. transaction across national boundaries,
excepting barter deals, involves exchange'

..

rates, mechanisms have
--. _ ;.- ,

evolveno facilitate exchange. In contras( to officiak:exolnIye rates,
- :

actual-exchate,eares reflect the judgment of the WOrlidis-,.ffriaticial
community,' banks, and money. Manager: Many flbat'., . .........
independently, but some are pegged to other currerroies.*Iiiik mar-......,
ket exchange rates, less favorable to a certain nation'slairreney, I
frequently result ffOm-impropeYexchange rate. manage:Mem: , '

Until World War II, the monetary syStem was contiblled by the
.major industrial nations acting through their ce:trt6a)__banIcs or agen-
cies: They managed the principal currencies and influsnced exchange
rates. rivate banks .and other private sectbr organizations made
loans; extended credit, and transacted business; narohal gOvftn.,national
merits did not -grant or loan money to other nation except to
finance the costslaf.war. The Wink for International Settlements-in
Basel, Swi-izeeland, facilitated exchange adjustments. There was
growing-reCognitiOn; however, of the need for some degree of inter-:
'ilation4influence, surveillance, and direction of the monetary sy:s-:

.., tern:

Well jvare of this need, the conferees aeBretron Woods adopted
.basic rules to giiide thepostWorld War II monetary order. and
created the International Monetary Fual_g_AgL,to oversee opera-
tionS, stabilize. international exchange,.and promote balanced inter-,
national trade. They did Well. The design worked satisfactorily for
two decades. The US dollar emerged as a strong international cur-
rency and provided stability. United States. balance of payments
deficits met the world's need for liquidity quite- tolerably. IMF --.-
'functioned well, using` its resources and ekpettise to stabilize ex=
change rates, 'provide .short -term .credit to. members, 'and assist
financially troubled nations.. .. .

;
,: Reliance upon a national currency-(even the US dollao serveas
'''''an international one is only viable, howqer, so long as-that national
currency is viewed with confidence i3 convertible, and affords' in- ..

/.'creased credit and liquidity commensurate with, the. needs of'an ..

'1' ,expanding world economy. By the later 1960s, confidence in the US
dollar began .to deteriorate. Disequilibriums among national curren-
cies grew, world liquidity became less adequate.-and convertibility
was threatened. The Eurocurrency system was dyeloped by private
monetary institutions to meet partially the need for enlarged credit'
and liqUidity.

in 1969 IMF created the new form of r rvelSsets called special
07-
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drawing rights .(SDR). Their value is eCleterkned termsof a
weighted **basket" of the 16.curreficies of countries whose 1968
1972 exports were one percent or more of exports. As of _June
1978 one SDR equaled S 1.20635 (US 1960 &liars): Official hold-
ing'S of foreign exchange in billionsrifSDRs rose from 45:4 in 1970
to 201.2 in 19/7. Of this total, 103.8 were official claims on the
'United States. During this period, identified holdings of Euro cur -
rency deposits, all beyond the control of national monetary au-,
thorities. rose from SDR 10.9 to 70.3 billion.'

SDRs were created as a tool to acquire-convertible currencies for
participant nations :in need of, reserves: Predesignated IMF member_
nations were obliged to accept SDRs -under certain conditions. The

_total quota of SDR 39 billion is allotted to the member's of IMF in
proportion to theif membership quotaS. Under certain circum-
stances and subject to stipulated conditions, members apply to IMF

'for purchase of necessary foreign currency to adjust balance of pay-
ments, thUs avoiding resort to unilateral action that might depre-
ciate domestic currency or impose arbi rary rade or exchange re:-
strictions.

'The 'Bretton Woo& order collapsed in-,Augurt 1971 when the
United Stales ended convertibility of the US' dollar into gold or
other reserve currencies. Financial chaos followed; despite the de-
termined efforts of the Group of 10 (finance ministers from countries
with. major currenciep. Only ,temporary rel f esUlted from the
1972 stopgap SmirbSenian Agreement forced y t United States,
Soon, the fixed exchange rates gave way to floating tes: The. in-
adequacies of medhanisms for adjusting disequilib "urns among
surplus and deficit nations became more evident.

The oil crisis beginning in 1973-1974, together wit recession in
industrial nations, created other problems: The higher -petroleum
:prices established by the Organi2ation of Petroleum. Expiirting
Countries (0 and reduced exports to industrial nations altered
unfavorably t nte of payments for many. .countries and oc-
casioned extre rdships for-numerous developing countries alp.

-yeady burdened by heavy external debt. Several'a;heOPECnations
With revenues exceedink their domestic -needs and development
capabilities have difficulty investing huge,surpluses.

1. Data regarding the monetary system are compiled, unless noted -7
otherwise, frOrrr the Annual Report 1978 of the Internacional Monetary
Fund. Washington. D.C.
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nce 1975, IMF has administered the Subsidy Account.for loans
, to nations classified as those most seriously affected (MSA) by recent

world economic conditions. IMF loaned $3.5 billion through its oil
.facility and monitored the UN emergency operation of $4 bill-ion in
loansAo MSAs -in 1974. The private banking system has accepted

. deposits of petro money and recycled them as loans to hard- pressed
countries. IMF has continued to-. encourage' adjustments of dis-

. .j. equilibriums among national currencies, assist developing countriesr to reschedule external debt, and aid ailing national economies.
Total international reserves 'increased' from SDR 123.2 to 262.8

billion in...the--year period 1971-1977. The 1977 reserves were
held 53ipiircent ,W industrial countries. 6 percent by other more
developedttai-ehitries, 24 percent by major oil exporting countries;
and 17 percent' bother developing countries. InOdequacy' and im-
balance of reserves resulted. Reserves, is ratios of imports, except for
OPEC countries, decreased sharply from 1971 to 1975.: from..33
pet.CeiVto 22 percent for industrial countries', 33 ercent to 26
percent for the more advanced developing countries, and 28 percent
to 23 percent for the other developing countries.' 'treater total
reserves are to facilitate expanding trade, and developing
nations want greater access to reserve assets.

In 1974, the Group of 10 gave way to a Group of 20 charged with
developing a negotiated basis for improvement of the international:-4
monetary systeni, a most difficult and controversial task. 'Officially,
designated as the Twenty-Nation Interim Committee of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, the Group of 20 consists of Argentina, Aus-
tralia. Austria, Brazil, CanadS, France, Germany -(Federal Repub-
lic). India, Iraq, Italy, Japan, Mexico, 'Morocco, Netherlands,
Nigeria, Norway. Thailand, United Kingdom, United States, and

l2he effort is encountering resistance from numerous
specialized interests. Despite - growing -support within the Group of .

20 for fundamental change, IMEs'initial.response has Rot yet been
adequate.

The Second Amendment of th'e Articles of Agreement of the Fund
6-'ic"-rne effective April 1, 1978. This amendment (1) permits mem-
bers. to choose exchange arrangements for their currencies, subject to
iMF, surveillance: (2) reduces the role of gold, including disposition

;'"` "of part of IMF's holdings., (3) facilitates greater use of SDRs as

21 - International Monetary Fund, Annual Report 1977, .Washington,
D..C.. p. 40.
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.15:rserve assets; (4) simplifies;_and expands IMF'S financial operations;
(5)-periniti establishment of a Council as a new IMF organ to replace
thefir' nt..Interiiii Committee of the Board of Governors; and (6)

' improvesthe organization and administration of IMF. An increase of
'quotas total; of SDR 29.2 billion. to 39 'billion recently

became 'efeectiVe.. .4Other review of quotas process. Although
hailed by..sonleai-Arform ofthe monetary system, these chinges are

Recens.eiients- encourage IMF td,inCrease its doancapaciry and
extend. maturities. The private banking system is reaching the liinits
of.its abilitmo recycle the huge surplUses of SaUdi Arabia% Kuwait,
the United Arab Emirates; and other OPEC countries: International
debt, particularly of poorer 'countries, rises dramatiCally as .oil-
importing nations are reluctant to cut back on expenditures and risk
political _instability. Non-OPEC countries run trade deficits ag-
gregating:Over$50 billion annually, while OPEC nations accumu-
late comparable surpluses_ IMF is now seeking oil money.and ocher

-

fundi in substantial-amounts to increase its facility to finance hard-.-
pressed developing nations and to hety,manage their debt. But

expihding role dOeS not relate...,solelk to developing nations;
large credits- were extended to the United.- Kingdom in 1976 and to
'Italy in 1977.

.

Clearly, the-present non system falls fr short of what is needed in Near-Term
a:sroiving and ever more interdependent world economy. Change:

The ex sting system would better. serve the world community if What Can
procedurei and' mechanisms were altered to increase the probability
that (1) convertibility of national currencies at reasonably stable, but
flexiblft, exchange alts is maintained; (2) discquilibriums.among
nation-aT currencies 'resulting from the surpluses of oil-producing
countries, balance of payments fluctuations, or other situations.=
adiustedinore promptly; (3).reserve.asSets are created at a rate assur-ing=,;adequate credit and liquidity TOr expansion of world. trade ana
-development on a reasonably noninflationary basis; (4) expanded
reserve assets become more beneficial to the economic and social
development of developing nations; (5) trapsmissjon of inflationary
or recesskinary influences from one natidii others-is .dampened;
and (6) decision- -king in internatiOnalorgahiiations dealing with
monetary hers remains glanced and credible to the several af-
fected groups of nations. -

One issue is recycling the huge surpluses now accumulating in z;
.

a ECONOMIC REFORM

:
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oil-producingcountries.. These Surpitisesl,will continue until certain
OPEe:-.Couritries 416eatly. increase siginifi-COntly. expand _

development transfers to other nata'rit4- erkiause recycling sliould'-tie-

accomplished increasingly on a Idris-rem investment basis; IMF,
structured for extending short- and intermediate -term Creilit,.cannot

assume the full recycling bUrden. Privite banks must carry the
major role.ti-bur the World Bank could be an imp-ciaoat vehicle,
particularly if some petro money becomes available on concessionary
terms. Nevertheless, IMF has an important function.:Enlarged lend-
ing facilities, such as IMF is considering; will be needed to Provide
short-term credit to nations-n financial stress and to continuethe
relief already given by the stopgap IMF. and UN emergency loans.

Secondly,.looking beyond the4ecycling of petro money, We...-need

tolviewtlr'historic role of IM regarding stabilization of exchange ,.

Mres..This already diffit.ult function *will- become: tnc4recorriplex as

na'? cititis..C1;oos-e.arrangementsre-exchangarrangements for chic currenCies..

^ Imprgyedyroced quired to assure appropriate alteration of
-

exclange,,rates rect ip balances of pay-
-

.

,77.'/nents....Timely rat ies by surplus, as well is.deficit, .cOunt,ties
,i1C1"Yes-sen the crifioftunity. for disruptive :flow 'ol.specUlative
*funds. Econ-Om--TC sanctions of some type.might be impose d against

countries v. th refuse to make indicated changes. Such steps. would
- sa-1

. -increase t lily of exchange rates and encourage relatively con-,
- scant, but" r y adiuStable, flooring rates.

Improved short-term _rending procedures could counter specula -

tR) .ind disruptive and deSiObilizing capitiljoarkets. The large and

potentially destabiliziAgJUS,CUlar and peiro money balOpces.hosi,
itinginovet the money market need to .be Clecreased.

Natians-eitcritical- debt -Probl.e.ms.present a third challenge
IMF: Lc series-OFcrises is pending; arsubsiontial part of the'morethat.
$20.04bili:bn of external debt of Rations may need readjustment..' .-

',2 Private bankg and national gOvernments as 'well,' os,:intemational .

agencies. are:involved. Rescheduling
e71<isting obligations, and new itionsi:ore used tO'foshion adjustments

,

aLceivole to the cteditor and the debtor nations. IIN4t4s crucial role,

in. such- situations extends far beyond extension-ofshort-term credit

to adjiAt disequilibriusins. As an international organization, it col,

Alects. data, analyzes the troubled nation's abiPity tct pay, suggests

solutions, and coordinatesAche approach of the creditors,

These functions bring %ability, to the readjustments ocess. As a

"third party,- IMF. has both the opportunity aiiid ?a.ture to'
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prescribe for the debtor 'elation conditions and procedures for sound
fiscal mana e z 'Once the read'ustme0 is accomplished, IMF has' g'PR .. i Pa continui eillance function to assure. that imposed conditions
are met..' - '7.

. .

IMF has. li'eady moved in the directiott of increased use of SDRs
as reserve assets by 'changing the staus '.of gold, increasing IMF
resources, and agreeing to sell a porrioritiicsgold reserves to benefit
the poorest countries.' Greater use of SD14a.Treserves would tend to, -.
reduce the use of national currencies, asxicklias gold, for this pur-
pose. It could be-an importanr step.t.carliUngre world Currency.

If fairness is to prevail in a refe*ecfwbIld e6bnorilit Order, de- . '..

:Feloping nations. need greater access to expanding international re-
7.-.,---serves. This -calls 'for joint'', agreed objectives ni.the use of chese.

assets, chariges in their management, and restraint on'The part of
. . . .

. nations, so as-to Minimize actions.with potentially unsettling impact
upon exchange rates and convertibility. . ,r!:. ; ' .

. . -.,:. c
The International Monetary Fund ois the appropriate vehicle. to-

, Radvance Teformof t inhmonetary system' a least inAthe near-term. ,MefoeiZnispis
IMF's. performance over the years has we widespreacceptanee by ,.
nation-States. Its meinbership.his global range, exCeitshat Sociali
states. other;ihan..China, Rornania;-:-a4 Yugoslavia are absznt y '':,:.
choice. . - ° - ,,---1

.IMF'is ali4ady- seiking to refOrin.te rnonelarPsyscem through its4°-:'..' 5-"-*: ..r,..,E, . . ,Interim, Committee (the Group of 20).,..'/Vor this Interim 7...' ,..-.
,.-::.Coinmittec. 'made permanent. and its funl-tlfitis 'enlarged to reach; . -

bey6nd near term to the longer range objectiires of.'i:sinie-cutrency '''''':::.
,.. ,..:::4.,world monetary system--to serve as an ongoing negotiating unit, 1.4.V.Zi:>

-4.-needs reasonable continuity and enough flexibillq of membership. to..4:::7'...s.;.- -'-'
...reflect changes. in the worlds mOnetary,pbwer structure. -

:.) ';IMF, including. the Interim Committee, could work closelywid.
the proposed Center (Or EconomiC D6elopmeiit 'Research and .

take advantage of 4-esearch and sitidY by national' governments anal'
nangovercimental.orgaiVtions Periodic ination of facets of
the -monetary system ,by ad g Amps 'Of e- rts should bocodi.e a
regular process.

Some changes in IMF's decision- making processprocess will be. needed.
Members of IMF now hold shares and ote in proportion to (heir
capital 4uotas. The powers of IMF are vested in a board of governors,
one appointed by each--member- nation, who meet annually and deal
with broad policy matters. Major decisions, such as amendments- to

86 *0
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the articles of the fund, require favorable vote of 60 percent of the
members having 80 percent of the quotas. Most powers are dele-.".
gated to 20 executive direCtors: 5 appointed by the members haVing
the largest quotas, the others elected every two years by the gover
norS of the other members. Vote's Of the executive directors are
weighted by the total ofrhe voting power, or quOtas, of country

, . ..or. countries they .f,eprese.nt.
...- While. therehave been some changes, today's capital subscriptions
ratios and voting powers largetveflect the money poWer structure of
1944. Neither Germany nor Japan has voting power commensurate
With their economic' status. Saudi Arabia,f-now.lookeci to as a.najok
source of funds, .has no vote of itsown.- The OPEC group now..hiS

.:'.k. about 5 percent or the voting power; a proposal to inCrease.to 10
percent is pendin.:. Increased votingpower for the c dpitat,
ing future ;funds may proye a precondition to, ex

-.

activities :...
. . . ,

On. the o:ric; :-.and, many developing nations adv a_sysrein
resembling cht: one-nation/one-vote system of the Getieeal; Assem-,,,
kly. They art unhaA)y with the weighteciNoting striiet*.tha?ri4,;:-

:CI

permits concrol'of decisions by the countries contrihurini most of
the capital. Thiscontroversy highlights the basic question regarding.
the;validity of decision- making processes. Credibility .in the eyes of
the various *Ups of nations 'most- affected by its operation is an
important criterion. In the caseof IMF, this means boih the nations--
contributing financial. resources to, IMF and debtor nations.

IMF ) present decision-making pattern maintaipe&credibil-
p6ity. veloping nations -have had inpUt thr-sj4.1dh their governors: and

executive directors.' The richer nations: with controlling voting
power, haVe sUpporied and encouraged.IMF's role ancihaveadvanted

::. funds. Whether or not major 4hanges should,be made n,OW in IMF
.decisidn-making is a pragmatic question.. Will the iriciii-striatr.4iiid '

oil-rich nations provide the desired fu'nds and respect, slpport,, and
enlargeIMFi aCtivities if.poorer-natiOns with debt .and exChange
probrlems'haye the_ authority to control the operatioe.Any sig- .

nificant change in The kotirig formula of IMF woUlarobalily.reduce
suppOrt frerri the wealthier 'nations'. -As long, TMFs.,cap. al .cOrness
,largery from these nations:major changes in ring fo ula would.
Seemunlikely:* :*F. ,

Effo S to make the etisting/thonetary non _system more workable.
and bre:'reSponsive ro global needs are destined to be frustrating
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and disappointing. The benefits of foreseeable reforms are likely to
be temporary and more in the nature of stopgaps than solutions.

In summary, then, it is urgent to accelerate efforts to develOp a
adequate. global monetary- system and to adopt and ratify a s.uitab
treaty. Such a treaty would establish. agingle world curi:ency-- ..

Perhaps SlDRs--to be used for reserve ts and, ultimately, as the.

Means Of exchange;. it, would create 'a ten r1 institution to perform
global. functions similar to chose Of central banks within nation- '
states. By amendment of its charter, IMF might become this institu-
tion. -The treaty would'also formulate an acceprable decision-making
procesS' for the institution arid designate certain mechanisms for
governing the monetary system, including the settlement of con-..troversies.

..

Trade System

International trade is vital to- the economic life and development
of any nation not content with subsistence existence on theperiphery
of the warld.ecotiomy. Trade creates j S..,,at home and markets
abroad,..indiles raw materials and finished-. ,..-- s from producer to
user, and .generates foreign exchangeto ficiance pLirchases on the
world market. Trade is undoubtedly more important than aid to the

. Ds.longer range financing,Ofectic-and social development. In terna-
tional tradeZgrOtivs.-irivirriporrarkwith increasing interdependence.

Currently, It.e- -orld"s/.t ivsterri is in .trouble. Pressures for
.reform- result not on frorri r t-Systern7s deficiencies but also from
the economic plight -o many nations. Trade balances of most na-g&,,ticins, exe sing OPEC countries, suffer from combinations of

1mountin ternal debt, higher costs of petroleurti, and other im-
ports, and weakened prices of commodities and other exports. His-
toric commitments Co. freer trade 'are. challenged-

_
by both producer

and consumer groups,. by developed as well, as developing nations.
Reform is

:&le

SiatA Si' "'-
adequately a
interdependence ; 't
services.

community needs a trade sy*in tkat'Y.,"Criteria fpr
ryes its composite needs. With expanding Re

s means a freer .11k7 of materials, goods, 246
04 '5

:Specification of the details o£-tomorrow 's trade system is quite
impossible;, it Must reflect compromises between-widely divergent
views. But reforrnpftbe system should be judged against the follow-
ing criteria:pUf3en access to markets for all exparreff-x nd-import-

-
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ers, (2) greater stability of commoty prices, (3) enlarged capacity
consistent with the expanding volUme.of international trade, (4);
simplified mechanics,. (5) 'Pa' rticipation of socialist states, and (6)

management of the system in a manner assuring .credible
decision-making.

Initially, these objectives must be sought in the context. of exist-
ing institutions. A longer range objective, howeVer, would be the
establishment of stronger institutions more able to administer; lobal
trade matters. Further, a reformed trade system could, in.thefuture,
gerietztte some portion of the revenues needed for world community
Matters, including /economic and social development.

Trade 'k..113e triCle.system has grown haphazardly and, until. after '1,4i/orld.
Agreements War IT4rgely without benefit of official international guidance or

influence. The 1948 General Agreement. on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and the 1964 United Nat Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) Were the t institutions to deal with'

:::trade on a.:global basis.
GATT, a multilateral trading arrangement, was adopted as a

temporary measure when the proposed more arribitious International_
Trade Organizaritin (ITO) failed to receive approval from a number
of governments, including the United States. The GATT document
outlines principles of conduct calling for nontfisCrimination,.protecr..:.
tion of dorrtstic industry by tariffs only (not quantitative or other"
restrictions),. tariff reductions thr-Otigh multilateral 'negotiation,: and
consultation arnongember countries.to overcome trade problems.
One chapter. dealstt.i Trade and development. Sixmajor,..ntgociat-
ittg conferences= -:--the?Kepnedy .ROund of 1964-1', being the
latest. brought aenurribe.A6f:reductions in tariffs,and. other- trade,.-

TIC lerikchy :Tokyo:Round of negotiations, started in 1973.
and completed in 1979,4yill redUce some tariffs and. establish regu-

. jations furt.he4.1iMiting non- tariff barriers The Tokyo Round has
again revealed 'developing coprItties. deinands that GATT be tailored,
morefo their .needs.

:3...
, GAIT has its limitations. .Wt'as not been able to dal;

agricurecitrade. 'Article 35, called the'gretit loophole.,give-sAern-:
bers(theoprton- of not applying GATT rules to new ".

s:xample, the EEC has-deniedjaAn full access to its ma
.

i
tiorkof the provisions, s well "at the spirit of GATT, have been
cominriplace.

UNCTAD was establis d upon the recommendation of the first

:
,

'.
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UN Conferenceln Trade.and Development, where che.Norch-Souch.
. .sp first became apparent;:and is:a perthinent organization "of the

UN neral AsseMbly, reporting ..co it.; chrough,ECOSOC. Ic. is
larger than the United Nations itself hecause'somespecialized agen-
cies belong. UNCTAD places emphasis directly. upon...ale- be-
t-Ween trade and development. Its. principal- functions are co...(
promote international trade, pacularly between countries at dik

refent stages of development; (2) formulate and iiitpleA enc princi-
it

ples and policies on international trade and related probleins of
economic development; (3) review and facilitate the coordination of
other institutions within the UN system regarding trade and de-
velopment; (4) cooperate with the General Assembly .and ECOSOC
in matters of coordination; (55) initiate action for negocia:ior. ..ind
adoption of multilateral agreements in the field of trade; ar. i ,6) act
as a center for -harmonl'iation of c- cr.relaced deve:r)pmc... .. . . -, .apolicies ofgover.nments and -regi econo *c-troups-.

Dominated by the developing nations, the four UNCTAD Confer-
ences have adOpted many proposals, serving more w draw attention

'co problemS than to solve chem.:UNCTAD III,Ii&ld in Santiago in
,,-1972, urged concessions on interest races, longer loan' tepayrine:t

schedules, prefererices,on echtiology transfers, iger allocatiOpsOf
`SDRs., 2 -link between S w-i> -and developthenc , preferential aid
for the 25 pooresec ncries, and greaser parricipacion.by developtng
countries in %oclaci s on crale,and mo,netby policies. UNCTAD

. IV, held in gairobi in 976- pled primary einphasis.upiin the
bilharibn ofsom 8 maiii,ies now comprising between

5 and 00 percent -of. ..r..rpatetAal exporrs,iixclusive of pe-
roleurn1±Little;Was ac-crp ''...itAINCTAD-.V;-helci-irr ;taila in

9:- Typjc,--:',..k,, "Pictss9 kvere4); resolved, despite progress
coward u '-nci--t flair-menis to further siiiiiiP'Ohce

.h-South- slit Was,-reve.alea. '0 ;7.,....
r .tITC)4,srablishertty GATT in_i194 d j 'ith-UNCM.13. This center prayides

,,infcftwarick, ce, and ass' nce on .trade matters; principally to
developing nationS", , .

On the -regional level, nations have fashioned sveral 'trade and'
tariff pacts airned.acscimulari g trade and *eveloping)irzer rnar",,a
kers. The European Ecbreolni Comtniinicy (EEC!)- is .a prominent
example. -Others include th pi- American-Common Market' .-

(CACM), the Lakin American Free Trade Associatipn (LAFTA): iii.-e' ,, ,,, .
East African Community (EAC), and the European',Ffee Trade Ast.' .-

, - ...p.



,-
sociarion (EFTA). Such pacts benefit participants and encourage

*a larger and more -eEficient manufacturing plants serving common
g markets. But they do 'riot lessen the need for stronger global

. mechaiiiiins,to'manage international trade.
World trade expanded 6.0-fold from 1960 through 1975, when it

...totaled $878Nil,lion. The growth of exports from 4he!tieveloang
,:countries,, exse6ting members of OPEC, and from centrally;;planned

g ;7--
-iCfr les ias fallen behind the developed market ecolornies: 5.2-

-and 5.84 d increases versus 6.8-. Exports from OPEC members
roughly ralleled those of oth developing-countries until 1973,
but nearly trebled in 1974, (taii 1)

1

Table 1
EXPORTS BY COUNTRY GROUPS

Billions of Dollars (US)

Group
Developed market economies

OPEC

1969- 1975
85:0 . 580.

8.5 113

Raba
1960/19

6.8

'15.7

Non EC developing'
market economies 18.9 5.2.

Centfally plannedeq)n es 15:0-4S 86.8 5;8

a World fr 878.5 6.9.

Source: Overseas Development 'ouncil, The United States and World
DevelopmentAgenda-7977, Praeger, New York, 1977, 'pp. 206-207.

Confrontation The issues discussed by UNCTAD and other conferences.sdomi
.

snared
by dev.eloping nations are broasker than trade; they include

matters related to the mcmetary-syst and to development. De-..
veloping nations in critical need of ! A-e .-ttchange want to increase
the value-of their exports. They access to markets in

'Iii
-

biller cotintries, particularly the .A. ..i gher and leg's volatile
iirices for the raw materials and co eiport; and (3) the
-oppA tglenityto.add greater value to what by processing.

- :commodities and manufacturing goods. Theiliiid is a development
matter iseq-uiiing traniersof capital, techno143r., and:management,N,II'

Often with the participation of tcansnatibnal enterprises. IndUstrial
9untries,,onthe other hand, have a different set of goals, includin

/ -0 ,
.
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(1) access to raw -materials and commodities at reasonable costs and
(2) access to foreign markers for the export ofgoods and products.

Both developed and developing nations employ tariffs, quotas,
and other trade restrictions to protect domestic industry from
foreign competition. They also apply duties to imports to raise
revenue. These restriction are not evenly applied to all nations;
politicization s,scommon. Nations have bilaterally and.miiltilater-
ally negotiated favoring each other and their friends:
examples iriclude agreements within the British Commonwealth,
the EEC, or regional groups, and the US most-favored-nation pol-
icy. The United States, certainly not alone, has used these methods,
particularly. against socialist nations. We have long banned exports .

of critical materials to the Soviet Union and China, and 1;776-
fi quotasshed quot against Polish hams, Argentine beef, and o prod-
ucts. These discriminatory practices. reflect the,procectionist:.wave of
the 193,0s an the Cold War pSych6logy and provide a response to

.domestic press IT:
OPEC's success in raising petroletim prices has stimulated interest "

in.supplier cartels, while producers of commodities less..aclaptable to
,cartels press for pricesialpilization and buffer stocks. The spirit.of,.,.
protectionism is risingth globally and within the United States
and other indusirial'iwrions. Trade policies are affected by inflation,
unemployment, shifts in laborintensive industries, and the need to
adjust to less rapid economic growth.

Greatly expaaded.researchas for all issues----would improve cur- Near-Term
rent manakement and prepare for more effective institutions in the Action
future. The Center for Economic -and Development Research already
proposed would bra. proper vehicle.

Mulcilara1 and bilateral negotiations should proceed at
Creased 'Pace and. focus upon reducing discriminatory tar nil

1,otfier trade restricVons, upon simplification and standardization of
tradil5rocedures-, and upon mechanisms to enlarge the trade qs.-
tern's.rapitilitrI Despite the difficulties of acCorriplishrnent, freer
trade remain s a valid goal; growing interdependence.demandS it..
.Impeciirttitats'-against importation of Third World manufactured and
sentionantifac- iured Pri4ducts need to be rehioved . Such steps would
stiduoe: iTent i. discrimination. of the system.

ing.
,t; .

thetextreme price volatility of commodities and çw
ials near-term need. Developing nations, highly 4ependent

.pOrr ncome from sale Ofs-Uch commodities and raw mate ials, are

...

994
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seriously hurt When prices fall. Dependent upon imported materials,
developed nations react negatively to -rising prices. Planners rech-
nize the need to stabilise commodity and raw material prices, but do

2:4- not agree on how to accomplish it. Supgier nation carrels, similar to C
OPEC, are one answer where the number of producer nations is
limited and the product has low price -use elasticity. Producer-
consumer accords like the Internatic,Coffee Organizatien:
another mutt. Price indexinja;pn-FM&I- reserves, and stockpi

,-
Alaer.possibilities. Cuite4tif;:ittention focuses, upon creati

Std to acquire buffer stocks of a number of raw material
alancing supply and;dernand.

gaInent of the capacity of_the trade system is vital], nee
-.to :handle trade expansion expected: in the 1980s and r e 1990s,

, -
given.curreni populationgrowth--; de= velopment trends, ar.1 resource
distribution. Simplification and standardization of trade procedures

,..4auld. help enlarge the system's capability. Trade restric!ions now
viiry greatly from nation to nation, as do procedures regarc.iir.,c per-

itS for imports and exports, inspection, valuation, and collection
f customs. Red tape is complicated and frustrating. Such:confused

situations handicap trade and add to its cost.
Greater trade activity by Eastern Europe and China may be ex-

meted in the 1980s and 1990s. Their isolation is breaking down as
they find need for commerce with the rest ofthe world.. But even
though their increased participation may create problems within the
system, it is to be encouraged.

Managing .The existing institutions for managing the trade system are corn-
the Trade pletely inadequate. While GATT and UNCTAD were properly

System viewed-as improvements when created, -their inability to bring about
the needed changes in the world trade system is quite evident. "U,N.
General. Assemblies have adapted resolutions and charters enunCiat= _

ing principles to govern international trade, but these have produced
little change: . "1,.. .

. -.,.
.-Y.suAs

.,
with the disarmament area periodic s of atl nat

needed to establish and Uticla objectives ,;.-'k".. ies and r...

...progress.. Such meetings, o urring at .re t!::, als of two or-.:
.,

three years. need to lie of sufficient length to klor Ousonsidera,
don of substantive matters, and tlitis warranOktendance by high '.
level - representatives of government; Currently, UNCTAD confer- .

ences; held 4ry four. years only partially. meet this' need. Between
t

conferences, The' 68-member Trade and Development Board meets,

.r4
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i.
.

iannually- Thebfrashlzs sciiff,-':'Th rti.,e main committees (Co:
Mantifacttiies , FinanCing, Shipping, and'-'-i.4.

Trans r of Technology) and Other subsidiary bodies."cirry on-the
.work the organization.

If U CTAD were effective-, its parent, the.UN Geneial-ASsern-,..
bly ouldfind it less necessity,0. deit with .:tradeZ-marrers.bloth

vial sessions of the. blyto d With tradt matters at
discontinukis enniai conferepeis and using spe--
regulaynd s jo plication could be elimiiiatedyz.70.,

two- or three-yeai intervals-4 -

Many of the ongoing functions of UNCTAD deserve continua-
ot4Some belong with the proposed Center for Economic and

lopment Research:Some. such as the ITC, might be shifted to
c--retariat. Others, related to the functions of GATT, could

kr -'e6mbined.ivith it.
. Good management practice suggests smaller bodies to deal with

the complex trade details and to negotiate treaties. GATT -ha:s pro-
poSeda 20-member bodirfor negotiation purposes. An ongoing unit

- -combining certan?UNCTAD and GATT. functions could deal with
tariffs; restrictions, and other matters. Alternatively, under the.di-

',:i-,reetion of the special sessions of the General Assembly, task forces Or
work groups of moderat© size, could be assigned specific areas of
negotiations. In Whichcase, theUN Secretariat would need enlarged

,gip abilitytoa provide e9uate support to die special sessions of the
;:'-'0'entictl,.Assembly andto negotiating bodies.

Nevertheless: the reform suggestions I. have presented are only
"stopgap measures. The w rld community needs astrong, permanent
organiiation with author ty and resources to manage trade matters
within established poli guidelines and facilitate world trade
treaties. I propose, the , that a World Trade4. dministration
(WTA) could (1) serve as an international center fiir,itiformarion
(now a function of tsrc), (2) cooperate. with ;he Center for,Econt*Liet..

-Ind Development Regkrch regarding _trade in4sters, .(3) consehk4.,E1,:
hoc groups to negotiate tariffs and other trade relations, (4)
iate.violations of trade agreements. (5) arbitrate contrOversi:9,-and
(6) initiate-action befoce the ICJ or oilier appuppri to tribunals-when
.ariktrationis-unSuccessful.

a World Trade Acrii;inistration would have any-similarities
eill-fated,ITO of thet194 Ha4na Charter. T avoid repeat

eadlocks,..all groups ofnatitTs--eorting as w lj importing,
-='...agricultural as well as industriaL and dev oped,:as well 'as

/
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developingmust be fairly represented. The structure of 'a WTA
might incorporate many of the organizationit'arrangements that
have proven workable in the World Bank and IMF; namely, aboard
of governors with one governor per member and an executive bard
of perhaps 20 directors. A first task could be to reach the difficult
compromise on allocation of voting power.

Another opportunfryL:4ies in using the trade system itself-as a
source of independent revenue f5n world community needs. A one
percent global tariff u n current volume of international trade

($878billion in 1975 ,would produce $8.78 -billion of revenue.
which could go far toward financing such operations as multilateral
aid and development banking.

Transnational Enterprise System

The private sector performs another key role in the world
economic order. Private companies serveas active and useful vehicles
for transferring capital, technology, and maRagementcapability--'--
basic elements of,developmentLfrom care nation to Another. This
transnational enterprise system consists of businesS organizations of
one country (the Vase nation) operating prodpctive, extractive, -or
service functions in another country (the host country), a definirio
which excludes simple export operations from one country to
another ransnational enterprises TNEs) the designition used
here they than, multinational or ations because. it is more.
descri riveaually conceive, o g ize, finance (in wiinle of in

extractive, or.servick_ven-
-

,,part), construct, and operate, ind
tures..

,

Objectives- The primary objective regarding TNEs should be the structuring , .
of poliCies and proCedures to assure the continuing availability of4:
TNEs as development mechanisms to countries desiring them. This -

must I
..

be done in a manner r c maximizes benefits ant minimizes
abuse or haz5cl to the host c uniry, and is fair to TNErand theii0

,.i-;base countries_\ .
.

Steps requiied are (1) plepararion' of a code of conduct gaiming
TNE operations to guide bot4lihosr countries and TNEs; (2) expan-
sion of researc and collection of iliformation.seLtaining to TNE
operations t provide a sounderir.basis for decisions regarding TNE.
operatio (3) provision of objective technical .assistance to, host
natio , particularly dev loping counrries,regarding contractual re
latio with TNEs; and development of -appropri'aie processs for

vulg. controversies between TNEs and host countries.

9 ti
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. .
":the world communitymoVes coward a rule of la?it.,wil

: two longer range alternaiiyeeubjecrives regal-ding TN Es. II*
....rhecleyloprnent of a body'oflaw established

to goy* TNE operations. The alternative is a world 'mechani's
.,regUlate"T.NEs. The basis.of regulation could be either the licensing.

. of national corporations undertaking TNE Operations or r e charter;-".
ing of global corporations.

..The development of TNE law seems ...more -desirable. cause it
maintains the direct one-on-one relationship between:the and
th host country, avoids-interference from a remote:grolia.iti*i;u-

ion, 'and provides greater stimulus to the..1551,.tc:sectoi;"fieither-
case, procedures to resolve controversies about TNE opergtions ire,
required. ' ..

.. , .:.

TNEs fall into two categories, one operating between developed
nations and thes:orher Operating from developed to developing coup-.

,Atries. The first ca:tegoryNis ,illustrated...by the presence of companies
-like General Maiors and IBM in the European Economic COmmu4,

nity, ;Fiat in the Soviet Union4 and 'Unilever and Toyota in the
United States. Examples of the second category include Shell pro-
ducing oil in Nigeria, Dunlop manufacturing tires in Kenya',. Re-
public .Steel 'mining iron ore in 'Liberia, Sears .pioneering US.
merchandising in Venezuela, or my company, Stanley Constif ,

-*providing professional servicesin Nferraria. - . .- -:

. re-,MOst organizatiOns''FlattUndertake*ansnarional-vencus are corgi -'....po' racions-.6ti*c-bi; itlyate investors: A linieed few are
igoyetnmentilla4cieS or authOrities; oil corritlexes of Illy.
1) .and of Ax4viies ir (Pertarnina)' are examplesr,.Many ''. E. . ,

Operation of
Transnational
Enterprises

venture's in devefo

...Menu of private
representation u
wholly owned the hoit count }s; with the TNE prOviding
techngov, management. and perhap,s some capital on .,a contrattual
basis; thi? practie; i'comr'n ial.ist countries.

Private banking institutions: t make loans to foreign countries
or to industrialOr commercial Ar'uprises in foreign countries are an
a4ditional cateArrof.TNEs.providing capital transfer.

(ions areless cornPlex than chose of industrial' or commer,

vriitions'are partially owned by 'hoV'gove
tors the host nation, usually' with

the .venture's' board of directors. Some are

opera -
ial

prises. Yei theys.make.import.ant conatoutions- to count, ies and
enterprises whose cc.oziomi6" are sufficiently sound to support bOr-'

ially

rowing of fu
The magnitude of 4, E input to developing nations is Pa

s in .EhOworld money market.
9 0

iirr
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indicated by 1975 statistics of capital transfer: $21.96 billion from
private sources versus S 16.61 billion official development aid trans-
fers from national governments through bilateral or multilateral
channels. Transfers of applied technology and management skills are
also substantial, although not easily quantified.

Most base nations have encouraged TNEs to go abroad; many
have even subsidized them thiough tax or other incentives in order
to expand exports, help balance of payments, and produce taxable
income. Most host countries have welcomed TN'Es as a means of
developing resources and advancing industrialization. Without
TNEs from Europe, Japan, and North America, few developing
nations would have been able to exploit oil and mineral resources,
initiate industrialization, and build essential infrastructure..

Despite important contributions, the TNE system is controver-
sial. -Criticism comes from developed as well as developing coun-
tries, froin base as well as host nations. From developing host coun-
tries, criticisms focus upon such claims as: (1) TNE profits are too
high, (2) TNE ventures are too capital intensive, (3) TNEs are
inadequately. controlled' by their hosts, and (4) TNEs interfere with
domestic politics. Indeed, some host countries have taken punitive
action against TNEs: expropriation of facilities, fOrced renegotiation
of. concession agreements, increased taxation, restrictions on work
permits for expatriates from base nations, and legislation calling for
sec percentages of local facility ownership. Criticism by the more
developed host nations, on the other hand, reflects fear that TNEs
will unfairly compete with local industry and syphon profits from
the country. Some interested groups in base nations, particularly
the United States, are concerned that in reaching out from their shores
TNEs are exporting jobs, reducing income tax revenues, weakening
the industrial economy, and evading domestic control.

TNEs, in turn, often criticize the countries in which they operate,
charging unfair treatment, expropriation without, equitable compen-
sation, and interference with management. They contend that many
host nations do not understand the importance of TNEs' contribu-
tions to development through expansion of productive capacity.
TNEs also criticize base nations, particularly the'United States, for
enactment of punitive tax policies and failure to recognize the con-

, tributions they make to the domestic economy and the balance of
payments.

In the face of rising dialogue about TNEs, an international Group
of Eminent Persons to Study the Role of Multinational Corporations

t_J
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on Development and International Relations was appointed by the
UN Secretary-General upon authority of the General Assembly. It
submitted. a significant report in 1974. This report recognizes the
operation and regulation of TN. Es as a global problem and comments
upon their-important contributions. The report does, however, re-
flect many of the biases of developing nations. It contains a number
of recommendations, but places the primary responsibility for action
upon national governments. It comments upon t e absence of suita-
ble international institutions as a handicap towar harmonization of
national policies and laws regarding TNEs d establishes a
framework for global strategy concerning TNEsi The report also
lists as a Programme of Work the following topics: code of conduct,
information and reporting procedures, technology, employment and
labour, consumer protection, competition and market structure,
capital transfer, pricing, and taxation.

Deciding that new institutions were not required, the Group
recommended (1) full' discussion of TNE-related issues in the

/Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) at least once a year, (2)
establishment of a 25-rriember commission on TNEs under
ECOSOC to fulfill its functions regarding TNEs, and (3) establish-
merit of an inforrriation and Rese,irch Centre in or closely linked to,
the Secretariat and under the guidance of the commission.

Spurred by this report, E)OSOC established a Commission on
Transnational Corporations in December 1974. The commission was
charged to act as a forum within .the United Nations system to
consider TNE-related issues, to prom2te intergovernmental ex-
change, to assist ECOSOC in recommending a code of conclikt ,and
to develop a comprehensive information system on THE activities.
ECOSOC also created a sparsely staffed Information and Research
Centre on Transnational Corporations. Along with providing re-
search and staff work for the commission, it has the responsibility of
supplying information to nations seeking to develop expertise in this
area.

At the 48-member commission's first meeting in March 1975,
the stfuggle to agree upon a code of conduct began. The current lack
of even a preliminary draft reflects the 'difficulty of developing a fair
code, plus fundamental differences between proponents of private
versus state ownership. Nevertheless, work on the code is proceed-
ing, and international accounting standards are under review. The

, Information and Research Centre on Transnational Corporations is
gathering information and giving assistance to developing nations.

98
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Unfortunately, UN effbrts TO establish acceptable guidelines for
TNE operations are handicapped by the injection of irrelevant polit-
ical issues. TNEs are very critical of the commission's procedure,
claiming it is unsympathetic to private business, and TNEs are
skeptical of the Centre's proposed information system.

Meanwhile, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
' velopment (OECD) has made progress on guidelines for TNE opera-

tions on behalf of its 24 developed and Mostly Western countries. A
Declaration on International Investment and Multinational Enter-
Prises by OECD in June 1976 contains guidelines for TNEs, a
recommendation that member nations treat foreign ente-rprises
operating in their territory no less favorably than they treat domestic
enterprises, and proposals on incentives and disincentives to be ex-
tended by member countries for international direct investment.
The OECD continues to review the TNE guidelines and other por-
tions of the declaration and consider possible revisions.

-The Governing Council of the International Labor Organization
. (ILO) approved a Tripartite .Declaration of Principles concerning

Multinational Enterprisesv and Social Policy in November 1977,
supporting such principles as fiedom of association and equality of
treatment in employment and embodying a .number of principles
contained in the OECD declaration.

ECOSOC is dealirig with the problem of illicit payments. A
working group of experts is preparing a draft treaty for consideration
of a diplomatic conference now planned for 1980. The Conference on
International Economic Cooperation (CIEC), concerned with
Noith-South economic relations, discussed codes for TNE opera-
tions and indicated its intention to deal further with.this matter.

Dichotomy The sharp divisions of opinion regarding the role and the per-
formance of TNEs reflect divergent appraisals of potential benefits
and abuses, particularly'of TNEs operating in developing nations.

Under proper conditions, TNEs do aid the economiesof develop-
ing nations by (1) creating and upgrading employment, (2) produc-
ing goods or rendering services for domestic consumption, (3)
generating foreign exchange from exported commodities and prod-
ucts manufactured to offset imports or expOrts, and (4) aiding the
creation of national wealth through savings.

The capital transferred by TNEs is capital not available through
governmental- channels. The technology .transferred is -usually
technology not possessed by governments and only partially avail-
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able through Official channels. The management capabiliry trans-
ferred by TNEs is a unique resilts-oriented tyPe, little recognized and
less practiced by1goveinmentsrd international organizations. Man-
agement capability is transferred through early assignment, of base
nation professionals; installation of proven methods and processes;
and, above all, through ongoing, on-the-job training o host nation
workers, supervisors, and managers. No official bilateral or govern-
mental aid program can begin to match the TNEs' capability to make
these three types of transfers.

Successful TNE operation depends upon several factors that must
be given careful attention, in pianning, implementing, and operat-
ing. Abuses occur, and host na'cionSana-TNEs suffer, when these
factors are not handled properly.\\

In the beginning, each project must be properly conceived. The
starting point is negotiation berireen a TNE and a host country.

'Borh parties are thereby involved ih determining the type of opera-
tion, its orientation toward domestic or export markets, its levetof
capital and labor intensity, and its &election of technology. During
this process, the host country can mike certain the proposed project
is compatible with and contributory, to-the objectives of its de-
velopment plan.

Second, the TNE and the host government need to negotiate an
acceptable contract dealing with such matters as investment, owner-
ship, waiver of taxes, level of taxes, diVision of profits, 'recovery of
profits and investment by the TNE, waiver of import duties on
equipment and materials, protection from imports, competition,
use of base nation nationals, training of host nation personnel, pro-
tection regarding expropriation, etc.

.

Effective management and exemplary conduct on the part of the
TNE are the third component of success. Political interference is.off
limits for the TNE guests. They rnust recOgnize and abide by the
laws of their hosts.

On the other hand,' host countries have a responsibility to unr
dersrand the nature of the TNE operation'and to assure reasonable'
cooperation. As private enterprises, TNEs entitled to profits
compatible with .the cost of organizing and financing she venture
and the degree of risk, and to freedom from operational interference
as long as contractual agreements are. honored.

Concern over the presence of TNE plants, owned at least in part
by gigantic corporations whose total annual revenues possibly exceed
the host country's gross national product is to be expected. Such

0
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fears often stimulate already. antagonistic attitudes toward private
enterprise. Some nationE leadersfrom their education, experi-
ence, or ideologydisapprove of any-enterprise not owned by the
state. However,. the risk of properly structured and managed TNE
operations_ subverting Political independence is minimal; TNEs can
neither enter nor operate within a host country without its approval.
Host countries enact the laws governing foreign buSiriejss ventures
within their territory. They participate in the negotiations deter-
mining the nature of the venture and the contractual conditions
'governing it. And, as a last resort, host countries enjoy the right of
expropriation.

'Although properly utilizedTNEs contribute to economic de-
,.

velopment, they'are not a panacea. Rather,they are an
tool supplementing other development activities, aimed at provid-
ing bask needs. Failure to make effective use of this important
segment of the world economic order would be a serious setback to
many nations in critical need of increased transfers of capital.,
technology, and management capability. I admit to a bias toward
the private sector, arising from lifetime experiences and widespread
obServations in' developing countries. Private enterprise, given fair
incentives and reasonable regulaten, offers an effective path to ac-
celerated indu'Strial and agricultural production. Develdping ,coun-
tries that maximize the use of TNEs can be expected to make the
greatest progress.

Improving The ?e is no overall international institution governing -transna-
the TNE tional,ventures. The system consists of numerous informal bilateral

System relations between TNEs and hostnations, with but lim-ited
volveinent of base nations and no official regulation at the global
level.

Nevertheless, the United Nations has a role to play, a role already
recognized and initiated. To this end, the UN General Assembly.
can contribute by continuing ECOSOC's Comniission on Transna-
tional Corporations, expanding the functions of the Information
and Research Centre on Transnational Corporations, and providing
the Secretariat with more adequate capacity for technical assistance
to host nations considering contractual relations with TNEs.

The United Nations and the private sector can_jointly accelerate
the development of:guidelines. The ensuing codes for conduct of

operations would facilitate contract negotiations and ,might
address such factors as division of iiivesimenr in the venture between
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the TNE and t'he host nation; provision for the- investment of some
share of TNE profits in the host nation; minimization of .risks to
TNEs; basis.for expropriation of TNE capital and share of profits;
basis for expropriation of facilities, including reasonable compensi-

vion; representation of hOst scion on TNE governing bodies; free-
dom of managemerit; trai rig of host nation personnel; use of base
nation nationals; settle nr of disputes; transfer of technology; and
adequate reporting ,

_Nongovernmental organizations also have a confirming, impor-
tant role regafrding TNE operations. Their recommendations may
prove useful to TNEs -and 'host nations long _before international
guidelines are established. NGOs and ad-hoc groups representing
TNEs ;an stimulate education and uhderStanding among host and
base narions,. as well as among TNEs, regarding their mutual re-
sponsibilities.

The, possibility of a regional approach to TNE codes and
guidelines should not be overlooked. Similarity of circumstances and
needsmight minimize polemics and. speed agreement.

To facilitate resolving controversies arising from TNE operations,
agreements between TNEs and host Countries could; contain provi-
sions for arbitration. The International Court of Justice would be the
appropriate body to settle major legal differences and ro serve as .a
court ofappeal:;Speciartribunals, how-ever, would be more logical.
for controversies over economic or operating matters., When the

.. need arises, the United Nations and ICJ will have to establish such
tribunals by amendment to the UN Charter.

As with disarmament, US posture regarding the world economic United States' ,

order has been ambivalent. Our advoCacy has been forward-looking; Posture

we have urged. free trade; substantial aid to developing nations;
transfer of capital; technology:and management capability through.
TNEs; and remedial action on the world monetary system. But out
deeds .have not always measured 'up to 'our words.

We played a positive role at Bretton Woods and in the creation of
the World. Bank and'IMk. We contributed greatly to the develop-.
ment,of the Havana Charter and' GATT. At times we have played a
strong' role in efforts to stabilize the monetary-system.

But at times, perceived short-term interests, as presented by.
the. political pressures of labor and industry and the economic
pressures of unemployment and inflation, have prevailed and our
posture has been less than positive. We failed to support the Havana ',-
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Charter that would have created the ITO. We have handicapped or
corporations operating as TNEs. We live often resorted to selective
protectionism and trade restriction.

Along, with other nations, we too have .guarded jealously our../
natitonal sovereigrity.:Recognition that interdependence requires the
delegation' of authority to'extranational or suprxnaticinal
tions has not yet sufficiently influenced our policy.

Yet on balance US efforts have been more pdsitive,,rhan negative.
When compared' to the other major powerss, we have done _more to
lead than to hinder progress toward a sounder world economic order.'

4
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7 DEVELOPMENT

In the face elf the bitter schism between rich and poor and the
North-South Conflict, accelerated economic and socialdeveloprnent
is viral to the people of the developing nations and the hezrIth of the
world economy. Economic development will be the. most valid
measurement of the success of world economic reform efforts,. at lekst
from the peiipective of the developing nariona..

Nowherearei.the inadequacies of managing global protlems mOre,
starkli.reVealed thin in the areas of economic and social develop--

. .

mem.. Objectives are -poorly defined; plan's, where they exist, are
. confused and conflicting; committed resorces are insufficient;. au-

thorfry is lacking; and control of thd systems invc41=ed- is poor.
Development offers a life-sized case study of irianagernerF processes
on the global level.

-`
Prior to *odd _War II dev'elopilienr was considered a;national DAlopment.'

'responsibility; each nation was on its own. BusinesS, incitstrial, and A Global ,
governmeritalleaders set the pace aivi pattern:. While many nations I ssue

obtained financial and technical assistance from outside, they did so
on a commercial basis. Nineteenth century expansion, of the United
States was aided by investment from EyrOpe, particulaqy England,
and by' technology brought in by immigrants and ,esgrepreneurs '
Railroad's were built, industries started, and commercial. ventures
launched. But no government:to-government economic aid was in-
volved. The Soviet Union, too, even W' ii1"; its different' ideology.,
made use of European. and American experts and: entrepreneurs in
the late 1920s and early 1930s...Len4.tecognizing.'fhe need, im-.
ported Western know-how even while predicting and promoting
collapse of_the capitalist system frorii whence it came. 'Again, no.-
government -co- government ai-c1"-was involyed; the -.United . States
government did not recognize the SCIrier Union at the time. Cur-
rently Foch the Soviets and the Chinese are ..arrahging joint enter.:
prises with Western industries,_ again through private channels.
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The. Charter of the United la'tions broke new ground in Article
55 of Chapter IX, "IncernacionalEconbmic and Social Cooperation.-

With a view to the creation of conditions. of stability and
well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations
among nations based on respect for the principles of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall pro-
mote: ^

a. higher standards of living., full employment, andicdnditiOns of
economic and social progress and development;

b. solutions of international economic, social, health, and related
problems . . .

The Charter vested the General Assembly with responsibility for
these. and established the Economic and Social Council to
coordinate and manage them.

Although the U ?. Charter legitimized world comm.uniiy concern
for development, three subsequent events made it truly a global
issue. After World War II, resources for reconstruction and rehabili-
tationof devastated European countries were not readily available.
Fear giew that the seeds of communism would sprout quickly in the
rubble of bombed-out cities. Stalin was busy consolidating the
Soviet grip on Eastern Europe, certainly as a buffer zone, perhaps to
overrun Western Europe. At this juncture, the United States pro-
posed the imaginative European Recovery Program, better known as
the Marshall Plan. Nearly $ 12 billion poured into war -torn Western
Europe (1948-1951). Rehabilitation was rapid and the communist
"threat was thwarted. Regrettably, Poland and Czechoslovakia,
sunder Soviet .pressure,, withdrew 'from the program. Through the
highly successful Marshall Plan, financial and technical aid in gener-
ous amounts were given from government to government; precedent
for bilateral aid from the prosperous to the needy was established.

Next came-the collapse of Western colonialism in Africa and Asia.

Most of the new nations were poor and lacking in technical, manage-
rial, and fulancial 'capabilities. Joined by older, but no more
affluent. countrio, they charted ambitious development programs.
Determined to catch up quickly, they sought technology and capital
from industrial nations. Their united voices called for multilateral
aid through UN agencies. The United States and several other de

veloped 'nations, including former colorfial powers, initiated bilar-
ei-al aid programs 4-id supported. UN multilateral activities.

The cold war was a third factor influencing attitudes toward world
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community responsibility for economic and social development. The
superpowers .offered bilateral ajd to the new nonaligned nations,
seeking neutrality, if not- frienciship, among them. Some developing
nations pyramided develdprrient assistance by skillfully playing the
Soviet. Union against the United States. The cold war stimulated the
flow of assistance and led mare industrial nations to accept some
responsibility for helping the newly labeled Third World.

Development sufficient to assure survival is the all-consuming
concern of the 1-.5 billion inadequately fed people of whom half a
billion are severely malnourished:' The great majority of the world's
people do not willingly tolerate living stindards incompatible with
human decency. Nor should the industrialized nations tolerate these
conditions. Festering poverty in any part of the world sooner or later
impinges upon the well-being of the whole. a

The three decades of development efforts have produced mixed Accomplish-.
results, some commendable but most disappointing and frustrating. ment

Developing nations, in most instances, have made some economic
progress as measured by gross national product (GNP)thut too-Often
scarcely .enough to keep up with population growth. Most have
registered some gains in health and education, only to intensify
other problems: shortages of schools and teachers; inadequate ag-
ricultural production; unemployment and underemployment; and.
urban housing for hordes of migrants to the cities.,

Statistically, yhe record is poor. The First UN Decade of De-
velopment (1960-1969) projected an average per capita GNP
growth target of 5 percent; the Second, beginning in 1970, targeted
7 percent. Against these targets, the weighted average per capita
GNP growth rate (1965-1974) for 123 developing countries with a
.total 1976 population of 2,957,000,000 was only 3.2 percent.'' For
the group of 49 Low Income'countries with a 'total population of
1,341,300,000, the weighsed.average growth rate for the same
Period was but 1.7 percent.

The 123 developing nations inclUde 49 classified. as Low Income

1. Population Crisis Committee, Population, briefing paper no. 1,
Washington, D.C. , 1976,

2. Data on GNP and growth races used in this chapter, unless otherwise
noted,. are based on material in The. United Stater and World Development
Agenda 1977 by the Overseas Development CoUncil (New York: Praeger,
197): The updated information in the 1979 version of-this document
does'not alter appreciably the. overall picture of GNPs and growth rates.
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countries (1974 per capita GNP below $300 US), 39 Lower-Middle
Income countries ($300 to $700), and 35 Upper-Middle Income
countries ($700 to $2,000). These 123 countries approximate the
so-called Third World. The 49 Low Income, countries correspond
roughly to the most, seriously affected (MSA),as designated in 1975
by the Seventh Special Session of the UN General Assembly. They
are sometimes referred to as tlieFourth World. The majority were
formerly colonial dependencies, nearly half in Africa. Other charac,
teristics include low endowment of resources; subsistence farming or
nomadic 'herding; inadequate infrastructure; unemployment in
towns through migration from,country to city; and dependence on
the outside for manufactured goods. The crux of the distinction of
countries as MSA or Fourth World is the inadequacy of present
means for generating momentumjiom the sum of available domestic
and external resources; impetus for growth is- dependent upon still
further measures that neea.ro be taken by the outside world.

Of the total 123 developing nations, only 19 had per capita GNP-
growth rates of 5 percent ar more. HapPy exceptions, with growth
rates of 6 percent or higher; included Botswana (6.2%), Brazil
(6.3%), China (Taiwan) (6.9 %), Gabon (6.4%), Iran (7.7%), South
Korea (8,7-%), Malta (8.4%), Sligeria (8.4%), Oman.(19.2%), Por-
tugal (6_5%), Romania (6.8%), and Swaziland (6.1 %). Most of
these exceptions reflect special situations: major expOrts of oil or
other extractive resoUrces, substantial support from the United -

States, or economic progress advancing the country to the threshold
of developed status. At the other extreme, 15 of the 123 countries
had zero or negative GNP per capita. growth for the. period 1965
,1974, and another 14 ranged between 0 and '1 percent.

The 'magnitude of 'clopor nation contributions to bilateral 'and
' mulsifateral aid is another. important indicator. Many-years ago the.

late Paul Hoffman boldly proposed a 'world develOpment program
calling upon developed nations for annual contributions by-national
governments of 0.75 percent of their GNP. TheSeconCl UN. Decade
of Developrnent and the 1975 Seventh Special Session, orthe UN
General Assembly urged a 0-7 percenr level. Such contributiOns,
identified as7Official Development Assistance (ODA) inthe analyses
of OECD and the World Bank, consist of multilateral contributions
and bilateral loans and grarits to developing cOubtriescand multilat- .

eral institutions. Eighteen Development Assistance Countries
(DAC) account for 95 percent 'of development,: assistance;. they are
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denni?lik, Finland, France,

1 cY7
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Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Sweden, Switierland,. the United ^Kingdom, the United States',and
West Germany.

As shown 'in .table I,. such official delielOpment assistance froth
national governments as a shared theit GNP was only 0.36 percent,
in 1975. Total. resource flow .from DAC to developing nations,
including official and private assistance, is summarized in table 2.
Thus resource :flow from private sources in the DAC now exceeds
:both ODA and total official flows (S23.3 billion in 1975 versus ,
$13.6 billion ODA or S 16.6 billion'total official).

Resource flows from socialist countries to noncommunist develop-
ing nations are not laige: only S 1.852,bi11ion in 1975. The Soviet
Union committed $65 r9illion .to. Turkey, S437 million to Af-
ghanistan, and $177 million to -other zioncommoist developing
countries. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germ4ny, Hungary, Po-
land, and Romania committed $319 million, and the People's. Re-
public 'committed S269 million..

The physical quality of life, although difficult to measure, is a
further indication of developinent progress. The Overseas Develop-
ment Council (ODC) has recently prOposed a physical quality of life
index (PQLI) based upon three factors: life expectancy, infant mor-
tality, and literacy.. The PQLIs for the four groups of countries, as
coniputed by ODC, together with 1974 average per capita GNP, are
shown in table 3. The correlation between physical quality, of life

?and development progress as measured by GNP is 'evident. Both

Table 1,
OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE (ODA)

FROM DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE COUNTRIES (DAC)

1960
Year

1970 ,1975
ODA (S billion.t)

Current prices 4.d 6.8 13.6
197k prices . : ': 1-1.0 11.5 _13.6

GNP (S billions)
Current prices

orm as % of CNP
-Current prices

900

0.52

2,000

0.34

3,800

0:36

Source: Adapted from Overseas Development Council, TheUnited States and
World DevelopmentAgenda 1977, 231.
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cause and effect come into play; a low PQLI handicaps development;
poor development progress deters improvement of physical qualiry,
of life.

Since 1974, sharp increases in petroleum prices, worldwide reces-
sion,. and excessive inflation have Furth handicapped the in-

Table 2
NET FLOW OF RESOURCES FROM DAC

TO DEVELOPING NATIONS (S BILLIONS, CURRENT)

164-66
Source Averagea 100a. 1975

Official development
assistance (ODA) 5.91 - 6.79 13.59

Other official' 0.24 1.14 3.02

Total official 6.15 7.93 16.61

Private (at marker) 3.93 6.87 21.96

Grants by private yoluntary
agencies ma. 0.86 1.34 -

Total private 3.93 7.73 23.30

Total 10.08 15.66 39.91

a: Excludes New Zealand and Finland.
b. Official export credits, debt relief, etc.

Source: Adapted from Overseas Development-Council, The United States and
World DevelopmentAgenda 1977, p.e.236.

Table
PHYSICAL QUALITY OF LIFE INDEX

Average GNP
Group of Countries Number PQLI per Capita

Low Income 39 - 152

Lower-Middle Income 39 59 338

Upper-Middle Income 35 67 1,091

-High Income 37 95 4,361

Source: Overseas' Development Council, The United States and World
Development--Agenda 1977, p. 150.
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adequate pace of development and revealed the fragility of the
economies of most developing and some developed' nations. The
inadequacy of development progress can be fully supported by
analyses of specific elements touching people: employment, hous-
ing, education, and medical care. Much has been accomplished but
far more remains undone.

A nagging sense of frustration matches the disappointment with
development progress: no light shines at the end of the tunnel.
Many developing countriessee no.way to cope with mounting un-
employment and underemployment, runaway inflation, urban
blight, and expanding debt service, to say nothing of hunger and
starvation. Countries vent their frustrations upon the industrial na-

.tions, particularly the United States. Donor nations are equally
dissatisfied that their sincere efforts to help have not produced in-
tended results. Incensed by polemic charges of some developing
nations and facing internal economic problems, most of the donor
nations have become less sympathetic and- less generous.

Two concepts accepted by development dilettantes are really Myths
myths. One-has it that there is a standard approach to development.
Unfortunately, a uniform approach won't work: the variety of di
lemmas is too gfeat. As described earlier, what is commonly, consid-
ered a somewhat homogeneous Third-World of developing, nations
breaks down into three subgroups. The 49 Low Income countries are
hard pressed to avoid starvation and, despite development efforts,
unable to mike appreciable economic progress. At the ocher end of
the scale, the 35 Upper-Middle Income countries, with few excep-
tions, are making tolerable progress; most have the resources to
support continuing development. With the 39 Lower-Middle In-
come countries, it is touch and go. Twelve are considered as MSAs;
all but a few have a low level of physical quality of life. The 13
oil-rich OPEC members, which range across the four income
categories, enjoy substantial near-term revenues exceeding, in some
cases, their own development needs. -

Obviously, development needs, objectives, and courses of action
in each subgroup are different. Moreover, within each subgroup no
two nations are at the same, stage of development or have the same
combination of human,, monetary, and natural resources, to say
nothing of comparable leadership. If development programs are to
succeed, they must be tailored to each nation's particular situation.

Too often talk is of closing the gap between rich and poor nations,

o
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and doing it quickly. This oo is a th, as shown by the simple
mathematical computation s ized in table 4. Starting with
1974 per capita GNP, growth cites for the four income level groups
of nations have been projected using' assumed annual compounded
growth rates, which maye compared to actual 1965-1974 growch
rates. The growth assumptions for Low Income and Middle Income
groups are optimistic, while that for the High Income group is
pessimistic.

Table 4
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS FOR COUNTRY GROUPINGS

's 39 Lower- 35 Upper-
49 Low Middle Middle 37 High
Income . Income 'Income . Income

Growth Rate (%)
1965-74a 1.7 4.4 4.7 4:0

Projected 6.5 7.0
. .

Per Capita GNP
(1975 dollars)

1974a $152 $ 338 $1,091 $4,361

1980 182 493 1637 5,208

1990 244 926 3,221 '6,998

,2000 328 1,738 6,336 9,405

a. Computed from data in Overseas Development Council, The United
States and World DevelopmentAgenda 1977, Table A-3, pp. 160-171.

Careful analysis reveals the stark Magnitude of the development
task. The prospects of the Upper- Middle Income nations are good'.
By 1983 the projected 7 percent growth rate (11/2 times the present
rates, and at the level of UN targets) could bring. this group to
S2 ;000 annual per capita GNP, the current threshold of the High
Income group of countries. Most of these nations have resources to
achieve this projected growth, given good management and
adequate use of external monetary and technological assistance. Even
'so, the gap between this group and the High .Income countries
widens -by 1980 and narrows only slightly by 2000.

IThe outlook for the 49 Low Income countries, on the other hand,
is dismal. 'Even with near doubling of their projected growth rate
(3:0 percent versus 1.7 percent), they would little more than double
GNP per capita by 2000. Not until near the end of the century
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would the_average per capita GNP of these 49 nations reach $300,
the current base of the Lower-Middle Income countries. Achieve-
ment of the projected 3.0 percent growth rate by Bangladesh,
Ethiopia, India, Upper Volta, Yemen, and other poverty-stricken
nations would be a phenomenal accomplishment.

The ourlook for the 39 Lower-Middle Income nations is margin-
ally hopeful. The 6.5 peicent annual growth rate (half again that of
1965-1974) should be achievable with reasonable increases in trans-
fer of capital, technnlogy, and management. If the rate is main-
tained, the average per capita GNP of this group will pass the $700
threshold of the Upper-Middle Income group by 1986;and by 2000
will increase fivefold over 1974. Even so, the gap between this and
the High.,Icome group will widen, as will the gap relative to the 35
Upper-Middle Incoine' countries.

While this project4on is speculative, it does support the conclu-
sion thal the gap between the composite 123 developing nations and
the developed world will .not be closed in the foreseeable furure,
although individual nations will certainly forge well ahead of the
averages. A number of nations will move upward, butrhe criteria for
determining the success of development efforts would better relate
to improved quality of life within each nation than to quantitative
comparisons with others. The basic need, particularly in Low In-
come countries, is to close the gap between poverty and a decent life
by a steady increase in per capita income.

- Nongrowai of High Income countries, sometimes proposed as a
method of narrowing the gap, is not likely to be a viable way to
improve the lot of poorer countries. Few .developed nations will
voluntarily reduce their economic growth. Future economic and
resource conditions are likely io compel life -style changes, but these
will come slowly. Lower growth rates in High Income countries'
would tend to stagnate economies, curtail imports from developing -

nations, and increase the reluctance to suppor*bilateral and mul-
tilateral aid. Developing nations would be hurt, not helped. ore
realistic approaches to aiding the developing nations are neede

Deirelopment is a national process; people working together nd Roles and
through governments. Oursiders can help, but only national - Reso.ens -

ernments and their peoples can create the political stability and frier

economic climate essential for continuing development. National
governments must make development 4ecisions, implement de-
velopment programs, and accept or rejecr proffered assistance. They

II 1 s )
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deal with such important related policies as land reform, population
stabilization, taxation, fridge benefits, conduct of trade and com-
merce, and stimulation of private savings and enterprise. Nations
establish the all-important priorities for production (agricultural,
industrial, resource extraction) and for infrastructure (education,
health, transportation, communication, utilities). And most impor--
randy only the citizens of a nation can provide the will, determina-
tion, and hard work required for development. ,

'No nation, however poverty stricken, is willing to.abdipe these
vital functions to global institutions. Hence their development role
must be secondary, but supportive, to the efforts of nations in need.
This does not preclude the use of forums such as the UN General

NiAssembly to e ress and document development goals and to per-
suade and enco ;rage developed, as well as developing, nations to
intensify participation-in the processes. But most General Assembly
pronouncements on this iopic are general and often lofty expressions
1:4 aspiration. Setting achievable near-term objectives would better
encourage real progress. Developing nations need to define clearly
their own responsibilities as they demand assistance.

Toward The minimal short-term objective, even for the poorest and least
Higher able nations, should be steady progress toward tolerable standards of

Levels of human decency measured in terms of food, shelter, and health.
Development Many Low Income nations have yet to reach such ,minimum

standards. Nearly all nations contain pockets of population deficient
by these standards. But any lesser targets would be intolerable.

Pessimistic observers, advancing the lifeboat theory, contend that
since available resources won't meet the. needs of all, some nations
should not be helpeeThey liken developing nations to shipwrecked
victims clamoring to board overcrowded lifeboats; some must be left
behind or the boats will be swamped. The question is whicli nations
w111 sink and which stay afloat. Another pessimistic view suggests
applying triage, a French term derived from battlefield .practice of
medical doctors faced with more wounded than they can attend.
Some wounded will gurvive in any case; some will succumb-even if
given aid; medical assistance goes to those in. the middle group for
whom prompt attention is the vital element. The question is how to
decide which developing nations to abandon as unlikely. to survive
even with aid. But applied to deVelopment, any form of triage or
selection is morally re l-rugfiant. Proper use and management of avail-
able technology and resources should allow most developing nations
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that are determined to help themselves to .at least to rolera:.
ble standards of htiman decency. A few countries, nevertheless, are.

.so lacking in resources that even this minimal target is unreachable.
Others,, though better endo-wed, will not succeed because they mis-
use resources, they do not stabilize their population, or they do not
take other necessary stern measures. Nations that, for any reason,
fail to make progress impose an enormous burden upon the inierna-

fr
rional community: Their repeated calls for help may not always be
answered; the lifeboat and, triage theories may tragically come into
Play-

Optimum longer range targets should, of course, be much higher.
than rising above abject poverty. Every nation deserves the oppor-
tunity to .develop economically and socially in order to achieve a
quality of life consistent with its potential, culture, national goals,
and national effort.

What arethe world community's development responsibilitiesin
. a secondary and supportive role? A general principle is provided in

the preamble of Resolution 3362 (S-VII) addpted by the Seventh
Special Session of the General Assembly (September 1975) entitled
"Development and International Economic Cooperation":

Believing that the overall objective of the new international
economic order is to increase the capacity of developing countries,
individually and collectively, to pursue their development, . .

The objectives proposed in chapter 5 for the international eco-
nomic order=agreement upon governing precepts,. creation and
maintenance of a more conducive climate, expansion of researzh, and
reform of the six systems comprising the world economic order...--are

\ intended to help increase the opacity of developing countries,,

Finance and technology are normally considered the prime ele- Successful
ments of successful development programs. Equally important is Development

management, including entrepreneurship, often considered as part Programs

of technology bin better listed separately.
Application of: more capital, with-appropriate Management,

technology, and effort, accelerates development. Capital can be gen-
_ crated. by public sectors and, w-here they' exist, by private sectors

whenever it-con-ie exceeds costs of operation and debt service. Public
sectors have two internal sources of revenue: various taxes (property,.
sales, income, licenses, export and import duties) and receipts from
ownership or participation in industrial or commercial enterprises
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and concessions granted, for the expl-itation of natural resources or
other services. Public sectors also obtain grants or loans.

Private sectors generate development funds through personal sav-
ings and retained earnings of business ventures. Domestic or trans-
national private enterprises finance plants, pi-ojects, and businesses
with internal or external loans and investment`-

Appropriate technology in such diverse areas as agriculture, in-
dustry, communications, transportation, health care, popUlation
stabilization, and education is eqtially important, if suited to local
conditions and consistent with clvelopment goals. Modern technol-
ogy may o4 ay not be the proper answer; substantial unemploy-
ment or underemployment calls for labor intensive industry at least
for products intended for local consumption. Methods of health care,
education, and similar activities must be adapted- to local condi-
tions.

Public sectors supplement their own technology through grants of
services from -multilateral and bilateral aid sources, employment of
expatriates, and use of foreign consulting services. Private sectors
obtain technology through licenses, patents, expatriates, and foreign
consulting service. Transnational enterprises are a major source of
technological expertise in many developing nations.

Capability to manage the development process from inception to
completion is the third.essential, and it cannot be overemphasized.'
Decision-making will be.much improved if planning has been well
managed and- objective attention his been given to alternates and

'- obstacles, as well as to needs and desires. 'How many five,:year plans
have failed because they were loaded with politically inspired
targets,.almost without realistic appraisal? Political leaders too often
fail to distinguish between leadership, decision-making, and the
management of organizations and programs-

Most developing nations lack both adequately experienced per-
sonnel to execute major operations a'nd iriternal training oppor-
tunities. Broad-based managerial competence and entrepreneurship

.are developed by a pattern of education and- experience Cr5isto dif-
fereni from that which produces political expertise. Management
training' for nationals can be an important by-product of policies.
encouraginia strong. private sector. Until indigenous management
competence is developed,' outside managerial resources needed by
most developing countries-can-be provided through the same chant-
nels as technology.

11b
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_ For over twenty years my consulting firm has handled engage- Development
Merits in some thirty developing nations in Africa, Asia, and Latin Model
America. Our numerous projects and personal travel have given-me
many opportunities to observe and discuss-

'traumas
of develop=

ment. I have reviewed many development plans, witnessed the suc
cess or.failure of fnany programs, and observed the impact of projects
upon economic and social growth. The experiences convince me
that two other elements are viral. '

The first is a cafefully researched and reviewed statement of long-
range'goals and programs.to achieve thep called a derielopment model.
Goals are needed for human conditions and living standards, as well
as GNPs and growth rates. Such a model requires careful tailoring to
the country's particular conditionsnatural resouices,econornic,re-
sources; human resources, cultural characteristics, and _human
aspirationsand its governmental policies affecting ownership of

\industry; ownership of land, personal savings, eersonal investment,
delivery of human services, taxation,. and posture coward TNEs.
OppOrtunities for ecOnoilijc cooperation with neighbors need con-
sideration. Priorities 'are important for agricultural development,
industrialization, environmental protection, and balancing ofpopu-
lation and' resources:- The model should also 'deal with political
objectives as they affect citizen participation.

The prepracion of a development model necessitates considera
rion of the.several economicand political alternatives open to each
developing nation. Some may be well advised to pursue industri-
alization vigorously, with .a view to competing with more developed
nations. ,Many may be wiser to adopt labor intensive pfoduction`
programs.which meei: domestic.needs_but_with_less invoLvement
the world market. Some may elect a predominantly agricultural
orientation; others may base their economies upon exploIcation of
mineral resources. No natjon's development model will be complete

'without stressing the widening of opportunity for all citizens, in-
cluding the poorest of the poor, to gain such '6/sic human needs as
food, shelter, health care, and literacy.

Political alternatives.range from the tightly controlled socialist
pattern of China to the open enterprise patterns of Western democ-
racies. Mpst development Models will likely focus -upon patterns
between these extremes. The desirable design is one that stimulates
enthusiastic participation of the people and encourages a self-help
approach. While strong governmental leadership is called for, it
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need not be autocratic. Although few developing nations are likely
to adopt multiparty patterns of Western democracies, it is impor-
tant that their governments develop models that foster personal
participation and responsibility, enhance human rights and dignity,
and move coward some form of meaningful 'franchise for their
people:

However maximizing the use of private sectors, under appropri-
ate governmental regulation, provides, in my opinion, the most
favorable pattern for economic growth. To follow this pattern, de-
veloping nations need policies that encourage private ownership of
land and housing, enhance personal savings and investment in
domestic enterprises, stimulate managerial training, and utilize
TNEs under adequate, but fair, controls. This conclusion results not
only from a belief, perhaps a bias, in favor of free enterprise but also
from study of conditions most likely to speed economic development
by stimulating greater personal will to produce.

o Such a development model is quite different from the usual five-
year development plan. Five-year plans properly come later as a
useful technique to outline near-term goals and specific programs for
managing the development process. But a development model
would define the kind of human, social, economic, and political
development the country wants and can realistically provide. Substi-
tuted for the current "me too" development approach, the model
would greatly improve the logic of development goals and increase
the probability of achieving them.

Commitment The other need is a widely shared commitment among Citizens
and leaders. The national wealth required for development. can only
be created as production'roduction exceeds consumption. Nations now enjoy-
ing affluence have.gained it through hard work, sacrifice, and inter-
nal savings. This has been the pattern whether it occurred Voluntir-
ily in anticipationof personal gain or was forced by a totalitarian
government. The affluence of the North American Midwest, 'my
home base, results from the aceiimulation of wealth created by gen7
erations of hardworking pioneers and their descendap.ts. Few nations
will find a.,quick or easy road to development.

It is my personal observation that many developing countries have
not established work ethics consistent with their aspirations fOr.
rapid development; incentives for hard work and personal saving are
lacking. Leaders in these countries demand growth at a more rapid
pace than has ever occurred historically and seek to establish fringe

-
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benefits. which affluent countries achieved only after -decades and
generations of effort. While stthng advocacy of increased transfer of,
financial, technological, and managerial aidfrom the affluent world is
warranted, the nations with internal determination-and self-reliance
are most likely to ?thieve their development goals.

-Multilareral--Ala-System
Multilateral aid is an important vehicle for the transfer of rechnol-

ogy, management, and limited capital to developing countries, and
the concept is increasingly acceptable to botbdonor and recipient
nations. It avoids the political implications of bilateral aid because
chef assistance carries no national flag.
. The multilateral- aid system consists of the United Nations and

certain of its family of agencies such as the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO); International Labor Organization- (ILO);
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); United Nations
educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO);
United Nations Industrial Development organization (UNIDO);
Urrtted Nations institute for Trainingand ResearchlUNITAR); and
World `f- health Organization (WHO); togerher.'ivith regional
economic commissionsthe Economic sCommiSsion for. A as

(ECA); Economic Commission for Europe (ECE); Economic,Com
mission for Latin America (ECLA); Economic Commission for West-
ern Asia (ECWA); and Economic and Social Commission for Asia..
and the Pacific (ESCAP)-7plus many standing and ad hoc Commit-
tees and commissions. The services of agencies emphasize
planning and focus more upon transfer of technology and manage-
ment than ulion capital. While extremely valuable assistance is pro-
vided now, change to improve coordination, control, and coopera;
tion and to encourage enlarged funding is overdue. The present
system, a hodgepodge of units each created to meet a specific need,
defies basic concepts of organization and management. That it works
as well as it does is_a Tribute to the dedication and persistence' of
many devoted persons who seek to benefit humanity through these
agencies.

ECOSOC, charged with coordinating and controlling the many
UN-units of the multilateral aid -System, has consistently fallenshort
of desired performance. The General Assembly and its Second
Committee overlap and duplicate ECOSOC. The specialized agen-
cies plus five stand ing committees, five regional economic. commis-
sions, six functional comrni sions, and a number of ad hoc commit-

_
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. .. tees report to ECOSOC. But UNDP and UNIDO report directly to
theikssembly. The specialized agencies, each with its own member-
ship, governing board, and income sources, often flaunt their au-
tonomy. The General Assembly's Administrative Committee on
Coordination (ACC) and Committee on Administration and
Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) have endeavored to ride herd on
these many diverse and sometimes-conflicting components.

Fortunately, reorganization. is under way, spurred by the study
and report of a gioup of experts and two years of work. by the
Committee on the Restructuring of the Econor'nic and Social Sectors
of the UN System, appointed in 1975.3 In 1976 the General As-

.

sembly's restructuring resolution instructed the Secretary-General to
appoint a director-general for development and international
economic cooperation, reaffirmed. the General Assembly as the prin.
cipal policy-making forum for development matters, and recom-
mended a single annual meeting for pledging to all UN operational.
development activities. The resolution called for ECOSOC to con-
centrate on its Charter responsibilities, to formulate policy recom-:
mericlations, to organize its work on a biannual basis, and to abolish
as many of its subsidiary bodies as possible by assumirig direct
responsibility for thz.nr:i-unctions. Subsequently, a. director - general
has been appointed and certain research and operational functions of
the Secretariat have been. placed under him.

While these steps are encouraging, further 'reform is needed,
aiming at doubling or tripling the services_ available to developing
nations as rapidly as practicable. Soundek concepts of manag nt,
coherence, order, and discipline are needed in -the following ar
the General Assembly, ECOSOC, the Secretariat; agencies, \fund-
ing, and member state participation. .

General The Charter (Article 60) clearly vests responsibility for UN action
Assembly on economic- and social matters ".in, the General Assembly and,

3. The Ad Hoc Committee had before it a number of reports, including
"l'owards Greater Order, Coherence and Coordination in the United Na-
;ions System," report to UNITAR prepared by Martin Hill, 197.4; "A New
United Nations Structure for Global Economic Cooperation, ". repbrt tc(the
Secretary-General prepared by the Group of Experts on the Structure of the
UN System (Group of 25),.1975; and.repons of The Stanley Foundation's
Sixth Conference on United Nations Procedures, 1975, Sevent on-
ference on United Nations Procedures, 1976, and Tenth Unite Nations
of the Next Decade Conference entitled "Coordination of th Economic
and Social Activities of f-the United Nations," 1975.
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under the authority of the General Assembly, in the Ecqnomic and
Social Council. Hence, the Gen6ral Assembly is the final

,decision- maker, acting upon recommendations from ECOSOC and
other. subsidiary bodies.

Desirable reforms affecting General Assembly functions related to
the multilateral aid system are,largely procedural in nature. They
include (1) assuring the revitalization ind reorientation of ECOSOC;
(2) implethenting a thorough examination of the function, and per-
formance of all specialized agencies; (3') shifting such agencies as

-LINDP and UNIDO from direct reporting to the General 'Assembly
to reporting to ECOSOC; (4) eliminating, to the maximum extent

. practicable, duplication between the work and debate of ECOSOC
and-the General Assembly and its SecondCoinmittee; and (5) con-
tinuing the use di special. sessions from tirne 'to time to further
economic and social development,:

. .

''. To perform the responsibilityassigned by the Charter for 'corn- .E05.3"19C
.prehensive:Policyformation and coordination; ECOSOC needs re-

. vitalization and reorientation, Its role should be to establish broad
policy, anticipate needs; develop and' Consider alternatives, reconcile
differences, monitor progress, and make appsropriate recornmenda-.
dons to.the General Assembly.

.ECOSOC-has tor fulfilled rhis, role, partly beCause it has become'- ,
overwhelmed by administrative matters pertaining to ifs' subsidiary

'groups and agencies. Specific steps that would help to restore
ECOSOC to-its-intended ilile'.include,(1) significantly reducing the'
number elf ECOSOC's standing, funCtional,. and regional organs by'
merger Or elimination (th total of such groups.,is now 25); (2)
,utilising a "think tank" with' theeSecretariat for technical analysis
and experrist.helpful to poll .y decisions,. (3) transferring to. the
Secl-etariat administrative fUnctions related to ongoing programs of
the agencies; (4) 'simplifying ECOSOC's agendas and proc-edureS;
and (5) resisting politiCizatiOn on issues that belong in the General
Assembly or Security. Council. . ,.

These reforms can be instituted withoui Charter,Change. A fur:
the desirable change,requiring amendment orthe Charter,'Wonrci
remove ECOSOC's responsibilities for human rights;; Tlii,s could be
done by placing such matters' in a Human 'tights Council as pro-
posed in chapter 10: .

The Secretariat's Kpabili cy in economic and social matters re- Secretariat
quires substantial upgrading. The new role recommended form

. ;
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ECOSOC will ?equine more of the Secretariat: The recent creation of
rhe'post of director:general for development and economic coopera-
tion ;' reporting directly to the Secretaiy-General, is an important
beginning. Further' 'suggestions include (1). strengthening the au-
thority of the director-general commensurate with his 'respon;
sibilities; (2) creating under him a unit to support ECOSOC in its_ 7.
expanded planning and policy-making functions;, (3) creating under
him a parallel unit concerned with coordination and oversight of the
operational administration of the UN economic and social system; .

(4) estabrishing within the Secretariat a more adequate information
and da-ta system fo'r member states, units of the UN system, an the
Opposed Center- for Economic. and Development Research; (5) up-
grading the caliber of the` Secretariat staff; anal (6). providing to
smaller member states, on request, assistance in utilizing effeCtively
the UN economic and social multilateral aid system.

Agencies "The effectiveness of the multilateral aid system 'depends, to no
small degree, upon the harmonization and coordination Of the aC-
tiviries of the numerous UN agencies. As most of the specialized
agen.Cies are autonomous bodies created by member states, the
United Nations does not have direct operational control. However,
thesonstittatjonal relationships between the United Nations and the
specialized agencies are subject to renegotiation under the provisions
of Articles 57, 58, and 63 of the Charter.

The need co revamp relationships' between agencies and the
United Nations and among all agencies is widely recognizedTThe
programs ofagencies shou.ld be consistent with reforms in the total
multilateral aid program and the development policies established
by a revitalized ECOSOC. Procedures are required to maximize
cooperation and inimize competition and conflict among them.
Some agencies sho Id be restructured, others combined.

To advance.re rm, the following steps could be taken:
1. Reexami ng and, as desirable, recasting and enia'rging the

function of.the agencies
2. Reneg Elating the relationships between the specialized agen-

cies nd air 15hited Nations to bring all agencies into closer
and similar relationships,with ECOSOC"and the General As-
sembly,, possibly by means of an international conference of
diplomats with plenipotentiary. authority

3. Establishing.: More effective procedures for harmonizing.and
coordinating the. prograrns, budgets, and activities of the

;ragencles
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4. Assuring periodic high level discussions of goals and accom-
plishments between the agencies and ECOSOC

5. Preparing to operate greatly enlarged 'development programs
'6. Formally resisting agency politicization on issues that belong

in the General Assembly or the Security Council

The pre5enr capacity of the multilateral aid system to accelerate Funding
development is directly dependent upon voluntaty contributions of
member states. The fund - raising system is decentralized and com-
petyive. None of theagencies is financed by the regular UN budget;
each solicits funds from its own constituencies, ministries of
member -states. Aggregate financing for multilateral aid channels
needs to be doubled or tripled promptly.

A hotly debated question Concerns the responsibility of developed
nations to provide aid. The Charter of Economic Rights and Duties.
of Statesplaced states" the responsibility to cooperate in
activities related to economic and social development of the develop-
ing nations. While financial assistance is clearly...implied, rhere has
been no rush of donor nations to increasetheircontributiOns.

- i 'have domestic demands on :their resources and many are disil
lusioned with multilateral aid programs. , .

Reform of the system would reduce somewhat .donot ',nations-
concern for lack of coordination and inefficiency. But 'that alone
will

.
1not double or triple funding. I propose a consolidated budget

for all agencies, with centraliied fund. raising. Upon budget ap-
proval by ECOSOC and the Geseral 'Assembly, a central. office
would generate and distribute funds based upon project neeccs-to the
ageneies, thus allowing stronger UN control. Strong,' persuasive
efforts could increase national 'contributions, broaden them ro cover.
all agencies, 'and avoid :falloff due, to disfavor with\ certain
agenciesall premised'on :donor nations translating accele ted de-
velopment into their long-term self-interest.

In the longer range,..the key must be independent sourc of
revenue for the,United Nations and its agencies to suppleme the
regular ,assessed bUdget and voluntary contributions of member
states.

Both donor and developing nation-states confront several- tsta-
cies wherfdealing with the multilateral aid system. Ainistries
within governments have differing priorities, information, and
interests; internal reconciliation is often. difficult and time-
consuming. The connection between seemingly unrelated develop-,
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mein plans may elude governments immersed in difficult and com-
plex domestic tasks. The mass of data to be assimilated by national
delegations to the United Nations and to its specialized agencies is
overwhelming. . .

Each nation should be-encouraged-to examine its internal struc-
ture and procedures as they. relate to UN economic and social ac-
tivities: A high level post to oversee such activities would seem
appropriate. Harmonizing national decisions tegardinz international
organizations thiough inter-ministerial committees would help as-
sure that the representatiof each nation had a single national
position to speak from. Atitzxii ion should be paid to the competence
of delegates rand to making assignments reasonably continuous.
Most governments would benefit from a cenUal information sysrem:.
to better utilize UN resources. >.'"

Such reforms, no matter how logical, cannot replace the political
will of member states.. The. multilateral aid ystem will not fully
accomplish its desired objectives until nations demonstrate a will-.
ingness to commit necegsary'resources and human talent to support
the work of it United Nations.

Bilateral 'Aid System

The bilateral aid system is the second vehicle of public sector
participation. in economic and social developmenty-hile both
bilateral and multilateral aid provide technical aSsistanceind. pre.in-
vestment services, bilateral aid usually-includes loans or grants for
financing. projects. Thus'bilareral aid is a major source of transfers of
capital, technology, and management on a government-to-
government basis, and its magnitude exceeds that of multilateral
aid.

AlthoUgh bilateral aid is subject to both warranted, and irrespon-
sible criticism, it is certain to continue in the foreseeable future.
France, for example; is,unlikely to use multilateral channels for her
appreciable aid to former colonies. Canada, the Scandinavian coun-
tries, and others have long-sranding direct relationships with certain
developing nations. Nor can one imagine the United States soon
directing all aid through the multilateral system.

The directness and simplicity of bilate aid reduce red tape and
speed implementation. Donor nations find it a antageous to tie aid.
to use 'of their nationals and materials through 'buy-American type
provisions. The uses and results of bilateral funds often are easier to
appraise.
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Hence the issue is not one of rpultilateral versus bilateral aid.
While multilateral aid is properly encouraged and .enlarged, bilat-
eral aid is welcome as an added transfer mechanism. The two sys-
terns are complementary, not conflicting_

The world community-plays a minimal role and exerts little con-
.trol over bilateral aid. But. it can encourage' the best aspects of
bilateral aiand discourage objectionable ones. 'The United Nations
should develop guidelines to assist both developing and. donor na-
tions in (1) facilitating coordination with multilateral aid, (2) assur-
ing that bilaterally financed projects are consistent with the recipi-
ent's development model, (3) promoting -favorable debt service
terms correlated.with the developing nations' financial capabilities,
(4) discouraging excessive political emphasis, and (5) discouraging
loan provisions unduly tying purchases to the donor country.

The United Nations, through its multilateral aid system, can be
of great help to developing nations by assisting them in preparations
for the proper administration and management of bilaterally
.financed projects*.

Care should be taken that efforts to improve the multilateral aid
system do not reduce the magnitude of bilateral aid without a com-
pensating increase in multilateral aid. The developing nations need
all possible assistance, whatever its source. Bilateral aid is related to
the development climate in the same manner that 'multilateral aid is.
An improved climate should stimulate more aid and, in turn, more
aid should favorably affect the climate.

Development Banking System

The development banking system is the third public sector
mechanism transferring resources to developing nations. Develop-
ment banking plays a growing role that will become more important
as donor nations increasingly turn to multilateral approaches. The
system consists of worldwide and regional banking institutions
created and managed by .cooperative action of nation-states. The
performance of the development banking system is one of the
brightest lights in world community response to the development
challenge.

The core of the system is the World Bank with its two affiliates,
International Development Association.(IDA) and International Fi-
nance Corporation (IFC). These institutions are supplemented by the
Inter-Ainerican, African, and Asian regional development banks and
subregional banks. While the IMF functions primarily in the mone-
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tary system, iralso operates partly within the development banking
system.

. The World Bank was establisl-iedas themajor postwar mechanism
for multilateral transfer of capital to needy nations. Soon- after its
creation, the bank shifted emphasis from rebuilding war-torn na-
tions to financing productive projects to help developing country
members achieve development goals. So- called hard loans made only
when funding is unavailable from other sources Piave grace periods of
several years, maturities up to 25 years, and interest rates (7.45 to
8.20 percent during fiscal 1978)4 reflecting cost of money to the
bank. Interest rates are adjusted quarterly to reflect weighted cost of
funds' borrowed by the bank during the preceding 12 months.

The World Bank carries on a wide program of technical assistance
benefiting its members, including project assistance, training of
governmental officials, coordinating bilateral and multilateral aid,
cooperating on an infer-agency basis, cosponsoring the Consultative
Group on International AgriculrUral Research, and studying and
researching the economics of development processes. The bank also
sponsors the recently. organized International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes, a convention presently signed by 71 na-
tions.

Members of the World Bank, who are required to be members of
IMF, hold shares and vote in proportion to their capillal subscrip-
tions. The powers of the bank are vested in a board of governors, one
appointed by each member, meeting annually and dealing wirh.such
matters as membership, allocation of net income, and changes in
capital stock. Most powers are delegated to 20 full-time executive
directors, five appointed by the membefs having the largest number
of shares, the others elected every two years by the governors of the
other membersVotes of the executive directors are weighted by the
sum of the voting power, or shares, of the country or countries they
represent. The directorschoose the president who is responsible for
the conduct of bank business; only the president can propose loans.
Some of the bank's capital-comes from member, subscriptions paid,
partly in gold or US dollarsfreely usable by the bankand partly
in the member's own currencyavailable for lending only with the

4. Data on the World Bank and International Development Associa-
tion, unless otherwise noted, are compiled from the World Bank Annual
Report 1978, Washington, D.C.

World Bank
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member's consent. Ar the end of fiscal 1978, capital subscriptions
totaled $33.045 billion (US), of which only 10 percent had been
paid in. The balance is subject to call when required by the bank to
meet its obligations. The bank also sells, on the international money

--market,- it's own-bonds and notes from borrowirig members. DUring
five fiscal years (1974-1978) the bank borrowed $17.531 billion.

During fiscal 1976 the World Bank implemented a new financing
facility called the Third Window. It provides loans on terms inter-
mediate between the normal hard loans of the bank and the fully
concessionary loans of IDA (see below). Voluntary contributions of
10 members (not including the United Stares) and Switzerland pro-

vided a subsidy fund to reimburse the bank in an amount equal to 4
percent of the outstanding principal of Third Window loans. Bor-
rowers paid the difference between the bank's standard interest rate
and the 4 percent paid by the subsidy fund. Third Window loans
were normally restricted to countries with per capita incomes under
$375. Subsidy receipts were only $125 million in the first year;
Third Window loans aggregated $478 million.

IDA was established in 1960 to promote economic developinent
through concessionary loans on terms more favorable than, those of
the World Bank. Such soft loansnoninterest bearing but with a
0.75 percent service charge and up to 50-year maturitiesare used
for many infrastructure capital requirements.. Members, who must
also belong to the World Bank, are represented by the governors and
executive directors who represent them in the bank. IDA shares-the
president and staff of the bank. IDA's capital is partially obtained
from members' subscriptions. The more economically advanced
members pay their full subscriptions in convertible currencies, all
available for lending. Less developed members pay one -tenth of their
subscription in convertible currency freely available for lending, and
the remainder in their own currencies available for lending only with
the member's consent. Most of IDA's funds, however, come from
periodic contributions called replenishments, paid in by the more
affluent members. The fifth, and latest, replenishment commitment
aggregates $7,732 billion, payable in the 1978-1280 fiscal periods .
from 26 donor countries. IDA's funds are augmented by net income
transfers from the bank and borrowings. from countries such as non-
member Switzerland. Money repaid by borrowers, plus margins of
IDA revenues over operating costs, are available for new loans. At
the end of fiscal 1978, IDA's usable resources (including replenish-
ments) totaled S18,062 billion.
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IFC was established in 1956 to invest together with private inves-
tors in productive private enterprises located in developing coun-
tries. Although closely affiliated with the World Bank, IFC is
separate legal entity with separate capital largely borrowed from the
World Bank. Membership is open only to members of the bank. The
members each appoint a governor to the board of governors; 20
executive 'directors are elected and function in a pattern similar to
that of the World Bank. The president of the bank is ,currently the
president of IFC. At the 'end of fiscal 1977, IFC had capital and
surplus of $195.7 million and owed the bank $404.6 million.'

The contribution, of the World Bank Group in transfer of capital
to the developing world is substantial as shown in table 5.

Table 5
INVESTMENT COMMITMENTS DURING FISCAL 1978

Number of Amount
Unit Commitments (S billion)

World Bank 137 6.098

IDA 99 2.313

IFC 34 0.259

Total 270 . 8.670

Sources: International Finance Corporation, 1977 Annual Report,
Washington, D.C.; World Bank, Annual Report 1978, Washington, D.C.

As of June 1978, 132 nations were members of the World Bank,
120 of IDA, and 106 of IFC. Hence the World Bank Group is
broadly representative of the world community, except that neither
the Soviet Union nor the Warsaw Pact countries other than Romania
(since 1972) are members. Although the Soviet Union participated
at Bretton Woods, it has since avoided any connection with these
banks. Poland, an original 'Member, withdrewreputedly under
Soviet pressure; Czechoslovakia, also an original meniber, was
dropped for nonpayment of balance due on its subscription.

One of the paradoxical situations at the United Nations is the
Soviet Union's constant support of developins world proposals for a
new international economic order, while it remains aloof-from the

5. Data on IFC are compiled from the International Finance Corporation
1977 Annual Reporr7Washingto'n, D.C.
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World Bank, IDA, IFC, and IMF, the key.multilateral mechanisms
for transferring, capital to the developing world and stabilizing the
monetary system. It. is no wonder the other developed nations,
which provide the bulk of the financial resources for-these institu-
tions, resent the Soviet attitude and .find it hard to understand the
willingness of some developing nations to seek and encourage Soviet
support.

The Inter-American Development Bank (established in 1959) has
41 members, including 26 from the Western Hemisphere; two
other non-Western hyfiisphere states have signified. intention to
join. The African Development Bank (established in 1964) has 48
members, all froth Africa. The Asian Development Bank (estab-
lished in 1966) has 43 members, including 14 nonregional mem-
bers. While there are variations, each bank has a bOard of
governorsone per member nationand a board of directors,
elected by the governors but with some restrictions regarding repre-
sentation of certain countries and nonregional members. These
banks promote economic, and social development through develop-
ment loans. Capital is obtained from member subscriptions, and the
banks borrow additional funds against callable capital subscriptions.
The magnitude-Of operations through 1977 is shown in table 6.

Several subregional banks have .been organized to make contribu-
tions to economic development. These include the.Central American
Bank for Economic Integration, the West Africa International Bank,

Table 6
REGIONAL BANK OPERATIONS

Regional
Banks

Total

Cumulative Loan Commitments
Through 1977

Subscriptions Amount
Bank (S million) Number (S million)

Inter - American $16,102 1,046 $11,945

African 85-9 162 562

Asian 6,961 642 4,246

Sources: Inter-American Development Bank, Annual
Washington, D.C., 1978; "African Development Bank,
1977, Abidjan, Ivory Coast, 1978; Asian Development
Report 1977, Manila; Philippines, 1978.

1"6

Report 1977,
Annual Report
Bank, Annual
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the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa, the Islamic
BankXDevelopment, and the Caribbean Development Bank.

The international Monetary Fund's primary role in development
banking has been one of assisting,troubled nations in putting their
financial houses in order Ad rescheduling burdensome debt service:
.0ther IMF activities, as outlined in chapter 6, include issuing-spe-
cial :drawing rights (SDR), managing special in;ernarional funds
for loans Co nations claSsified.as those most seriously affected (MSA)
by recent world ecoriOrdic conditions, and recycling petro money.
through its oil facility.

While the institutions comprising the development banking sysL,
tem are operationally.independent, they maintain close connections -
with:one another, the United Nations, and many of its'specialized
agencies. The president ofthe World Bank .is a'inemberiof the UN
Administrative Committe& on Coordination. The World Bank and
IMF are closely linked throughtoverlapping boardt of governors and

-jointly hold annual meetings.
Despite fine performance, the developmenrbanking system is not

without its detractors among developing nations. First and
foremost, funds available for,loans are inadequate; second, interest
rates are too-high; third, maturities are too short; and, fourth, the'
influence of developed nations upon policy is too great.'

Increased
Fundy

Because capital is.a basic development element, no one seriously
disagrees that more is needed. The 1974 report of the World Bank
forecasts that the, need for additional long-term capital inflows will
rise from S10.6 billion in 1976 to $27.5 billion in 1980. Of these
incremental amounts, about $3.9-billion in 1976, rising to $11.2
billion in 1980, will have to be on highly Concessionary terms (long
maturities and.low interest). According to the World Bank's esti-
mates, the higher income developing countries could afford to bor-
row most of the additional external capital on conventional' term's.
The middle income countries need a large concessionary element in
their borrowing. The lower income countries must. be financed...al-
mos(entirely on concessionary terms.

While bilateral loans may constitute part'of this increased inflow,
most of it will_ need to be' multilateral throUgh the development
banking system. How can More capital be brought into the develop-
ment banking system? Currently, nation-states are the primary
sources pf capital through memberShip subscriptions-and replenish-
ment or other additional contribUtions. The private money marker. is
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another source, but only the World Bank and the Inter-American
Bank have made much use of it. The banks also recycle the amortiza-
tion payment received on outstanding loans less operating expenses.

Avenues to enlarge development loan funds include (1) increasing
the size of member subscriptions, particularly for nations gaining
greater economic strength; (2) raising the current 10 percent re-
quirement of paid-in subscriptions; (3) encouraging more affluent-
nations to make greater contributions to the IDA replenishments;
and (4) selling more securities to investors in the private money
market. Another possibility is to influence the Soviet Union and

.Warsaw Pact nations to join the development banking institutions.
Some combination of these avenues must be pursued actively if

the development banking system is to contribute better to achieving
the 0.7 percent of GNP.target of the United Nations for official
development assistance.

Borrowers commonly express the desire for lower interest rates on Terms
development financing. While stabilization and reduction of interest
rates ire desirable, the development banking system can do little
about this; it. cannot Control money costs onthe world marker. In
fact, interest rates have increased substantially over the years. The
banks' borrowing costs in fiscal 1978 averaged 6.95 percent. Hence
the 1978 World Bank's rates on nonconcessionary loans were 7.45 to
8.20 percent,.

Interest rates on concessionary or soft loans are another matter.
They depend upon the system's capability to subsidize the difference
between the applied rate and the cost of money. Current IDA loans,
carrying only a 0.75 percent service charge, 'are largely, granted from
funds donated by developed nations under replenishment,._
agreements or funds transferred from net 'revenues of the World

_Bank.
If concessionary loans were, enlarged by borrowing on the world

money market, -subsidization costs would be high. Had IDA's 1976
credit commitments of $1.655 billion been financed from proceeds
of the bank's 8 percent bonds, the annual subsidy would have been.
$120 million. Third Window loans of an intermediate concessionary
nature require annual subsidy at the rate of 4 percent or $40 million
to support $1. billion of loans.

In the near-term, this requires that the more afflUent nations be
fully convinced of the importance of concessionary loans to the Low
and Lower-Middle Income developing nations, retain confidence, in

1 3 0
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the management of.the development banking institutions,. and make
larger replenishments. In the longer range, however, successful.
management of the needs for concessionary loans undoubtedly de-
pends upon independent sources of revenue for the United Nations.

Repayment schedules are a concern of both borrower and lender.
Debt service requirements are affected by maturities and interest
rates- Maturities -of _hard_loans made -by the development banking
system range up to 25 years and of soft loans to 50 years. Most loans

. have grace at the beginning .(4 or 5 years on hard loans and
.10 years on concessionary ,loans) when no principal payments are
required.
1 Nevertheless, debt service requirements are increasing more
rapidly than growth of GNP in all but a few well-favored developing
Ations. Aggregate official and Prit'ate external debt of 96 develop-
ing countries was S 160.5 billion in 1976, nearly triple that of 1970.
Debt service requirements in a numbe,r of countries have become so
burdensome that maturities have been rescheduled, usually with
IMF assistance. The causes of excessive debt service costs include
overcommitment on intermediate term debt, high interest rates,
worsening, of borrower's economy (often because of lower commodity
and raw material prices on exports), unwise selection of projects and
programs, and unrealistic estixnates of capacity to repay.

Avoidance of excessive debt service depends largely upon the
manner in which developing nations manage their development
process. Sounder developmenr models, less fluctuation of. commod-
ity and raw material prices, greater availability of concessionary
loans, and sounder management of financial affairs would be bene-
ficial.

Although such steps may help, IMF will undoubtedly continue to
be called upon to aid developing nations in sorting out -financing, to
reschedule maturities, to assure proper use of SDRs, and to provide
other standby help. In.,the long run, some countries will, undoubt-
edly, defaulr ori'debiiayinents, clouding the attractiveness of loans
to developing nations.

Management: On the whole, the development banking system is well managed.
Procedures The World Bank institutions and IMF. have made good use of avail-

and Voting able resources and have constantly,. improved operating procedures
and mechanisms. The World Bank Group has a sound approach to
the development problems falling within its scope of activity. Its
studies are penetrating and the technical. assistance it renders to
borrowers .'is useful.
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There is no need for new global institutions. There is, however,
continuing need to improve procedures and strengthen coordination
within the development banking system and with other systems of
the international economic order. Both the World Bank Group and
the regional banks should become involved with the proposed Cen-
ter for Economic and Development Research.

Is there a 'need to alter drastically the voting system of the World
Bank? As with IMF, the weighted voting structure permits. the
executive' directors who represent the countries contributing the
majority of the capital to control. decisions. As with IMF, many
developing nations advocate the one-nation/one-vote system.

In the World Bank itself, some modification of weighted voting
will inevitably occur as nations change their contributions; the vot-
ing power of OPEC nations has been increased recently. The argu-
ments against drastic change of the voting system in IMF, discussed
in the preceding chapter, are equally applicable to the World Bank.
Near-term enlargement of loan funds depends upon contributing
ciountries maintaining confidence in the management and the
decision- making processes of the World Bank. The present voting
pattern favoring suppliers of .funds has been accepted by the de-
'veloped nationsnow the primary sources of fundsand apparently

/ by OPEC nations. So long as the World Bank's capital comes largely
from affluent nations, major changes in voting structures are un-
likely.

Viewed against the needs of the next decade, the US posture on United States
economic and social development is now grossly inadequate. Posture

The United States played a positive role at Bretton Woods and in
the creation of the World Bank and IMF. It was both forward
looking and generous when it fostered government-to-government
bilateral aid, first the Marshall Plan and then worldwide assistance
through what is now AID. Without these stimuli, the world com-
munity might not have accepted any important degree of responsi-
bility for economic and-social development: certainly the magnitude
of assistance from the industrialized world would have been less.

The United States has supported the UN multilateral aid system.
Our contributions to the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) and to other specialized agencies have been substantial.
Occasionally, though, we have damaged our image by injecting cold
war reactions into our funding.

In recent years the United States, increasingly disillusioned with
economic assistance, has reduced substantially bilateral and mul-
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tilateral aid.asa percentage of GNP. We still err by evaluating the
usefulness of aid in terms of friendscompatible governments or
alliesnot in terms of improvement of economic and social status of
developing natiolis. We have great difficulty ih,separating economic.
aid from, military aid and support.

The United States`has generally recognized the need for change,
but our leadership has been less than dynamic. Our positions regard-
ing aid are often handicapped by undue concern, for near-term self-
interest to the detriment of the longer range well-being of our nation
and the world.

Despite such US proposals as those made to the Seventh Special
Session of the UN General Assembly in 1975 and our ongoing
deliberations with industrial and developing nations regarding oil
and commodity pricing, the United States has shown little willing- `?'
ness to deal aggressively with the critical world issue of economic
development.



8 .RESOURCFJPOPOLATION BALANCE

Two widely held beliefs have been challenged by technological
change: One is that the earth's resources are vast, - bountiful, and
fully sufficient to meet all future needs or desires of the human race.
The second is that the rare of population grosir'rh-iajusts with
creasing affluence and, meanwhile; fecundity benefits the family and
thenation. During recent centuries, thee two historic beliefs, rid-
ing the wave of technological change and\ exploited by human drive
and imagination, have fostered uncont gr th. The issue fac-
ing us now ishow to manage thefil ite resources of the earth and

rostabilize population growth to achieve ancyusrain a quality of life\fully compatible with human dignity.
Must growth of populari n and consumption of critical resources

be constrained? Must li -style and economic strategies be ilrered?
The search rid'. answers *vidly reveals the total interweaving'of the
world's nations:and les. Resource/population balance promises
to dwarf all other critic sues in future centuries, if not within the
next decade or;two..

Nearly two centuries ago, Thomas Robert Malthus, an English The Problem
clergyman-ecOnomist, advanced the theory that population growth
would disastroUsly outstrip increases in the means of human subsis:.
ten-cp., His theory. was ridiculed for many generations. Population did _
increase in the developeclnations, burs° did agricultural production
and nutritional qua-hij:.:'.Vhile in the colonies and the poorer na-
tions, disease and dearliketk.-populationrelatively balanced
subsistence-level agricultural-15.ii8itiktioli."TheMalthusian
was negated by advancing technology.

From the beginning of history until 1830, the earth's population
rose to only a billion. But by 1930 _it had doubled to
largely because of growth in the more developed areas . By 1976 the
world's population shot up from two billion to four billion.

This rapid.growth in four and a half decades, in contrast to prior
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periods, occurred largely in the poorer countries. Mortality rates,
particularly of infants and children, were greatly reduced through
the introduction of rilodern healKh care andPublic health measures;

:Longevity increased significantly, as killer diseases (smallpox,
:malaria, chOlera, typhoid fever, and others) were st-amped our or
contained. As birth rates remained high, population rose and the
proportion of people under 25 years of age climbed dramatically.

Growing at 2 percent per year (the rate of the last decade), today's
world population will compound to some 6.5 billion people by the
year 2000. Should a 2 Percent per year growth rate continue for a
century, population would increase to juust under 29 billion people.
Demographers forecast population stabilization late in the twenty-
first century at levels ranging from 10 to 16 billion. Against such
projections, Malthusian concepts seem less ludicrous.

Increased population automatically demands proporiionally larger
supplies of food and other reiources. In addition, the revolution of
rising expectations leads to greater consumption; the more affluent
nations continue to raise their. standards of living. These trends
combine to propel the demand for resources upward at an amazing
rate. Comparison of current demands projected ahead a few decades
with current production and known reserves pinpoints petroleum,
feed &rains, and food fish as some of the trouble spots.

The world's production of petroleum in 1973, totaling 21,100
million barrels as compared To then known reserves of 542,200
million barrels, indicates a 27-year supply, assuming consumption
at 1973 levels.' Consumption of petroleum, however, increased ar
an annual rate of 7.6 percent from 1960 to 1973. Even with a lesser
rate of consumption increase and discovery of additional reserves,
exhaustion of petroleum supplies in the near future is predictable.

The world's annual consumption of grains by hurrdns and animal ,

was 1,214 ,million metric tons in 1972-1973. But global grain
production in the same period was 1,176 million metric tons, result-
ing in a 38-rift,Ilion metric ton depletion of world grain reserves.2
Consumption rates would, of course; rise significantly if the in-
adequately fed 60 percent ofthe population in the developing world
were supplied minimal nutritional requirements..

1. US, Department of Interior, Energy Perspectives, Washington, D.C.,
1975, pp. 8-14.

2. Food and Agriculture Organization, The State of Food and Agriculture
1975, Washington, D.C., 1976, pp. 72-73.
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By 2000, assuming. a -world .=population of 6.5 billion and, the
currently prevailing_ global food-consumption level .of nearly a half
ton of grain per person each year, we can project the need for roughly
2.5 rimes. the current grain output.' The outlook is distressing, even
with optimistic forecasts of.increased areas of tillable land and higher
yielding grains. Higher yield is currently directly dependent upon
fertilizers. -manufactured- from petroleum, which is already recog-
nized as a finite resource.

The catch of fish from our oceans, a major source of protein, has
nor .risen recently despite -intensified activities by, modernized fleets:
70.2,million metric tons in 197.0 versus 66.1 million metric tons in
1973 and 69.8 million metric tons in, 1974.4 The seas are being
overfished, and some species are near extinction. Vigorous conserva-
tion is already needed to maintain cutrr.ent catches. The opportunity.
for enlarged protein supply for 'moire hungry. stomachs. from this
source is not bright. . .

.

While these and .;similar analyses convince experts. of the, lim-
itations of the earth's'supply of certain critical resburces, it has taken.-.

recent ;vents to dramatize the situation. The 1973 energy crisis
forced. tri'giy,nationa. 1 leaders to acknowledge reluctantly that the
earth's supply of petroleum cannot long be counted upon as a major
source of energy.

The Club of Rome's controversial book The Limits. to Growth,
published in 1972, received worldwide attention and stimulated
awareness of resource. limitations. Its computerized. analyses of cur-
rent trends of population growth, resource coniumptiOn, and en-
vironmental pollution projected global tragedy in the twenty-first.

century. - Whatever validity its projections may have, the book pre-
-cipitated extensive: and heated .debate. Subsequent Club of Rome
reports retreat from the doomsday predictions of The Limits to Growth
but continue to stress the seriousness of the economic, resource,
population, and environmental problems. I

The fabulous exploits of courageous space -pioneers have focused
visual .attention. upon the finiteness of the earth's resources.. Mother.
Earth, as seen through:their TV cameras, is a spaceship orbiting the
sun with no near celeitial neighbor. Our globe is a closed system
isolated from external input ocher than solar energy. We,. and all the

3. ;Lester R. Brown, Our Daily Bread, Head Line ser. no. 225 '(New
York:iForeign Policy Association, April .1975).

4. United Nacions:Statistical,Yearbook 1975, New York, 1976, p. 160.
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generations to follow, are utterly dependent upon the resources of
this earth.

GrOtUth The near worship of growth clouds recognition of the urgency of
Syndrome controlling the balance of resources and population: The concept

that growth measures progress is widespread. All is well if this year's
GNP, budget, income, profit., production, mernbetsbip, popula-
tion, or what have yoii exceeds last year's. Nowhere has this growth
syndrome had greater emphasis than in theUnited States. But much
of the wOrld; how including. .many developing nations, seeks to
emulate the US pattern. Even modest races of annual growth, com-
pounded over a period of years, create incredible increases as shown
by my mathematical analysis in table 1.

Table 1

IMPACT OF GROWTH
ON WORLD POPULATION AND RESOURCE DEMAND

Annear/ Growth Ratios (to Date)
Item Growth (%) 1976 1980 1990 2000

Population 2.0 1.00 1.08 1.32

Resourcedemand
per capita 3.0 1.00 1.13 1.51 2.03

Global resource
demand 5.0 1.00 1.22 1.98 3.23

Whether exponential growth' rates are applied to population, re-
source demand, or other indicators, the magnitude of expansion is

staggering. At an optimistic 2 percent race, world population would
increase 61 percent by 2000, from 4.0 billion to 6.5 billion. Per
capita resource demand, at a modest 3 percent rate, would double by
2000, and global resource demand would increase 3.2-fold.

The power of the growth syndrome may be emphasized by
another approach. What would be the demand for resources should
the whole world achieve the economic levels of the 'United States? It
is generally assumed that the United States with but,6 percent of the:
world's popularion'now consumes about 40 percent of the resources
used on the earth. Most of these resources are produced or extracted
within the United States. The remaining resources (petroleum, min-
erals, coffee, etc.) provide markets-and income to other countries,
including many develOping nations.

1 3 .?
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If the current world population were suddenly to consume re-
sources at half the current US rate, the global demand for resources
would be increased by a factor of 3.5. For equal affluence, the
increase would be 6.7-fold. If the populatiOn of the -world increases
to 6.5 billion by 2000, and if all people reach the present US levels
of affluence, global resource demands will multiply by 11.

Those. politicians or scientists who deprecate these warning's as
doomsday prophecies would do well to pause, reflect, arid make
certain they fully comprehend the powerful dynamics of exponential
growth in a finite world. Increasing population and increasing per
capita consumption are on a collision course with resource supply.

As the.resource crunch tightens, the world -community will be Physical
forced to face several critical humanitarian, economic, political, and Consequences
moral problems. and Moral

Famine can beexpected to occur more often: True to the Malthu- Questions
sian .theory, a sizable part of the world's population already suffers
from hunger or malnutrition. The Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion -calculates that as many as 1.5 billion people are inadequately
fed, that 0.5-billion are severely malnourished, and that the total._
number ofTrfalrinurished will increase -501:Iiice-niEir 1SS even

.without major droughts or crop failures. Tragedy is occurring now
in limited geographical areas. Rain-starved land can4 feed Sahe-
flan people, and teeming hordes have exhausted the food supply in
Bangladesh. Despite temporary improvements in both areas thanks
to weather conditions, utter degradation and death. remain real
threats to these people. Similar siruations in other areas are likely
wherever the needs of burgeoni-ng populations outstrip food produc-
tion.

Economic pressures are an inevitable result of resource /population
unbalances; sellers' markets occur when the demand for scarce foods
commodities; or products exceeds the supply. Neither private enter-
prises nor nation-states- will overlook the opportunity to demand
higher.prices, as the,OPEC nations clearly demonstrated in 1973. It
will cost More to increase the production of scarce comrm'oditiesand
raw materials: The cultivation of jvt. untitled marginal land will
require more fertilizer and irrigation:Costly rn4ririefarming will be
necessary, to supplement once abundant catclies..,idri-rhe open seas.
Mines will be opened at lesi accessible locatiOns. and at greater

5. Population Crisis Committee,. Population, bficfrtig:paper no. 1,
Washington, D.C., 1976.
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depths, producing lower quality, ores. Because of high research and
development costs, substitute products will be more expensive. Re-
cycling,. while conserving materials, will not be inexpensive.
Though 'a few favored,notions may profit enough from higher prices
for resource exports to offset .increased 'costs on imports, most no-
rions will suffer under price squeezes: the heaviest impaei Will fall on
the poor.

Higher prices of gasoline .and diesel fuel have already affected
life-style in countries dependent upon imported petroleum. Re-
duced highway speeds, less. pleasure driving, and a partial trend to
smaller automobiles .have resulted in the United States. Shortages
and higher costs will combine to force greater use of protein grains as
food rather than as animal feed. Such pressures will produce changes
in life-stYle in the more affluent countries- Tragically: many Low
and Middle InCome countries are highly vulnerable to further degra-
dation of basic living conditions.

Two types- of political .problems are predictable. Ihstabiliryof.
national govetnments will increase as leaders fail to assure acceptable
resource/population balances within their countries. Faltering de-
velopment progress,-.mounting unerrip.loYment, and growing food
shortages will stimulate discontent and rebelli6n. The resulting po-
rential for civil ivar thteareni international peace and security.

Shifts in national power are another certain political consequence;
witness the sudden rise of influence of the oil =rich nations. The
power position of nations possessing or producing critical com-
modities and raw materials will be significantly enhanced. Zaire
with uranium deposits, Iran and Saudi Arabia with petroleum, and
the United States with food-producing capability will gain near-
term leverage and improve theirbargaining:positions. So, too,. will
nations possessing the technologk and capital to develop substitute
materials. These elements of national power mi4}, become faf more
important than. nuclear weapons and army divisions.

Complex moral questions will certainly emerge as the imbalance
of resources and population becomes more severe. At what point
does the common Sell-being of the planet take citccedence over the
national right of action or inaction? With population growth, for
instance, how long should the world community tolerate continued
population growth in poverty-stricken, resource-poor .nations?
Should the world community respond to repeated relief calls from
within nations among the most seriously affected (MSAs) which are
possibly unwilling or unable to.stabilize their population and inten-

.
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sify. programs for cricreasing food supply? Who owns the natural
resourcesproperty owners, nations, or the people of the world?
What responsibility have nations regarding the use of these re-
sources? Are they only to assure domestic affluence? Should other
nations be deprived. of access?

Such moral questions generate political ,issues..Consumer nations
denied access to needed resource supplies will undoubtedly counter
by decreasing transfers of capital, technolo , and management to
the developing world. Controversy over ac s to resources will fur-
ther divide the world community, retard international efforts to
manage other critical world issues, and, in the extreme, may lead-to
armed conflict.

Like equilibrium. in the environment a few years ago, resource/
population balance has not yet been adequately recognized as a
global problem. The world community has, however,through the
United Nations, given attention to resource development, popula-
tion problems, and emergency relief. 'Awareness is emerging.

For nearly three decades, development programs administered
through the multilateral and bilateral aid and development banking

.systems have encouraged increased agricultural production and raw
material exploitation.' The reports of'the Food and Agriculture Or
ganization (FAO), the United Nation's Development Programme
(UNDP), the World Bank, and other UN agencies chronicle many
outstanding successes. Unfortunately, accomplishments to date are
dwarfed by current and future needs.

Food scarcity was further' emphasized by the UN sponsored
World Food Conference (Rome, 1974). Delegates from 130 nations
debated, angrily at times, initiatives to expand food produciion and
enlarge food reserves. The conference agreed to set up an Interna-
tional Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) with-a proposed
$1.0 billion target to finance increased food production primarily in
developing cogntries. IFAD is in operation: by December .1976
OPEC nations had pledged $435.5 million and industrial nations
$567 million, including the United States pledge of $200 million.

The conference endorsed FAO's International Undertaking on
World Food Security and agreed to establish:under FAO, a Global
Information and Early Warning System on Food and Agriculture.
The UN General Assembly subsequently endorsed the work of the
conference and established a 36-member ministerial level World
Food Council (WFC) located,in Rome and serviced by FAO: The

Accomplish-
ments
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WFC reports through the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC),
to the General Assembly. The WFC and its small staff are charged
with reviewing major policy issues and coordinating action among
relevant United Nations and other international bodies. .

Population stabilization received formal recognition when the
United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA) was au-
thorized in 1967,. Now governed by the United Nations Develop-
ment Programme (UNDP) and reporting through ECOSOC to the
General Aisembly, UNFPA's aims and objectives are (1) building
capacity to respond to global needs, (2) promoting awareness of
population problems, (3) extending assistance to developing coun-
tries, and (4) playing the leading role on population matters within
the United Nations. Voluntary contributions (S90 million from 78
governments in 1976) fund UNFPA's projects, mostly administered
by other-UN agendes.

The World Population Conference (Bucharest, 1974) organized
under UNFPA's auspices and attended by 135 nations broke new
ground. After stormy debate, the conference adopted by consensus a
lengthy World Plan of Action. This plan firmly recognizes the right
of individuals to decide the number and spacing of children, calls
upon governments to provide information and the means to enable
them to accomplish this, and re-affirms the principle of national
responsibility for demographic marrers. The plan suggests the need
to reduce the world's annual rate of population growth to 1.75
percent by 1985.

The plan is full of expected compromises and trade -offs reflecting
varied cultural, religious, and political backgrounds of participating
nations. Nevertheless, the conference succeeded in focusing atten-
tion upon population and thus encouraged the continuing efforts of
UNFPA to aid, those nations prepared to activate family planning
and population stabilization programs. Not unexpectedly, one
major theme emerging from the Bucharest conference was the inter-
relationship of population growth and development embellished by
customary Third World criticism of the developed nations.

The General Assembly in 1971 formalized a world community
role. dealing with emergency 'short-term resource scarcities, princi-
pally food, when it created the Office of the United Nations Disaster
Relief Coordinator. With a limited budget and a small staff, the
Coordinator's responsibility is to prepare for emergencies; mobilize,
direct, and coordinate' relief activities of the UN system; and facili:-.
tate prevention of natural disasters. .

4,
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These several UN efforts are but stepping stones to the greater
action needed to mariage.resource/population balance in the common
interests .of the world community,.

Management of the resource/population issue should be directed, Seeking a
toward achieving three goals. The first, of course, is to assure the Solktion
survival of human beings. While the survival of the human race may
not be in jeopardy in the foreseeable future, the lives of hundreds of
millions of people in resource-poor areas are threatened..

A second closely related goal is to achieve and maintain a tolerable
quality of life for the future inhabitants of the earth. Animal-like
'existence ,in an overcrowded world would hardly be considered suc-
cessful management of the problem.

The thitd important goal is to reduce the probability of serious
Cnternational controversy and armed conflict over resources.

Achievement of these goals requires tolerable global balance be-
tween supply and demand of critical resources, as well as regional .

and national balance partially accomplished through trade. ..
Mathematically, demand for resources may be stated as D = P X C,
where p is demand, P is population, and C is per capita consiimp-
don. Currently, demand is e'Xpanding exponentially because of the
dynamics of population growth, the universal human desire for bet-
ter living con id and tFeincreasing military and civiliari-de=7
minds of a larger number of national governments. .

The point of departure must be recognition of our total depend-
ence, now. and in the future, upon the discovered and yer-to-be-
discOvid resources of this globe, plus solar energy. Any remaining
hopes or-contentions that resources are infinite must be refuted. Be-
cause few yet recognizeor admit to recognizingthis fact, gen-
erating a motivating awareness and sense of responsibility is a further
near-term objective of managing the resource/population issue. "

Meeting future demands for critical resources calls' for action to
enlarge supplies arid substitute, where possible, renewable for non-
renewable materials. Limiiing future growth'of demand. for critical
resources involves stabilizing population and constraining per capita
xinsumption through conservation and substitution..

Excluding consideration of human concerns for the moment,
,roblems of this type are normally resolved by increasing supply,
imiting demand, or some combination of these two actions. Histor-
cally, adjustment has been allowed to occur through the operation
d the free market. Barring. external influences and governmental
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restrictions, shortages cause prices to rise, and higher prices serve as
incentives to increase production. Depending upon the price-
elasticity of the product-or material, higher prices may discourage
consumption, thus lessening. demand and helping to ease the sirai-.

,tion.
;While such factors will certainly come, into play to balance re-

sources and population, the situation is complicated by the finiteness
of the earth's resources and the fertility of its people.

Toward More Resource enhancement is primarily a task for modern science,
Abundant technology, agriculture= and industry. The need for continued inno-

Resources vation will become increasingly compelling as resource shortages
. appear. -

Exploration,. using research satellites and other advanced
i

technol-
ogy, s- needed to inventory more accurately the world supply of
extractive resources. Improved processes must be developed to reach
deposits..not. economically or technically accessible with current
methods and to permit the use of lower, grade ores. Recycling or
reusing critical materials and developing substitutes can extend ihe

. supply,- 1
Increasing' the productive capacity of current agricultural and

timber lands and bringing marginal lands under cultivation should
prove possible, using improved hybrids, better methods, and
stronger incentives. Incentives in the form of personateconomic gain
are important factors irr the United States and Japan, for instance,
where'production exceeds comparable prdduction in the ussp..-Are
not incentives the reason USSR per-acre production from private
plots is so much greater than that of.state or collective farms? Too
many nations ignore or even. deride- private economic motivation.

Water, resources likewise deserve attention to assure efficient de-
velopment and reuse. In addition, the food productive capacities of
lakes,. rivers, and seas could be expanded through conservation and
antipollution measures and by marine farming.
i To meet, expanding energy requirements, we .must tap the in-
exhaustible energy of the sun, the heat within the earth's core, the
winds, and other natural forces, and the use of bio-mass. Developing
the technology for fusion'and other so- called exotic energy sources is
warranted.

Without question, effective management-of resource supply calls
for continuing research.'
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Although stabilization of the world's poptilation is essential, the Population
'appropriate level is debatable. The success of technology, conserva- .Stabilization
lion, management of resource supply, and the quality of life that
future generations are willing to accept are controlling factors. Es-
timates vary widely. One knowledgeable scientist friend of mine has
predicted that the earth could comfortably support a population of
30 billion people. His confidence in technology knows no limits:
high density living and substitutes for natural foods would meet
human needs. Such thinking seems7hazardous, given the uncertain-
ties of future resource sUpply and the nonphysical factors affecting
quality of life. Would future generations willingly live like animals
in crowded experimental laboratories? ..

. If we believe future generations should have the right to live in-
decency and .dignity, the only sensible stabilization objective is
achievement of zero population growth (ZPG) at the earliest possible
date. Any less stringent goal 'precipitates unacceptable risks and
indicares an unwillingness on the parr of the present generation to
accept 'responsibility for providing a livable world for those who will
follow.

World, population will expand greatly even if birth rates are
promptly. reduced to slightly above two children per pair of
adultsthe ultimate level ZPG requires. Even if ZPG were

-achieved-instantly-,-pcipulation-woulecontinue-ro-grovrfora-ntrarber-
of years as today's youth reali childbearing age; demographers, esti-
mate that Population would not stabilize until well into: the
twenty-first century. The prospects of quickly attaining ZPG are not
bright, particularly in the poorer, less literate countries, unless they
adopt stern measures like those of China. Only in a few highly
developed nations is it a near-term probability. Hence a world popu-
lation of 10 billion or above is predictable, barring widespread

,.famine, plague, nuclear war, oeother catastrophe.
Evolutionary processes are unlikely to achieve population stabili-

zation w-ithin.perrnissible time limits. The temptation to rely upon.
economic development on the positive side or upon war and fanzine
(both morally unacceptable) on the negative side to limit the world's
populationfnust b..e rejected. While family size tends to decrease
with- greater affiu ce, population growth of the developed
CourirriesinclUding Japa , the Soviet Union, and the United
States--demonstrates the slowness of this process. Narions ap-
proaching ZPG have instituted .extensive education on family plan-
ning, easy access to contraceptives, and/or legalized abortion.
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Reduction of birth rates is the most humane approach to popula-
tion stabilization. Rapid lowering of birth rates'is desirable because
death rates, particularly in developing countries, will continue to
decline for several generations thanks to improved nutrition and
health care. But family planning prdgrams involve 'delicate and
intimate personal decisions and run head,On into cultural obstacles,
prejudices, ignorance, and religious bans:.The. social status accruing
to large families must be overcome. Dependence upon large num-
bers of children for economic support and security must be made
unnecessary by ocher economic measures.

Family planning implementation worldwide is a most formidable
and difficult task.' To date, few developing countries have made'
significant progress. India, long reputed to have an outstanding
population stabilization program, is admitting failure and searching
for other alternatives, including_ promotion of voluntary steriliza-
tion: In .1976 four Indian states considered compulsory, Sterililation
to replace the 'present programs of voluntary sterilization for a fee.
The Minister of Health and Family Planning told'Parliament that
to limit family size, India may need to resort to a national steriliza- .

tion mandate. Indira Ghandi's 1977 election defeat was partially
attributed to public resentment against forced sterilization. Japan's
success in reducing birth rates is partially duet° widespread use-and
acceptance of abortion.

While the world community has ,a part to play in promoting
population stabilization, only.nation-states now possess the author
ity and bear the resporilibility for.accomplishing it. Progress will
occur only as national leaders-.beCome convinced of the need and
committed to implementing effective programs of education and
persuasion backed, if need be, by indentiyds, disincentives; and ,

perhaps compulsiOn; Meanwhile, the population explosion is 'a time
bomb ticking away toward disaster.

Limiting R6tricting per capita usage of crirical resources' to help balance
n.cumption dernancl..to supply preSents difficult, challenges. Neither the haves

nor the hive-nots will readily abanddri the determination to acquire
and consume more worldly:goods. titizens of affluent nations'con-
tinue tl*ir pursuit of more gadgets and machines, better hom'es,
finer cloches, and richer diets. At the other end of the economic
scale, hundreds of millions of hungry people clamor for enough of
the basiCs :of life to allow them to live decently and healthfully. :

Between these.extrernes, other multitudes can be counted upon to

1.4:)
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strive for economic progress. Based upon today's attitudes, all
peoples will be pressing to, increase per capita consumption until
forced to do otherwise. This pattern will continue with little mod-
ification until change is compelled by actual widespread shortages,
prohibitive prices, or governmental restrictions. People must be-
come convinced that limitation of consumption is economically wise
for current generations and morally essential to the well-being of
future generations.

The wise course isfor nations to anticipate the future and begin
now to limit the per capita consumption of critical resources. Alter-
natives fall within the four categories of conservation, improved
methods, modification of life-style, and curbing military waste.
Some effort along these lines has begun, though.not-on a sufficient
scale. While the potential reductions and the responsibility for mak-
ing them are greatest in the countries of highest development, op-
portunities for resource economy are open to all-nations, whatever
their stage of development. Developing nations can contribute
without scuttling their legitimate development programs..

Conservation in the broadest sense is the place to start. ,Eliminat-
ing waste, improving efficiency of resource use, and conserving both
renewable and nonrenewable resources make sense -from all
perspectiveseconomic, development, and resource supply. Oppor-
tunities are legion, including (1) reducing loss and damage in the
harvesting, storing, shipping, and processing of food stuffs; (2)
salvaging, recycling, and reusing critical materials; (3) adopting
lower vehicuLir speeds and using car pools and smaller cars; (4)
lowering room temperatures in heating seasons and raising them in
cooling seasons; (5) economizing energy usage in industry, com-
merce, and the home; and (6) modernizing and expanding the use
of mass transportation.

Improvement of designs and methods is a second promising ap-
proach to economizing critical materials.. This responsibility now
falls heaviest upon the industrial nations; bidto a lesser degree upon
every nation. Opportunities include (1)'manufacturing smaller and
more efficient vehicles; (2) accelerating developmerivand use of mass
transportation; (3) reducing the built-in obsolescence in all types of
consumer products; (4) designing new buildings and modernizing
old ones to lower energy requirements;. and (5) improving produc-
tion processes to reduce energy requirements and minimize waste
and spoilage

Thirdly, alteration of life-styles will undoubtedly prove necessary
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with respect to some resources. Obviously, both the opportunities
and responsibilities vary wilih eachountry's stage of economic de-'
velopment; they are greater in the more affluent countries. Some of
the potentials are indicated by the following questions directed spe-
cifically to the United States. How much is our quality of life im-
woved by constantly increasing consumption of capital goods?
Would our quality of life be appreciably deteriorated by aggressive
programsto conserve critical materials and reduce waste? Would we
not be healthier were ye to adopt nutritional. patterns decreasing use

-of grain-i''e8 meats and thus freeing increased quantities of grains for
export? Must our pets consume large quantities of food when people
are starving in °chef:parts of the world? Does not our present pattern
of extreme mobility create unnecessary consumption?

The more affluent countries may soon find it necessary to deal
with such questions. High prices may force return to a more simple,

abut perhaps better quality, life-style. More than economic and scar-
city pressures are likely to be needed, howeverfor example, care-
fully fashioned tax: incentives and disincentives..

Meanwhile, developing nations seeking transfers of capital,
technology, and Management from the industrialized nations must
look. carefully at -the quality of life they seek. Sound and sensible'
deVelopment models need not necessarily- imitate the affluent.

'Reducing military waste offers a fourth potential for significant .

resource, sayings. Even in peacetime, military .establishments are
prodigious and irresponsible consumers of critical resources, particu-

, larly rare, metals and energy. Competitive development of new
weapon systems and equipment leads to constant obsolescence and
discard. Wartime resource demands become enormous. Progress in
this area would not only conserve critical resources but would release
substantial human resources for application to the solution of critical
world issues and the meeting of domestic and global needs.

Two aspectsof resource/population balance deserve reemphasis.
First, because of the powerful dynamics of-growth, time is short.
Second, national sovereignty is strongly challenged; scarcely any
nation is capable of weathering the stormy resource/population con-
troversy alone. Progress from near-term strategies to the longer
range view will depend upon .how seriously national leaders treat the
problem.

In the near-tern, world community efforts should be focused
upon (1) continuing current UN activities, (2) stimulating research,

Management
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(3) developitig'ci: greater sense_ of ,world community responsibility,
and (4) developing better management mechanisms..

-Three related: UN programs .require prompt attention: -

FAMILY .PLANNING The .UN Fund for Population Activities
(UNFPA) needs' to be greatly expanded and more adequately fi-
nanced to carryon vigorous educational programs and extend more
assistance to national family planning programs:-

FOOD ..SUPPLY The recently established World Food Council
'needs grearer--finaricing and stronger leadership to better discharge
its funcrions concerning adequate food supply and the mainte-
nance of sultablt reserves .by producers and governments.

DISASTERS The office of UN Disaster-Relief CoOrdinator needs to
be made more effective.

,

Research to better establish rhe parameters of the resource/
population balance issue deserves high priority, Ongoing official
panels of eminent personsdoctors, demographers,. scientists, ag-
riculiuralists, industrialists; 'economists; politicians; and others
should be promptly authorized by the General Assembly and ap-
pointed by -the Secretary-General. They should be charged
periodically with looking ahead 10, '20, and 30 years to forecast the
impact of mounting population and resource shortages upon the.life .

support systems -of -the-earth-: 'futurism is essential.
Nongovernmental organizations could be stimulated to intensify

their study and research of resource /population matters. Every
nation-state, too, needs encouragement to undertake futuristically
oriented study and research.

A permanent_ international research body-might be activated soon
to serve as a clearinghouse for the research of UN agencies, nation-
states, and NG0s, This function could well be undertaken by the
Center for Economic and Development Research already, proposed,
since management of resource/population balance is intimately re-
laced to development and economic order. Should .this prove un-
workable, a similarly structured separate body could be established.

Events of the next decade will give_ rhe problems and hazards
. associated with. resource /population balance greater visibility. We
can expect price increases and scarcities; particularly of food, to
reveal mort clearly rhe finiteness of the world's resources: Controver-
sies over access to resources and serious local, regional,.-Or even
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global food/population imbalances will develop acyaren-ess of the
problems and promote a global sense of responsibility.

There. is need,hoWever, to supplelnent such natural developments
with hi&man activities,' for example, wide publicity stressing the.

oseriousness..of the matter and linking together food and other re-
sources with population. The United Nations should, at an appro-
priate time, call a world conference dealing with resource/population
balance. Ir might be styled a World Conference for Survival. Build-
ing upon available research findings, including reports of the panel
of experts suggested above, the conference could emphasize the seri-
ousness of the resource/population issue .and propose programs of
actions and Michinery to deal with it.

Implementatio- n of these early manageinent steps is not likely to
prove adequate. At some point, the world community will find it
,necessary to place common global interests above the currently per-
ceived. near-term interests of some. nation- states.'` When this need
becomes pressing, extranational or supranational authority will be
required to (I) establish economic sanctions for application against
nations that fail to achieve population stabilization and to conserve
critical resources; (2) establish guidelines and procedures stiinulat-
ing the developmenr of resources and gO,,:erning access to them; (3)
create suitable tribunals, related to the International Court of Jus-
tice; to resolve the inevitable 'Controversies arising among nations
over resources.

So convinced am I of the seriousness of the resource/popul ion
issue that I believe it will all too soon dominate the affairs of nations,
provided; of course, that nuclear warfare, is avoided. The economic
and social pressures arising froin-imbalances of resources and popula-
tion will force change upon theW,orld sc,pechange now consid-
ered anathema to sovereign states: The question is not if, but when,
this will occur. ,e _

United Stater The posture of the United States on this: critical world issue is
Posture basically not much -different from that of most,, nation-states. The

resource problem is not viewed especially seriously: The public has
Yet to accept the full reality of the 'energy crises. :This attitude
results, in parr, from undue concentration upon current crises and

'.'.near -term issues. Government officials are too busy dampening dip-
lomatic fires and dealing with domestic probtenis.to give adequate
attention to the longer term questions.

In fairness to US leaders, they have indicated greater concern
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about. the popu rowth than have the leaders of most
uns. Our population growth' te is declining -steadily. We are
urNing conservation 'and. prof tion of the environment. More-

ov , the current energy crisis fin ly is compelling attention to
the upply and the conservation of one ritical resourcepetroleum'.
Yet, e US reaction:lemains nati alistic. We look to self-
sufficiency, not global management of rowing interdependence.
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Only.within the last decade has the world community been .reluc-
randy shocked into realization that the need .for protection and
enhancement of the environment is critical. Evidence is everywhere.
Thor Heyerdahl encountered oil and flotSam as the Kon Tiki floated
across the Atlantic Ocean; atomic radiation has been qnly partially
checked by the 1963 Test Ban Treaty; Jacques Yves Cousteau has
warned of the imminent dangers to marine life from chemicals,
sewage, and wastes; recurring showers of airborne particles and gases
cross national boundaries; transnational rivers, lakes, and seas are
near death; and eminent scientists predict deleterious effects from
pollutants on the earth's climate and life support capability. As-
tronauts' cameras have highlighted the earth as an isolated planetary
village. People throughout the world have become alarmed.

What a change! From time immemorial the human race has
placidly taken for granted the bounty of the earth's biosphere, in-
cluding the oceans. For centuries mankind's use or abuse of the
biosphere has had seemingly little impact upon its natural beauty or.
its rich resources. People assumed a healthy and pleasant physical
environment as normal; nations presumed the oceans as theirs to use,.
and exploita common heritage.

But modern civilization with its exploding populations, burgeon-
ing cities, intensive agriculture, and booming 'industry' has
tally reduced the harmony between the human race and the envi-,;;;...:
ronment: Clearly, the problems of the biosphere have becomd
critical world issue.'

Until a decade or so ago, pollution of land, water, and air re-
mained a local or, at most, a state or national problem. For a century

T. While outer space is also a common heritage; I am not creating it as a
separate issue. Military aspects of outer space, including the banning of
nuclear rests and antisatellite weapons and systems, are a parr of the issue of
peace and security.
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or more, communities have abated as best they could the unhealthy
and unsightly pollutives. London and 'Los Angeles have struggled
with their smog, the United States and the Soviet Union with their
Lake Eries and Lake Baikals, and Japan with its combination of
hazardous air and sea pollution in the Tokyo-Yokohama area. Na-
tions and their political 'subdivisions, by initiating research and
establishing standards, have sought to control the rampant
onslaught of pollurion.

Only recently has management of ocean space, on the other hand,
been recognized as a global problem, as the seas become polluted by
the harmful by-products of modern industry, agriculture, and trans-
portation. Competition for the resources of the seas and the seabeds
have caused nations to stake out claims for ocean space. The historic
doctrines of freedom of the seas and common heritage of ocean
resources are no longer adequate for the problems created by
technological, 'economic, and polirical change.

Several serious threats to the biosphere must be thwarted. Hazards
Hazards immediately endangering human life and health include
dangerous concentrations of noxious gasesand precipitates; human;
agriculrural, and industrial wastes; and mercury, lead, ,D;DT, and,
other toxic contaminants. These pollutants, released within one na-
sion, often invaie others and contaminate' the atmosphere and the
oceans. These substantial hazards are overshadowed by the ultimate
pollutive threat of inadvertent, accidental, 'or deliberare release of
lethal 'nuclear radiation from power plants, processing facilities,
stored wastes,, or weapons.

sisThe life support capability of the biosphere is increasingly
threatened-. Misuse and- mismanagement of land areasf reduce their
producrive capacity. Soil erosion robs rich farmland, dumps harmful
sediments into the seas and oceans, and wastes fresh water. Con-
tamination hampers the food productiVity of rivers, lakes, and
oceans.;

Thesossibility of upsetting the delicate chemical and thermal
balancesof the biosphere is less certain but more frightening. Dis-
aster.could follow disturbance of the atmospheric ozone layer which
governs the earth's temperature. Rising temperatures from rhis
sourceor from mounting quantities of emitted into the atrnos-
phete because:,of the increasing cansum_prion, of energy could melt-

,ice caps raise ocean levels, alter'Weither cycles, and affect-agri--
culture. Receding ` temperatures, on' the other hand, could extend
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ice caps, shorten growing seasons, an id..reduce food supplies. The
photosynthesis proCess whereby marine organisms and green plants
produce the earth's vital supply of oxygen may be vulnerable to
biospheric pollution. While.,scientists do not agree upon either
the nature, certainty, or magnitude of such hazards, their potential
threat is sufficient to justify ,extreme caution.

Quality of life is also at risk from environmental hazards. Poten-
tial diminution of resources agricultural lands, timberlands, water
supply, and marine lifethrough biosphere deterioration makes the
achievement,of suitable resource /population balance more uncertain
and lowers the sustainable quality of life. Among potential losses are
aesthetic, as well as physical, elements. As contact with nature
becomes more difficult, as endangered species fail to receive protec-
tion, and as landmarks areruchlessly destroyed; future generations
lose a valuable heritage. And in man-made realms, disregard for
aesthetic and'natural elements in the planning of urban, suburban,
and rural development increases ugliness and tensions.

Potential conflict between nations is a final environmental hazard.
Competition will be increasingly keen for access. to water, tillable
land, and the living and mineral resources of the oceans. Serious
threats, or 'actual use, of armed force may arise from failure to

*. 'establish acceptable law for the .seas with mechanisms to resolve
controversy or from failure to. establish, administer, and enforce
controls over transnational pollution.

The Immediate Environment: Land, Air, Water
Where W. The world community has:accomplished a great deal in the rela-

Stand tively shorf-tirne since proposals were first made to consider 'envi-
ronment a critical world issue. Groiving awareness of the problem is

-; perhaps most.significant. Facing real domestic threats has fostered
broader environmental concern on the part of industrialized nations.
Awareness..:histrown less dramatically, however, in the developing
nations where only a few years ago a common re' sponse was that they
had no serious environmental problems.

This attitude was clearly derrionstrated-aahe Stanley Founda-
tidn's Sixth Conference.on the:United Nations'of the Next Decade in
Sinaia, Romania, June1970:titled -Environmental Management in
the Seventies." Participants from the less developed countries, Were
critical of industrialized nations. Some argued that 'industrialized
nations having heavily& aiti led the global environment, ought now
to protect' and repair Vali "bear the costs, of doing so. Others
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dismissed pollution abatement proposals as . nothing more than
another move by the developed world to handicap the developing
world's industrial growth.

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held
in Stockholm in 1972 assembled 113 national delegations plus
thousands of observers. Under the leadership of Maurice Strong of
Canada, the preparatory Committee's groundwork for the conference
had been outstanding. Delegates came prepared to deal with the
problems before them. The crowded rwo-week conference clearly
established environmental protection as a critical world issue and set
the stage for the United Nations Environmental. Programme. Its
success emphasizes tilt value of adequate preparation and the impact
of dedicated, able, personal leadership; the mediocre results of some
UN conferences, on .the other hand, demonstrate the freqbent ab-
sence of these two ingredients.

The Stockholth .:conference, including preparatory efforts, did
much to encourage national leaders to recognize their real stake in
the environment. Conference topics included problems of particular
concern to the developing nations human settlements, natural re2
sources,. wildlife, and othersas well,as those more commonly as-
sociated with industrial nations. Developing as well as developed
nations listed poverty, disease, and slums as elements of environ-
mental concern. Many developing *dons overcame their hesitation
on environmental matters and joined wholeheartedly, in the work of
the Stockholm conference.

The conference drew the world's attention by adopting a
precedent - setting document of principles. Its Declaration on die
Human Environment includes the following statement:

The protection and improvement Of the human environment is
a major issue which affects the well-being of peoples and
economic development throughout the world; it is the urgent
desire of the peoples of the whole world and the duty of all
Governments.

The- conference also produced an action plan of more than 100
items, including some for implementation by individual nations, by
nations collectively, and by the United Nations and its various

.agencies.
The United Nations Environment Ffogramme (UNEP) was estab-

li'sfied in 1972 by the 27th General Assembly upon the recommen-
dation of the Stockholm conferen'ci. The agency; lotated in Nairobi,
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Kenya, built up a staff of 300, including 100 professionals. 16 is
financed by national pledgesover $107 million for 1973--4976.
The United States pledged $40 million, and the remainder will 15e
contributed by 68 other nations. Four-year expenditures (1973-
1976) aggregate $69 million..Future funding is uncertain: .

UNEP operates as a catalytic agent identifying prime environ-
mental prbblems; inspiring nations, UN agencies, and regional or-
ganizations to undertake research or corrective programs; and pro-
viding initial handing and technical assistance. Through 1976 it had
instigated 444 projects, using seed money to generate many times
that amount in national or agency expenditures. The UNEP 587.
member Governing Council has restructured the Stockholm action
plan to deal with six priority .areas: (1) human settlements and
health; (2) land, water, and desertification; (3) trade, economics, and
technology; (4) oceans; (5) wildlife and genetic resotirces;. and (6)
energy. UNEP also created a special adjunct to deal with human
settlements leading to the World Conference on Human SettJements
held in British Columbia in 1976. UNEP also arranged the 1977
UN Conference on Desertification.

Most nation-states are already dealing' with some facets of en-
vironmental matters. Even the least developed find it necessary to
cope with urban blight, water resources, sanitation, natural re-
sources, and other elements affecting health. Industrial nations have
found it necessary to force compliance with quality and emission
standards for many pollutants, initiate programs to clean up rivers
and lakes, protect scenic and historic areas from the onslaught of
developers, and otherwise protect and enhance the environment.

Regional projects, approached best by joint action, are under
way. The Soviet Union, Eask_Germany, West Germany, Finland,
Sweden, Norway, and Denmark have. initiated discussions with a
view toward establishing a Baltic Sea program. The preliminary
Mediterranean conference Of 18 nationsincluding such antagonists
as the Arab countries and Israel, and. Greece and Turkeyheld at
Barcelona in February 1976 established agreement for a joint pro-
gram rehabilitating the badly-polluted Mediterranean.-Another
gional effOrt is the first European Ministerial Conference on the
Environment sponsored by the,Council of Europe. Thus the wheels
are turning slowly.

The objectives of world community managementof the environ-
,ment are simply stated. Systems need to be established and operated
to abate pollution detrimental to the biosphere, prevent encroach-

Abatement
and

Compliance
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merit of one nation's .pollutants upon others ;..a.- nd stimulate- en-
.hancement of the environment. The eventual goal is a steady state
condition wherein the regenera rtes of nature, aided by man- .

made treatment facilities, are a13 process pollutants and main-
- rain an acceptable environment.

Only global effort. can effectively and justly approach, chose en-
vironmental matters affecting the earth's biosphere as a whole, for

-example, the flow of harmfut.pollUtants across national boundaries.
This responsibility suggests three interrelated needs: research,
Standards, and .enforcement.

Ntany pollutanq harmful to human and animal life 'cycles have
been detected; others- are yet to be identified.- Thui expensive re-
sear' ch is needed to anticipate hazardous situations and to develop
rerr ial alternatives, particularly regarding upsets of the biospheric

lance. So rapid is the pace of technological Change that its impact
. upon the:environment is little understOOd..-The'.few
ing to offer opinions about the complicated effects of pollution upon
the biosphere are in substantial disagreement. Whose judgment is to
prevailthe sponsors of the Concorde, for instance, or the scientists
who urge caution lest the ozone layerbe'clamaged? What restrictions
upon ocean pollution are vital-to avoiding damage to the photosyn-
thesis process that maintains the biosphere's chemical balance? Be-
Cause these matters are on the frontiers of current knoWledge, a
cautious course tilted toward safety -without panic. is called for.

Delineation of the world "coinniUnitY's role in achieving environ- World
mental objectives and assuring coMpliance, howe.yer, is difficult. Community

pollution originatesmostly within nations.where
With few exceptions, the, preventive or reme-dial'actions must occur Role

Nevertheless, establishment of standards regarding environmen-
tal quality and pollutive.ernissions is a first appropriate function to
be; performed at the global level.

Both quality and emission standards are needed for environmental
protection. Quality standards establish maximum allowable concen-
trations of specified pollutants, from whatever. source, at specific
locations; emission standards establish maximum discharges of spec-
ified pollutants from specific sources (i.e., power plants, manufacL
turing plants, etc.); discharge of certain pollutants may be banned
completely. Quality standards are easier to establish but more
difficult to enforce because the souralnay not be easily identified.

Ce;tainly . the world community.. must determine the permissive
limits of pollution entering international waters and air space. These
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decisions dare nor be left solely to chemical masiufaciurers, shippers,...
industrialists, or city officials who now use the biosphere as a cheap_
repository for wastes.

Secondly, global standards are needed to limTh movement of pol-
lution across national boundaries, limit certain pollutants, and an
others known or presumed to be hazardous. Even though dischaigeS
into the oceans may not threatenthe balance of marine life, they may
constitute hazards or nuisances to neighboring countries and to those..
bordering common wateixbodies., But the world community peed

st- not intrude upon nation when they are d?aling with
tants not exported to other countries or wasted into the oceans or the
atmosphere. Nations may likewise decide on the disposal of solid'
wastes on national, soil; they may deal with urbanization, preserva-
tion of natural resources, and the aesthetics of natural and man-made.
environment within their territory.

An ultimate major role for the world community is to .achieve
compliaoce with these established standards,-partly-partly througliclirect
administration and enforcement of agreed regulations applicable to
vessels and planes using air and ocean space,. partly through tk
exercise of surveillance to determine violations the earth watch
approkh---partly,- also, through the provision. of -appropria.'te
mechanisms for adjudication of controversies over environmental
matters, and, if need be, for the application of ianctions.or other
enforcement measures..

As regards the preservation of endangered species, natural won-
ders, historic buildings, and structures of lasting value, nation-
states should act with world community encouragement' and as-:
sistance. . , , .

Management Because UNEP has made a good start, it is.
.

a proper fO'CUs rof
near-term reform: UNEP should be.strengthened and enlarked. It
needs greater and more.secure funding to continue its current ac-
tivities and to fully implement an adequate earth watch (satellite .

observations and reports from a variety of sources).
Periodic worlidwide environmental conferences similar to the one

held at Stockolm are desirable to broaden awareness and un-
derstanding of environmental problems, publicize abievements,
and set. new objectives and priorities. These could be structured as
separate conferences, rather than General Assembly special sessions,
to afford greater access and participation by NGOs. Already the
197.7 UN Water Conference' dealt with one facet of environmental
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managernent and the 1977 UN Conference on Desertification with .

another.
Considerable research dealing with environmental matters is, now,-

Carried on by UN agencies, national governments, universities,.and
NGOs. Nevertheless, as stared earlier,; the effort should be enlarged *,
a41,better ,coordinated. This'need could be met by an international
research organization perhaps.' calleA World Environmental *Re-''

". search: Institute (.WERI). This institution should enlist 'the best
minded the world's scientific community and foster the participa-
tion and support of NGOs as well as nation-stares and UN-agencies.
The United Nations, either directly or 'through. UNEP, could, char -.,
ter.and endorse the institute and encourage voluntary contributions
from governMents and the private sector...

The role of WERI would include advising and counseling I:NEP
'and 'other UN bodies. To assure. credibility, the institutevion14.haVe.
to'be tolera'bly insulated from political influence an* &have a 'highly
.qualified governing body.and staff. 'It must have.access to adequate
1aboratory and ,computer

A strengthened and enlarged UNEP, pluS- the proposed. WERI,
would be inadequate, however, for tWolonger *range funetions'ihat.
Must be managed on the global level: establishing* pollution

'standards and enforcing them. It would be naive to-expect favorable
response* from all 'nations to the research institUre's findingS or

proddings. Many will not, of their own volition, adequately
and promptly limit polluiive.emissions or rake other essential steps.
At :sortie poinr-and:the sooner the betterthe world -Community
needs procedures and institutions to set and ,enforce environmental
standards.

.. -

Documented environmental law will undoubtedly Prove necessary
as a foundation for enforceable standards. The.approach. might well
parallel that used in deVelciping the lak of the seas. First an ad hoc.
and then a C43nrinuirig committee could be empowered by the
General Assembly to prepare for a UN Conference.on the LaW of the
Environment. UNEP,'already studying environmental law, 'would
Work closely with the committees;. perhaps serving as the secretariat.
for the committees and, subsequently, for the conference. . ..:.

The conference, in contrast with that at Stockholm, would dear
with the legal structure for environmental protection and .enhance.
rrtent rather:than need and urgency: On its agenda, and included in
subsequent international treaties, would be items concerning the
environmental problems and Methods Of solution I have discussed so

g".
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6.r.. In addition, the treaty might specify types of sanctions to be
emplOyed against nations refusing or failing after due process to

tycease:violations.. Finally, the treaty would establish the mechanisms
and institutions -- preferably by delegation of greater authority to
UNEPto manage the global aspects of environmental_protection

d enhancement.
',-The world community simply cannot manage environmental
problems and protect the biosphere's life support system 'for future
generations with timid resolutions. Bold steps, such as those pro-
posed, may be resisted initially by many .nation-states. Logic, rein-
forced by mounting uncontrolled pollution, may overcome such
resistance before, too many`points of irreversibility are passed.

Ocean'Space

Accomplish The urgency to establish laws governin k'-tWka.s became evident
man in 945 when the United'States touched off a scramble to stake out

seabed claims beyond terriiorial.::waters ac.Ptesident Truman pro-
claiMed sovereignty oNier.seabed.-iiSbutces--rneaning petroleumof
the US continental .ihelf. :This unilateral. action stimulated the

se 'vening of the 1949 UN anference on the Law of the Seas.
ftWhough the conference ended in deadlo&, it signified world com.:
muniry recognition that management of ocean space was,aglobal.
problem.

,Within a few years;' preparations .begin for another conference,
the 1958 UN, Co-nference on the Law of the Seas, whithprodueed.
the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, a leis than satisfac-
tory treaty,. The treaty, among other things, gdve.,kaistal states
rights to the natural resources-- again: Meaning petroleum=of the
continental shelf'adjacent to their coasts "to a depth c#F209 meters or
beyond that limit to where the depth of the super adjacent waters
admits to the exploitation of the natural resources of said areas." In
other words, coastal states.were able to claim wharthey.cOuld reach.

Efforts to rationalize ocean management remained dormant until
1967. Then, spurred by Malta's Ainbassador Arvid Pardo's dramatic
presentation to the General Assembly, the United Nations began to.
act: After an ad hoc committee lOo' Iced into the peaceful uses of the
oceans, a continuing UN Seabed Committee was authorized to begin
preparations for a new Conference:on the Lav;r of the Seas. And in
1970 the General Assembly adopted a declaration of principles gov-

erring the seabed beyond the liAis of national jurisdiction. The
Seabed Arms Control Treaty prohibiting the placement of nuclear or

*.
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ocher weapons of mass destruction` the seabed and ocean floor
entered into force in May 1972.

After extensive preparatory work, ,includingtresearch by NGOs,
the Third UN Conference on the Law of rfie Seas convened in
Caracas; Yenezuela, in 1974 and,:.:subsequentlY, his reconvened in
Geneva. or York for severalrsessioni.; A draft ofa proposed con-
venrion7--called an Informal .Composite Negotiating' Text is well
advanced,: and according ro some obiervers, agieement has been
reached on perhaps 95 percent of its articles. Despire uncertainties
over treaty provisions regarding the financial aspects: of mining
deep-sea nodules ,,and,rhe.srructure and voting arrangements of a
proposed International Seabed Authority,' it is.hopedrhar a treaty
may be:ready for adoption soon. '

Meanwhile, coastal states one after another have extended national
sovereignty., far beyond rerrirorial waters'.-Many are claiming juris-
diction .u.p'io 200 miles from the coast and, in some Cases, to the
continental shelf beyond this distance. Thef,United States did .So-in
1977 afterseverai yeal-s of waiting for a treaty from the Conferenct
on,rhe Law of the Seas. Legislation unilaterally authorizing and
governing mining of deep-sea nodules is, pending in the US Cor-
gress. Through these actions the common heritage that Ambassador
Pardo sought to protect for the common us,,Of humanity hailpten'

-greatly reckiCed in area..:-

Because the oceari;Space is ar once a bioSystem, an economic
resource, and iik,lirical'entity, three sets of obje'crives are needed.

The physical 'objectives are relatively noncontroversial. A first
priority is. protecting :the ocean's ecological system and .'restoring

:areas where serious damage occurs. Oceans must be kept clean. This.
function, vital to the longer range life-support(capability of the
biosphere,.:is the ocean facer of globakenVirontnenral protection and
enhancement. A::seconti priority is the optimum exploitation of the
living resourcesfof thet.Seas consistent with wise conservation meas-
ures. Seafood 4411 become increasingly vital to resource/population
balance.- ConsetVation. and .regulatory measures are, therefore,
needed now to enlarge living marine resources, limit catches, and
facilitate marine farming. The third priority is to'^control -exPloita-
cion- of mineral resources of the seabeds so that neither the ecology of
the Seas nor the prodUction of living resources .isz,-harmed

this book goes to press, the Eighth Session is ctinvening in'New

Physical
Management
of Ocean
Space
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nificantly. The fourth is to regulate other uses of ocean space=
including transoceanic cables, pipelines, oil drillin platforms,.
offshore airports, and marine portsto prOtect its ecology and pro-
ductivity.

Objectives- related to the economic aspects of ocean space are more
complex and highly controversial. The question of who is to benefit
from exploitation of ocean space -resources is a major,stumbling
block to agreement in the current Conference on theTa*:*.of the Seas.

- -Developed nations with major fishing fleets and the technology to

mine the Minerals of the deep sea or produce petroleurii&f:fi;m seabed
wells want. to protect their advanced positions. Developing nations
demand partiCipation in the production, technology, personnel
training, economic sharing, and decision-making.. Producers
of land-based copper, cobalt, nickel, androianganese fear that deep-.
sea mining would damage their economies' by altering prices. land-
locked" nations want guaranteed access to the seas and part of the
zake.

What reasonable economic objectives may be.proposedin the face
of these conflicting contentions? The soundest approach is the fun-.
damental principle that ocean space beyond territorial. waters (pref
erablY" 12 miles) belongs, to the world community. Thus ocean space
and the exploitation of its resources should be open to all under.
appropriate-regt.ditions' and effective controls established by treaty 1

and -administered by'a world organization. This concept ought to
apply,:bioadly while. recognizing the reasonable rights and 'coire-
sponding -responsibilities accorded coastal_ srdies in adjacent
recOnomi.c.; zones- , (perhaps 200 miles offshore)... The creation 'of

, economic zones now appears certain as a necessary Compromise and
will" give the adjacent coastal states first priority. to, exploitation of.

Jesources- in the zones. Ptkedures are needed, hoy:rever, to assure
that resources of economic'zdnes'are fully'and efficiently 'developed._ '.

. > ,:.consistent with the phiiosOphy.'of the coMmon heritage users of.' 'i'
ocean space, including economic zones, ought pdy fair fees accru-
ing. to the benefifof the world communirjl. Potential revenue sources
inclee licensing feei, royalties, or profits from die exploitation of
mineral or living resources; registration fees. for vessels plying the
seas .and, planes ',flying the-'-iritemaridnar airways;- arid. surcharges
applied. to communication °services using ocean space or the skies
above it'..

The first- allociiion of revenues from these sources. should finance

Economic
Management
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the institutions charged with managing ocean space. The remainder
of funds could be used to benefit' the world Community, landlocked
as well as coastal states, developed as well as- developing nations.
Here, is the grand opportunity to develop independent funding for
recognized global needs. A strong case can be made that allocating ;.
directly to the United Nations some portion of revenues from the use
and'exploitation of ocean space will aid in lessening its dependerite
upon national contributions.

The controlling political objective in the area of ocean spaCe man- Political-
agement should be its preservation as a common herirage. Nation- = Management
stare efforts to carve up- the oceans and stake out'claims to the!seabed
are unsound for two reasons, one pragmatic and the other
philoSophicaL Pragmatically, piecemeal management of ocean space
would be ineffective; its biosysrems and ecosystems cannot be sub-::

:-divided. The same is true of the regulation of 'resource exploi catiori,
Fiagmenied mana-gen;tent of ocean 'space is. desrined to becothe' a
shambles and ro fristei controversy..

'Retaining` the common heritage principle is. also sound
philosophically. Ocean space and outer space are Row the remaining
areas beyond the jurisdiction of nation-states. 'Abandonment or ap-
preciable reduction of this common heritage would be a. backward

....scep, further emphasizing national sovereignty at the, very moment
when global interdependence demands restricted national authority

A seCond..pOlitio21. objective concerns such uses of the oceans as
navigation., Overflight:,.and-:onniertiCiiOnqf any facilities beyond ter-

.WiCeat -Regulation is required 'to avoitt.phySiCal or ferivi ton-
,niental damage and promote safety the histOric freedOin of the
seas ought to be maintaiAiedr,...:-...,

A final political objecii,i-e:is-iheininimization Of opportunities for.
Controversy. Particular attention in'a treaty.on ocean.space will haVe

be plac-e.d. on regulations andsiocedures within economic zones,
hanismS for the settlement' of-disputes, and enforCement-rpeas-

.;-4,
_ .

convention. now under consideration by the Conference on th of
Law of the Seas will establish the basis for near-term management of the Sear
ocean space; a-basis.less satisfactory than many desire but better than ConPention
others fear. The probable provisions of the treaty, as revealed in
current working drafts, fall far short of meeting the objectives I have
1.uggested. But since coastal stares clairnecl economic. zones and
blocked every move ro restore the contirie'ritaishelve.S as part of the

tires
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common heritage, the final treaty may be as much as can be ex-
pected.'

One section of the draft convention deals specifically With the
seabeds,' defined as the area beyond the economic zones. An Interna-

.. tional Seabed Authority is proposed to manage the research, explora-
tion, and exploitation of-mineral resources of the seabed: Its compleic
structure would include an Assembly; a,Council; three commissions
(Economic Planning; Technical, and Rules and Regulations); a Tri-
bunal; and an Enterprise. The several organs of the. Seabed Authority
provide substantial checks and balances, bat may prove unwieldy.
The proposed function of the Seabed Authority is to produce seabed
minerals either through contracts with Private or national-enter-
prises or through the operations. of the Enterprise. Net proceeds,
whether in cash or minerals, are: intended to benefit member tia7
tions, particularly developing countries.The, Tribunal' would have'
mandatory jurisdiction. over ai;putes regarding the Seabed Author-,
ity, arising betweth states or their nationals..Currently. , the Confer-.
ence on the Law of the Seas is stalled on the provisions of the chapter
dealing with the Seabed Authority.

The proposed convention deals separately with the rest of ocean
spaCe (the area not under theurisdiction of the Seabed Authority),
that is, the seabeds within economic zones and the high seas exclu-
sive of the. seabeds.. Within the econornic zones'and upon the high
Seas, nation-states would remain supreine, subjeti:only to the lim-
itations of the convention. CoastarstOtes would manage the living
resources in the economic zones and the petroleum resources within
econorpic:zones and on continental shelves. The world community
might benefit slightly froM same small commission on petroleum
resources developed beyond the 2007mile economic zone. Nations
other than the adjacent coastal states would presumably have sec-
ondary access to liVing and Mineral resources within economic zones
that are not fully deVeloPed by the coastal states.

The proposed convention establishes regulations regarding navi-
- gation and environmental protection, but administration is left to.,

the nationzS'eatei,--No central organization is created tO
prlate.,,Mart4erpttr4>

onvention establishes mandatary
Sions setitlenierit OI701:'.9f?!.1tei;;Other than -thOse.orising inconnec-

"ticii with the disptitig'are.)* resolved by.
the parties--Mayet:ii'Sbsetine.Of &Ur proc"(dures for set-

tleinent: ,the,Law.'of the Seas Tribunal, the Internakiriol Court of
:

,

1 if ',1)
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Justice, an arbitral tribunal, or: special procedures provided in the
treaty.

As the convention is proposed, it has two serious weaknesses.
First, nation-states remain supreme in the management process ex--
cept for. the area' 'under the jurisdiction of the Seabed Authority.

. '.-Second, the convention legitimizes;the takeOver by coastal states of a
major portion of the resources long considered part of a common
heritage.,

If the, :Convention on the Law of .the Seas comes. into Toward,zforce, . the world community is likely to relaic; assuming ihe jridn- Improgred
agement of ean space problems is fully under control. UnfOrtu, Ocean
nately; 'thisrnay not be so.

Besides' converting :The. mitrine of the Seabed Authority into a..
goirkg coricrii, other matsers which require attention include estab-
lishing.global 'standatdsparticUlarly 'with respeit to environmental .;
protection; developing multilateral agreements regarding the con=
Servation' and eXplpitation of living resources; and minirnlizing con-
troversies over secondary exploitation of resources withig,tthe eco-
nomic zones.

The need to coordinate the varied:activities of UN and other
organizations coocernekwith facets of ocean space management will
contin,ue. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is con-
cerned with-food fish production. There is an International Whaling
Commission (IWC), consisting of the United States, the Soviet Urv.,
ion; Japari and Norway. The Intergovernmental 1\laritime COnsul-
tative Organization (IMCO) deals with technical shipping and naVi-
gational mairers; its Marine Environmental Protection Committ6e '
establishes regulations regarding protection against oil spillage and
dumping., The World Meteorological Organization (WM0)is con-
cerned with atmospheric effects of the interaction. ,of air 'and sea. .

UNESCO's International Ocean Commission (IOC). fosters ocean
explora' tion and research. UNEP deals with environmental matters,
The 'proposed convention appears an inadequate vehicle to achieve
fully the necessary coordination of theSe activities. ' .

Management of resources within economic zones the coastal
states is unlikely to prove adequate. Management ofliving resources
lithe high seas through multilateral agreements can prove very
kiTfi cult. The result is likely to be inadequate::Conservation and

development programs and less than optimal production of badlY
needed protein. By according secondary priorities for development

Maqa.ge"Fit
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of living and petroleum reiources within economic zones, the con- .-

vention invites delay and controversy. Coastal states reluctant to
allow others to develop living resources will delay in handling appli- fi-,.-
cations, mpo,e unreasonable conditions, and encourage appeals. to '7

tribunals.lik ly verwhelmed with petitions for relief. Controversy -',,
will arise over petroleum production from the continental shelves
when coastal states, perhaps reserving oil for the future, procrasti-
nate. in offshore drilling and make it .4fficult for others to exploit,
undeveloped resources. Divided' thanagement of environmental pro-

:.,- - /
tion within the economic zone is bound to be uneven'.

,- As dernands.for revenue to finance economic-and social develop-
ment and otheiglobal needs mount, a realization may grow that the
world communfty, as a whole, failsstO.teceive just rents for theAise of
th bounties of the common heritage within economic .zones.

an international 'organization capable of handling the manage-
\menr of ocean space. I propose an Ocean Management Authority

(OMA) with adequate authority, even within economic zones,
0-7 charged with . many of ...the functions related to ocean space now

handled by other world organizations. A second possibility would be

similar situations with respect to living resources and environmental
protection might form regional managing units for their common .

ocean space to UNEP. Thirdly, neighboring coastal states having
to. delegateauthority over environmental matters in theW whole of

concerns.

Emerging Discuss of. the management of ocean space should not be con-
...Patterns in the eluded without calling attention. to _;:rtain new patterns. regarding

Management the management of-critical world issues likely to emerge from the
of World Thip United Nations Canferenceson the Law, of the Seas. Three such

Isfue patterns seem worthyternulation if the final deraft of the Conven-
tion on the Law of rhe Seas follows the expected course.

'."...4. .' -. The 'first relates to decision-making. BroadlY shared clissati,sfac-
..- rion with the UN decision-making process is the principal reason
.A-..... .., , .

*. ,.,.... . r e Law of the Seas`Conference has proposed a new Seabed AuChor-.. .

iry. As a precondition. of broad ratification of the proposed.conven-..
.;;,...:,,; ,,, tion ,. compromise, agreement upon a credible decision-making pat-
:.. .'-' 1- tern must be reached by the various groups of nations; Interests

. -

represented include nations providing the technology and financing.

., ....
' .. tor exploitation of seabed minerals, land-based producers of the same

.... minerals, consumers , landlocked 'nations: and nations concerned
:with the inreCests -of ihe world community. -Negotiations may de-*.,.

.....
.,:-.4,,... . ,rf;-,;,....;4:-..-.

.,..::..,:;,..."'..,..--:., :,..- ....". '-':-''..--;--- ';?'`',...,-./.4.-'r..:::: 't .....74P.:,.... .4,00;,,,, I
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velop some. combination of allotment of membership in the
decision-making body by interest groups, weighted voting, oE the
requirement of larger majorities on .cerrain key issues.

The second emerging paitern concerns improved processes for
resolving conflicts which may find other applications among nation-
stares and theirnitionals. Ratification of the Law of the Seas conven-
tion would commit nation-stares not only to peaceful resolution of
controversy but also to acceptance. of compulsory jurisdiction.
Conflicts arising in connection4ith the seabeds would be taken to
the Tribunal of the'Seabed Authority by either parry. Controveli*
arising over environmental or navigational issues or economic mai::
ters within the economic zones would require the parries to choose
one of four methods of settlement. In any case, decisions would be
final and members would be committed to enforce them upon their
nationals. These processes, should the convention come into force,
constitute a signifiCant forward step toward she rule of law. .

The Convention on the Law-of the Seas makeS a Third contribution
by establishing_ the principle of creating revenue, for global use inde-
pendent of assessments or voluntary contributibns.paid by nation-

;
. .

..states:: According to the...convention, funds generated by the Seabed
Authority ::through the exploitation. of seabed mineral resources
would be available, fist, to cover its operating costs and, .next,.for
distribution presumably to finance economic and - social deelop-
ment. Even though these funds be only token amounts, this pattern
sets an important-precedent for.future financing of global needs:

The United States has in recent years provided strong leadership United States
in biospheric matters. Our awareness of the problems in these areas Posture

..has been sharpened by our doinestic environmental concerns'and by
our economic interest in the optimization of both living and mineral
resources of ocean space. Our advanced technology pertaining to
pollution abatement, offshore oil exploration, and seabed mining
contributes to our understanding. of the urgency 'of dealing with
environmental and ocean space matters. _

The United States gave moral and technkal support to the prepa-
rations for and the conduct of "the: Stockholm Conference on the
Human Environment. Subsequently, we have made major co'
merits to the financing.,of UNEP.;

The United States.. ha's also given strong support to the Third UN
Co.nfereaCe On.-..the Law of the Seas. Our action extending national

jurisaiction to 200 miles was taken somewhat reluctantly, long after.

1 6
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. . .

many other nations had made such claiins. ;Proposed legislation
regarding .unilateral mining of. deep-sea. nodules by US nationals, has
been delayed pending the ojtcome of the Conference on the Law of
the Seas. Within the conference we have taken a strong position in
opposition to that of Third World nations regarding the Seabed
.Authority. We have insisted upon workable procedures Permitting,
early, nodule mining by private enterprise. .

Our leadership' in environmental and ocean space matters,7c.an be
faulsed only 'for reluctance to urge'stronger world organization to
deal with th:ese'Problems. We,`-lave found it too easy to go along
with:other states in the extension of national control over economic
Zoia., with consequent depriyationnf world community: interest in
.the&ffnmion.heritage:,,

4 .
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HUMAN RIGHTS

There.are sound reasons to discuss 'human rights only after consider-
ing tht;,other critical world issues. Enlarging human rights and
fundamental freedoms for more people on this earth depends in part
upon successful management of other global problems by the world
community. Moreover, the status of human rights throrighOut the
world is a yardstick for how well other critical issues are managed.
The extent to which people enjoy human rights and fundamental
freedorrrs is related directly to the policies and actions of national
governments which; in the eyes "post eche. woad, exit to serve
the needs of their constituents. Governments rise or fall, -albeit
slowly at. times, according to the way they meet vital human needs
and enable theircitizens to live with 'dignity. Ideologies and
philosophies gain or lose adherents according to how they relate co
actual.or perceived, human needs..,Economic systems remain viable
only so long as people believe they are well served. Many believe that
religions remain relevant only as they respond to,human concerns.'
Human. rights and fundamental 'freedoms are -the cornerstone of
civilization, the alpha and omega of humanity's quest for a better
existence.

Many concepts of human rights are more philosophic than prag;
matic, more general than specific. From Aristotle, Sr. Af4ustine,
and Mencius: to present-day philosophers and religiouP*ders,
rights-and freedonis have been th'e subject of extensive thought. It
can be helpful to recall the three main types.

Flindamental, at least in Western 'eyes, are the pblitical and civil
rights that evolve in'open societies. Freedoms of worship, speech,
assembly, and movement, -plus rights of privacy, dignity,..property
ownership, and the right to be different fall within this group.

A-second type,,reiates to economic and social matters such as.
employment, food, shelter, health care, and education. These rights
quite naturally have great appeal to developing nations, and con--

What Are
'Rights and
Freedoms?
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troversy rages dyer their attainment. Should governments be
gated to care for all? Or is it their duty to'Pkovide for,,thCise who'
cannot provide for themselves and to assure the rest the opOrtunity
for'-education, Employment, work, earning, and saving?

A third category' rights has emerged with the- growing destruc-
tive power of modern weapons, the increasing Mpact of war upon
civilians far from battle lines, and the persistence of violence. Free-i
'dom from the fear, insecurity, -and trauma. of war., terrorism, and
barbarism is increasingly viewed as a basic human right.

National constitutions generally recognize the freedom, security;
and welfare of their citizens as the justification for existence of
governments. Many constiteitionsoften patterned after the US
-Constiiutioncoritain language equivalent to "we, the people";
"inalienable rights-; or "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Thus the _worth of, the individual is an acceptable rationale for
national governments,'.even -those that trample upon human rights.

Thedoctrine of human rights and fundamental freedoms is neatly
capsulized in the Golden Rule.,This simple, but powerful, state-
meat of human relatio-ns .has its equivalent in many cultures.
Taof:Srn', Confucianism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, as well as
.Christianity. all state that one should not huit, other, bur instead
treac them with the same love and respect desired.for oneself. Were
the Golden Rule to prevail- in human conduct, enhancement. of
'human rights ivoUldnot be an issue. :

The strug,gle,to enlarge the freedoms and;.sig-htsill People began
long ago. The deprived, the enslaved, and the persecUted have clam-
ored:and schemed to gain some measure of justice and dignity, if
not of equality.. Minorities,whether of race, sex, color, language, .

creed,.clture, or ecoribmicand social standingsuffering injustices
impoSed by governing establishments have sought, and often fought
fdt, fair and humane treatment. Although demagogues have used
and abused human rights issues to further their political fortunes,
enlightened' leaders have acclaimed the importance of human rights,
and many Have made sincere efforts to expand them.

While progress has been frustratingly slow, as viewed-..by
present -day enthusiasts, numerous gains, have been made. Mile-
stones have been passed along this rugged. path: Athenian democracy
and Roman law established certain rights for some, but not all,
constituents: the Magna .Ch arta of 121.5 restricted the sovereign
power of King. Jahn of England; the sixteenth century Reformation -

,:enlarged individual freedoms in religious matters;the Bill of Rights

-
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was adopted in England in the seventeenth century and the French
Dicjaration of the Rights of Man in 1789; the US Declaration of
Independence created unprecedented expectations and led to the-US
Bill of Rights constitutional-amendmeiits. of 1791; the' near abOli-
tion of slavery in the world was accelerated by the US Emancipation

',Proclamation and the subsequent Civil. War (18617-1865); and. the
1.878 Treaty of Berlin obligated Turkey and the Balkan Countries to
refrain from discrimination' against religious minorities ..

These and Other everts,however significant, were limited for the
most part to one nation,'Culture, or region, and they occurred
mostly in. the Western World. Human rights progress in other parts,-;_
of the world has been less formal.

QlobAf.concern for human rights is of recent origin.: Council .

off the League :of Nations (191"8) was given the
. administer certain provisions of World War I peace treaties
ing the rights of racial, religious,: and linguistic refugees. and
minorities. -Thus some few principles of humanitarian- intervention
were institutionalized by the League of Nations: Beyond this, how-
ever,. the Leagiie tiaci little invo*rnent with human rights, and its
covenant did not mention. them:
, The Atlantic Charter,proclaimed in August 1941, by President
Roosevelt and Prime Minter Churchill,.. established guarantees of
human rights as an oBjective of the World War II allies. It called for
-assurance that all may live out their lives in freedom frOm fear and
want" and."traverse the high.se4s.and oceans without hindrance:" It

ether demanded. the abandonment of the use of force."
'?....7*--remained for the United Nations after World War II to make

r for human rights a truly: global one The. UN Charter1 ,
FiroyAli'kch.c foundation for a.globalapproach to human rights:

reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dig,:
-rii.iy.Ada worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men
andvAriS.'e n of all nations, large and small. [Preamble)

.'" . to achieve international cooperation in solving international:
problems of economic, social,' cukrural, or humanitarian charac,';'
ter:-and in promoting and encouraging respect for human
and for fundamental freedoms for all.i;Oolit distinction as to
race, sex, language, or religion. {Article 1)

fT

The United Nations lost no time in dealing with human rights. Global.
The 3rd General Assembly (1948) adopted and p-roclalmed a Univer- ,Staidards
sal Declaration of Human Rights Submitted by the UN Commission
on Human Rights chaired by Eleanor, Roosevelt. The several articles
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cover a wide range of basic.human rightSiand fundamental freedoms,
-asgdeveloped in the. Western; wOrlarArticle 29 imposes duties and'
rem-kik-as:1;47ton those enjoying tights and freedoms.a proper rec.
ognitaftiarindividual thitieS antktesponsibiliies go hand in'hand
wirttpersOria-frights-and-privileget-. The declaration sets:

. . . a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all
nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of .

society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive
by teaching and education to promote respect, for. these rights and
freedoms and by progressive measures, national and international,
co secure their universal and effect and observance,
both among the peCii!les'of MeMber States themselves and among
the .peoples of territories under their jurisdictiOn:

Asa lofty statementofluman rights-objec.ti:ve, the Declaration
of Human Rights set the stage for General mbly adoption of a
long:list of covenants, protocols, ancicolutentions. Those of primary
interest are listed in table 1, along with the status of US ratification.

Table 1 .. -

SELECTED UNITED N4TIONS TREATIES.
CONCERNING. HUMAN RIGHTS

Year Number
in Rati,/

Treaty Force fyinga US.Statuib

Convention on the Prevention and Punish-
ment.of the Crime of Genocide

1951 82 Signed but
not ratified

Convention for the Suppression of the 1951 45 Not party
Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitatiori of
the Pro'stitutiqp of Others

Protocol Amending the Slavery Convention 1953 44 Ratified.

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1954 69 Not. party

Convention on the Political, Rights of Women 1954 84 Not party

Slavery Convention of 25 September 1926
as Amended

1955 31 Signed but
not ratified

Supplementary Convention on the Abolition
ofSlaveiy; the Slave Trade, Institutions and

1957 90 Ratified

Practices Siinilar to -Sliiety

.Converition..on the-Nationality of Married , 1958 52 Not 'party
Women
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Year Number
in Rati=

Treaty_ .Force binga US Statusb

Convention Relating to the Status of 1960 33. Not parry
Stateless. Persons

.
.

.

Convention on the International Right of 1962 10 Not party
Correction

Convention on Consent on Marriage, Mini- 1964 29 Signed but
mum Age for44.arriage, and Registration, not ratified
of befarriages

Conventibri-on the Elimination of All 'Forms 1969 97 Signed but
of Racial Discrimination not ratified

Convention on the Non-Applicabirity of 1970 21 Not party
Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and
Crimes Against Humanity

Convention on the Reduction of . 1975 9 Not party
Statelessness

UnernationOI Covenant on Economic, Social 1976 46 _ Signed but
and Cultural Rights not ratified

InteinationO1 Covenant on Civil, and 1976 .44 Signed but
Political Rights nor ratified

Optional 'Protocol on Complaints from 1976 16 Not parry
Individuals

December: 31, 1977. -4'
b. United States sigsiature on an intematiorialrreaty or convention indicates
that the Depirtircent of State agreed ran when it was before the UN General
Assembly. Ratification indicates approval by the US Senate, at which time
the agreement- is binding.

Sources: United Nations, Multilateral ,Treaties in ResPect of Which the Secre-
tary- General Performs Depository Functions, New. York, 1978; US Depart-

.
menr of State, Bulletin, Washington, D.C., April 1978.

In adclitiOn to the initiatives taken by the. UN General Assembly;'
several otherjnternational organizations have made important con-
tributions ?6 human rights standards. The European Convention on
Human Rights and affiliated protocols have establiihed. workable
procedures and precedents. The United Nations Educational. Scien-
tific and Cultural Orga zatiQn has instituted conventions against

.

.

-)1 i
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'1 discrimination in education. Member states of the International
Labor Organization have agreed on a, number of - labor practices;
including:the:tight to organize and bargain, the abolition of slavery,
and the establishment of equil.retnuneration for equal work. Mem-
bers of the OrgInization of 4.ir*rican Rates, as far back'as she early
1900s, have'been parties to agreements on such matters as asylum,
the rights of aliens,. and; the..nationality of women. ..

Hence many human tights standards have been established and
some have been observed.' Unfortunately,. some basic instruments,
such as the recent .Draft Declaration on the Right of Asylum, have
been drafted but are-not in force. United States reluctance-to ratify
many of the treaties already in force is not only .frustrating but a
hindzaiice to the advancement-of human rights..

United Beyond establishing standards, the United Nations has sought to
,Nations expand the observance of human rights in several ways. Organiza-

Activities tions have been established to deal with human rights matters;
nation-states perioditly report on the status_ of :human rights in
their countries; a ttention is occasionally focused won human rights;
some flagrant" violations haVe been investigated;*00ess frequently,

. .

violators have been censured.
Article 13:of-the.Charter lodges:primary responsibility for human

rights matters with the General ASsembly. .

The General Asseinbly shall initiate studies and make recom-
mendations for the purPOse of . . . assisting in the realization of
human rights_ and'fundamental freedoms for all without distinc-
tion as to.race, sex, language, or religion,

Accordingly, annual agendas contain numerous items concerned
in whole or in parr with this subject. Some of the ptoposals reaching.
the General Assembly tome through the overloaded Third Commit-
tee which handles human rights in.additiOn to social and cultural.
matters inevitably interlinked witkNevelopment matters. The Gen-
eral Assembly has created several:organizational units to. address
specific human. rights problems including:

SPECIAL COMMITTEE AGAINST APARTHEI D--18 member states
orpnized-in'.1962 and renamed in 1970; "to review and report on'
South Africa 'S racial policies

UNITED NATIONS TRUST FUND FOR SOUTH AFRICAauthorized
in 1965 with five trustees appointed by member states; to assist
persons persecuted for their opposition to apartheid

z
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SPECIAL COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE ISRAELI "PRACTICES AF-
FECTING THE HUMAN RIGHTS -,F THE POPULATION OF THE 0C-1

,CUPIED TERRITORIES -- created in 1968 and composed of three .

member states reportirt4'arnyially to the General Assembly
,

COMMITTEE ON -THE ELIMINATION OF RACIAL. DISeRrMINA-".
notqorganized in 1969 with 18 experts elected by. states but
serving as individuals; to report annually and make recommenda-
tions based upon its- examination Of the reports provided by states

GROUP OF EXPERTS ON THE DRAFT CONVENTION :;OF TERRI-
TORIAL ASYLUMeStablished in 1974 with individuals' from 26
nations; to review the text of proposed convention's

Additionally; several commissions, agencies, or working groUps
have been established to deal with refugee problems principally in
the Middle East. .

The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC); too, deals with
human rights matters. ArtiAle 62 of the Charter states that ECOSOC:

: . may nAke 'recommendations for the purpose of promoting
respect for, and observance of, Neuman rights and fundame tal
freedoms for all

ECOSOC's power to draft conventions for iiii>rniSion to the General
Assembly and to call international conference's thus extends to ques-
tions of human rights.

in 1946 ECOSOC established the Human Rights Commission
32. member "states) to pespatestudies, reports, and recommenda-
rions. ThiS role was performed' wilt in early years. The commission
ruled in 1947, however, that it !kited the.power to "take action, on
human rights complaints. In recent years the commission' has moved
sway from complete noninvolveihent toward limited involvement in
;pecific violations, in particular cases arising in South AfriCa, Israel,
2hile, and, more recently, Uganda and Cambodia. But political bias
rends to undermine the commission's' ability to deal effectively with

any barbaric violations of rights and fundamenral freedoms.
.The Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination anclTrotec-

ion of Minorities (26 individuals appointed by member stares) was
!stablished by the Human Rights Commission in 1946. --It is %.

barged to study and make recommendations regarding prevention
)f discrimination against racial, national, religious, or linguistic
minorities. This subcommission functions largely rhrough a work-
ng group of 5 persons, reporting in turn to the subcommission.

174
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ECOSOC,also established the Comm-;ssion on the Sratus of
Women in 1946. This- commission of 21- tneinbers is directed to
prepare recommendations and reports to ECOSOCon the.pronrtion
of women's rights in Political, economic, civil, Social, and educa.L.
iiiinal-6elds. A number of conventions dealing withprogiessive
women's rights have been developed. .

Most UN agencies claim some contribution to the .gUest for,
human .rights through their economic and social development ac-
tivities. Most of these contributions are indirect. Between 1930 arid
1958, the International Labor Organization adopted several conven7
dons in the field of labor relations. Nations which have ratified them
report upon. the application of these conventions within -their coun-

' tries. -Five JUG:organs involved in investigating.and enforcing these
agreements contribute to UN knowledge and irripacton the subject
and set some interesting precedents on national reporting. ,

;UNESCO, too, -.mimes some direct contributibn to human rights.
Its purpose, as defined in its constitution, is: >

. . to contribute to peace and security by P'romoring collabOra-
tion amoi* the nations through education, science, and culture in
order tii-furtlier universal respect for justice, rule of law, hitthan..
rights, and fundamental freedom for alL t, . .

The 1949. Geneva Conventions alsoContribured to:the accurnUla-
tion of htiman: rights. agreements. Four dbcuments concenilihg war-
tittle-. treatment of wounded, sick, and imprison4armedjorces
members were adopted.

. The United Nations, througri-the General, Assemblicand certain
agen , periodically focIses worldwide attention uplon 'vatious
facets of human rights through conferences and special programs.
The 1968 Tehran InternationarConferenceon Hurrian Rights high-
lighted -the international year for human--rights with its Prpclama-
don of Tehran. The 1975 International Women's Year Conference
in Mexico City produced the= Declaration of Mexico emphasizingthe.
need to extend human rights to all women. A DeCade 'fo Women
an&Developrnent to last until 1985Was endorsed, and a i-ld Plan
of Action was projected for the ten-cear period. The 19 1983
Decade for Action Against Racism, highlighted by the 197 orld
Conference to Combat Racism and Racial Discriin,inacion, is an
effort to focus-attention upon another area of human rights.

On a number of occasions, the United Nations has identified a
publicized:alleged- flagrant violations of human rights. 'General As=

.17
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sembly resolutions havecensured offending nations, part`cularlye.einn
southern African "sitUations where independepce has
achieyg and apartheid prevails. EtonostniC sanctions were ;impose
against Rhodesia in 1971. The 29th General .Assitinbly took e
drastic step of ousting:South Africa. ,The same ..sembly sou l. crto:
rebtikeelsrael and its-supporters for the festering Palestinian Situation
by according Yassir 'Arafat of the Palestinian Liberation Orgiiza- ' .. .

non rights generally reserved for heads of"state.''While the frustra-
tionsdons provoking such official actions are understandable, shey do
reflect 'political bias, .. .

Many observer ard a number of...governments, while endorsing
the several UN an rights roles,, are increasingly distyirlia yt"':',, -.

their imbalance. -ribn is given properly to discriricinatioix;in-
- ...

southern African:- countries and 'injustices to PalestinianscI3tit
numerous deprivations of human rights in communist stares-, some

'independent African nations; and dictatorships elsewhere are largely
ignored. Hence there is a need -for more _balanced investigation, ,,::
concern, and action regarding human rights violations (including

_

political harassment, genocide, torture, forted labor, and terrorism)
wherever they occur.i

. .
.

Significant human rights progress' has been made in EuroPe.,,Eigh, . Regional

teen Western European nations in .1949 formed the Council, of Arrivities
Europe., This led to the 1950 adoption of the European Convention .:

on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (only France and
SWitzerland,have not Yet ratified) and the subsequent creation of the
Euron COurt of Human Rights and the European Human Rightsr
Commission. These-units, together with CkConsulrative Assembly;

'(the councirs deliberative body) constirutethe infrastructure for
'ongoing attention 'to human rights. ::

This, European 'system incorporates several advanced means of''
protecting,and enhancing human rights. The convention rovides
he right of individual petition (nOW recognized by 11 ohe 16

ii*cifying,nations), an obligatory mechanism to deal with state versus
,state controversies, and a means to transfer to the Court Of Human
R,ghts those matters the.- commiss-ion is unable to resolv,e. Judg-
ments of the court are, binding. The commission, through its
secretary-general, is charged v4th fact-finding, and its Committee of
Miniiters has adjudicStory authority. ..

, This stem has handled thousands of petitions, mostly intrastate
'but some transnatio al....5everal member stares have permitted the

-
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commission to. investigate internal affairs. Although_the European
system hai weaknesses, observers generally consider it to be iheei
yet initiated on an international basis. They note also, that it hashac
an impOrtant impact cm. interim' legal systems ofmember states.

Between_1948 and 1954 the OAS adOpte'd several human' right
conventions' concerning aliens, naturalized citizens, asylum, and na

-..sionality of women. In. 1959 and 1960 OAS again turned to the
-subject. The Inter-American Comthission on Duman- Rights was
established and, finally, in 1969 a Convention on Human Rights
was adopted with but two reservations. The commission mkt
recommenciationS, requests reports from governments; and acts
upon complaints on violations of the convention. The statute of the
commission has been interpreted to permit examination of petitions
from individuals. An Inter-American.'Court .acts upon cases submit-
ted by the commission or by state". Judgments are final. If non-

pliance prevails, the case.goe's to the OAS General Assembly. for
pAtical decision. The Indinational' Conference of American States
(no, the same as OAS) in 4948 adopted conventions regarding polit-
ical and civil rights of women.

e- Organization of Akican Unity in 1969 -adopted it's° first
rights convention 'pertaining to refugees. It is not yet in

farce. The League of Arab States' established a Comm_igion:of
an Rights in 1970. A7Couricilof Asia and the Pacific to deal,

with hts has been proposed.
The regional approach. to the management of human rights mat-

ters has proMise. One of its advantages is the greater ease of gaining
_agreement on fiandarneinal concepts due to fewer Cultural diversities
-and the presence of certain unifying forces. Regional organiiationsdo nor inject political issues into-human rights matters as readily as
-the 'United Nations, ECOSOC, -arid the Commission on Human
Rights. Progress -toward human rights and fundamental freedo?ms
may .come more. rapidly through regional' units than th,ralagh the.
United NatiOns. ,

Ppratia/: High tribute istue the United Nations-atid'regional Organizationsrtacler to for their accomplishments. din establishing global :standards. TheP.rog'ress world- community stS'ould be gratefill for the many dedicated repre- 7.. se/I:natives of member., states who have guided these international
.

efforts: Through their'persistence, after centuries of slow and scat-3
tered initiatives; important first.steps have been taken. The Univerr-

41 Declaration of Human Rights, regional. declarations,. and *laced,.
conventions 'speak for the conscience of all People. p-
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Device...these important beginnings, human rights' anclfuna-
;.rnent*freegOins- are widely disregirded in most parts of the'wqrld.
-,,Freiveipeo. **we basic freedoms Ow than ten to twenty yearsago.

Many countries have slipped back, including a number that achieved
. independence sce World War II and older, tolerably 'democratic,

and ()Pen societies.
Accor4ing to,:a '1976, Freedom House survey, only 57 of 158

nations, could be considered, free societies in terms of political and
civil rights. The fundamentalsof liberal demoCratic structure were
altsent in some 100 countries. SinCe 1970 the Human Rights Corn-

F tnissionhas received over 100,000coMplaints from individuals and -
organizations about alleged violations of human rights throughout
the world. Arimesty International has repeatedly reported on the
treatment Of political prisoners in a number of. countries; Chile
being the latest. Massacres have come to world attention: Indonesia
(1965.), Burundi (1972), Equatorial Guinea (1972), 'Bangladesh
0971), Ethiopia (1974), Cambodia (1975), and Uganda (1976), to
mention a few. Terrorism and other. forms of violence are increas-.
ingly inflicted uporrbystanders and uninvolved people. Harassment
of dissidents:in the Soviet. Union and other countries is frequently'
reported by news media. While a number of nations haVe been cited
for massive 'violations, 'very few others.are, entitled ,to outstanding
commendation for efforts to enhance the dignity and worth of all of
.their constituents. ..

17: of the pririEipal inii4ed:.Conventions (table 1) are
now in iiirCe; others languish in the pigeonholes of national govern-
ments awaiting ratification. Attempts since 1965 to strengthen the
capability of the United NatiOns to deal with human rights by
naming a high commissioner for human rights have been repeatedly,
thwarted by opponents who consider it an invasion of national
sovereignty...AtternOts by.the United Nations to 'adopt and.place in
force declaratiostgot conVentioris, afters of cuirenitirgency,.such)
as asylum and terrorism, have fa e Human Rights Commis-
sion's Subcommission, on Preventi .Discrimination and Protec-
tion of Minorities.hatyet to demonstrate an effective, evenhandecr;;:'.
approach,Both the highly toured Decade Against. Racial Disclinli-
ration and the 1978 UN Conference to Combat Racism have suf-
fered setbacks because of the votes of.a bloc of nonaligned countries
in the Genertd Assembly and at the -conference equating Zionism to
racism.::

Obviously, a wide gap remains between, the. high principles of the
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UniveDeclaiaCion of t t7 Rights and subsequent conventions
the'current practices of ddny. nation-states. Why have so few

rations mtifieathe conventions and even fewer observed them?: Why
are hdman rights so widely 'ignored?

Undoubtedly, the strong reluctance of many nation-states to
cept any encroachment on national sovereignty is a major obstacles°
the.g:xtension' of human rights and fundamental freedoms. This is
also the prifiCipal obstacle impeding most world Cominunity efforts.)

The normal desire to prolect national sovereignty... is usually rein-
forced by a determination'tt;jvoid the fOcUs of public attention. The
Soviet Union, thoiigh- 06ViCidsl`y--Aindful of the tyrannies of the

2$Stalia'regisne and prevailkfikiarsh treatment .of dissidents, has op-
posed Utik:dctivities in This field from the beginning.

Coups and other nondernoCratic changes of government' in many
countries have been accompanied by political' imprisonment, tor-
ture, and, in sorne'ca.sits-, matsacre. But repugnant violations are not
limited to precipir,,iSus. government turnovers; they are all too often
practiCed by dictato-rial governments determined tosuppress dissent-
ers and -opponents. The nations'involved in such practices consti-

-Fute an .informal,, Unpublicized bloc working behind thescenes to
stifle enlarged-UN human rights activities. Exceptions may be made
when is seems politically expedient to investigate the actions of

../troPZ"Pular governmen6: apartheid in South Africa, treatrnetit of4 '
Arabs in Israel;and treatment of political. prisoners in Chile. .

Wither less insidious factors also impede progress, including differ-
ing concepts of the nature-of human rights and fundarnenial-free:
doms, dominating impacts of international and domestic- matters-
upon national priorities, and inertia and resistance to change.

The UniVersal Declaration 'of Human Rights.. and the various
covenants subsequently adopted by the UN General Assembly
document Western concepts of human rights and fundarnettal free-
doms. The same is true of the declarations and covenants adopted by,
the European and Latin American regional organizations. This is not
surprising.,:=beat4se :recent human rights progress has occurred
largely in she.We'Stern world, and the General Asserribly that made
modern ..hUman,'rights history was controlled by Western democ-
racies.:,W.hen,..the Universal Declaration was -adopted, only two
India;:and;the Philippinesof its 58 members were newly independ-
ent: nations:Under these circumstances, both the declaration and
subsequent covenants placed-emphasis upon civil libertiespersonal,
security, privacy, and other freedoins as practiced generally in the

tf
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Wesiefn The S et Unicip,cornmitted to a different concept
"..of.ipeople's.,.:.relatitinhl:0-:to the state, abstained and influenced its
7;11 iegt tAtern Eur6pe to . do the: same.

. AsUN membership r re than doubled through the admission of
4

numerous newly independent- foCittef colonies, the srong--base of
shared.human rights concepti.livaifSEVerely.weakened.- The leders of
these new nations, infli!OL-4:tiy diverse-ulturet,, ideologies,. and
ecorianic situations, .tencf tO'fie.'W human rights,fr9rn 'Perspectives
which are different frbm those of Western Eurepeancl 'the United
States. Key wordsright s ,-freedo ms, dignity, -justice, liberry";:pri-.
vacy, security, and quality of lifeare incerpreted'differently; this is
a basic problem of human rights agreerrrents. leaders of new nations
are prone to -view independence, self-determination, noninterven-
ion, and economic progress as fundamental freedoms. Eradication
'of the last vestiges of colbitialism and blatant racial discrimination-in
southern Africa, together with achievement of higher living
standards, are viewed as prerequisites to civil and political rights.

.........'The new narions.,also view greater participation in---"ARternational
decisiontitaking as an important human right. Maiiy:.are quite

tolerate terrorism as a means to self-dererthipation. Free-
donsof Speech,-assembly; movement, political action, and privacy

::Saim''secopdary. Undoubtedly, these differences in peeception con:-
trIbute,ro. the world community's abySmal.failure to strengthen and

.

,enhiiice: human rights and fundamental freedoms. Despite some
. validity, -these percepti011s2 are, overemphasized; they are somewhat
'reminiscent of the excuses kings and dictators have always used to.
-deny freedoms: to their people.

Another factor hirgering progrRs is the paralyzingyzing -impact Of
pressures and exigencies arising from international and domestic
problems. Today's emphasis.upOn national security encroaches upon
personal. freedoms. Defense preparations inevitably restrict ."free
.domOvar itself becomes the ultimate human indignity. National
leaders, struggling with serious economic and development prob-
lems, find it difficult-to attend to_sophisticated rights and freedoms.
Some have no time to Icsik much beyond survival. Politisa)Anstabil-
ity wi in-nations is likewise distracting; governments which. con-
centrate upon staying in cVesifien limihuman -freedoms.

Inertia and resistance to change handicap the enhancement of
human.rights'in most countries. Established governments take for
'granted plaCid endUy.nce on the part of their constituents for the
long-:standing patterns and traditions. Leaders of dictatorships,
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'. whether military or...civilian, of the right Or of40'1gt--.--ft;f1
._., .

threatened .by Westerff:types freedoms and civil rigli,11:0Estered by
, :::J

;goricern for personal safety, inertia is common even .anfoilg those
:-,-0-

...- most..deprived of fundamental rights and.freedoms." ,..

While hUman rights progress around the world appears bleak to -.,..../., ,-; . .. rm. st Western observers, t fie overall situation should be kept in,,,,,

perspe rive. Human rights: is now a global concern. A -challenging
.

decl has been adopted, experiments in international oversight.
. have initiated, and an ongogrg dialogues has :Be started.
,

Nation-states are increasingly compelled tOustify their failures.
These are vitally important beginnings for they, enormous. and.
difficult task lying ahead.

x

What Roles The burden of responsibility to extend. human :rights and funda-
for the Unitid mental freedoms -reciS,. primarily upon ".nation-states.. The United

Nations? Nations and regionil.sySterns may'skylgsq,adopt, and advocate, but
2.they lack 'authoxitj to-om'pe.1.m ,:...t., s, tes to ratify or- enfcrrce

.

.., ; -. .,,-, t...covenants: HovieVe:r deplbrable, t 47`. of current einternation.
life. Hence t rophetrAf the 'Pt. ng . words. from the 1968
Proc'laniatiOn-ot Fi %Ilrai...- '"' ' .
.i.5 It is imperative.-.that the members of theinternationalcomthu-,

nity fulfill their.'sOleinn i,lOtigation to promote and encourage
respect for human rights 'IN ndamental freedoms:

How then can the 'international cominunity aid the conversion of
high aspirations to workable precepts _'and enforceable pracii"Ces
reaching i billion people in more _gran 150 natkins?

Both the direct and indirect avenues:;i1ThApen.Should be ptirtied.
The indirect appro'5:6, stared-sirriply, is tetterManagement of other

.

critical world .issues. The ,d:Fiict ,iikprciach calls; fOr,cdntintaing, but
intensifying, established UN and regional -human rights activities,
strengthening mechanlsins tc deal with them, and implementing'
new programs. The United Nations can properly have,imp-kg:i.iri the
follow in g (1kmencouraging. nations to rat4fy,irorriote,;aiid, -
enforce vxiS`tibg hurnan 'rights conveptis; .(2) establishing addi-
tional stanards for lautan rights 'and fUndamentaLfreedoms and
Focusing world attention, upon humart,rights matters; and (3)
moriitorin;:: rights. progress, investigating violations

,complaipts -.and recommending remedial attiop,'and censuring na-
tionS committing or permitting gross violations of established
standards oehuman rights.

The world community should also provide mechanisms for peti73,

.
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asylurn;-.'Jelief, treatment for indr;viduals al-
tablish peaceful procedures to deal

rights affectin-g*nority or
Cult roles.will.niore likely l* played in.

HUrnan rights. matters need stronger emphasis, and grat&_visibil- New
y To accomplish this, the United Nations/shouldlittlktiuma:n Approaches:

-rights matters as equals With peace and security ancl A Human

4it_j'itc.co 4oiguhnt
and social development.

First and most importantly, ..Human-11..

Upacternedaftei''ECOSPC57,:':iii ld- be'establiihed and assume those
htirnanrights retponsiBilities' now assigned to ECOSOC.fits
tionS.,,arid powers, paralleling Aiticle 62 of the J.JVCharter, might
be7S.ti as follows:

r legedly deprived of right
fairly with rilassiVe viola
political groups. These 8i
the longei range.

.

. - 7e Human Rights Council shall make or initiate:studies' and
-.1- repqrts,with respect to human rights, fundamental freedoms,

and'Irelated .matters and ihall make recomrner ;ions with,`
telpect to such matters to the General Assembly to the mem-.2`.
-bers of the Uniied Nations; and to thetbe'specia ized agencies `t)

-- concerned. ,.. . , ':-- -
the .2:- Council shall make recOmmendations for the purpose of t.,,

prgirrroring.respecr.faf,' an .4) servance Of; burn' an ilati.1.rici
.fundamental freedOths for 'all.

.3.- stiall. prepare- draft 'Conventions fdr submission taIlgeGen-.
eral-Arlserfibly with:respect to all matters falling within :its
compeeence:

4. It shall call', in accgrdance with the rules :prescribed li the
Uni red Nations',. iilrernariOniti.conferenceS on matters falling,
wit* its competence. 7, >,

,Such d'council, teplacing the preserit HumanAirs Commission
and pethapsof the same .size-, wound, 45y its.very nature, elate the

"stature and visibility of humansrights.iilitittAky-pradiOgiould
of these ;mdtters (tom an alre-44.,overburdened and un-

wieldy ECOSOC, where human rights now,c6mpete for .attention
with economic. and social development.

Creating the Humai Rights Council could be achieved by trans-7.
forming the existing Trusteeship Council nownearing the end of its
mission. In any event,.a new HURCarequires amending the UN.
Charter, a move likely to bestrongly opposed. But an jnterim step,
not requiring Charter change, would produce. many.of the suggested
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--.4- benefits, The Human Sights Commission,. instead of being phased.::..4.
.. our, could be transferred from ECOSOC to the General - Assembly

with a status similar .to such agencies as the United Nations Indus--
trial Development Organization or the United Nations Environment
Programme. .

.,
'--..;;Witut':iither HURCO or the tra.ns ferofche HUman Rights Cort-i4 .e,-, ----Anission,,,--to .the Generai,Assembly, two other structural changes
woukesgengthen the management of human rights matters. One
W-cri,Th'Id transfer social and cultural items from the Third Committed
of the General Assembly to the Second Committee, thus --allowing

.; the 'Third Committee to concentrate upon huMan rights Matters,
All Ed-650C matters would then' 'low to the General Assembly
thfoUgli. the Second Committee an,. human rights matters through
the Third Con'imittee.

Establishing within theSec-:r.-::-iat a deputy secretary-general-for'.
human rights would be--a second-o.:sirablechange.,All functions and

staff now related to-human rights matters, including the staff of the
HumadRights,Gommission. could cane under This deputy's admn-
istration; This proposed structure is similar to that proposed. ;in
chapter 7 forsievelopment matters. From an organizational point of--

. view, it is sounder than the establishment of.a.hi'gh commissioner
for human rights: c -

With o; without these basic organizational changes, the following
near -term steps would help the United Nations fulfill its role:

I. Convening the Iturrian Rights Commission-more frequently.,
2. Assuring greaterlindePendenCe-for experts on sui;cornfriissiOns

and working groups ,

3. gstablishing procedUres allow and encourage -non-
governmental organizaffort (NGO) and Adividual input on ,

;alleged viotitions
0.,Pstablishing a subcommission to continuously review arbi-up

..date conventions and standards
10.z.Investigating More thoroughly all allkged viOlations rathr;

Than only those having political Overtones °,
4441:i.serg. the GeneraMssembly annually of theviolationsi16.-.

o vestigated and dispOsition made in each case
ret'tiewingprOFress made nation-states in

remedying situa s referred to them by the commission(or
,council)

It must be recognized.h6Wever; that such measures fall far short
of what is..needed. The w4ld cbrprnunity's impact Uplin ehhance-

'.%
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merit of human rights would still be 'minimal. Human rights and
fundamental freedoms would remain a national prerogative closely
guarded behind bulwarks of national sovereignty.

Looking farther ahead, effective Management of human rE.4hts and
fu4mental freedoms calls_ for global, and regional tneelfitsihs- and

4procedures perniitting the world community to diSchailhonger
Tinge roles regarding equitable treatment of individuals and massivei.X.

'violations of rights.
The'European Human :Rights ComAssion and Court of Human

Rights have pioneered the way. The European'system provides for
(1);dtveloping a treaty establishing the principles to be applied; (2)

. estabighing mecfmnisms to facilitate asylum, petition,-investiga-
tion, and temporary protection; (3) establishing procedures for ob-
raining warranted relief through 'consultation with the government,
invoived; and (4) providing tribunals for justly resolving appeals
ehat-,,are not satisfactorily handled by consultation: Such regional'
mechanisms may contirlue..to;be dpsirablet but global mans ement
should be attempted as *ea. Certainly principles should Tie

a worldwide:basi.s.:
'Establishing peaceful to deal fairlOirh gross, massive

violations of }Inman rightS:affecting MinoiirION political groups
will -be,eVen more difficult: Tbis.c for mmunity inter-
vention into national' affairs, a con ept :thinkable in the
minds of valiant 'protectors of natio' yereign;y.' Intervention or.'
sanctions of some, sort'are n d, however, unless we are willing to
tolerate more ca..4"ks of gen , continued torture of political pris-
oners, and harassment of dis voted groups. 4.. 4

-For the world community to be effective in cases of large-scale.:\
rights violation, the following steps are necessary: (1)establishing

the,basic principles to be appliec1;42). xpanding the United Nations
as a focal point for infol,patitaii ce on violations co
enable it handre ry or.isfavore groups,
NCiQs, or indfviduals; (3).a jog, ures. for protript, un'-
biased investlgationto take ini unt.riational. ser4Vities; (4) .

utilizing the prestige of the General sembly viraifior the Security
.C.Ouncfr .throLigh censure or negotiatio to encourage. the nation-
'state to correct the situation; and (5).developin&mechanisms for

sical_ interventiori:or sanctions3ben 'censure, consultation, and .

negotiarionsfail. Intervention of:4tichnature is not Unrelated to that
requited' in the longer range:for the world community to .arry our, .
ins peace and security. roles. It is co4arable-tothe p'olic ction .

priccieed in certain nations to protect citizens frOm harassment.
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While human rights and freedoms are. certainly fundamental to
the ongoing quest for human dignity, the :4th from the present to
the ideal is a thori4Rne. Nation-states must be persuaded to ratify,
implement, and practice within their boundaries the many conven-
tions dealing with human rights and fundamental freedoms. It is not
difficult to understand why human rights often receive a low prior
ity. Substareial improvements will be more likely when national
leaders are less, occupied with peace, security, development,'
flopulation/resourc9balance, and political survival; tolerable
progress in these areas will make iT easier for them to give more
attention to human rights. Constituents' demands for rights and
freedoms intensify a; progress' is made.in other areas. Obviously, the
resolution of lostairding volatile issues, such as apartheid in
southern Africa, the-Palestinian problem, and conflict in theMiddie
East, would stimulate human rights progress. ". -,

United States Unfortunat4, she role: of the United' States regarding human
Postai? rights has deteriorated in three decades from one of dynamic leader-

ship to one bordering on evasive disregard_ The United States was
actively and aggressively involvedin the formulation and adoption.
Of the-Universal.Declaration of Human .Rights. Without US partici
pation, inspired by Eleanor nosevelt's leadership, it is doubtful
that the United Nations would have acted as. boldly as it did

TragiGally:,oUr .Official pos'ture,has.Undegone'a majcir'shift. Our
*retord on ratificatiodof the mkny hu n rights.convenrions adWpted
bythe United Nations ismiserabl the.17 principal conventions,
in force by 1976. we have ratified other.conventions have
been signed on behiTif of the-United Sgate4ut are yet to be-ratified.
by7the 'Senate. . . . 1.

,4kr,gurnems'advanced by US senators who opposed human rights
'treaties in the 1p50s included:.(1) human rights'ate dothestic mat-
tits; (2) international covenants could weaken existing freedoms and
rights;f31,.the covenants could. enhance federil powert.,the expense
or states' rights;,anct (4) certain social, ecOpOrnic, 42ultural rights*,
of the treaties conflict 01kii US, conceptions of huinan rights. More
recently, rhee sOspiciortof any U'N 'convention adoPeC by a

dictatorships-and totaliiiirian states are the
majority: Fundame tally, the genesis most opposition has been
tear of encroachment -our national s reignty.,

Former*.:Congressman Dpn Fraser, wh chairman of the Sub-
committeron international Organization d MoveintrS.-of the

s
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"'''HUMAN RIGHTS -.181. it' '. ..-. /-
House of 4epresen ives; .sninitiarizeethi:ConClizions ofextensive
findi'ngs." by that subs mmittee in 1973: : :.Our Subcommittee, looking first at our own government's role

finds that regard for human rights too often becomes invisible on
the,horizon of US foreign policy.

..

Beyond inaction on ratification, the United g\ares' image".a.s' a
hurrran rights advocate has been badly tarnished by .events. SilenCe'
during the 1950s and 1960s on independence for the former French
and British colonies created the impression of US disinterest in the
right-of self-determination. Cold war maneuvers fostered the im7

Tression that the .United States used aid to buy allies rather than
-:acliince economic and social' development, which the Third World

; tonsidefs' basio'to hunian. rights:. Our toleration .of the Ultimate

.:dochina has
inyn-human suffering arising from our unfortunate inVoly In-

n labeled as callousness coward uman 1 and
human ights. ur support=for security reasonsof dictatorial
govern ents, which often violate. human riklits, has been widely

-scorned. The composite result is that the United States has displayed--
but minimal world. leadership On hugian rights during the last two
decades.

Since January 1977, President Carter' spoken, out repeated1y .

'on human rights matters in Oft-Sovi -Union and elsewhere. He also..
encouraged US ratification oflomeof e longopored -UN Aman
rights conventions: His administration cui4liickrsorne VS aid 'to

s. ....,...., 1 .,.

some dictitorshi, flout human righ .:.. .---.0-t. .
, These actions m to indicate renewed tosition to foster,ingc,
the fundamenta. reeclorth--iffrOm5ilaatt-P0 -ikridrance.:,;,6isease, 'f:' ; 'Le...7
and'A'r.'We are chaps he - kin<io`we k to Cgdyce hatteds .':. 4'

: i:, le .0'and pre,j.udices ana:-..to era, n the dignity and --- -f .

svorchOf individual .,,,...

. :40r. 7
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.Successful managerrient of the six critical world. issues cannot be
taken for granted. It will not happen unless' and until nation-states
generate sufficient determination to overcome tradition-, lethargy,.
and resistance to change and work to fashion better systems to deal
with global problems.
. Without better management stems, the probability of coping

adequately with global problemsds minimal. Even with better man-,
agement, there is no promise of satisfactory solutions.'Sound deci-
sions are more likely-,.-however, with workable and effective man-

. agement systems, meaningful proposals,,sklevant and serious de-
bate. - ---

The action proposal's advanced itr-the preceding chapters-consti-
tute an imposing agenda of both short -term and longer range tasks
to reform existing economic and political institutions or replace
Them with new ones.

Overriding questions about the world 'community's ability* and
Willingness to establish the needed institutions, mechanisms, and
proceddres remain unanswered. Will nations reconcile the conflict-.
irig demands ofinterdepeneence inrindependence? Where will
strong leade¢hip bc4fauncl?.. *bat axe the particular responsibilities
ofyariot.is.gtoups'of nations' and what opportunities are open to
then What steps. mdsi ate raken?':WIO are the actors most likely to

.

hence public opinicin and dip encourage nation- states--and froth
point felf4fre-v:," the United States,particularlyto play

17'6'1
." .

I in pitmenVion iffl sing action agenda presents the
rste den challenges: To break new ground

ceind experkenc. e will require imagination, plus a
.5

Wil4in,griss to p,orentiat.risks i Airiknown against.the
obvious and- -a; of preentj and-developing situations.

sionsim near 'prosals will prove extremely difficult, but

. -

Approach
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longer range ones'pose even more traumatic choices: Hence ongoing
Study and negotiation by the representatives of varied national inter-
ests must precede decisions by the world community...0 a whole.

Innovativeand bold decision-making on behalf df the world
community would be .far more likely in a relaxed political climate.
Ideally, an extended global moratorium might be piked upon cur-
rent international controversies to create a calm pe . ,examina-

-
rnprorhise, and decisit*CAX.hife-tfiere is little

world opinion in support of a moratorium;
6 ificant enough to warrant the effort.

et-, will probably continue piecemeal man-..
Oblems, dealing with one critical. issue, or facet

tion, negotiation
probability of
the benefits,4y
": World 1
agement of
of it, at a tirn'e.-This so- called - functional approa-CO-lahas pragmatic
appeal,:_but it ago praents hazards. The functional apprbach fosters
separate and partial solutions, thus increasing the difficulty of cool,:
dinating the riiiiagetrient of interrelated issues. Even so, progress.is
possibl with th. approach if nation-states will act. Even limited

4progr in one rea should encourage more intensive efforts in other
areas.

.Proposed. near-term objectives can be accomplished within the
Tinext of the pr nation-state international political system, -
within .a reason gt time frame and without major revision of the
UN Charter. Their implementation could assure the worldcornmu-
nitY of stopgap action to arrest further political,' economic, and
environmental deterioration and could foster a more favorable Ilia
mate for the permanent changes. needed for longer range manage-

,
ment.

The longer range proposals, on the other hand, call for gre4ter
delegation of authority to extranational or suprariational, global'or
regional mechanisms. This requires modification of the present..in-
ternational political system-and, if the Ljnited Nations remains the
world's major institution, significant revision of its Charter. hile
near -terms proposals74re,given first priority.)op
for early action,on longer range proposalS':1n
acted upon Rromptly.

Reluctance of narion-states Co ,delegate power. arid aiithor
regional or global jristitutiogsocit--only handicaps the existing inter -
national organizations-but pftses a serious obstacle' to implementa-.
tion.

rtunities
ould be

rise

0 rimary source of this 'reluctance is widespread, deep com-
a.
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4 .-mitme , All nations,. old rielk kuard their---= -:,...,-.. .,,,,

4
- ..,.

pol' i 4 \ en e4 i ously. People haye foughrand died to.'
achieve it". neith gove ents pot, their (constituents are prepared ;

.,

to let independence slip way. Traditional pride ancrreverence for
..- .

the homeland and contra d reliance upon nation- states for - security-further- stimsulare nazi alisni.-.
Furthermore, open and dem .., 4alpout decisions

that might he made by a,g.overairsk y'representation
from dictatorshift. Affluent countri ear'~arethe-Wealth mea-
sures` promoted by poorer countries. The resourie-rich ire concerned
that the resource-poot.tould promote measures to confiscate or con-
trol vital.resources:4A0r-fears intensify dedication to the protection
of national sovere.iihty.g:

But what is prialid. sovignry? Does not ultimate sovereignty
rest with the feople and db not governments exist to serve, not
domitiate? If this is so, sov ereignty become's a quescion'of delegating

governmental units on the world leveLsufficient, but specific,
hority 'to, manage certain affairs ing the well-being, peace,
security. of people. To date theras been negligible delegation

of Vereignty7--,authoriry foact- in the common goodbeyond that
gi en to nation-states.- 1 .

No matret how rnkkeh states enjoy their independence and pro-
laim _their sovereign; rights,. coping wirh..,global'roblerns is

within their*-CapalAity, ind vfdually.. qr; tellectively. The world
. community mist now. n'a nays tO,pool sovereignty equitably and to_

minimize. 416.7pdten-iiits' for intervention in domestic matters and
encroachment upon national independence.

Hence success in managing the critical IV rld issues depends, in
the last analysis, upon a successful reconc lation of the pressing .

realities of global interdependence and the a ly.entrenched emo-
tional and political attachment to national so erei,gnty.

Two alternative,scenarids emerge: ass; ..forced by_events, err; Scinatioi
nphasizes catastrophe; the other ertiphasiles wisdom and leads to a
common sense resplrise.. .

The potencla) of catastrophe.hangs over the world. N'ucleaF or
`conventional wIt., ecoltigical disaster, food shortage,. widespread ter-
roiielm. and breakdowq4foverloaded eCoriomfigtsterns are all realis-

tic .

posstbilitiesametre probabilities: 114.1.-heaftewath of any
such global tragedrft is doubtful that action..to escAlish more
effective manakernent systems would be well rhoUght out and

-
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broadly agreed upon. The probability is that the great powers would
dominate the precipitous decisions taken.

A more hopeful scenarioenvisages early action with the participa
tiOn of all nations. Decisions would then be reached deliberately
through the exercise of judgment, negotiation, and compromise, ,
thus yielding better management systems.

Unfortunately, people have an unwaiiiinted confidence in the
.status quo which prevents their sensing the urgency of action; They
fail to recognize the pace of recent gldbalEhanges.

Nonetheless, concern about urgency is 4Preading. ReCognirlOn of
the magnitude and scope of change is growing. International coop-
eration is more and more looked to as a key to preserving national
independence. More people are aware of the limitations of the
nation -state political system. More people understand that the
common sense approach is the only *way to avoid the dangers of .

inaction. More people recognize the need for bold, innovative, and
effective leadership within' nations and transnationally, Tin* is
4hort; the potential consequences of procrastination and failule to act
'are overwhelming.

r

45.
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WORLD ORGANIZATION

.Having examine needed changes in world organizations in term
the six critical odd issues, let us ruin to procedural Changes that
will facilitate improved management, in all areas.

." In spite of their inadequacies, the United-Narions, is agencies,
y. regional 'organizations serve the dual functions of pZilicy

t regarding policical,economitc, and social p'roblerns and
ograms resulting frornpolicy decisions. These in-

_....!';Vi_.,.. acilitatejbins action Iii nation-states; they will continue
.. K .....04.- "N,

.
. I s'S :: t-

.

ors on the world stage.
4, .

The:tnited Nations
,...:.i,

: The search for effective global and regional international institu.-
' -Timis begins with the; United Nations, still Our grsace4hope but

intreasingly a source of frustration- and despair. .; * .
,; The United. Nations is:the-];seeortcl'international, Organization: -- ..
formed by the-wor Commariiry ro:priketcee peace. Its predecessor
the League of Ilan ns, hadica Itotn.sts begioning.by US,fail. qr...

-.. .o. . :0:ure to join, or suppoft it,. Collaps(cly .ir,failed to restrain aggres-
sitinin China and Ethiopia. Steps a mighthave restrained Japan
. or Italy as they ernbarked cin..,a0tession were never j taken: the
merObeo'mations could' not agree on the applicatiorrof s4cCiOns. The

waswLeague- as ,u_nable to' preserve peace: primarily because it lacked
atirhOrity and power.. WA no peacekeeping . of its own, it was
coMpletely dependent uiron the ccropera- tiVe acc f ir; member's:
,,:,Th United Nations was born in San*FraneiScc;14;June '1945,'two

'7'.1kip* prior tc tlit tragic,birth,%. te nuclear apat Hiroshima, and
.

',..iis--C- er was drafted by the tpttlition of nations that won World
'War I Bro:ad lutlines were developed at the Dumbmon Oaks
Confe e in .1944 by representatives -'of the United Slices, the

-Unit agdom, the Soviet .Union', .arsl- China, Many" of the Char-
:.:.te principles were agreed: up4 at Tehran and Yalta 12x. Winston.'

-surchill, 'Era:12in D. Rook It, inl Joseph Stalin. :,-, .now
t
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These leaders faced a historic and serious dilemma. Although they
recognized the utter necessity of a world organization more effective
that; the League of Nations to preserve peace, they were not prepared
to design one with any real autonomy, authority, or power.

The United Nations Charter supposedly overcame most of the
weaknesses of the League Covenant. A close comparison of the two
documenti does reveal some improvement in the UN Charter and
even some suggestions of greater delegation of authority. However,
the United. Nations, like the League, is clearly an instrument rot
serve nation-states, not a world authority to serve the earth's
peoples.

.The San Francisco ,drafters anticikted none of the revolutiodary
events of the next decades: the A-borilb, the end of Western colvi-
.alism, the rapid Pace of technological change, the bitter East-West
split, and the frustrating North-South confrontation. Unfortu-
nately, the Charter was patterned to fit the conditions of 1945, with
too, little flexibility for change.

The. United Nations has played an important role in world affairs,
albeit far short of that envisaged by its sponsors and early advocates.
As the world's major international political organiza'tion, the United
Nations, and its affiliated agenciei, have served as the center for
cooperative efforts by nation- states. Beyond the accomplishments
and lack of accomplishments in managing each of the six critical
world issues detaile in earlier chaPters, the United Nations must
also be given cre t for the following:

1. Despite great diversity and substantial disunity among its
members, it has survived for more than 30 years.. The mere .

continuing, existence of the United 1\iv}t ions demonstrates
widespread recognition of the need for a global organization. ,

2. The.General Assembly provides a forum where any nation, large
or small, powerful or weak, can voice its aspirations, concerns,
and complaints, challenging even the superpowers. This
brings a desirable and healthy, but often abuied, openness. to
international affairs.
Alternative approaches to world problems: are repeatedly of-
fered within the UN system: multilateral action, nonmilitary
initiatives, and third-party inr.erventions. These are important
substitutes for the traditional exercise of unlimited national
sovereignty-, divisive power balances, and ultimate resort to
arrhed force.

A Center for
Cooperation

193
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4. The United Nations system promotes and tests methods of

cooperation among nation-states by revealing weaknesses as
well as strengths and pointing the way to needed reforms.

5. Finally, the-United Nations occasionally encourages member
states to rise above narrow national interests and .act in the
common long-term interests of the world community.

World cooperation would be-much less advanced had the United
Nations not been in operation since the end of World War II. If the
United Nations system suddenly vanished, a ,great cla or would
arise for a substitute.

UN weaknesses have, long been recognized; they are inherent in Deficiencies
its structure and Charter. The United Nations is not a self- of the UN
sustaining, independent institution. It.has but minimal autonomy SYsteln
and authority: It recommends but cannot compel. Large,majorities
pass resolutions; but action occurs only whe essentially all
nationscertainly including those who fu nish financial
supportwant it to happen. This explains he stream of
nonimplemented General Assembly resolutions.

UN procedures tend to be nonproductive and complicated; words
are easily substituted for action, and controversy for cooperation.
The more populous and powerful nations dislike and distrust the
one-nation/one-vote pattern of the Gstneral Assembly; they doubt
the ability of the limited staff of many smaller states to deal objec-
tively with issues. Smaller nations, enjoying the power of equal

vote, are frequently tempted to embarrass the Western world. Con-
cern about the "tyranny of the majority" has emerged. On the othet
hand, the powerful veto accorded permanent members of the Secu-
rity Council is greatly iesented by, most member states.

Confrontation of diverse cultures and interests is to be expected
within ehe Uni,i(cl Nations. The manner and style of confrontation,
rather than confrontation itself, paralyzes constructive action. The
alarming trend toward bitter dialogue and turbulent controversy
subverts coOperation and further impairs the United Nations' al-
ready tenuous ability to manage political and economic matters.
Ideological, cultural, and religious animosties are too often injected
into confrontation's over basic issues. Deba poisoned by polemic
appeals to fears and hatreds.

Arrogant charges deaden the will to coope te. Repeated Arab
verbal attacks upon Israel and the nations that support it marshal
votes for General Assembly and Security Councilresolutions but do

194
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little to bring peace to the Middle East, soive the Palestinian prob-
lem, or redLice racism. The constant accusatory din of imperialiSt
aggression leveled against the West, particularly the United States,
handicaps reasoned consideration of important issues. So, too, dOes
the continuing harangue against communism in general, and the
Soviet Union in particular. The charges of Western economic im-
perialism by. the Group of 77 (currentry consisting of 119 develop-
ing nations loosely banded ,together) hardly encourage serious dis-
c'ussion on desired capital and technology transfers'from the Western
world. ,

.Examples of distrust abound: economic socialists versus econo is
capitalists; Moslems,. Christians, and. Jews; powerful natio and
large blocs of the less powerful. Often more emotional than ntellec-
tual, .distrust and cultural differences, interfere. with ernational
negOtiations_ ,

Bloc votingwhether by industrial nations, so aliSt states: or
Afro-Asian..countriesfrequently precludes Obje we consideration
of the Merits of proposals. This advance corn tment ilia group of

Al states to vote together as -a reflection of onomic, ideglogic, or
,geographic ties becomes objectionable en the desire for unity
causes btde members to disregard theinerits of an issue. Both de-

... veloped.and developing' nations frectaently charge eacliotber with
irresponsible bloc voting.

The proceedings of agencies e politicized by matters belonging
in the political arenas of the ecurity Council or General Assembky.
Such practices, added to t constant pressures oenear-term,national
interests, overwhelm co structive efforts to deakwiih longer\ range

t

concerns.

Global frustratio over the elusiveness of peace, the growth of
terrorism, wide read hunger and 'poverty, troubled domestic\economies, lag mg development, and trampling of human rights
Push most g7 ernments toward defensiveness. This frame of mind
encourages /tension; scapegoats must be found and blamed. \

All these/ factors combine to handicap UN efforts and to encour-
age nations to bypass the international organization. Despite the
ongoi4 attention of the Security Council and General Assembly to
Middle East mattersincluding the festering Palestinian
probr lemthe most productive efforts toward peace have so far taken
p)ftce outside the United Nations. Multilateral action on crucial
resourte problems precipitated by action of 'the Organization of
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Petroleum Exporting Couot.ries (OPEC) were dealt with by the 1,1-1-
ternational Energy Agency and the new ad hoc Paris forum called
the Conference on Internacional Economic Cooperation
neither under th6 UN umbrella. Western nations that export nu-
clear technology, fcilities, and materials ate considering their prob
lems outside the United' Nations.

Clearly, the United Nations approaches an important fork in the
road. Its future is clouded. Unless a tolerable degree of cooperation
and compromise is soon restored, its effectiveness will be further
impaired.

The proposed procedural .changes that, follow are mostly taken Reform of UN
from the recommendations developed at ten annual Conferences on \ Decision-
United Nations Procedures and fourteen Conferences on the United \ Making and
Nations of the Next Decade sponsored by The Stanley Foundation. 1 Polity
Conference participants, coming from many nations, have offered \Formation

reform suggestions achievable without Charter change or with minor
changes of a relatively noncontroversial nature.

s,Decision-making in the Genefal Assembly would be improved I
by: .

1..flecting the officers of the succeeding assembly and constitut-
ing its General Committee (consisting of the president, 17
vice presidents, and chairmen of the main committees) at the
close of the prior General Assembly or at a brief session early
in the calendar year

.

2. Revising General Assembly rules to establish additional
categories of questions to be decided by a two-thirds, rather
than a simple, majority and/or counting abstentions -as nega-
tive votes in determining the majority required to pass a
resolution

.
.

3: Holding more frequent special sessions on specific matters,
including a special session on UN decision- making

4. Improving preparation for assembly sessions and limiting gen-
efal debate (Currently,, the opening three weeks of each Gen-
eral Assembly are devoted to general statements by member
states. Subsequently, undue General Assembly time is taken
by members repeating prior committee debate and explaining
their yore. .

5. Shortening and simplifying the agenda
6. Using more committee working groups on a year-round basis;

reducing or eliminating committee general debate; eliminar-
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ing assignmerli of thesame subject to more than one commit -'
tee; and using more informal consultations

V. Replacin committee& of the whole with smaller committees.1
pf. balan d representation

8. Restructuring,ymtnittee assignments

In the Security Council, the current trends toward gradual limita-
tiori of the use Of ,the veto, including passing .of resolutions with
abstention of one or more peimanent members; should be encour- .

aged: Decision-making would be facilitated by achiel,ring an appro-
priate balance between official and info al meetings; by clearing
the agenda of superseded ifems; and by increasing the use of special
fact- finding, consultation, and negotiation commissions.. 1

To-strengthen the. important role of the Secretariat in support Of
the General Assembly and the. Security Council, the suggestions are .

(1) encouraging the Secretary-General to tak9 greater initiative in
pointing out trends and poli5y alternatives to the General Assembly
in carefully defineti areas; (2) providing more adequate services to the
main committees oflthe General Assembly; (3) estabfiThitg a per-

i .
manent .,

office within the Secretariat to assist small delegations; mad
(4) raising the caliber of Secretariat staff by using personnel policiei
encouraging recruitment and advancement based more upon merit.

Among other possibilities, a form of optional associate member-
ship in the United Nations for mini states may be worth consider-
ing. The world organization would also benefit from developing
independent sources of revenue and from a special UN peacekeeping
fund, allowing advance accumulation of. voluntary contribution's.

4. .

Longer Range \__Improvement of UN procedures and decision-tbaking within the
Charter framework of the present Charter is of utmost importance. But even

Revisions successful early reform will not alter what the United Nation is
todayan association of nation-states lacking inherent power and
authority. Something mere is. required: international cooperation .

based on near unanimity and voluntary performance is not enough.
What reforms are needed and, what Charter revisions are required

for the United Nations to play a central role in the future? Marur
, reforms are not required in broad objectives and purpose, but rather
in emphasis, authority, decision-making, and finance.

EMPHASIS: IN THE INTEREST OF THE GLOBE Revision of the
basic emphasis of the United Nations is 'd delicate, but necessary, .

undertaking. The objectives of the United Nations cited earlier from
the 'Charter Preamble and Article I are both propel- and fundamen-.

Q
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cal. The e-Vident weaknesses of the aggregate UN organization arise
not:from smallness of objectives and purposes but from the approach
to their achievement. . .

In practice, the United Nations, functions to serve the often nar-
row. and selfish interests °fits member states rather than the broad

iibjectives enunciated in the Charter. As a vehicle of interna-
tional cooperation;theUnited Nations often lags far behiod demon-
strated'need. It responds to the least comri-dh denominator of varied

, national interests. .To make the United Nations more effective, its
basic emphasis,- in practice as well as theory,' must be shiftederom
serving nation-states to serving the world community: It must be
more able to make :things happen; it must be able ro'act, not react.
Such .a, shift in emphasis and priority may appear to be a trivial,
matter of semantics becauseriation-states will still exist and contrib-
ute significantly to the global organization. Nevertheless., change in
priority to place the interests of the world community first is funda-

. mental. it the fist lce'y to effective management, of the critical
world issues.

THE AUTHORITY TO IMPLEMENT An institution serving the
longer range Common interests of 'humanity must be delegated
adequate autonomy and. a.uthority'? As a tolerably independent en-
thy, it must be free toagree'upon and initiate those actions essential
to managing global problems.' Success is not likely if either
decision-making or action can be blocked by a few powerful riarions
or a large bloc of less pOwerful ones.. Once overall objectives and
general policies are. established by an equitable °decision-making
process, the institution needs enough authority and power to im-
plement programs. It should also be free to initiate study. andre-.
'search and to submit proposals for dealing with global problems to
the decision-making body.

Safeguards must accompany delegation ofpower and authority in
order to, reduce the potential ,of abuse. They may be provided in
4everal ways, such as limiting delegated authority to carefully de-

:fined functions, assuring balanced representation in 'decision:making
_bodies, establishing proper checks upon funding, and adopting an
appropriate bill of rights. Delegatiog Of.even carefully defined and
safeguarded authority and power! to a- world organization, raises
genuine fears and emotional reactions. Nevertheless, the need here. is
effective 'management of global problems. The creation of an all-
powerful super state to replace national governments and deal with.

.
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. 'domestic. matters is neither desieable, realistic, nor acceptable. But
the world does need organization that assures effective manage-

.
. mene of global problems to avoid catastrophes and, at the. Arne

time; -protect nariodal political independence. -

DECISION-MARING AND VOTING A third prerequisite for a truly
effective United 'Nations of con2orrow -is, a workable and fair
decisiOn-making process. .No nation, however, powerful, should be
able to block action to deal with.global problcmsiasis now the case

P with the permanent members of the Seturity Council. Nor should a
group of like-minded nations, however nunriemus;representing but
'a small minority of the arth'spctpulation, be able to impose its shill'
uPon.the great majority. This means that the' United Nations must
fitid alternatives to both the SecuritY Council .veto and the one-
natioidone-vote system of the General,Assennbly. Until this is done,
the powerful and less powerful.nations will strongly resist the pro-
posed shift in thq basi emphasis of .the United Nations and the'

re delegation of adequate (Wer and authority to it.

Numerous' pro for chqnging the voting system .have _been
()tiered. I of these are worthy of cbnsideration. The; widely
crit ed veto of the Security .Counceniight be eliminated al-
ogether; orthe range of questions-subject to the veto 'might be '

limited (for example, removing the applicability to act_ions
quire disputing parties to negotiate), Another-proposial 'Would re-:
quire two or more vetoes to stop an action. Rnlargement of the
Security Council, perhaps with semipermanent members, could

'Iprovide be.ttef_ balance for decision-making. ,
Proposals for altering the voting system" i-O-th General Assembly

fall into several broad categories. The famed Clark- n proposals'.
would establish a graduated schedule of voting power ra ing-frorn

' one vote, for the smallest Member State to a maximum of votes
each for China, India, the Soviet Union, and the United States. The
number of votes for intermediate member states would be relate o
population. Variations of this approach have been proposed bY

. others.
Weighted voting is. another option. _Populatioo is one obvious_

factor to be involved. A second element might be related to
'ewnornic power, such as GNP, energy consumption, or agricultural

1. Grenville Clark and Louis B. Sohn, World Peace through World Law, ,

3rd ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1966).

I: 9
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And industrial prOduction.' Due to my. background as an leprgineet,
look with favor upon the use of energy consumption as.a'factor in

'potentialweightetivoting. It is simPie, understandable, and bears a
;direct relltipnship. to stage of develOpment and economic trength.

as-a-weighting-factor;':may-be criticized as
placing a premium an waste. Econolic and supply factors, however,
will Compel conservation of energy, particularly by industrial poW-
ers,,thUs lowering. -their comparative weight. Eneigy consumption

-should provide more consistent weighting than GNP of .:Other
economic factors.

e:Dual voting in the Genotal Assembly is'a suggested rneans'of
maintaining one - nation /one -vote while injecting a tweighted formulai

f dome type. Votes on important matters -.would. be counted twice,
first on a one- nation /one -vote basis and-then upon a weighted basis.
In order to adopt a measure, both votes ,viould- have' to carry by a
.stipulated margin. Dual voting might be applied only tb,resolutions-i'
on specified matters, leaving the one-nationtone-Wote on All others.

Another possibility is a bicameral .sfstem --Wherein-the General
Assembly would continue to function on a. one-natidtlione-v6te"--
basis. A second bodysome suggest an enlarged SeekirittY Cougch,

:giving greater: representation to the larger, and more po'werful
nations would also consider the rheasur Adoption, would require
a favorable vote by a-stated majority in each body.

' The ultirrfate -alteration- of the voting !s'ystein in, the United Na-. . 4,1 a 4,

Na-
t roll require compromise;- and, in that piocess, quite new con-
cepts, niay emerge. Such was the case nearly 200 years ago when the
Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia created the US bicameral
systeit with representation by population inpne,body and by states
in the other.

In the necessary trade-offs, the .veto may eliminated. or cur-.

taiied in exchange ifOr one or anothe; of the alternat'ves injecting the
realitytf power into ,the General AsSerribty decision-making system.
Theoretically, a System vkeightirig population and some economic
factor makes sense. In any case, reaching compromise wilt be most

-diffiCulty if the United Nations is to have real authority.

FINANCE: TOWARD INDEPENDENCE The old adage that he who
pays the piper the tune applies also tb the United Nations
system. So long as it is primarily dependent upon essentially volun-
tary national contributiOns, it will serve the interests of states rather
than-?the world community. The precarious financial situation of the
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United N, ationsfrom year to year demonstrat s this fact. The Article
19 fiasco of 1965 is a good illustration. The So t Union and France
refused to pay: assessed costs of the UN peacekeep operations in
the Congoi The United States insisted that Article 19 (under whiff'
any 'member more than two years in default zon its UN assessments
loses its vote in the General Assembly) be enforced upon these two
nations. Deadlock resulted in near paralysis of the United Nations

.for many. months. .The United States did back down evencually?,
saving face by proclaiming an unWillingness.to wreck the organiza-
tion. AlthoUgh the sale.ofUN-boads covered parr of the costs of the
Congo operation, the financial strength of the Uhited Nations is still
impaired., ".

So long as UN ageripY activities are financed by voluntary cap-
rra.rion-stares will contribute only to those programs they

favor or benefit from.. Agencies will.cohtinue. to compete with one
anoththr for support, and there is no assurance that optimum use is
made of available funds' or that maximum aggriegate amounts are

'raised:The importance of independent funding and possible sources
of revenue hae been suggested in the previous discussion regarding
management of economic. and social development. For example, a
two cent (US) surcharge per piece of mail crossing national borders
Would produce $319 million annually; a one dollar-.(US) per ton
annual levy upon, all commercial vessels for useof ocean space would
raise $343 million arinually;,a one cent per kilogram surcharge on
current total, of fish catches in ocean space wthildraise.$698 million

'annually...As stated earlier, a 1 percent global tariff upon the 1975
volume of international ttadewould have,prciduced $8.78 billion.2
Other possibilities'include surcharges on commercial airline,interna-
tional flights; On-petroleum and mineral resource,s.extracted frcim the
seabeds, including those in proposed national economic zones; and
on radio, table, and television communications using the,air spar
above the oceans.. Ir

Functional Organizations
t

Several existing world organizations With mininfal ties to the
United Nations already perform specific ftinctions for the world
community. The World Bank and the International MonetaryFund
are outstanding examples. Although blessed by the United Nations

2. Compiled from data found in the United Nations Statistical Yearbook
1975, Ne.w York, 1976.
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and generally considered to be under its umbrella, they are, for all
intents and purPoses, autonomous organizations. The General
Agreement 0:Tariffs and Trade, too, is beyond the authorized reach
of the Unitecl,Nations. .

The outlook, is for more organizations of this type., They will be
established when the .need in a given problem area becomes critical*
and the United Nations has been unwilling or unable to deal with it.
Potential areas for such functional organizations include food, trade,
commodities, environment, =Al perhaps others., In same cases, UN
'action or .a UN conference may initiate proceedings. leading to the
.creation of the functional organization. Ocean law is a case in point.
Discussion in the UN General Assembly, followed by 'extensive
explorations by the ad hoc seabed study group, culminated in the
UN Law of the Seas. Conference. Nevertheless, the treaty being
developed by the conference will likelycreate a new organization to
deal with the seabeds, with its own decision - making Ind adminis-
trative organs. The organization will thus be autonomous with but
token, if any, ties to'the United Niations.

A similar approach, the International Disarmament Organization
(IDO), was propesed by President Kennedy in 1962 when the
United States responded to a Soviet proposal regarding general and
complete disarmainent. The autonomous, organization would have
supervised the disarmament process and dealt with' related prob-
lems. The concept is likely to surface again whenever serious arms
reduction is undertaken.

A clear, distinction exists between functional organizations and
the varius agencies closely affiliated with the United. Nations. The
constitutional relationships between the United Nations and such
aOnc+ are governed by, the UN Charter' for agencies in existence
prior .t the adoption of the Charter, or by General Assembly resolu-
tions c eating agencies after Charter adoption. The United. Nations
has th authority to renegotiate these relationships, a process that is
desira le. Functional organizations .created in the future, however,
are likely to be more independent of the United Nations.

'Nei/ functional organizations are attractive because they permit
proper4rnphasis, adequate delegation of power and authority, bal-
anced decision-makihg procedures, and access to new sources of
funding. Negotiations to-develop a treaty creating a new functional
organization may belengthy and,heated(witness the UN Law of the
Seas Conference). But 'theproce$s accomplishes, for the management
of a specific function, tbe very changes proposed for the longer range
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revision of the United Nations. The result is an organization skith at
leasr-extranational, and perhaps lirpited supranational, authority.

When faced with a functional neeg, nation-states are more pre.
pared -to-delegate-authority. ecision-making can be balanced by
suc easures as dividing pow abet Otenan assembly. (one::nation/
one-vo ) concerned with general policy only and a smaller council
concerned with 'management, structuring council inennbership to
arly represent intersgt groups., requiring greater majorities (two-

, thirds or three- fourr}'s) on important jaws, and requiring (concur-
'rence of the majority of yotes within each spricified interest group.
Safeguards are more easily established because they are limited ro a
specific function.

Functional organizations havecertain'clisadvantages despite their '
attractiveness. Coordination of management of interrelated issues
becomes difficult. The independence/of a, functional' organization
tends to insulate it from the world community as a whole and from
the United' Nations: Cie. atiOn of-functional organilations lesiens the
pressures upon nationlgtates of reform the 'United' Nations.-

.

Regional Organizalions

Many regional Organizations.whiCh foster cooperation on a limited
geographit basis .were. mentioned earlier. While they differ in type
and functioh, each is addressed to the management of regional.ast:
pects of one or,rnore of the critical world issues. They ate important
for ,.the same reasons that world ,Organizations are important. Re-
gional organizations have the advantage of more honnogeneous 'con;
stituencies -whichOften can reach consensus and implement action
more harmoniously than worldwide organizations.

The several Western European organizations provide antoutStand-
.

ing example of the favorable ;use .of regional:organization. Western
. Europe has the .EUropean Economic Community (EEC) Sand the

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)an the economic area The
European Atomic Energy Comthunity (kIJRATOM), the European
Organization for Nuclear Reiearch (EONR),,4- and the European,
Space Agency (ESA) deal with problems'of modern technology. The
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is concerned with se=
curity: The Council of Europe described in chapter 10 is a most
significant omen; along with its huriian rights-activities, the council
'cleals with terrorism, migrant, and the environment. The recent .
change from appointment byinernbet gOvernments to direCt

1
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tion of ineinberstO the Parliament of,Europe is another important -
omen:.

Although perhaps less adyanced, regional Organizatidns of various
'types exist or flourish elsewhere. IF1, Eastern. EurOpe the Warsaw Pact,'
,' and the Council for 'Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) are
:,counterparts'ece NATO and EEC. The Americas have their Organiza-
tion of Anierican Sta:reS (OAS), Africa Its,,OiganizatiOn of AfriCan
Unity,(0AU),..and Soiltheak, Asia its Association of-Southeast Asian

'Natfons (ASEAN).

The;potentials available to regional organizations* are nearly as Regional
varied ands useful as those awaiting a stiengthpned United Nations: Opportunities
They can be structured to assume the management of important
segments Of critical world 'issues and to play strpportive roles in
others. Greater reliance upon regiohal organizations conformS. to the
'politidtl wisdom that the best management of political. matters is-
the one closest, to'rhe loCal'PrOblems and the people. Homogeneity
and proximity encourage greater, acceptance of thetr p6grarns
However, regional organiiations can be most effective if their opera...
tions are cougisteni with global. objectives and cfsuitable.-cdotdina
tion is maintained with worldwide organizatttons. . .

Regional organizatiOns: are particularly.well suited to deal with
such ee,onorriic matters as oint develOpmerk programs,. regarding
transpoktation, communications, and water resource projects. The'.
several existing and.proPOsed regional trade pacts have already bea
mentioned in connection with the global trade aypem. The out.:
standing progress of the.'EEC POints the way. The Inter,-American

_DeveloPment Bank has demonstrated the value of a regional ap-
proach to development Slaking; Agreement. on guidelines and pin-
ciceSregarding transnational enterprises may be reached more easily.
among neighboring 'nations than on the 'world level, Finally, re-
gional approacheS to establishing exchange rates recently Initiated
by EEC -could ctintribute toward the development of a common

,world currency.
Regional institutions could also contribute much to thernanage-

!Dent of peace and security. Latin America's Tlatelolco treaty and
OPANAL, its concurrent institution, point the way to weapons-free
zones (both nuclear and conventional) and perhaps co'regional cen
ters to' itore, piocess,. and recycle nuclear fuel and wastes.Ventures
of this type would economically benefit treaty partie; while lessening
chances of the use of armed- force. Controversies among neighboring:
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'nations cou4often be more readily resolved if dealt with regionally
/

by heads of the neighboring governments through the auspices of
regional organizations.

Regional approaches to
thent

environmental' protect} on and enhance:t
. ent and to resource/population imbalances are T.)

iii

onising means of
dealing With these, problems. Agreement upon standards and en-
for-Cement for environmental protection should be more easily,
reached by nations facing common .problems..Action to protect
rivers, lakes, and adjacent seas- that serve several nations must be
cooperative. Neighboring coastal states face common problems re-

.garding marine protection and conservation measures within their
economic zones. As the resource/p-opulation balance issue .bectimes

. more pressing; regions-will tend to have similar concerns and out-
looks.

Finally, regional organizations' have a unique opportuni to
stimulate progress toward greater reliance upon law for the r&olu-
tion of intern1ational controversies. Here again, the European com-
munity is leading the way. The OAS, OAU, ancl. ASEAN, together
with future regional orWilizations, should beencouraged to follow
the leadership of the European community.

Reform Increased effectiveness of regional organizations. requires refOrni-
ing and restructuring not unlike that proposed for t e' United Na-
tions. With varied structures, different governan , and diverse
functions, the common need of regional organizations is greater
emphasis upon serving the comMon. interests of a region, not the
interests of member nation-states. Hence nation-states can
strengthen these organizations by otientinS functions toward shared

ts' concerns, by delegating adequate authority and power, by improv
ing decision-making procedures, and by providing. enlarged and
independent financial support.

4 Outlook
The members

r
of the United Nations have been pathetically 4low.

to alter traditional patterns.' Their reluctance ,reminds one of the
slowness of .the US Congress to change. its own archaic procedures
But fortunately there are stirrings. One ad hot committee is looking

,
into restructuring of the UN economic and social systems. )?other
is wrestling with UN reform irvgeneral, including Charter rekision.

The probability is good that the United Nations will soon make
some minor near-term reforms. Substantial strengthening 'of UN
capability to manage adequately the six critical world issues is ?tri

2 .
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likely, however, until stronger leadership for change, emerges'. Even
the current reform initiative could be undermined if the North-
Sbuth economic confrontation or a deteriorating -East-West détente
were permitted to rigidly pdlariZe the United Nations.

FUrther, it is not likely that nation- states` will soon agree upon,
longer range UN reforin measures. affecting emphasis, Authority,
decision-Making, and independent financing unless they- are jarred
into action. ,

Many facets of global probleMs, nevertheless; are too critical to
await a hesitant United Nations' ,Willingness to, change. Nation-.
states will inevitably seek other means of dealing with serious prob-
lems.: One'way to do this is to set up ad hoc comthittees having 'no
connection with the United Nations, such as the Terence on

tees can. deal effectiVely with specific .irnmediate problem ,.the
International 'Economic Cooperation (CIEC). While s ommit-

have,..
disadvantages as ongoing organizations. They lack apoliqcal b
because they are not tied into the world organization..

A second alternative his greater use of functional organization's yr1 1".
having but token, if any, connection to the United Nations; they
can be: structured with resonably adequate authority, suitable
decision-making processes, and more independent funding. Or.ad-
ditional responsibilities could be given to such organiiations-as the ,
World Bank, IMF, UNEP, and other institutions. ThislunctiOnal
pattern of dealing with pr,oblerns has certain initial, advantageS1-.,
Nevertheless, in the longer range, extensive use 'of it will diate a
hydra-headed world network with inadequate ties and liaison to the
desirable central poliCy-making body, the United WatiOns itself.

Regional organizations, the third alternative, should be strongly
encouraged. Adequate linkage and appropriate coordination with:
the.United---Nations-Aowever, are needed- for these organizationS to
make, an optimumcontribution to the management of global prob-'
lems.

Each alternative has certain merits if 'lied' in Conjunction with a
stronger and more effective 'United Nations that develops broad
policy, determines- priorities, and oversees the management of crit-
ical world issues.

In the last analysis, though, decisions on the pattern of world
organization will be made by nation-states. Only they 'have- the
power and the responsibility. Their acts of commission or omission
will determine hotv the world community manages,.or fails to man=
age;. Critical world issues:
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Nation-states are the prime actors in the global arena. They. %yip
retain this role until they create extranational or supranational
mechanisms and institutions. Only nation-states, acting through

. treaties, the power to create such organizations and transfer
authority to them. International and national nongovernmental or-

' **ganii4tioos, as well aS-ptiblic ()Pinion, haVe imPoirant and-Peisitasi.:, .

ve supportive roles, but they cannot take action.-Such is the reality
of today's international political system.

There is little likelihood of bypassing the nationstaie .system
with people-to-people movements. So-called constitutional conven-
tions of unofficially selected representatives of the people from all
nations have been proposed from time to time. Such proPosals
ally emanate from groups within democratic nations who naively
assume that the people of other nations have the same dernocratic
rights apd privileges. But even if such a convention with broad
participation asserhbled, it could not conceivably usurp the power of
all nation-states, even though it could ffect public opinion*.

The Today's frightening dilemma is that nation-states, while absolute
Dilemma of in their monopoly of power, are obsolete in their ability to cooperate
Obsolescence in making and implementing decisions about the management of

critical world issues. They have clearly demnnstrated their capacity,
to make war but have failed miserably to unify to maintain peace.
They precipitate economic crises but are unable to manage the world
economy. They pass reiolutimis but do not implement them. They
castigate one another but cannot sustain cooperation. The near-term
interests of nation-states. are so diverse that agreements upon global
action, if reached,., are usually too little and too late. Most interna-
tional controversies''Arise from self-serving appraisals of immediate
concerns-and from failure to recognize the commonality of longer
range interests; others are the result of basic religious, ideological,,or
cultural differences intensified by prejudices and attitudes arising
from tragic and frustrating historical experiences.

2
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Relnctance to surmount these obstacles stems in part from fear of
the unknown and in part from internal political pressuies. Pressed
by 'day -to -day -domestic crises, too few leaders find time to anticipate.
the possiblity of failure to manage world problems and assess the
impact of such failures upon their own countries. .A strengthened
United Nations can wait, they say; jobs for the unemployed cannot.
A hard line and status quo posture are less risky. at the ballot box.

Will nation-states rise above their actual and perceived conflicts of Groupings of
interest and overcome inherent reluctance to build adequate,global Nations
and regional organizations? This depend% largely upon the wisdom
and leadership of individual statesmen and the attitudes of key
nations and groups of nations. For convenience, therefore, letAisc
review briefly ar'this point the clusters of states relevanr to global
issues.

At,..the end of Worltl War II, three groups stofd out the "nations
united in victory, the defeated Axis poweis, and Se neutrals. As the
cold war developed, alignments changed t?Itthe communist bloc, the
so-called free world, and the neutral or Lincolnthitted nations. West-
ern colonialism phased out and the term Third World emerged,
encompassing numerous 'less developed nations, mostly new but
some of longer standing..The First 'and Second Worlds were the
countries closely allied with the United States or the Soviet Union,

- but these terms were little used.
The political associatidn of the remaining nations was formalized

by their heads of .state and governments in a series of Summit
Conferences of Nonaligned Countries. The initial 1961 Bandung
conferences has been followed at intervals with four more summits,
the most recent in Colombo (1976). A sixth summit meeting is
scheduled for Havana in September 1979. The number of
nonaligned members is-n-ow 86 nations and 3 liberation movements.

..._ Economically, nations have been grouped for nearly' three decades
.as the developed and the developing, or less developed, countries.
Beginning in 1963, a group of like-minded nations (mostly develop-
ing and mostly nonaligned) began preparing a common platffirm
concerning economic and social development. This led to the
lawiching of the Group of 77 at the first UNCTAD conference
in Geneva in 1964.11the Group of 77 (now grown to 119 nations)
affords political solidarity to the developing nations on economic
matters.

1. Leo Mates, Nonalignment, Theory and Current Policy (Belgrade: Insti-
tute of International Politics and Economics, 1972).
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The memberships of the Nonaligned-conferences and the Group
of 77 generally overlap, but there are some exceptions. Brazil, for.
instance, participates, with the Group of 77 on economic matters but
not usually with the .nonaligned. At the 1976. NOnali*Fl Confer-
ence in Colombo, three countries (the Philippines, Portugal, and
Romania) were.admitted despite their respective connections with

_SEATO, NATO, and the Warsaw Ptct. Within recent. years,
.Nonaligned conferences have tencled toward greater political em-
phasis and the Group of 77 has become more involved in economic
matters.

Economic realities have recently identified two subgroups within
the Third World.. Forty.-nine of the poorest, nations, sometimes
referred toR as the most seriously affected (MSA), have been called the
ourth.World. The 13 .ciatrich nations haVe,,by their own action,
come ()ITC. .

In chapter -7' four groups: of nations were discussed; ,49 Low In:-
come, 39 Lower-Middle Ihcorne, 35 Upper-Middle Incorne, and 37
High Income. The High Income group includes most of the .so-
called developed nations.' The LoW, lower-Middle; and Upper-
Middle Income countries correspond generally to those considered as
the Third World. The'Low Income countries. coriespond closely to.
the Fourth World. OPEC. nations are listed in each of.these four
groups, depending upon their. per .capita, gross national product,
Which is very high in.several of ihe Underdeveloped OPEC countries.

Despite the similarities of interests and objectives among nations
in each group, there are significant sociocultural differences. Al
though bloc voting in the United Nations and assorted conferences
is common, nations frequently break with their associates and vote
independently. Neyertheless,.the groupings do come into play both
constructively and'obstructively during political and economic de-
bates and decisions.

None of the groupings seem quite appropriate for appraising
future attitudes and potential lea ership for managing critical world:
issues. For this purpose, I divide the world's nations into four

baSed upon personal judgment of their needs and attitudes
ara their probaBle roles ihstrengthenipg regional and global organi-
zation.

Group A. The 5 "united" nations: China, France,.,the Soviet: Un-
the United kingdom, and ,the United tates

Group B. The have nations: some 30 deuele ed nations and a few
of the more adVanced developing countries ..



Group C. ,The have-not nations: all'
less OPEC members, .

Group D. The 13 members of OPEC

How well the world community copes 'with critical world issues
depends largely upon the leadership 'displayed within each of these
four groups and-the interplay among them. The opportunities arid/
responsibilities for leading the world,cominunity away from its cur-/
rent impasse vary in proportion to the status and power of the:.
groups. Those blessed with greater, strength and maturity have a
heavier responsibility; those with influence, talent, and expetieqe,,, .

greater opportunity. What may be expected of each of these groups
of nations? 4

At the close of WorldWar II, leadership rested with the five GrOup A.,
major nations united, to defeat the Axis powers, namely, China, The "United"
France; the Soviet Union; the United 'Kingdom, and 'the United Nations

States. Major responSIbiliti foi maintaining peace and security was
delegated to them by the UN Charter through permanent Security
Council membership, fortifiecl::by veto power. Each now possesses ,.
nuclear Weapons. The power and influence of these five, it they
Cooperated, could promptly lead the *odd 'Itovafd. effective man:
agement of its critical issues. '4

The United -States and the Soviet Union' are by conventional
standards, the world's most powerful nations: 2 first and second in

--GNP, Military power, and arsenals of nuclear weapons; fourth and
third in population; both with high lite9Cy and stable governments.
Each fully merits the title of superpower bestowed upon it, some-
times hopefully, but often fearfully, IS, other nations, ti

China, witlr'a--population of oVer 900rhillififf-,"initpahtling
nuclear weapons capability; and a' growing' following among de-/

,

de-
veloping nations, is another pow rful force.- China's do-it-yourself,

. .tightly controlled but signi4 nt econorn4c progress appeals to
many poor nations. Despite( iequent/disClairners of any desire for
superpower status, China's:. irngtb ranks her in the top echelon.

The inclusion of. France i.itiid Great,Britain In this group results
..from permanent memberpqp in the UN Security CounCil. Both--

have stable gOvernments and developed cultures. Both have nuClear
weapon's. Hence they retain proniinent positions, although West

,..4 7

2. Rankings are take .1 from Ruth. Leger Sivard, World Military and
Social Expenditures (Leesb ig, Virginia:--WMSE Publications, 1978).
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Germany and Japan now surpass bOth in GNP and population; and
West Germany's military expenditures exceed those of.both France. A.

and G,reat Britain.
France, fourty.enth in population, fifth in GNP, and fifth in mili-

tFarreyncehx-pspeneadkitres

French- speaking
important

countries
informien influence paalarrteiacsu.lavvrlyithainosenif!

developed nuclear weapons and the force de frappe, France is an-
important military power; even though its grandeur is less than
claimed by the late General De Gaulle. - . .

° Although plagued by hard times and ?educed outreach, the
United. Kingdom retains important influence, particularly among

4 the members. of the once powerful and extensive British Common--
wealth. Twelfth in population, seventh in GNP, and sixth in mili-
tary expenditures,. the United Kingdom has nuclear weapons
thrOugh early tech'nological cooperation with the United Rates.

Little change in the world's political and economic orders is likely
without the formal approval or tacit concurrence 'of these powers. By
influence, indifference, or the veto,, they can obstrUct any action

7
proposed by the Security Council or the General Assembly: As the
major. nuclear weapon states, the Soviet Union and the Uniied States
cast keep the arms race going or move. to halt and reverse it. The
sword of Damocles .held over the world 'by US and Soviet nuclear
weapons provides security to some but disturbs most 'nations. China
follows behind, seeking appropriate credibility and some undis-
closed 'degree of nuclear deterrence.

. CooperatiOn among the once united five is now conspicuously
absent. The `three. Western powets,.from long association, work well

. : together when they elect to do so, althciugh they occasionally take
exception to each Other's roposals. The United States-and-the-Soviet
Union have been lOcke in ideological and military 'confrontation for
three decades. China., a the Soviet Union are bitterly debating
ideology and carefully guarding their long common frontier. The.
current triangular relationships among the United'States, the Soviet
Union, and China are still somewhat divisive but are in flux. Behind
a facade of declared cooperation, in the interests of world community,
these three seldom pass up an opporpunity to criticize one another.

The self-sufficiency and strength of these five Powers are viewed as
too great to admit dependency upon the United Nations. The very
idea of gtifong glpbal institutions runs contrary .to their ingrained
philosophies of,power politics. No one of the five nations' considers
its security dependent Upon world organization; the NATO find

0 ,

.. .

2 II
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w Pact military alliances -dominate European security. Neither
e United Nations system viewed as essential nor even important

economic development and. well-being of these five nations; al-
though, paradoxically, the United Kingdom welcomed the as-.
sista ce of the International Monetary Fund in arranging credits to
relieve ts 1977 balance of payments disequilibrium. Hence they
view .the United Nations 'both as a necessary evil and an
opportunitya foreign polity instrument to be tolerated and used
or abused as national interests dictate. The dependence of. other
nations upon the United-Nations, however, is too strong to permit
the five to, disregard it. To walk out is hazardous, as the Soviets
discovered at the time of the Korean invasion in 1950.

.National attitudes toward .world organization reflect the vastly
different experiences of these countries, As UN membership has
grown, the United States has shifted from ardent advocacy to half-
hearted participation. The overwhelming majorities once marshaled
to support US proposals have given way to'divisive debate on many
issues and 'frequent General Assembly majoritiei bpposing US posi-
tions. PlAilic unrest bursts into bitter condemnation. whenever the
General AsSembly passes controversial, resolutions, such as that
labeling Zionism as racism. The attitudes of France and Great Brit-
ain have somewhat paralleled those of the United States..

The Soviet-Union with a bloc of only. ten reliable votes (Bulgaria,
Byelorussia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, East aermany, Hungary, Po-
land, Romania, USSR, and Ukraine) has been in the minority in the
General Assembly Ilorn the beginning. Undoubtedly, this has fos-
tered a negative, spoiler attitude. The Soviets dislike- entrusting
matters of national importance to an uncertain UN majority; they
prefer bilateral. approaches. Frequent,..uSe of the veto has protected
Soviet interests and embarrassed the.?West. The Soviet Union has
courted the developing world by suPfOrting its proposed economic
measures, particularly those critical of the United States and 'the
West. But the Soviet Union has not offered development aid to
match its verbal support of development.
, The People's Republic of China (PRC) has represented the world's
most populous nation in the United Nations only sine,.1972. Dur-
ing the preceding three decades when it was on the outside looking
in, the PRC had every reason to be distrustful of the United Nations
and .its early United Statesled majority. Such 'a background is
hardly conducive to strong reliance upon the;Uhited Nations.
Chinese attitudes toward the United Nations, hOwever; are not yet
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fully revealed. The few years of PRC membership in the United
Nations have been marked by caution and propriety except for dia-
tribe against the sUperpowers, particularly the Soyiet Union. China
certainly does not view itself as dependent upOn the United Nations
and, undoubtedly, shares with the others the strong commitment to
national sovereignty and respect for national military power.

It .is obvious that considerable change in napionalattitudes must
occur before these five nuclear-armed, veto-endowed nations will
respond fully to the leadership responsibility' that goes-with.povier. ,

There is little probability that these powerful nations as a group
will voluntarily alter their attitudes on world organization in the
peak future; dedication to national sovereignty,is too fundamental;
relationships are too belligerent; and commitment to power balance
is too strong. Suspicions of world organization run deep, and vested
military interests are politically and economically influential. These
nations are thds deadloed in. what constitutes adapplied veto over.
the efforts of the rest of the world. Theytdefault regularly on their
responsibilities of leadership.

_L.__ . While Group A'nations sbotIld be encouraged to reexamine their
posture, the current impasse is 'more likely to be broken by means
other than logic7-internal pre4ares and crises, unpredictable exter-
nal events, and world opinion.

Group B:.
The Have

Nations

,. ..
The nations classified as Group ude most of the High In- ', '

come naiions, excepting those filling within Group. A plus a
number of the more advance.t.ipPer-Nfddle Income. ations. De-
spite diversities, theyshare sOmewha odinn needs and attitudes
toward international organization.

. ..
.

Group- B nations are .mature with toleiably stable governments,.,
capable political leaders, and experienced public servants.. They have
reached a stage ofeconomic development requiring little direct as-
sistance from UN agencies. In fact, most of them contribute capital
and technology in varying amounts to developing nations. Unlike
.Group A powers, they know they,lack the national' power to..go it
alope; they recognize the0 -interdependence in both s curity and--
economic matters. Fiencethey need similar approaches to .aintain:
ing peace, stimulating the world economic order, attending to err-
yironmerital matters, and resolving' resolur-ee and human, rights is;
sues Accordingly, Group B countries are more aware ofthe urgent
need for effective global and regional organizations. ."

These nations .are' generally dependent upon others for military,

f
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security. Most have participated in NATO, the Warsa,v Pact, or the
defunct SEATO treaties, or have arranged defense treaties for cover-
age by the, military a.ndnuclear umbrellas. of a superpower: Any
third world war would rind most of them hopelesSly engulfed; they
are helpless t9 escape it. These. nations share a common interest in
reducing tension's'among the Big three, halting the arms race, and
deVeloping alternative security, arrangements. ,

Because few have sufficient natural resources for their needs, they
are 'concerned with.inaintaining access to commodities and raw ma=
teeials froM both developed and developing countries. Betege most

`have manufactured products 'to export, they re concerned. with
maintaining access to markets. They must generT foreign exchange
to pay. for imports and maintain acceptable balances, of payment.
These dependencies cause recognition of :the importance of g
strengthened worldeconomic order with better management of the
trade and monetary systems. These dependencies alsO heighten de
sire, for accelerated economic and social development and for the
proper management of multilateral aid,. bilateral aid, develop-
ment banking, trade, transnational 'enterprise, and monetary sys-
rerris of.rhe world economic order. ,Hence the nations. of:this group
tend to view stronger world urganization not'as .4 threat to their
political and economic indepefidenCe but as else ial. .- Miny of these nations already exert effective lead-ership in wor d
affairs, though some are restrained by external alliances or inter al 1.
political or economic situation's, Their relative maturity and str ng
economies provide qualified professionals and leaders; adequ. ely,
staffed missions, e_rabassieand-delegations-to-inrerreationaraifiter-=

,ences; and 'effective research and backup. Even a casual following of
proceedings of the Security.Council, the General Assembly, UN

:agencies, regional organizations, and confe?bces reveals construc- .

rive ledeship by the diplomats and negotiators from nations within
this group. They play key toles in developing and advocating new
approaches to prnblem-solvi4 and frequently facilitate cornproilnise
between the superpowers and the developing world.

The have nations as a-whole enjoy, valuable influence with both
the developing nations and the.five major powers: Developing na-
tions court their favor both' as sources of capital' and technological
transfers and as supporters of a new world ,economic order: The
major powers: must also lend an ear to the concerns and the advice of
this gioup; their support is needed forthe powerful to avoid becom-

.
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ing isolated, prime .targets for the initiatives and invectives of the
developing world:, -

For these. reasons, Group. B nations are a reservoir. of potential
leadership'. Looking ahead, the emergence of a coalition for action
greatly depends upon theM.

Group.C:. The have-not group ---a 'sizable oneconsists of alFdeveloping
The Have-Not nations except several of the Mare advanced (included in Vroue B)

Nationf, and.the OPEC 'members "(considered separately as Group D). All are
strongly tied andeconomically to the United Nations,
agencies, and other international and regional organiiations; the
General Assembly, provides a forum for their complaints, hopes, and
criticisms; the UN agencies and certain regional, organizations are
sources of funding and ,teChniCal ,assistance; their security depends.
upon; maintenance of peace by the world- organization since few' of
them. have sufficient military power to engage in or resist a major
armed challenge:; .

Hence it is riot surprising that these nations generally. believe in
and support the United Nations and other internatidnalorganiza-
tions-.'DOeloping countries want the United oNations and regional
organizations to increase development funding. They advocate en-
larged UN capability to assure security, kelp international peace,
and create a new world economic

The power of have-not nations to effect change: is subgtantial but-
less than recent General Assembly, occurrences might indkate..
though adohredbYlopsided rnajori,ties, she_ malltions. pionioted..by
this group often are not implemented'becaus lack the support,.
of the industria ized world, in the form of trans f capital and
technology. Nev rtheless, the persiitent demands of the developing
world have stim lased the United States and other nations to giye
serious attention o reform:of:the world economic order and accelera-
tion of economic and social development..

These Group C nations can be counted upon to actively 'support
strengthened world organization, iprotided they aregiven participa:-
'don indecision- making and management.'While sorrie'Of them.cari
provide leadership,- the human and monetary resource limitations of
many of the smaller and poorer (including. Most -of the Low InCorne).
countries must be recognized. Ministries, embassies, and missions
are often too thinly"staffed to keep abreast of corre r affairs, lei 'alone
move into leadership roles. According to a cent UN Directory of
Perinanent. Missions to the 'United Nat'ons, 58 nations, mostly
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within this group., hid profeisional: staffs. numb .6rittgt.Six or less.
Such pathetically small staffs cannot al_quiely colier; the:General
AsseMbly and other UN activities. So Me of thesesinaller'counirid,..."
thoUgh, have been and hopefUlly will,continkte tkbec"rep'reserited in
international circles by dynamic and ablediblokits wlio ate effectiveleaders. , .

he 13 oil-rich OPEC, countries share a unique near -term
economic strength that separates them from felloW developing na-tions. The worldneeds theii petroleum; andits sale greatly increases
the revenues of OPEC nations, Petroleuto:basedecenomic power haiincreased their influence with both the, petroleum impotrers and
nations seeking development funding.

With their new financial capability, OPEC memberi ha themans to accelerate their own economic and social deVeldPmen and)
several should rise to the-develoPed nation staidssWIrl-kn the next.'
tosie or three decades. SoniepPEC: nat:ions--*axidi Ata:bia!;''KuwaitQatar, and the United -Afab ,En-iirateshave; ch.& imbiediatefuture as least., more money than they can use ,on theii:oim der .--
velopment; hence, they:have .suddenly; become -sources ctf

mme funds for transfer; cleyelopiris lriations., While both
capacity and willingness ,te'providedeveltiPment fUnds. have proba-bly been overestimated;, they are,,belping.other countries; particu-.latry in the\Middle Ea's.i. Saudi Arabia has:nOt only greaily expanded
its military capability but also has given military' assistance

other:Acab-nations. Prior-to the recentirevalurio'n',711aTO had-. .
done the saine. . :

The ongoing unity of OPEC nations is :not assured: witness their
squabbles over pricing and productiOn. Located in. the? Middle East,
Africa, Latin America, and Southeast. Asia;, they share oil power.as

:"the.all-pervaii've unifying factor; but their. politics and ideologies'vary:greatly. Their political postures range from liberal to conserya-:
tive;ztheit economic sYstems. encompaSs.Varying degrees of 'free en-
terprise and state ownership! Ip the lonker range, the idrerestsof
most Of this group of nationsare similar to those ot Grou,P.Cfor they
are, in fAct,Cleveloping nations: they need the- United Nations as .afgrum to express ;concerns, gain access to. fifeded.iranSfers of technol-.ogy, and assure international penc5 licl'secutIty. On the other hand,
several of them already halie interests' more like those of Group B.nations:

In the past, 'theindividual postures' of Group D nations toward

OPEC Natronl,

t.

.

.
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world .organization hive paralleled those of other developing na-
tions. They have produced a number of able andeffective diplomats
and leaders arthe UnitedNations and iri other multinational Aather-
ings, Improved economic status' shOuld now facilitate larger and
better qualified staffs in their ministriet;-embassi'es, andmissions;
allowing greater attention to global Issues.. These. faCtois, together
with the leyerage of oib diplomacy, should 'increase the ability and
perhaps the willingness Of some OPEC nations to play a more mean-
ingful leadership role.

. t3'

Wiler S&P: To be effective, leadership must involve 4ations from the several.
creaking the groups. not-only to encourage others within each group but also to

Deadlock assure apiirqpriate consideratio; of..significantly different situations,
needs, and interests. The more responsible loadersof the developing
countries fully. realize the need for the concurrence, cooperation, and
wpport of developed countries. Most developed nations also recog-
nize that a concerted approach is fundamental to solid progress.
Even the superpowers are learning that they cannnt.dominate inter-

,.
national decision-making. The question is not whether concerted
action is required, but how to achieve it

The world community has every right to expect Group A nations
to provide dynamic leadership. Unfortunately, cooperative action
from 'this group awaits major change in basic attitudes and relation

:ships among China, the Soviet Union, and the Wilted States. .

Expanding dOente, between the United States and the Soviet
Union, progress in understanding and cooperation between China
and the United States, 'and partial relaxation of the strains between
Chinaand the Soviet Union are.equally important. The appearance
of new statesmen may or may not foster improved relations among
these nations. ,Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai are dead and their,
successors are feeling their way in foreign affairs while consolidating
their internal control. Krernlin.Av atchers:Tredict an early retirement
Of Premier Brezhnev. US presidents ...Wange at least every eight
years. New leadership does not automatically alter basic needs and '.
national policies; but having little or no vested interest in prior:
rhAtUtes, incoMing.governments are freer to consider oppoitunities

.

for new .initiat.ives.
Resolution of local controversies in the Middle East, .southern

Africa, and. elsewhere could reduce the frictions' among these three
epov'ietful .nations. The relaXation' of tensions alone, however, may

merely be palliative and increase satisfaction with the current inter-
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national political order, without resolving the underlying- difficul-
ties.

Domestic factors will undoubtedly generate mounting pressures
to alter policies toward global problems. The three great. pOwers
would benefit substantially from the cutbacks in military expendi-

,tures permitted by reduced global tensions; each 'nation has its own
package of pressing domestic economic needs. The. United States is
concerned with infiatiOn; unemployment, and -energ and will be
increasirig

some potentially availaWe from .the S vier Union. and
Chini. The Soviet agricultural system still neices ateS repeated foOd
imports. China, too, imports food occasional . Both China and the
Soviet Union need Western technolog onsumer demands are'
creating pres,sures for change within th SSR. and ift time; will do

'.so in China. The Soviet Union and China are inevitably becoming
more involved in the world's trade' and monetary systems.

Maim,' war (whether or not apy of these three nations are directly
involved),' an environmental crisis, or orapid deterioration of, the
world's resource/populationbalance could, force:a new look at man-
aging those *Critical world ;.1Ssues. But global catastikelie is.. to be
avoided at all costs; and external and internal ec9ntstilic bressures
work very slowly. Thus the problbility of early concerted leadership
from the great powers is very,:..16; harritig some dramatic new
apprOach.

The current deadlock..will o be shattered by a vigorous and
sUbstantial Change ofi3Olicy by. o of the three nations. Suppose, the
United States or the Soviet On nor pethaps Chinawere to
radically alter,;,itS foreign policy, now focused upon ar-term na-

\ tional interests; andembrace one truly compatible with he common
`near -term and ;longer. range concerns or the' world. Such advocacy,' if
matched by action, would rally atnazing support.,

Neither China nor the Soviet Union seem likely soon to break the
shackles now binding them in confrontation and to step forward.
Although. France and the United Kingdom have considerable
influence, both lack the clout to break' these serious deadlocks:.

What' of the United States? Dd. the recent stirrings in. htimart
'rights, bilateral arms reduction, and economic areas foretell a de-
termination to assume leadership? Will this nation, frustrated by
.Watergate, CIA investigations, recession, and renewed debate over
who is first or second in- the arms race,' overcome, the tendency to
turn inward? Are we ready to revalue outpriorities, giving emphasis
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to what must. be done if the. world community is-to -survive and
prosper We should, and if we are wise, we.will.-

Coalition: 0. Until the' five not longer united nations alter their approaches,
Action for leadership rests disproportionately and unfairly upon,'the shoulders

Survival of other nations. . , '''''
. .. ,

mea-
sures

A coalition of like-minded nations to propose and support ea- --
to better manage global problems is needed. Such a coalition

.should include nationsolfrom among the several groups, perhaps
initially 'excepting Group A. Participation must cut across, the bar-
riers usually dividing ideological blocs, economic groups, and re-
gional alignments. Criteria for participation in the coalition should
be simple and' ragmatic: (1) national policies generally amenable to
strengthenin
early action ard such goals, and (3) willingness and ability to

and regional organizations, (2). dedication to

commit human and other resources to these ends. These ,criteria
,

reflect a determination to staricikup and be coUntecGitp,defy pressures,
and to reject aigunients of even potent -Powers satisfied with the
status quo. . 4,' '. , A%. ,

Communiption and action should be the watchwords of such 'a
coalition:Initially, its members would work informally behind the
scenes to promote proposals for positive action at the United Na-
tions, world conferences, regional meetings, task forces, and other

forums.appropriate forums. Serious, continuing communication must have
a high priority and should involve diplomatic; political, academic,
and nOngovernrrientA organilation leaders of the countries par-
ticipating in the informal, coalition.' Working well ahead of im-
mediate crises and current agendas' of various regional and global
International organizations..the coalition could structure proposals
consistent with the longer range needs. Shared participation in this

',process would lead to common sponsorship of such proposals before
decision-making' bodies.

There are several potential advantages of such a coalition. First, it
would faciliate leadership and action among like-minded nations.
Second, onigOing pooling of information and research would expand
knowledge about problems, approaches, and obstacles to be over-

, ,
come. Third, coalition members would build confidence not Only
among themselves but in their.ability to influence. action. Fourth,
the leadership of nations within the coalition would 'strengthen the
determination of other nations. Fifth, a well constituted coalition of
determined nations would exert strong pressure upon, the superpow-
ers and other holdouts. .

2 I
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Experiences with Stanley Foundation conferences, together with
numerous discussions with diplomats and political leaders from the
six continents, have demonstrated to .me both the need and the
viability of the coalition approach. The paucity of current communi-
cations among leaders, diplomats, and scholars' of nations whose
interests are similar is appalling, and the gap where interests are
dissimilar is even. wider. Personal communication'that fosters un-

---derstanding- and -stimulates _new ideas is needed rather. than struc-
tured and often polemic exchanges before public bodies. It is essen-
tial to build upon the remarkable consensus on the urgent need to
improve management of the critical world issues, as observed among
participants from diverse nations at our conferences.

Unfortunately, these participants also have shared a frustration
that despite the urgency, little can be done because the superpowersWill neither support nor concur with necessary change. This may be
true when viewed by nations acting alone or only in association with
members of their bloc. But substantial clout could be mustered by a
balanCed consortium; joint leadership and pooled influence could tip
the scales from status quo to exciting change.

Once when I discussed this coalition concept as regards peace and
secwity with a friend, he labeled it a "conspirdcy for peace." Perhaps
the proposed action-oriented coalition dealing with all the critical
world issues might be called a "conspiracy for common sense" or a
"conspiracy for survival." In any event, the coalition, approach
merits serious consideration and trial.

.

Members of a coalition would not he preselected in any formal,
sense. They would, in fact, select themselves, stimulated by
dynamic leaders to cooperate with other nations on matters of com-
mon interest. Some nations might participate on certain proposals
but not on others. Changing conditions, such as shifts in national
policies anti assignments of people to key posts; might,alter a na-
tion's desire and ability to play an important role in an informal
coalition.

Suggesting possible coalition candidates is hazardous;, errors of
commission ,and omission are certain. Nevertheless, I offer the.fol-
lowing subjective judgments, based upon shell criteria as appaient
national policy toward stronger global and regional organization,
leadership displayed in various international bodies, perceived
influence. With other nations, caliber of diplomats, and strength of
staff backup. In reaching these nominations, I. have researched posi-
tions taken in international bodies, particularly the United Nations.
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Enhancing
Leaderthip

Potential

I have included a few nations more on their potential than- their
'demonstrated commitment and leadership' in strengthening global
and regional organization. My suggested nominees (with due apol-
ogy for inadvertent omissions) include Algeria, Argentina, Aus-
tralia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, EuptiFinland, Germany (West),
Ghana, India, Indonesia, Italy, japan, Kenya, Mexico, Nether-
lands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania, Sri Lanka,
Sweden, Tanzania, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, and. Zambia.

Were a score or more of these nominees to cooperate as a coalition, 1
I believe they would be joined soon by others; support would come /
from unexpected' sources. /

Why are some nation-states better candidates for leadership than,
others? What'. combination of factors causes a nation to step out,
ahead of the pack in the important quest to manage global prob-
lems? . .

While no formula applies, several factors are pertinent. Certainly
national leaders must be sensitive to the needs of the world. General
information about the controversies and conflicts of the moment is
not enough. A reasonable understanding of the current and potential
threats posed by global prillems, together with awareness of the
inadequacies of present institutions and' mechanisms, is needed. All
too few national leaders measure up to these standards.

Increased awareness has to be accompanied, by, thoughtful
reexamination of policies regarding involvement and "commitment.
National leaders must become convinced tkiat something should be
done and that their countries should be involved. They must com-
mit adequate resources, assign capable diplomats, provide effective
research and logistic backup, and cultivate putolic support. Not all
nations have the necessary human and financial resources, plus the
required determination. .

While national leadership usually involves the. composite efforts
of many officials and agencies, the significant contributions of able
and dedicated individuals cannot be overlooked. Jean Monnet,
through persistent efforts over many years, fathered the European
Economic Community. General Carlos P. Romulo ofthe Philip-
pines, from the, 1945 drafting of the UN Charter until the present,
has kept alive the concept of Charter reform. Paul 1-1Offman, as an
individual on the UN staff, brought new concepts and strengths to
hle multilateral-aid program. Arvid Pardo, former ambassador Of
tiny Malta, almost single-handedly promoted the UN decision to

991
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reexamine the law of the seas. Maurice Strong's dynamic leadership
was vital to the success of the StockhOlm .Conference on the Human
Environment and the launching of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP). The dogged persistence of Ambassador

`Alfonso Garcia Robles of Mexico is credited for the Tlatelolco treaty.
What will cause national leaders, buried under avalanches of

pressing-problernsT- to- lose-their reluctance to address seemingly
remote global problems? Some impetus may come from external
crises and from -the advocacy and example of other nations. In rea-
sonably open societies, the mounting pressures of public opinion and
NGOs can be effective. But in most cases, the drive must be gener-
ated through internal, research.

The emergence of stronger-leadership should not be left to chance.
Effective research focused upon longer range national interests. and
global problems would assist the formation of policies oriented to-ward more effective management of critical world issues. Most na-
tions could benefit from some internal restructuring of administra-
tiVe units dealing With the. United Nations and 'other multilateral,
-global, and regional affairs; from assigning able and forward-looking
diplomats and staff to missions at the United Nations and to respon-
sible positions dealing with other global and regional organizations;
from appointing to key government posts individuals having broad
global outloOk developed during tours of duty at the United Nations
and other international organizations; and from seeking the services

. of policy-oriented private citizens and representatives of non,
governmental organizations.

Better management of critical world issues will occur only when
nation-states act collecti-vely to make it happen. Collective action by
nation-states willoccur only when the leaders of many nations accept '"
responsibility to create extranational and supranational mechanisms
and institutions. National leaders must be inspired, persuaded, or
goaded to lead their nations inch cooperative action, into joining a
conspiracy for common sense survival.
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"Peacelis too important to be.left to the generals" is an often re-
peated

.

peated cliche. Global issues are similarly too important to be left to
,governments. People make up the world community. People suffer
or benefit from the procrastination or foresight of governments in
the handling of economic, polit'ical, and social issues. People must
be =involved because all governments, even the most dictatorial, are
influenced by public opinion and eventually stand or fall on how
well they serve the needs and interests of their people.

The private sector, where it exists, is deeply and properly in-
volved in world affairs. Since the operations of commercial non-
governmental organizations impinge directly Upon the economy of
nations and the world, their actions,, for better or fox-worse, contrib-
ute to international' relations and influence foreignyolicies. Numer-
ous nonprofit NGOs also bear directly upon national and incerna=
tional public opinion and indirectly influence the decision-making
processes of governments and international organizations.

Most governments need to be prodded into action by forward-
looking people. Bureaucracies develop an inertia, almost human in
nature, that resists innovative alternatives. Governments tend to
support the-stacus quo _whether it be to the right, left, or somewhere
in between. Heads of.- state hesitate to change the postures and
positions that them to office: don't rock the boat, don't get
ahead of public opinion.. Normal governmental responses to
technological, economic, and political change are seldom hold or
comprehensive: go slowly and take small, safe steps. These charac-
teristics generally prevail whether leaders are in power by virtue of
inheritance, election, appointment, or military coup.

Since few individuals have sufficient stature or position to gain
direct access to Vecision-makers and opinion-shapers, group advo-
cacy is necessary.. And this is Witere NGOs can serve as the, vehicles
for enlightened group action and expression. From nation to nation,
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their importance dePends upon the openness of
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affected more by the ihternationaPeconomic and political climate'
than is generally recognized.

The so-called military-industrial complex is a prime example of
NGO influence. Its nongovernmental segments include manufactur-
ers and exporters of weapons, military equipment, and supplies,
togetfiii labOr unions a7i-d defense-related research and de-
velopment institutions all having vested interests in .arms de
'yeloptnen't 'and-:sales. These :organizations work hand in hand with
,the. PentagOn; members 'of Congress sympathetic to defense spend-
ings and'the executive branchof the US government, They-strongly
iriflUen& decisions and: appropriation4 on military expenditures,
weapons expoits, Vnd,aiMs control and disarmament agreements.
The efforts of these NGOs are abetted by

fin
think-tanks' and,acaderni-

.
cians'anced by Pentagon grants and y military-oriented;m6rnber-
ship organizations. The influence' of this corriplex of NGOs must be
rated as detrimental to managing the global i?eace'and security issue.
as I have proposed it.

.
Other commercial NGOZ ith vested interests eXerr cOnflittin

-

g
influence upon trade policie Many corporations and trade associa-
tions with capital-intensi or high technological' buses and
forward-looking leadership have consistently sUpptirted free' trade
measures. Such. organizations. as the Farm Bureau and ,th US
Chaniber of Commerce also generally reflect thiS enlightened at-
titude. On the other hand, labor-intensive industries, and their
trade associations, frequently maneuver' to obtain tariff or quota
prorection against imports from cheap labor countries. Several for-

imerly free trade-oriented labor unions have become more
protectionist-minded and claim that imports and-TNE operations

.:6rport job opportunities. On balanCe, the conflicting influence a
these two schools of thought is 'hardly conducive to adequate reform

the trade and THE systems of the world econamic_order.
NGOs Within the bu-siness community also exert conflicting

influence. Upon US development aid policies. Some would enlarge-
assistance and make it more effective; others would curtail it or

altogether". Currently, the corripiAite -influence is proba-
bly negative. Leaders are handicapped in reaching compromises with
the developing world to maintain a xiabltaid..ptogram. This bodes
dl for,thekinger range management of both the resource /population
balance and the development issues.

--- Commercial NGOs are a potent force. Well financed and staffed
with able, executives, researchers, arid lobbyists, they owe it to
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themselves, to-their nation, and to the world community to do
more. Whether or not the:future influence oficommercial NGOs
contributes to the effective management of critical world issues de-.
pends upon their willing eSs to take a more positive, _longer rare
view;_their osyr_long-ran keinterests-are. more achievable-in-the
absence of unmanaged 'global problenis. More business executives
must be_ persUaded, torplke ::concern for improved World- economic
and political orders above immediate financial expediency. This is an
important task for enlightened leaders within the business cominu-
nity, for tiade associations, and for NGOs concerned with foreign
policies.

Such efforts are crucial to balancing the propaganda of the
military-industrial complex and to encouraging governments to base
military decisions upon security rather than economics and to base
deCisions, regarding TNE guidelines on a fair understanding of their
beneficial contributions to the evolving economic order.

The various elements of the news media are a unique type of The Media
NGO. Ici7the United States and in other countries where the media as NGOs
are not controlled or dominated by national governments, they .

shodder ki,heavy responsibility for bothinformation and influence,:as
the major disseminators of world news. No one who reads, ivatchei]...-,
or listens can escape awareness of crises and conflicts. In print:and on
the air, articles, commentaries, documentaries, and editorials
present facts, analyses, and opinions. A stream of books dealing with
every' conceivable facet of world Affairs flows from publisher.:

What impacts do media NGOs have upon' the. managemebt of
critical world issues? On the plus side, the mediahave narrowed the
informaticin gap among nations. Bringing distant events vividly into
homes emphasizes the smallness of the earth, and the proximity .of
other human groups; news undermines concepts of isolation and
self- sufficiency. Telecasts relayed by satellite instantly intrude the:
horrors of war, and violence into our living rooms.

But on the minus side, the emphasis on the immediate and lie
sensational, the simple good guybad guy view of .controversies,
often combines with editorial bias and.retiorter ignorance. The re-
sult, at times, is warped news reporting that makes minor incidentS
into 'crises, obscures underlying complications, and stresses conflict
over cooperation.

Perhaps the greatest media disservice, however, is undue em-
.phasis upon the preseht at theexpense of the- future. True, the events

,/
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Of today are today's hews. The casual media consumer, however; is
couraged to consider a problem resolved when it no longer receivej

a .h ine in thedaily paper or mention on the ABC, CBS, orN Br
evening news. Satellite. reporting, instant analysis;and capsoulized
news do not encourage deliberate ongoing attention to the resolution
ofst ubborn_problems. .

How could 'the media have a more positive in9A News or-
ganizations could be encouraged to present a longer range view of
World needs n the increasingly, interdependent world community
based upon clearer understanding of Underlying trends and -issues.
More time and space could be devoted, to objective nd educational
presentatio of emerging global issues and prob ms. News focus
could aim ri. ahead .of the conservative p f governments.

Academic A vast array of educational institutions and associations strongly
NGOS influence public opinion and, in cure, goVernmentarpolicies. Local

t and state educational systems, although managed by public boards,
can be considered NGOs because they are: far removed from the
Mainstream of foreign policy decision-making.

Preparation for global citizenship challenges educatorg at all---.,
levelselementary,' secondaiY, collegiate, . and graduate. How are
graduates prepared for life in a crowded world? Will they hpve the
tools and attitudes necessary to break with tradition and establish
and operate the 4stems needed to manage not only today's problems
but Others that will sagely emerge in the next few decadesdeep
awareness, broad understanding, high level of tolerance, and convic-
tion regarding world affairs? The gross deficiencies of past educa-
tional.patterns n this regard are evident in the attitudes and preju-
dices of the majority of leaders today. ,

Fortunately, students are.now more aware of the world beyond
national boundaries. Few, however, comprehend how mluch the
present world differs from the world their parenth and grandparents
took .laigely for granted. Despite several encouraging experiments at
elementary'; secOndary,,and collegiate levels, pitifully little is being
done to reshape curricula and to prepare and stimulate. teachers to
better educate our young people for responsible world citizenship
and effective leadership.

Efforts to .meet yhis challenge would be helped by encoragipg
educators to take: an:interdisciplinary view beyond their specialties
and by giving greater attention. to experimentation :regarding the,
development of curricula and programs. Advantage should be taken

,?1
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of the pioneering work of such NGOs as the Institute for. World
Order, the Kettering Foundation, and Global Perspectives in Educa-
tion, Inc. .

While education of tomorrow's_citizens__and _leaders-isrof-vital
importance, its impact is delayed. Fortunately, however, the
academic world has some near-term impact upon opinion and policy
through research. Policy-oriented papers and books based on inves-
tigations carried out at the graduate and postgraduate level in uni-
versities and university-affiliated' research 'centers or institutes' are
widely circulated. Some of these. studies, financed by Pentagon
grants, focus upon military matters; other researchAhowever, deals
with broader 'global problems. Several NGOs prolide forums for
sharing and debating. foreign policy proposals originating in the
academic world. They reach opinion-shapers and decision-makers
through printed reports.and the presence of government officials at
their meetings.

Individual schplars serve iripersonalcapacities as advisors to gov-
ernmental departments and agencies. A privileged few, from time to
time, have the ear of high level legislators and administrators in the
State., Defense, Treasury, and other depaitmentS of the US, govern-

. merit or are appointed to fill important positions in the executive
E;ta.nch.

Through such channels, the near-term impact of academic NGOs
may, at st, be balanced regarding the management of global
problems. The.impa.ct could be made more p sitive in the,future by
expandin academic research related to the anagement of critical
world iss les, including the required instit ons; making greater use.
of qualified academicians as'advisors to the legislative and adminis-,
trative branches of our government; and facilitating intetchange
between academic investigatots, government officials, and nonof-
ficial leaders.

Considerable research applica e to the. management of critical Nonacademic
world issues is also carried on or sponsored by institutes, founda.. Institutes
Lions,. organizations that are not connected with academic in-
stitutions.. These so-called think-tanks are4upported by private en-
dowments, contributions, and contracts with various governmental
agencies. They assemble staffs ofacademicians, former governmental
officials, and others'. ile many of the think-tanks concentrate on
research related to miWVAry and defense matters, several of them deal
with political and economic topics related to mtaging global prob-
lems.
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National : The final . two groups, which I call national and international
Citizen NGOs . citizen NGOs,, include dues - paying organizations, ad hoc commit-

tees, private foundations, and other entities fin'anced from private
tources-and-managed-by-individuals-without-official-positions:-M--
government. They are free to propose, support, and. work for
changes consistent with their view of the long-term interests of all.
Many fcius upon various foreign policy objectives and upondomes-
tic poficieS directly, influencing international affairs, often concen-
trating upon a single issue. Most citizen NGOs' in the United States
confinetheir activities within Our borders; and they will be diStussed
first. .

Many of these NGOs operate solely within the area of ,foteign
policy, often with concentration upon a single. issue;' in oche s,
foreign policy matters are. secondary. Citizen. NGOs are financ cl.
from private sources, principally dues and contributions; a few ob
rain partial financing from private foundations. Foundations operat-
ing in this field are financed largely by private endownierit. In tie
United States, the great majOrity of citizen NGOs operate on tax
deductible contributiOns made to their research and .educational
programs;. those concentrating upon political action to influence
specific legislation or elections are ineligible for tax deductibility if
political action is more than a minor part of their total operation.

( The number of citizen NGOs is large and their activities fall into
. t

three broad categories. -

./ First, because they have sufficient knowledge within their staffs
and membership tochallenge the validity and effectiveness of gov-
ernmental economic, political, and miritary programs, some NGOs
contributvaltiable expertise to the development of polky. They are
capable of relating specific proposals to the broader aspects of inter-
dependent global problenis. Input of these NGOs to policy:making
is currently accomplished through conferences, publicatieins, and
consultations of members and staffs, with legislative and administp-
rive governmental bodies.

The second, and perhaps most common, opportunity for citizen
NGOS is the shaping of public tipiniOn in support of meaningful
foreign policieS.,consistent with adequate manageMent of the?critical
world issues: This is an educational and promotional funtti4 aimed
largely at adult audiences. NG0s,nOw responding to this opportu-
nity focus upon writers, scholars, edueatbri, and politiql and com-

,..'munity. leaders who have, or should have, a more 4thisticated
understanding offlobal problems. Only limited appeal is now made

4
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to. mass': membership, organizations (women's and :men's groups,
'youtli!organizations, churches,. labor Unions, trade and business as-
sociations, and 'others) not prioiarily concerned with foreign_policy_____-----

---evertheltrisT-on;-Occasion , toall t ions of-NGOs focusing. upon
sgec. issuesssues haye enlisted the cooperarion of other NGOs with
mtie general objectives in .order to give support and publicity .to a
timely issue.

The third opportunity. is ; political action. Only a few of the na-
tional citizen NGOs are acriv'e in this area; most, because t ,bey enjoy
tax, deductibility, are barret by law from substantial involvement.
Politically minded NGOs usually maintain lobbyists to work closely
wit/h legislators and administrators in governments. While they seek
to inform regarding global problems, their major efforts concentrate
upon specific legislation or administrative decisions. NGOs oriented
to political action frequently enliSt the support of sizable member-
ship organizations interested in the particular:matter under consid-
eration.

Foundations might be encouraged to initiate or support more
researchtnd eduCation related to the future management of critical
world s. Citizen input to opinion - shaping, and decision-making
is vital ± should'be.eipanded.

1n thelUnited States, better channels are needed to the. Congress;
the Depaitments, State, Treasury, Agriculture, Commerce, and
Defense; the Arms, Control and Disarmament Agency; and ad hoc

groups dealing with specific problems; Input from NGOs during
bilateral and multilateral negotiations could encourage national dele-

'!-gations to negotiate more consistently with stated aspirations and
(principles of national leaders.
Yk.

The activities of a number' of NGOs reach international audi- International
',gnus. Many private organizations and foundations have programs Citizen
':seeking to promote goodwill. and understanding among nations,
,incldIfling exchanges of many types--student,,piofessional, tourist,

and -ctolttrol-:-White.---Lich -activities have little bearing upon near-
terill-TNeiton,§,, re 7ardin 7: the management of c Fel- 'tirld issues,':
they do enlArga,14erstaneffilk;and,:redUce prejudit* antong peOple
of various nations and cultures.

Unofficial international meetings and conferences convened by

-1, Readers de.siring involvement:should contact citizen NGOs
The Stanley Foundation, 420 East Seco-a:Street, Muscatine, Iowa 52761,.

:will, upon request, prdvide names and addresses.
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'NGOs make i-Mportant contributions. Such conferences serve as
vehicles topromote understanding among specialists and diplomats
from -rnany-,,countries-and -provide-the-opportunity-to- explore-new--
approaches to solving global problems. One outstanding example is
the7Pugwash Conference first convened in 1957 to bring together
scientists from the United States, the Soviet Union, and other coun.
tries concerned with nuclear problems. This series of conferences
initiated by Cyrus Eaton may be properly credited with creating the
mutual understanding required for the initiation of bilateral nuclear
arms limitation negotiatiOns between the Soviet Union and,the
United States. Other noteworthy internacional conferences are those
sponsored by the Center for the Study'of Democratic. Institutions,
the Club of Rome, the. Stockholm Institute of Peace Research.
(SIPRI), the Aspen Institute, the Rockefeller FoundatiOU; the Car-.
negie Endowment, the Johnson Foundation, the Kettering Founda-
tion, and The Stanley Foundation. .. ,

The ad hoc gatherings of NGO representatives and individuals.at
UN_ conferences give broad support and permit lobbying for
forward-looking declarations of policy. The first-.of theie was at the
1972 Stock/holm Conference on the HUman Environment. Sub-
sequent gatherings included those at the 1974 Bucharest Copference
on Population, the 1974 Rome Conference on Food, the 1975 Inter-
national Women's Year Conference in Mexico City, the 1976 Van-
couver Conference on Habitat, the 1978 UN Special Session on'
Disarmament, and-§everal sessions of the Conferences on the Law of
the Seas.

Many NGOs have been granted consultative status at the United
Nations, which gives them access to. UN.meetings and contact With
national delegations as well as the Secretariat,. Unfortunately, con =:
sultative status has been usedmore to piovide'briefings,and outreach
from the United Nations than to encourage direct-NGO input. New
ground may have been broken, however, at the 1978 UN Special
Session on Disarmament, Not only were. NGOs permitted to submit
written proposals for circulation to the delegations, but for the first
time 25 NGOs and 6 research organizations were invited to address
meetings oT the Ad Hoc Working-Committee of-that session. I had

.the privilege of speaking for The Sianley FOundation as one of the six
'research organizations. I hope that further channels may be de-
veloped whereby NGOs on a consaltative basis.'may.present gral and
written views to any UN organ', standing committee, or ad hoc
body.
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Evan Sion of NGO efforts across 'nationaLboUridarieS,woUld serve
to increase their irripact upon ThiScould be
achieved-_achieved forMat and-infOrmalinterna-:-

..tional gatherings; 'encouraging. United.States'NGOs to include par-
ticipantsticipancS from other couwries in their activities, and urging US
citizens. to become active in international NGOs.

The future direction of foxign policy in every nation with NGOs Opporiune
can be greatly influenced by effective and expanded NGO activity: Role'
This is particLilarly true in the United States; bur the United States
is not alone in this regard.. Public ,opinion generated through, non-
governmental sources has great potential to influence goVernMental
decisions in many countries.

The outcome, in no small measure, depends upon. that small -.-
segment of the population that is concerned and aware Of.tfle hazards
of failure to manage global problems. Individullly,' their:voices will
be lost nin the hue and try, of big government. :BLit concerted voices,
express.ed °through, NGOs,; will be heard and sliould influence the
shaping ofopinions and the making of decisions

.
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, If responsibility and opportunity truly parallel power and affluence,
the- United States ought to be the world's leading advocate of an

,ordered world without war and the most, dedicated activist promot-
ing wise management of the critical world issues. Currently we are
neither. Although airnmendable and, productive in some areas, our
policies and actions fall far short of what the citizens of this country
and the world have a right to expect.

The United States is singled our here foe. special examination
because it is' my countrrand that of most readers of this byok. The
United States is also a leading actor on the world stage. Compe
'tence,:technology, affluence, experience, and heritage combine' to
equip us uniquely for leadership. Moreover;' because of our open
society, we, as individuals, have opportunities to infl ence policies
and actions.

United States Prior to World War II, the United States, comfortably isolated by
Leadership in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, was minimally involved in. world

the Past affairs. Having "saved the world for democracy" in 1918; We stood..
aloof from the League of Nations, even though it was the brainchild

,-of. our President Woodrow Wilson. The 1922 Washington Arma-
ment Conference' produced a five-power treaty placing a' 10-year -..

moratorium on naval shipbuilding. The 1928 Briand-Kellogg Pact
seemed to assure'peace and' security by renouncing war as an instru-
meni of national policy and calling for pacific settlement of interna-.
clonal disputes. Thus assured, we reduced our Military forces and
turned to domestic problems. Our private sector involvement in
world trade, aided by occasional bilateral government negotiations,
was neither large nor economically' important.

World War II shattered this comfortable,. self- centered existence..
Long before Pearl Harbor, moril, political, and security factors were
,combining to compel our entrance into the conflict. The United
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States emerged as the world's strdngest power; Getmany and Japan
were crushed, France and the United Kingdom were greatly
weakened, .and thl?Soviet Union had been ravaged and partly de-
'stroyed. z

Recognizing the winds of change, our politicians and diplomats
led the way in creating international organizations believed essential
to peace, security, and progress in the postwar era. At Dumbarton
Oaks, San Francisco, and Bretton Wood's, we played a leading role.

Having provided crucial military might to crush the Axis powers,
We hurriedly brought the boys home and greatly reduced our armed
forces. We claimed no territory except some ';Pacific islands, many
p6ced under trusteeship. We took early steps to enhance global
well-being: the Marshall Plan, assistance to Japan and Germany,
independence for the Philippines, the Baruch Plan to place atomic-
energy under international control, and Part IV Technical As-
sistance. We shouldered the heaviest burden of the United Nations'
first and only collective security.action, repelling the North Korean
attack upon South. Korea (1950-193). That these measures also
served our own legitimate self=interests did not detract from their
worth to the world community., Our self-interests appeared to be
consistent with assuring peace and security for all nations and en-
hancing worldwide freedom, justice, and progress: We seemed to be
guided by the fine principles of our Declaration of Independence.
For a few postwar years, under bipartisan leadeiship, we were united
in support' of r-forwaTd=looking foreigOlicy. Our reservoir of
goodwill was never greater.

In a few short years, the scene changed. The Soviet Union's
seizure of power in Eastern Europe shattered the supposed uniiy. of .

the allied nations and revealed the East-West split. President Tru-
man, with the support of the US Congress, formalized the,cold war
by extending aid to Greece and Turkey. The arms race accelerated as
nuclear deterrence became the pattern for mutual security. Western.,
colonialism 'ended and numerous newly iridependent ,nations, with
exploding populations and rising expectations, crowded the world
stage. Global' dynamics became increasingly complex and unsettled.

Now, three decades later, the United St)es has not yet adjusted Disillusion-
fully to:ihe vastly changed world or fashionvd a foreign policy re- meet
sponsive to it; we are not playing the leadership .role we did in the
'immediate postwar peria Not only the United States failed to
respond adequately, but our publie:#4tiides toward stronger leader-
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ship .have deteriorated noticeably. Frustration and disillusionment
are the hallmarks of US public opinion about our foreign-policy and
the reasOns are not difficult to discern: :

Our government leaders and citizenry alike are resentful and dis-
couraged that. the- world: community has not performed the 'way
proposed. .and expected: The Soviet Union did not .play dead after
-World War II; instead,' it :has rebuilt and rearmed with a strong
deterniibaCionro gain stature as a world power and to export its
corrimuniSe drictiine: The tnited'Nations.''no longer. teSponds' to 'mit
every desire and seems out of control. We see tile General.ASsembly
dominated by a"tyranny of the majority" and the Security Council
impotent to assure peke and security._ Our htige bilateral and mul -.
tilateral aid commitments, economic as well as Military, appear to
have:done little to foster development or win friends for the United
States.

OUr sacred concepts of ,democratic government are not working
well when applied to.new'natiOnS. Many democracies have yielded.m.
military governments; .Often- :through.. bloOdy coups. Even the
Philippines, our favoritedeveloping nation; turned'tomartial law in
J972, Nor are our concepts of free enterprise enjoyingWide accept-
ance. Some-Countries have adopted completely, socialistic structures:.
The United States is often berated as an_economic imperialist and
potential aggressor.

Neither democracy nor free enterprise has received a fair test in
many of them. The Concept of democracy, though, shoUld not be
faulted: Democracies patterned after those of the United States and
Western Europe were undoubtedly, prematurely established. in
some countries; there was no other logical ,choice.. But many new
countries lack both the educated and independenvitizenry and the
mature leadership essential to a successful democracy. Partial gov-
ernmental participation in economic affairs is inevitable in many of
the former colonies." The experience and capital needed for indige-
nous free enterprise'are lacking; distruit of foreign business, often
associated with colonial masters'common.

Humiliating withdrawal from, an unsuccessful and unpopular war
in Indochina capped growing disenchantment with our bilateral and
multilateral activities in the world: community. Revelations sur-
roundiN Watergate, CIA dirty triclg in Chile and elSewhere, mis-
conduct of public officials, and bribery of foreign officials by Lqc15-.
heed and others have undermined confidence in our governrtAit
and our transnational corporations. Uncontrolled'inbtion, high Un-
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employment, the energyisis, and.unsolved domestic problems
raise doubts about the ability of government and the private sector
to mange our economy. The result has been a loss of public confi-
dence in government and the "establishment." The so-called tax-
payers' revolt is'destitied to.criticize and trouble government.

Thus a variety of factors combine to stimUlate a harder line in
foreign policy and isolationist thinking, which lead to, an increasing
tendency to draw back from international affairs, look at interna-
tional organizations with a jaundiced eye, and rely upon ourselves-.
The result is stress upon military might, lessened concern for de-
veloping nations, and continued overemphasis on national
sovereignty. It is no surprise that our willingness and ability to exert
leadership is undermined.

The time is favorable for the emergence of dynamic and innova- Looking
tive US leadership. Both the need and the opportunity increase with Ahead
the constant escalation of global problems; time is of the essence.

A more positive, innovative, and active foreign policy, geared to
achieving better management of critical world issues, would, at the
same time benefit the United States. The vety process.of develop-
ing, explaining, and implementing such a foreign policy would
challenge current divisive attitudes and thwart the drift toward a
more self-centered posture. Checking and reversing the global arms
raceundoubtedly a high priority of a revamped foreign policy
'could improve national security. It could also reduce Pentagon
budgetsratrigiTly-testrabreobjeCtiVC,in view of growing public
demands for tax reduction.

But would US leadership comparable to that of the early post
World War II days be welcomed `by the world community? Our
allies and friends around the world are concerned that US political',
trends seem detrimental-to a more active role in the international
arena. They we highly critical of US-Soviet failure to halt and re-
verse the nuclear arms race and to support more positively the UN

4Special Session on Disarmament. Our failure to deal adequately with
energy problems seems incomprehensible. Our persistent, unfavora-
bid balances of payment; the continuing decline of the dollar, and
our reduction of development assistance are alarming. Although the
ratification of the Panama Canal treaties, our participation in ad-
vancing peace in the Middle East, and our normalization of relations
with China have been well received and the expressed determination
of President Carter to take a fresh look at a number of global prob-
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lems was more than welcomed; reluctance to implement fully his
aspirations has been discouraging.

Nevertheless, I believe resurgence of US leadership would be
welcomed by most of the world community, provided it dealt forth.,
rightly with the problems that are common to all Despite their
many differences, most leaders of the world's 150 plus nations rec-
ognize the urgent need to cope more effectively with global prob-
lems. Mounting economic pressures and' security concerns contrib-
ute to this recognition. There is awareness, too., of the reluctance of
the major powers to approach global. issues on the basis of the
common good.

Hence I believe that US leadership, exercised skillfully and dip-
lomatically and aimed'at improving the management of the critical
world issues, would be welcomed. Some of the high regard accorded
the United States a quarter of a century ago could be restored. When
our leadership serves the interests of the world community as a
whole, it in no way detracts from potential benefits to the United
States.

Principles Successful recasting of US foreign policy calls for this country to
address proposals such as those outlined in Part, II, and to develnp
present and future policies and strategies to aclneve them. This must
be done in the context of the primary purpose of foreign policy
enhancing national security and well-beingwith the major dif-
ference that longer range issues, needs, and hazards deserve far
greater emphasis than in the past. We must translate Our vague
aspirations into sufficiently concrete goals and objectives to guide
policy and action.,Bipartisan. consensus is required on the following
principles:

USE OF FORCE The use and threat of military force 'is no longer an
acceptable ultimate tool of national policy for major powers or an
effective means of security for lesser powers.

POWER BALANCE Power balance as the backbone of, security 1301-
,icy is becoming obsolete with the changing nature of national
pOwer and the declining effectiveness. of military power.

e
ARMS RACE The ruture maintenance of peace and security calls for
halting and reversing the arms race and developing alternate sys-
tems for peacefully settling controversies and preventing aggresl-
sion.
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Bilateral discussions and negotiations with the Soviet Union might

be intensified. US participation in multilateral disarmament
mattersboth the Committee on Disarmament and the UN Disar-

.mament Commissioncould be more forward-looking, 'including

xletermined efforts not only to limit the transfer ,,of, conventional
armaments but establish programs to reduce national' dependence

upon them:
To stimulate curtailmentof nuclear weapons, the United States

might declare a voluntary moratorium upon further nuclear test

a explosions conditioned upong I) a'reciprocal voluntary moratorium

by the Scriiet Unicln within six months,`. (2) UN. General Assembly

adoption of a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban treaty (CTB) within

18' months, and (3) ratification of the CTB treaty by all nuclear

powersvrthin five years.
The-United States could promote disalmamdrit by publicly reduc-

ing appropriations (in constant dollars)'to its military establishment
by 10 percent (31/3 percent, per year for three years), conditioned

upon (1) similar. action by the t 'Union within two years, (2)

*development within three year acce./aBle, joint USSR-US

method to monitor reductions,.an. (3) non within one year of

further bilateral and multilateral arms -reduction negotiations.

, . If the United States announced its intent to use ;he International

Court, of Justice to resolve internatronal controversies in whickit is

involved and rescinded the Connally Reservation, a powerful thrust

would be given to third -party peaceful settlement:
To stimulate economic and social deyelopment of the developing.'

nations, the United States might commit additional contributions

to multilateral institution's of a third or a half of that year's reduction

in military budgets. To encourage necessary modifications of the

systems comprising the world economic order, the United States,

could enlarge its dialogue with the leaders of the Group of 77, as

well as with the' developed nations. ..

TA stimulate the expansion of human rights,. the Senate of the

United States could ratify all pending UN human rights conventions

and press' for the .establishment, of improved. UN human rights

mechanisms.
To encourage more extensive research on the management of the

six critical world issues, the United States might offer to advance

$-50 million a year over the next, five years to facilitate the establish-

ment of a Disarmament Research Center (chapter 4), a Center for

Economic veloprnent Research (chapter 5), and a World En-.
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vironmental Research Institute (chapter 9). Such an offer cAld be '.., .. .

conditioned upon developing matching funds froth other sources
i within three years.

These actions are ihe kind we could take within the framework of
a foteign policy respa we to.thcworld of today and tomorrow. Our

...aSpiration would n be translated into tangible proposals whose
impact on the world community would be significant. At the same
time that concentrated efforts to'solve global problems would be

.stimulated, some-of the goodivill that has drained from the Ameri-:
can reservoir would be repleniShed.

,

But bipartisan agreement upon revitalized foreign policy concepts Blocks
and actions is contingent on our nation overcoming:Ce r in barriers.

Our leadership efforts have been and continuto--1;e severely
handicapped by a number of factorssome shared with other na-
tions, some peculiar to us. While- these factors have, been touched
upon in earlier discussions, it is desirable to summarize them.here;
they constitute ready agenda. ..

Nationalism unduly influences our policies and those of nearly all
nations. But in the United States, excessive nationalism takes on a
larger dimeniion.-1555bines with our great economic and military
power,. long-standing self-sufficiency, ,self-righteous convictiorrtliat
we are chosen people, and an unbridled national pride sometimes

L-rese-mbling-arrogance-:-We-have-litrle-cortfrdence-iti:-wo-rIcrucgititia-
tions and are extremely-hesitant to admit the heed for more effective
global and regional solutions. Many US citizens believe, serious pro-
posals to delegate any degree of authority to a sorengthened United
Nations boider on treason..

We share with all nations a grossly inadequate understanding,of
the multiple impact upon our institutions 0 ..'d, vast technologi-
cal `and political 'Change. We do, not comprehen. the nature of the...
global responses necessary to cope with them. We share with most
intlustrialized,nations a stubbOin reluctance to admit the in-
adequacies of the world economic, system. Along with most older
nations, we deal awkwardly and ineffectively wit the problems of
tthe developing nations.

Two typically Arnei-i an attitudes also handiCap i leadership.
One'-is our fruStrating te dency, to expott-our pp tical economic,
ak;Ocial systems without suitable adaptation t ocal c. ditions of, . (
other nations. The second is our insistence upon instant solutions;
we overlook 'the vital importance of pursuing objectives patiently.
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Th'e e factors contribu d to.our despair when our high hopes for a
Peaceful, orderly world t the close of World War II were subverted
by the intransigence. f the Communist bloc and the extravagaht
dennands of 'the. develop ng world,;Undoubwdly, our, expectations
were too high; at least 'they exceeded the willingness and capacity'of
the world cominunity to realize them through, ,the United Nations:'

But none of these factoii .i's" adequate to explain US failure to .

provide more positive leadership. Our major handicap has been
nearly threp decades of bitter philosophical and political confronta-
tion with die Soviet Union andi different, but paralyzing, confmn-
ration with China. Our respon to these challenges has led us to

. unwarranted- dependence upon military security. Ever expanding,
Pentagon budgets and .new weapons systems invite reciprocal corn-
rfiitmenti by the .Soviets_ and thus continue to 'fuel:the arms 'race:.
Yesterday we-were unprepared; today we are incredibly overarmed.

The domestic . consequences of these face-offs include suspicion
' ,among peoples and organizations, undermining of bipartisanf6reign
policy, strengthening of pro-national philosophy, and enlarged
influence for military-induitrial complex: Globally,. we have

. .been led to support repressive regimesan - gage in covert inter-
Vention.

Our intense commitment to military power. diverts US'attentiOn
from the world's fundamental pOlitical and economic prplems and
doWngrades our sUpportiof Mkernatidnal organization...It severely
handicaps the minorityofocir'leaders who:would encourage non -

'military problern-sql*Mg: It undermines our national credibility as a
champion of independence and freedom. Both the desire and tht
ability .of he ..United States to offer .constructive world leadership
have beerOnAened severely. c

.

Reappraisal it thoughtful reappraisal. of,US attitudes and° policies toward the
.communist world is long oVerdue. Such a reappraisal is basic to
-advancing' beyond fragile dEtente with the Soviets and normalized
relations with the Chinese. (Obviously, reappraisal of policies.an8
attitudes by the Sovier ,and the Chinese is equally desirables)

Despite, the;importint beginnings resulting, from Henry
gees and, former President Nixon's diplomacy, our' fUndamental rela-
dons vis -a -vis the two major co -4, unist countries have not bee
significantly altered. China,' So...`zt. Union, and the United Stire
continue' to criticize each other an uver to score points at
home and with nonaligned nations. Fear a distrust guide military

-:'':'policies and cloird appraisals of each others intent.

:
4 1,
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In retrospect, both sides haVe overrea ed and misjudged threats
and polemics. Quite naturally, US ciri ens find communist ideology.

...abhorrent, ruthless tyranny as sometimes practiced by the Soviet
Onion and China repulsive, and some political and military moves
Of the communists alarming. On the other hand, the Soviet Union
and China find capitalism equally abhorrent, are repulsed by some
US political activities, and rightfully fear the strategic weapons
focused upon them.

Undoubtedly, the United States erred by precipitously disman-
ding its armed forces and withdrawing troops from Europe before the
dust of. World War II settled. We did not ,know how to evaluate the
actions 'of the Soviet Union, a sovereign state ravaged by-German.
invasion, to protect itself. Stalin.acted ruthlessly at home and ag-
gressively in Europe. Were Stalin's moves security measures or a
prelude t n invasion of Western Europe? Historians will undoub-
te ate this question. for years. .

US reaction certainly reflected fear that the Soviets were preparing
to move westward. We embarked upon a program of rearmament
and containment of communism that continues to dominate our
foreign policy. In response, the Soviets stepped up their own rear-.
mament, the cold war had begun,, the arms race was undei way,'and
the strategy of mutual deterrence the peace of ierroremerged.

A few years later, Mao Tse-tung defeated Chiang Kai-shek and
the People's Republic of China installed its brand of communism.
Convinced that only the United States stood between monolithic
communism and the free world, we intensified ourefforeiro contain
the communists behind both the Iron Curtain and the Baniboo
Curtain. The cold war became more intense as the communists
reciprocated.

The domestic impacts of the fear of monolithic communism have
been severe. Fear and panic became the order of the day; communist
moves, triggered near paranoiac response in this country. Dema-
gogues like the late Senator. Joseph McCarthy fanned these fears.
The House Coinmittee on ,Un-American Activities pried into .the
affairs ,of individuals' and organizations. Those who dared speak °Ili
for ;international understanding and-cooperation were immediately.
branded as suspect. The detrimental-impacts of this period continue
to the present.Opinion,polli reveal that a significant segment of the
US ptiblic anticipates war with.the.SOviet Union. Near hysterical
anticommunism complicateS efforts' of our 'government to deaf ra,-
tionally- with'The Soviet Unionand China, And, meanwhile,-
cians beat the druths for greater armed might.

i.
:;
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But time passes and conditions cha\ynge. The concept of aggres-
,sive, monolithic communism has been undermined by events:.The
Soviet Union. and China; split over ideology, have been antagonists
for more than a decade. Yugoslavia has remained beyond Soviet
domination.' Other Eastern. European, countries are lOoking west-
ward, edging away from MoscoW. Even Hanoi tries to maintain a
respectful distance from China. now that Vietnam is reunited.

. The influence of communist nations in the developing. world has
been spotty. Many fevelOping.nations have accepted economic.anct:'.
military aid from ihem. In some cases the superpowers have been

-skillfully .played againSt one another; but, on the whole, the corn,.
munist countries have been no more successful than the United
States in dominating delTloping nations. 'Even where developing
countries adopt state ownership patterns,' they'generally maintain
independence in political and economic affairs.

Despite pcilemics'for public consumption, both the Soviet Union
and China have acted externally, more as pragmatic nation-states
than as ideOlogisrs. They have aided revolutionary,governinents and
have helped antagonists in some hot spot's; the United States has often ,,
aided the other side. But, on the w ole, they_have

TOtilted States in av
whole,

involvement of their
Own armed forCes. Neither has become as deeply involved as the
United .States was in Vietnam:

Against this background, how are the superpowers to move from,'
bitter confrontation to tolerable cooperation? Perhaps the first and.
most fUndamentai step is for these nations to recognizeseveral areas.;
of common self-interest.

One:such interest is avoiding direct involvement in war, particu-
larly with one another. Whatever the threats and lack Of trust that ';

initiated and continues the arms race,,neither the Soviet Union nor
; China nor the. United States want war.. As`merribers of the nuclear-....,:

weapons Club, ihey have calculated the death and desiruction they
could rain on one another 4nd realized that war must be avoided lest,
their' nation be on the receiving end Of a, holotaust: We know that
the US military establishment is maintained to deter aggressicin and
avoid, rather: an provoke, war. Were it not so, the essential public

;support ce din an open society would be lacking. Butwe are
reluctant recognize that the Soviets and the Chinese have similar
inte Nor do the communists readily accept our claim of peaceful #
int nt.. when Sour intercontinental ballistic missiles are targeted' di-
r tly upon them.
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P; SOviet conduct during the last three decades has, revealed an intent
t6 avoid becorningditectly ,involved in war; their military prepara-VIP

,

otlns can be rationalized largely as steps to strengthen security; and
match deterrence with US strategic postureS'. Although Soviet of-
ficials bargain hard on SALT treaties and other arms control meas-
ureS, they have demoristrated a desire, for arms limitation; if not
Odtktion. A most important factor is the Soviet memory of World
War II. Scarcely ipfainily was untouched; one'out of every ten Soviet '
citizens, civilians included, died. Are Soviet leaders any more ready
tliancUS leaders to invite a war that might bring nuclear destruction
upon, their people? .

.n ' China's
,
yet primitive strategic nuclear capability is viewed by the

4.,United States as a lesser threat. There is, moreover, no sound basis
.:for assuming that China, has aggressive aims toward the United4

StateS.Puring the-past two decades, China has not shown'a bent for.
expansion. Its military posttiie rationally responds to a fear of Soviet
invasion and,:for a time, of USfiggression from Korea or Indochina,:
Neithfr the conflict with India over a long-contested border, nor
the recent Chinese invasion and withdrawal from Vietnam, nor the

..._ttture- of Chinese armed forces-is-cOiriparible with aggressive out-
reach. :Recent understandings with the United States, plus a peaceI a

treaty with Japan, indicate desire for more rational' relationships.
The validity of other common self-interests of these.. three great

powers is less subject to argvrnent.. Each has numerous unmet
needsinfrastructure, social: systems, consumer products, nd tax
reductiOnsthat woad benefit from reduction of current mmit-
mentS of monet and manpower to military establishments. China's
level of economic development is suckOat it is still classified as a
developing nation: The Soviet Union is suffering from inadequate
agriailtural production, Marginal transportation ystems, in-
suffiCient housing, rising deMands for-consumer ucts, and lim-
ited.'cdpital. The United States, despite its ,greaf wealth, finds it
difficult to divert. Sufficient financial resources into solving urban,
energy: and transportation.PrOblems. Each of the three countrieshas :-
a large enough'agenda of domestic problems to challen4e the scien=
tists, gineers, managers, and others who would transfer from
rnil ita to-civilian 'tasks:.

...' Nat "o of these three nations'is likely to accomplish its desired/-economic.o jectives alone. Self-sufficiency is obsolete; despite
to admit it Clearly, in the future, United States needs. for

various materials may have to be met in- the Soviet Union and China.
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; :..In .return., the Soviet Union and China are lipked to.,the United

States by their need, for Our gr. in, our cre:dit, rand our technology.k

Thas the three countries have cornmon interest in mutually main-

taining access to resources and iechnology..
.

Is It nOt time tO deal with the Soviet Uriiim and China moreias...

powerful nations., than. as feared ideological entities?. Certainly.we
should. continlie. to vigorously Op-pose corrimunism as economically

Unsound. and dictatorships as Morally xvrOng. Ceytainly we:should

rtbiltinue to demonstrate by Word and deed the superior perfkmance

of free enterprise and'clemocracy.
.

We are compelled to coexi,st.whether or_ not we like or trust one;

'...;:anOther.. We r4st seek potiCies -and systems enabling us to liye in

peace and manage mutual global.koblems in mutual self-intetest...

Ways and, . There is no certainty :that. our fOreign policy can be:ljteshaped..But.

.... Means to shun this challenge.sis.ro defailit our responsibilitiesjorfeit our
. .

right, to influence events; and give to other nations a: vetblike power.. .

over'sensible,and orderly progress. I believe that:our people would
support aepresideni and a Congress. acting with boldness and irnagi-

--nation-te-ithie-ve-our-aspitatioris.
Several initiatives are p,articuiarly. relevant. Reconciliation. of the

:foreign policy roles of the legislative ancl,e3wcutive.branches of gov-
ernment derrves high priority. Integrally linked.With the domestic .

economy, today's compiex global matters present a Sibiation quite
differerit from that of the eighteentlitentury when,the Writerslof our
Constitution !ridged responsibility for foreigryaffairs with the:presi.-
dent: foreign:affairs can nolongerbeneatly separated &fin dorbestic
problems. COngress controls the prirse strings, and the departments:
of Defense, CQM,Merce, and TreaStiry are involVed, as well. as die-, .

DepartMent of.St4e., '

While the executivebranch'mustlead, Congress'needs to cooper- ..;

ate in poliCy formation and appropriations. Excessive secrecy gener-7.
ates misunderstanding and cilnfrontarion among the two branches of 1.':
govetranent and the publicOt impairs the CongreSSibnaFrespOnsibilz; '''

.. .
'. ity to serve as a cbeckalid balanCe Upon:the executive branch and to

giritle public opinion': . * ,,..
' Secondly, to foster public understanding and involverright, the.
"president, the adrninistr'ation, and members of Congress need to
'keep the public .better informed abOut foreign policy, including the
koblems facing' our nation and 'the. world community. Improved
channelfor input from people to government and more forrnal
opportunities for input frorri NG0s. have already been Suggested. ,
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be taken from the books of history. Near the closeOf odd War II; a earn of four Senators s--H-joseph Ball and Harold
Burton both Repub 'cans, and Carl Hatcli'and Lester Hill, both
Democrats toured th country urging US participation in interna-
tional Organizations. De' ocrars William Fulbright in the House
and TOM COnnally in 'the nate sponsored resolutions "favoring the
creation of appropriate inte ational machine'"? with .poWer'adequate

ttistration, Se tors Co ally and Vandenberg

to establishestablish and maintain - just and lastingasting peace." During the
Truman adi ,

vided strong bipartisan, lea ership.. More of this is needed. USforeign policy is too crucia'/ to our country's future, to allow interfer-
ence by narro*.patty politics. ,. -,'. . .

Substantial: exPansion of research on each of ',the critical world
issues has been emphasized. To summarize, there is a deplorable
imbalance between the human and monetary resources de,voted to
research on military, and near-term aspects of foreign policy, com-pared to nonmilitary and longer range matters. The Arms Control
and. DiSarmament Agency (ACDA) is a prime, example. The organi.;:l.
Ption,,charged with responsibilities for studying all aspeCtS-o-raTfriS'':'''control and disarmament and for negdtiating disarmament

'agreements, currently receives a paltry $16.5 million in contrast to
more than twice that amount appropriated for Pentagon public rela-
tions and in further Contrast to the billions now expended on
weapons deyelopmeni. Obviously, serious efforts to deal with.global
problems require afar greater commitment for federal research.'...'
. A dynamic foreign policy undoubtedly requires indePendent in:1.itiatives on the part of the United States. Because this involVes.

balancing uncertain future;risks against knoWn present risks, hanger..,.
range trend's and forces deserve attention. The thinking of Congress
and the administration Mast. be focused on more than immediate
crises and issues. A Joint Congressional.CoMmittee on 'the Future-
could be an important vehicle for adequate dialogue.-The staff Work.of suclwa committee could be supplemented by substantial input

,from scholars and NGOs engaged'in the study of foreign.policy and,
',future ircinds:. If given appropriate encouragement;our many NGOs
can mallOsigni,ficant,contributions.

Should the United States restructure foreign policy?' Should our Why?
country actively work to persuade the world community to establish
the procedures, Mechanisms., and' institutions needed to'manage
critical world issues? :Yes.

Uniy'. a restructured, future-oriented fOreign'volicy will
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adequately serve our national interests. Moreovert, as..a naeion ehat

has been fortunate. in achieving high levelS Of. affluence;.'fCeedord;

and human dignity; we owe a debt not only to the forefathers of this

Country' but. prior civilizatidns. We have a responsibility to sue-

ceeding generations to, preserveand enhance' the concepts of democ-..

racy, enterprise, and human worth.
The time for a more balanced,' innovative; and dynamic US

foreign policy has come. '



CHALLENGE

Today's efforts to manage the critical World issues appear to follow a
pattern of brinkmanship. As a problem becomes threatening
enough, the world community somehow attempts to deal with it
.hurried and expedient reaction is substituted for careful and reasoned.

' response, But restless political, economic, environmental, and social:
forces deinonstrate Cleat Ey the need for and the benefit of.manage-
ment more adequate than the' brinkrnanship approach. Surely there
is enough intelligence in the world, to recognise the inadequacies of
present.global and regional procedures and institutions. Surely there
is enough common sense to do something :about it Managing global

problems will be difficult, but in the long run there is no other
acceptable path to follow.

One certainty is that the present structute:js shaky and frag-
mented;,world community efforts are being made in an international
system wherein nation-states' reign supreme: Nonbinding concur-
rence approaching Unanimity among the nation states is the only
currently available mechanisin to handle crises, prevent harmful
situations from becoming irieversible, and foster a morecooperative
climate for bnilding a new world order.

I find the immediate outlook far from reuring, particularly in
view of the conduct of nation-states since World War II. The World
-community has resPonded very slowly an timidly to emerging
issues The vast majority ofnitions has not dernonstraed sufficient
awareness of global °,problems to stirnulate the : implementation; of
even:modest near-term proposals. There certainlyhas not been wide.-
spread recognition of the need for POOled sovereignty to implement
longer range proposals.. What theftiloes the immediate future hold
in store? ,Will 'nation- states rise to the occasion in common self-
interest? 6'

Fortunately, current attitudes need not dictate fUture conduct;
their tan:be changed by the:force of events, and the power of reason. s
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'Wats_nuclear_catastrophes,environmental-disasters,economic--1
system breakdown, famines, resource shortages, population in-
creases, and massive encroachments upon human rights are the kinds
of Urgent events'and;trends.that would, by force, convince nations( of
how compelling the issues' are and how serious is the need for man-
agement. Resolution Of 'current Conflicts and confrontationsthe
Middle East,. -southern Africa, Korea, Indochina, the horn of
Africacould",vasily improve the climate for international coopera-
tiOn.

While events' can positive! t the will of nations, far more is
required. The urgency is $ Moreover, the nature and sequence
of future events 'could. create feelings of hopelessness and futility'
.rather than,determinarion to act. Rather, a grand effort is called for
to persuade national leaders of the hazards of delay and the benefits
of:early action. This approach of-reason andcommon sense requires .

statesmanship of the highest, order Within individual nations and
among the global family of nations.

Dynamic leadership is needed at three levels: first, within each
nation to conceive national policies in concert with the vanguard of
fOrward-looking nations in quest of a sane and sound world order
joining in a conspiracy for survival; second, within regions to en7
courage groups of neighboring nations with similar interests to
create mechanisms to handle issues 'and problems suitable for re-
gional management; and; third, globally to stimulate nations to
bring order out of chaos and .move` world 'community toward
effective management of its problems..

National leaders and-their constituencies must look beyond nar-
row, near-term concerns to broader, long-term common interests.
Without skillful. bold, and innovative statesmanship, the voices of
reason and-logic will be drowned out.by the Clamor of shortsighted

interests..The future of The.world community, and indeed of
natiod-siates, deperids:upon the.response to thii Challenge. Stronger
leaslers:are needed in both the public and priyateSectors and among
by ion-shapers-as well as decision-makers. More individual, group,

governmental leaders musteinerge soon if the world is to aver.-
disaSter.

I belieVe leadership can inspire results. The skills of better man-
dgernen.t. practices are known and may be 'applied to global
problem-solving.' The roles, authorities, decision-making, and
financing, or the United Nations can be impioved without.Charter
change. ProcedUres are available for Charter revision. New institu-
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tions can be structured to supplement or even to replace the United
Nations. Much teehnology to confront critical world issues is avail-
able; more can be developed. ;;.World problems, like national and
local ones, are largely man-made. The solutions must also be man-.
made. With patience and determination the long and complex tasks
of managing critical world issues can progress.

Statesmanship is also required to encourage a number of nations
having common interests to.pool their efforts to build procedures,
mechanisms, and institutions for 'the entire world community.
Statesmanship is needed to persuade still other nations to follow the
lead of a coalition of future-oriented nations. Statesmanship is re-
quired to stimulate the more powerful nations, particularly the
United States, the Soviet Union, and China, to accept the respon-
sibilities and. opportunities inherent in their status.

Throughout this book I have attempted to outline why improved
global management of critical world issues is both urgent and bene-
ficial for all nations' and peoples, but my closing words are di-
rected to the opinion-shapers and decision-makers of my own coun-
try:The Uniied States belongs in the forefront of world community
efforts to cope with mounting global problems. We should be a
leading advocate of,effective management and a persistent force in
establishing the required means. Out. leadership in this quest would
not guarantee early success, but without US leadership progress is
highly doubtful. 'I believe there is no excuse for our inability or
unwillingness to provide this leadership.

Repeatedly, 'I have noted the difficulties that arise from strict
adherence to the principle ofinational sovereignty. Of all peoples,
the United States should be aware of this and be able to contribute to
the resolution of the problem.

Our heritage features positive management of interdependence as
well as independence. After the Revolutionary War, the 13 newly
independent_ American states soon found that they were interde-
pendent as well as sovereign; their political and economic fortunes
were intertwined. As 13 separate and independent sovereign states,
they still lacked the capacity to manage their economic and trade
problems and to maintain peace and security. This 'situation was
similar to that of the ex-colonies in Africa, Asia, and Latin America
which have struggled to throw off external rule and gain political
independence.

Fortunately, eleven years after the adoption of the Declaration of.
Independence, a significant event changed the course of. US history.
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A convention, cautiously endorsed by the Continental Congress;
met in Philadelphidto deal with all matters,"necessary to render the
Constitution pf the Federal Government adeqpate to the exigencies.-
of the Union." The resulting Costitution; approved by the dele-
gates of the politically independent states, acknowledged i5terde-
pendence and established institutions to manage it.

Numerous parglels between the 'contemporary world situation
and colonial America are obviouS1.°There are differences today, of
course, but they donor overshadow he urgency of managing global
interdependence. This is not to propose that the formula 'devised in

-Philadelphia in 1787 is the appriipriate .one for toddy's world; but
there is a lesson to be learned from the period of US history between.
1776 and 1787. The lessor' is a simple one. Achievement of national' -

independence, albeit an essential, step, is not enough. Interdepend-
ence, too, must be recognized and' managed; -

For the. United States to, be true to this heritage, must it not lead
world community efforts to find ways to pool people's sovereignty
deal with shared and inescapable global problems? Viiion and wis-
dom are called for. No greater.challenge has ever faced the human
race; no nation has a heritage contributing more to an understanding
of this challenge.,

The time has come for the United States to search its sour; recast
its foreign Policy; and dedicate its untiring efforts to advancing.
peace, 'seCurity, progress, and human decency for the whole.world. ''
Once again we are challenged to a crusadeone whose methods will-
not be death and destruction as in 1917 and 1941, but peaceful and
cooperative action by, nation-states in response to our vastly changed
world. This crusade is important; it justifies the utmost in commit-
ment and dedication. The stakes are so high that it should be viewed
as a moral equivalent of war. Have we the wisdom and co4rage.,:of,..,
oUfnation's founders? Can we rekindle, in our time theirCortiri*"
ment to managing inter-dependence. while protecting political itide='.
pendence?, We can we will.
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ABM"

ACABQ

ACDA

AID

/SEAN

CACM

CCD

CD

Antiballistic missile .

Committee on Administrative- and Budgetary Ques-
tions ofThe UN.General!ksserably

^

Administrative Committee on Coordination of the
UN. General Assembly;
Arms Control and 'Disarmament Agency
Agency kw r4crern4tional DeVelopment
AssociatiortOf.southeak Asian Nations

Central American Common Market
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,

Committee on DisarinaMent 4
CIA . Central Intelligence Agency of US
CIEC Conference on International EconOmic:Cooperation' 7.

comEcoN Council for Mutual Economic Assisianceqof Warsaw :.
Pact Nations)

COW : Cominittee of the Whole
CTB .9.. Comprehensive Nuclear Test Bah Treaty

. ..e
DAC .Deyelopment AssistanCerOUntries

EAC East African Community
ECA Economic Commis Sion for Africa
ECE - EcOnomic Cominission for Europe
ECLA Economic. Commission for Latin. Amen Ca .
ECOSOC Economic and Social Council
EC WA Economic Commission for Western Asia
EEC European Economic-Community .

-EFTA European Eree.Tra;:le Association
EMS EuropeanMoneiary System ,-
EONR European Organization for Nuclear Research
ESA European Space Agency*



ESCAP Economic and Social Commission for Asia-and the
Pacific

EURATOM 'European Atomic Energy. CornmUnity

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization

GAT:f *General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.'
GCD General acid complete disarmament .
GNP Gross national product

HURCO .Human. Rig tits Council (proposed by author),,

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency; A
, ICBM intercontinental ballistic missile '; ...

!cf. International.Court of Justice
tbA International Development Association.
IDO :InteroationiDisarmament Orgarkization (propose

but not. established) :

.IDS International Development Strategy .... ".

IFAD . International Fund for Agricultural Developrrkrit ,...
IFAC International Finance Corporation.?
.ILO International Labor Organization
imco Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative .p gani?-4:-

non .
, .IMF International Monetary fund

INFCE International -Nuclear Fuel Cycle. Evalciation
!ioc International Oeean Cortimissionf UNESCO
ITC. International Trade Center established by GATT
ITO International Trade Organization (prpf,osed but riot

established)
International Whaling Commission !:

',I.AFi.' . Latin American Free Trade Associatibb ,

.Less deVeloped country '

MFR Mutual foOe reduction .: . -
MIliv . -Multiple independeni reentry vehicle
MSA Nations most seriously affected by' world econornic

conditions. .:

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Ndo Nongoverrimental organization
NPT Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

OAS Organization of Arnericap States
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opA
9DC-
oEcc!.-

piE.

ONUC

OPANAL

.
OPEC,

PLO

..PNE

PQLI

PRC

SALT,

SEATO

SSOD

.
,:' Organization of African eniiy

Official development assistance
Overseas Development Council

.

Organization foi Ectinomic Cooperation:and Develop-..

United Nations OperatiOns,in the .Congo

.. ,..ment . '

Organization for: nternational Economic Cooeta`tion.,
Ocean Management 'Authority (propoSed by atithoil.:

Organization for the Prohibition of, Nuclear Weapons
in Latin America

. N
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i.t, -

Organization of lierroleum Exporting Countries .

United Nations
United oNatiOns Conference. .on
ment

UNDOF United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
uNDP , United Nations. DeveloOrneni Programme.
UNEF4 United Nations E rnergeOcy Force
*UNEP. United Nations Environment Programme
UNESCO United Nations Educational, 'Scientific and CUltirals.

Organization
UNFICYP . United Nations Force in Cyprus;
tii4FPA 2

UNIDO

UNIFIL

UNITAR

Palestinian Liberation Organization
. Peaceful nuclear explosion

Phy.sicaliQ9alicy of Life Index.: ;
pecifileAey>ublic of China .

Strategic Aims Limitation Talks 4:

Special ,Drawing ltight'S on the International
'tary Fund
SOuth East Asia treaty Organization
Stockholm Iripritute of Peace 'Research
Special SessiOn. On bisarmament

.

Transnational 6nterpthe

Trade and Develop-

United Nations Fund for Population Activities
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
United Nations Interim Force in Lebantins.
United Nations Institute for Training and Researai

.

World Disarmament Conference
WERI World Environmental Research Institute (proposed

by author)
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WFC I World Food coUncil
WHO WOrld Health;, Organization .,

WMO World MetgbrOlogical Organizatiqn
WT4 World (propOsed by authar).

-ZPG Zero population growth
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